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CHOICE WORDS 

Knowledge is power 
D 

id you like our subtle cover? Eagle

eyed readers might just have noticed 

something rather special- it's 

Awards time again. In case you were 

wondering, our awards are the best judge of 

top equipment in any British hi-fi magazine. 

That's because it's notjustHi-Fi Choice which 

votes for them, but also ten other top hi-fi 

magazines from all over Europe. 

Together, these journals of electronic 

excellence form the European Awards Audio 

Panel (EAP). You can read all about it in the 

magazinual gong-dispensing ceremony 

which follows on p.40, but it's worth 

mentioning that the panel's decisions are 

based on the reviewing expertise of each 

magazine's editorial staff and contributors. 

A:; a result, the European Imaging And 

Sound ksociation (parent body of EAP), lays 

down tough criteria for magazines wishing 

to join its Awards Panels. And it is only by 

dint of Hi-Fi Choice's rigorous test procedures, 

encompassing both extensive blind 

listening and technical appraisals, that this 

magazine was chosen to represent the UK for 

the first time last year. 

We believe that our reviewing procedure 

is the only way of giving hi-fi a proper work

out. On the one hand we listen, on the other, 

we measure. Listening is essential, of course: 

how a component sounds is the defining 

estimate of its worth. But only a shallow 

individual could care evetything about the 

effect and nothing about the cause. 

And this is where the measurements come 

in. While no-one would pretend that we can 

measure precisely-timed percussion or the 

warmth of a sensual vocal, we can compare 

the sounds of different products to their 

electronic vital statistics, and observe when 

certain sonic characteristics are mirrored in 

the patterns of our data. 

Measurements are only a tool, but they do 

help us to understand why things behave as 

they do. More importantly, they enable us to 

test the validity of manufacturers' claims 

about power output, distortion and so on, 

which after all are fundamental factors 

influencing the buying decision. 

Knowledge itself is power, science is 

organised knowledge, art is science in the 

flesh. (Apologies to Bacon, Spenser and 

Cocteau). You don't need to know 'why', but 

there is so much satisfaction to be had if you 

do. Sure, you can go out and buy a hi-fi 

system, but only if you begin to understand 

how it works will you ever derive tme 

pleasure from it. 

I believe this fact has recently dawned on 

another UK hi-fijournal. The magazine in 

question never dirties its hands with even 

the simplest measurement; all of its reviews 

are done 'sighted' by individuals, and none 

of the individuals are bold enough to name 

themselves in print. That's fine for the audio 

equivalent ofHello! But in the past couple of 

months, this journal (which shall remain 

nameless, though it is alleged to be 'the UK's 

best-selling hi-fi magazine') has started to 

seem insecure. Back in its August issue, it 

broke hi-fi publishing's unwritten rule and 

unwisely rubbished us in print- read Paul 

Messenger's cutting riposte on page 176. 

While in the September issue, none less than 

the editor of the magazine was compelled to 

defend its jejune review process by attacking 

the 'charts, graphs and diagrams' of other 

publications. 

It would be funny if it wasn't so sad, but 

unlike my waistcoat-wearing counterpart, I 

credit my readers with the intelligence to 

read and make up their own minds, not be 

told what to think. 

Closing on an unrelated but more 

inspiring topic, Hi-Fi Choice has yet again 

proved its vanguard status by becoming the 

first UK hi-fi mag (and quite possibly the first 

hi-fi magazine in the world) to connect with 

the Information Superhighway. 'Wired' 

audiophiles may 

now converse with 

us via cyberspace 

by sending 

e-mail to 'Hi-Fi 

Choice' at 

100433.1130 

@compuserve. 

com .. 

Stan Vincent 
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No Phase Cancellations 

The conventional mid-bass 

unit dust cap has been 

replaced with a phase plug. 

The path length is calculated to 

eradicate phase cancella

tions and give excellent 

dispersion across the criti

cal middle frequencies. 

Low colouration baffles 

have been a design priority 

in all Music Series loudspeak

ers. On the MSlO, MS20 and 

MS30 this has been achieved 

with mica-filled polypropylene 

tensioned with steel tie rods. 

On the MS40 and MS50, 

a 30mm dual material 

composite baffle has pro

duced an extremely rigid 

structure. 

M u s 

Exclusive 

Controlled high frequen

cy performance is achieved 

thanks to a 25mm alumini

um dome tweeter designed 

and built by Mordaunt

Short. 

The ultra thin metal 

diaphragm and compres

sion moulded rubber sur

round are mounted on an 

elliptical low resonance 

chassis, utilising a high 

temperature voice coil with 

liquid cooling and damping. 

Making Music 

Music first. Music sec

ond. Music whichever way 

you listen to it. With the 

Music Series, Mordaunt

Short is making music more 

naturally than ever before. 

The masters of music are 

c 

MCSTECH OGY 

� 

) ) 
IDEA!DISPE!SK)N 

We will be pleased 
to send you. a Music 
Series brochure on 
request, together 
with the address of 
your nearest dealer. 

PSHIRE -P09 lJS. TEL 0705 407722-FAX 0705 400099 



Choice news from around the world 

���h??I Hi-Fi surround 
American high-end specialist s 0 u n d starts h ere Wilson Audio's new loudspeaker is 

called Grand SLAM M X-1. This 

substantial beast stands six feet 

high and costs £6o,ooo. Yes, 

£6o,ooo - but it's cheaper than the 

BellX-1 test jet. 

For your money you get two 450 

pound loudspeakers designed like 

an F·uyA Stealth fighter, which are 

described by their maker as a 'Super 

linear Adjustable Modular Monitor'. 

Efficiency is quoted as a scary 

95dB (into 8 Ohms), and bandwidth 

At six feet high, Wilson Audio 
SLAMM's in at fto,ooo a foot. 

is claimed to span 19.5Hzto 27kHz 

(-3d B). To achieve this it has a sub 

bass and a bass driver, two 

midrange units, an inverted titanium 

dome main tweeter and a pair of 

titanium ambient tweeters that fire 

up from and behind the speaker. 

The Grand SLAM M has been 

designed as a relatively affordable 

and domestically acceptable version 

of Wilson's multi-cabinet WAMM 

flagship. Don't even think about 

how much that costs. 

e o81-947 5047 
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Arcam has unveiled the UK's first 'hi· 

fi' AV amp with Dol by Pro-Logic. The 

£999Xeta 1 aims to combine ease of 

use and true hi-fi sound quality, in a 

no-frills Pro-Logic package which 

takes up little more space than a hi· 

fi-only device. 

Operation is claimed to be a cinch 

using a 30-button remote and on

screen graphics, while the amp's 

front panel has only one button 

more than Arcam's acclaimed Delta 

290 hi·fi amp. 

The latter has donated its power 

amp stage to the X eta 1 to feed the 

front three speakers, providing for 

each what Arcam claims to be 

6oWatts of'true hi-fi' sound quality. 

At the rear there are 20 Watts for 

each surround enclosure. 

This is a true AV switching amp, 

offering (via phono socket) eight 

analogue audio inputs, including 

one tape loop each for cassette and 

VCR; plus four for composite video. 

Two of the latter are paralleled with 

S-Video mini-DINs, and 

professional-quality video buffers 

are used throughout. There is full 

cam patibility with PAL and NTSC 

signals . 

Sound-processing is done on one 

circuit board, and Arcam conducted 

blind listening trials to select the 

best-sounding Pro-Logic chip. 

Available in October-December, it 

will be sold in Arcam stores, 

selected (the company claims) for 

commitment to AV, competence to 

perform installation and willingness 

to send staff for training. 

e 0223 863384 

Technics' tweak techniques 
Technics has announced Mkll versions of the remote· 

controlled SU·ABoo and SU-A900 amplifiers launched 

last year. The new models retain their predecessors' 

Virtual Battery Operation power supplies and Hybrid 

Construction bases, but have undergone extensive 

listening tests and technical input from UK critics to 

improve power supplies. 

The R-Core transformer, introduced to reduce vibration 

and eliminate magnetic flux leakage, has been tweaked 

to enhance dynamic power delivery; and Technics' own 

Master Series capacitors (constructed from an 

aluminium/resin/aluminium sandwich) now benefit from 

improved electrolyte and reduced separator-plate 

impedance. 

The 55Wpc SU·ABooMkll costs £350, while the 90Wpc 

SU·A900Mkll costs £400. 

e 0344 853943 
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ects 
JBL has finally raised the crushed

velvet curtain on its long-awaited 

Sound Effects range of flexible, 

modular loudspeaker systems. First 

sighted in Las Vegas at the 

beginning of the year, Sound Effects 

is now set for a Live '94 launch as 

JBL's key range for t he autumn. 

There are four basic 'all-in-one' 

packages designed for replay of 

music, movies or both. Each 

package is made up of various 

stylish subwoofer, satellite and 

surround-speaker enclosures, all 

designed to be room friendly. 

All satellite speakers feature 

JBL's titanium-dome tweeters and 

neodymium magnetic structures, 

and all units for front-of-room use 

are similarly 'voiced' in the name of 

homegenous soundstages. 

Music One (£630) comprises a 

pair of two-way 

satellite speakers 

and two passive, 

double-chamber

bandpass 

subwoofers; while 

Movies One (£no) 

includes a dialogue 

speaker and two 

surrounds. Put 'em 

together 

(Music/Movies 
One, £Boo) and an 

instant AV system 

gives a £so saving 

over the combined 

prices. 

Music Two 
(£8so) includes 

larger satellite 

speakers and the 

Bass Wave self

powered 

subwoofer; and not 

surprisingly 

Movies Two (£soo) 

offers dialogue and 

surround speakers 

which match up with musical 

siblings in the Music/Movies Two 
outfit (£1300, saving £so 

again).Other accessories for custom 

installation, include brackets, an 

amplified Dolby Pro-Logic processor 

and power amps. 

a o81-207 soso 

Community chest 
Castle have tweaked their 'cult' Chester speaker (Best Buy, HFC 98) to bring 

it in line with the company's other floorstanding models. Principal 

improvements are the addition of a wood-veneered plinth (formerly an 

optional extra); offsetting the tweeter with respect to the bass-mid driver for 

improved stereo imagery; restyling the grille with a new curved profile; and 

using more closely-specified components in the crossover. Available in a 

variety of real-wood veneers for £699 (or £799 for rosewood and yew). 

ao7s6 795333 

Anew 
reference 
Noted speaker purveyors KEF will 

roll out four new enclosures through 

its majestic factory doors in October. 

The new Reference Series floor

standing boxes are intended to 

complement KEF's existing range, 

and deploy the new fourth

generation Uni-Q point-source 

drive-unit, within stylish cabinets 

which are currently available in 

black ash and rosewood. 

Known simply as Models One to 

Four, the four newcomers are priced 

at £995. f1.495. f1.99S and £2,995 
respectively. They incoporate a 

number of improvements in addition 

to the new 16omm/2smm ferrofluid

cooled, cloth-

Four more References for the 
KEF Encyclopedia. 

domed Uni-Q. Principal among 

these is 'decoupled driver 

technology' (front-mounted 

mid range units are mechanically 

isolated from the front baffle), and 

'lnterport' coupled-cavity bass 

loading which is said to increase 

low-frequency output. 

Indeed, quality of bass has been a 

high priority, according to KEF. The 

top three enclosures use twin drive

units, connected by a large-section 

extruded aluminium rod, claimed to 

reduce cabinet colouration. 

Rigid plinth bases may be filled with 

lead shot for stability, and optional 

spikes may replace the supplied 

solid brass feet. 

a o622 672261 

Update 

IN BRIEF 
American high-end speaker manu
facturer Thiel has announced the 
14ocm high floorstanding CS7 
loudspeaker. This four-way box 
features Thiel's famous Coherent 
Source sloped front baffle and 
first-order crossover. Its frequency 
response is claimed to be linear 
from 25Hz-18kHz and a sensitivity 
is quoted at 87dB/2.8v-m and 
nominal impedance at three ohms. 
No UK retail price has been fixed 
as yet, but the CS7 is expected to 
retail at about £8,ooo. m (0483) 
454993 

Kenwood has released the £699.95 
HD-6oo High Density system, 
which is claimed to achieve sepa
rates sound quality in a compact 
package. lt boasts a dual bitstream 
D/A converter CD player, an 
FM/MW tuner with RDS facility, 
single reverse cassette deck and 
40w amplifier, all wrapped in a 
rigid, aluminium-fronted chassis. 
The system is also offered with a 
pair of Kenwood's European 
designed LS-2ooG loudspeakers, 
for £899-95· m (0923) 816444 

Clarion has introduced 16 new 
products on to the in-car hi-fi mar
ket. Top of the list is the £8so MD} 
474 in-dash sized four-MiniDisc 
changer unit, which can be con- • 

trolled by one of five new 
radio/cassette combination units. 
These range from the £220 
4X2owatt CRX 700C right up to the 
remote controlled, RDS-equipped, 
4X30watt CRX 123RM at £520. 
There are also seven other combi
nation units in the range, two six
disc CD changers and the DSP 
979E in-dash digital sound proces
sor, at £8oo. m (0793) 870400 

This year's Northern Ireland Sound 
& Vision Exhibition, run by Zeus 
Audio, will take place on October 
14-16 at the Stormont Hotel, Upper 
Newtownards Road, Belfast. m 

(0232) 332522 

Sound With Style's Yorkshire Hi-Fi 
Show promises to attract many 
people over the weekend of the 
15th and 16th October to the 
Doncaster Moat House. Tickets 
cost £2.00, or £1.00 for Sound With 
Style Privilege card holders. m 

(0742) 737893 

Vintage hi-fi is back in fashion in 
Leicester. Classique Sounds is pro
ducing a range of refurbished vin
tage products as well as offering a 
restoration service. First in the 
Classique line include Garrard 301 
and 401 turntables and Leak, 
Radford and Avantic amplification. 
m (0533) 835821 

Doncaster's Tabula Rasa has been 
appointed as the UK distributor for 
the distinctive German Physiks 'Art 
Noise' omni-directional loudspeak
er and the Burmester range of 
audio electronics. Both ranges will 
run alongside Tabula Rasa's 
Mainhatten Acustik speaker kits. 
m (o3o2) 772218 

Once again, Philips has 'restruc-
0 ___._ ______ ___. 
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Empire of the 
Sennses 
Sennheiser has announced an 

official UK launch for its new 

'affordable' £1,ooo electrostatic 

head phone, offered in an exclusive 

Hi-Fi Choice competition last month. 

The HEV6o headset and HEV7o 

energiser are descended from 

Sennheiser's £8,soo Orpheus 

system (reviewed in H FC 101). 

The 26ogram headset is claimed 

to include an 'almost perfect 

pistonic driver', and claims 

frequency response from 12 to 

6s,ooo Hz. The diaphragms are 

fabricated from foil-polymer coated 

with one-micron-thick gold. This is 

suspended between two gold

plated counter-electrodes in a 

damped, ultra-rigid frame; and well

heeled ears will be suitably 

cossetted by a low-pressure 

cushions. The HEV7o, which accepts 

line-level signals via a ph ono input, 

is a MOSFET-equipped Class A 

device equipped with a highly-linear 

Alps potentiometer. Six cores of OFC 

cable make up the low-capacitance 

cable. 

lxos interconnects are supplied as 

standard. 

� o628 ssosu 

Chrome is 
where the 
art is 
If you're turned on by Audio 

Innovations' wing-shaped Alto 

amplifier, the new chrome-fronted 

version will transport you to hi-fi 

nirvana. The new-look amp is a 

result of myriad enquiries from 

export customers, but UK dwellers 

can buy it for £379. This is £so more 

than the standard matt-black 

edition, whose price has increased 

to £329 since we reviewed it in HFC 

131. Furthermore, the Alto now 

meets requirements of Harmonised 

European Standard BSEN 6o-o6s for 

electrical safety, clearing it for sale 

in Scandinavia and Singapore. 

�0305 761017 

Super, smashing, simple? 
NAD have gone one step beyond 

'back to basics' to 'super simple' in 

the new £130 310 amplifier. The 

company is hoping this will 

'rewrite' standards of budget 

amplifier performance as its 

Eschewing orthodox push-pull 

approaches, they've based the 310 

around a Class A stage driving a 

complementary pair of output 

semconductors: one MOSFET, one 

bipolar. 

Back to basics with NAD's new 'super simple' 330 amplifier. 

ancestor the 3020 did. 

The310 certainly follows in the 

NAD tradition of minimalism, and in 

pursuit of their alliterative slogan, 

its designers claim to have created 

an entirely new circuit topology. 

NAD claims this results in 

approximately half as many 

components and 20 per cent more 

efficiency than in competitive 

products- and that savings thus 

accrued were redistributed into 

better-quality components. 

Claimed output power is 20 

Watts continuous into eight Ohms, 

with IHF dynamic power of 8o Watts 

into two-Ohm loads. Maximum 

current, meanwhile, is said to equal 

2oAmps. 

A neat touch is the provision of 

two 3-smm mini-jack sockets on the 

front panel, for easy hook-up to 

portable components. 

� 081-343 3240 

tured' the price of its Digital 
Compact Cassette players, shaving 
up to £too from the cost of sepa
rates DCC players and up to £300 
from DCC-equipped mini- and midi
systems. tit 081-689 2166 

it's official! According to the 
Football Survey 1994, 95% of foot
ballers in the UK own a hi·fi sys· 
tern. Their most popular brands are 
Sony, followed by JVC, Philips and 
Pioneer. Remember, it's facts like 
this that help win Mastermind 
tournaments. 

In our review of the JPW 
Subwoofer/Satellite system in the 
last issue, we neglected 
to mention the £30 
JPW wall bracket for 
the system. We 
apologise for any 
inconvenience 
caused. 

We were so 
impressed by our 
Sound on the Run 
supplement cover 
artwork and 
illustrations that 
we completely forgot to mention 
their creator, Peter Richardson. 

Audio Vision '94 
The popular Northern Hi·Fi and 
Video Show is now known as Audio 
Vision '94· Sponsored by Cleartone, 
Audio Vision '94 will be held at 
Manchester's G-M EX exhibition hall 
on October 28th, 29th and 30th. 

Admission is £3.50 per 
person, but if you have If;'' '94 
saved the coupon 
from last month's 

issue, simply cut and 
""" ... 

collect the coupon from this month 
and next month's issues of Hi-Fi 
Choice. The complete set of 
coupons allow admission for the 
holder and one other person for the 
price of one, saving £3.50. 

GET TWO AUDIO VISION '94 
TICKETS FOR THE PRICE OF 

ONE! 

Coupon 2 - October 1994. 

Name 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Simply clip and save this coupon from 

Hi-Fi Choice magazine ond collect the 

last from the November issue. Present 

all three at the AV'94 box office to get 

two tickets for the price of one, saving 

a smashing £3.50. Please note that 

photocopies will not be accepted; this 

offer must not be used in conjunction 

with other promotional offers and no 

cash alternative is available. 
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MUSICAL Fl DEUTY 

When music matters most 



Auditio�t_,the new 
Elektr�range 

but turn off your 
taps firs 

Avon 
BATH Paul Green HiFi 0225 613197. 

BRISTOL Radford HiFi 0272 428248. 

Bedfordshire 
BEDFORD Richards A/V 0234 365165. 

Berkshire 
MAIDENHEAD B&B HiFi 0628 734420. 

READING B&B HiFi 0734 583730. 

Buckinghamshire 
HIGH WYCOMBE B&B HiFi 0494 535910. 

MILTON KEYNES 
Audio Insight 0908 561551. 

Cheshire 
ALDERLEY EDGE 
Aston Audio 0625 5834 72. 

CONGLETON Peter Martin 0260 280017. 

WARRINGTON 
Practical HiFi 0925 632179. 

Clwyd 
WREXHAM 
Action Gate Audio 0978 384500. 

Cornwall 
CAM BORNE 
RJF Audio Visual 0209 612260. 

County Durham 
DARLINGTON 
HiFi Experience Plc 0325 481418. 

Derbyshire 
CHESTERFIELD 
Audioscene 0246 204005. 

DERBY Active Audio 0332 380385. 

Devon 
EXETER Radford HiF1 0392 218895. 

PLYMOUTH HiF1 Attic 0752 669511. 

TORQUAY Chelston HiFi 0803 606863. 

Dorset 
POOLE Movement Audio 0202 730865. 

WEYMOUTH 
Weymouth HiFi 0305 785729. 

Essex 
BRENTWOOD 
Brentwood HiFi 0277 221210. 

WITHAM Sevenoaks HiFi 0376 501733. 

Gloucestershire 
CHELTENHAM 
Sevenoaks HiFi 0242 241171. 

Greater Manchester 
MANCHESTER 
Practical HiFi 061 839 8869. 

Hampshire 
LISS nr Petersfield 
Audio Gallery 0730 895194. 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Southampton HiFi 0703 228434. 

Hereford & Worcestershire 
HEREFORD English Audio 0432 355081. 

Hertfordshire 
HARPENDEN Studio 82 0582 764246. 

HITCH IN David Orton 0462 452248. 

ST. ALBANS 
Darby's TV H1Fi 0727 850961. 

WATFORD Sevenoaks HiFi 0923 212736. 

Humberside 
HULL Fanthorpes 0482 223096. 

Isle of Man 
RAMSEY 
Island Compact Disc 0624 815521. 

Kent 
CANTERBURY 
Sevenoaks HiFi 0227 462787. 

CHATHAM 
Sevenoaks HiFi 0634 846859. 

EASTBOURNE 
Eastbourne Audio 0323 725828. 

FOLKSTONE VJ HiFi 0303 256860. 

MARGATE VJ HiFi 0843 226977. 

SEVENOAKS 
Sevenoaks HiFi 0732 459555. 

TUN BRIDGE WELLS 
Sevenoaks HiF1 0892 531543. 

Lancashire 
BLACKBURN 
Romers HiFi Centre 0254 887799. 

BLACKPOOL 
Norman Audio 0253 295661. 

Practical HiFi 0253 300599. 

BURNLEY Practical HiFi 0282 33464. 

LANCASTER 
Practical HiFi 0524 39657. 

PRESTON Norman Audio 0772 253057. 

Leicestershire 
Leicester HiFi 0533 539753. 

Sevenoaks HiFi 0533 557518. 

London 
Audio Concept 081 567 8703. 

Bartletts HiFi 071 607 2148. 

HiFi Confidential 071 233 0774. 

HiFi Experience 071 580 3535. 

KJ Leisure Sound 071 486 8262. 

Sevenoaks HiFi 081 855 8016. 

Sevenoaks HiFi 071 352 9466. 

StudiO One 071 371 3037. 

Middlesex 
ENFIELD Sevenoaks HiFi 081 342 1973. 

RICHMOND Riverside HiFi 081 892 7613. 

Norfolk 
NORWICH 
Sound Approach 0603 622833. 

Northamptonshire 
NORTHAMPTON Rapkins 0604 37515. 

Notts 
NEWARK 
Peter Ell is Audio 0636 704571. 

Oxfordshire 
OXFORD Oxford Audio 0865 790879. 

Sevenoaks HiFi 0865 241773. 

Scotland 
ABERDEEN 
HiFi Excellence 0224 322520. 

EDINBURGH In HiFi 031 225 8854. 

INVERNESS Music Station 0463 225523. 

Shropshire 
SHREWSBURY 
Shropshire HiFi 0743 232065. 

Somerset 
YEOVIL Mike Manning 0935 79361. 

Staffs 
TAMWORTH 
Active Audio 0827 533555. 

Suffolk 
BURY ST. EDMUNDS 
Bury Audio 0284 724337. 

Surrey 
ADDLESTONE Cosmic 0932 854522. 

CROYDON 
Sevenoaks HiFi 081 665 1203. 

GODSTONE Surrey HiFi 0883 744755. 

GUILDFORD 
PJ HiFi 0483 504801. 

Sevenoaks HiFi 0483 36666. 

NEW MALDEN Unilet 081 942 9567. 

WOKING 
Bartletts HiFi 0483 771175. 

Sussex (East) 
BRIGHTON 
Sevenoaks HiFi 0273 733338. 

HASTINGS Citysound 0424 429991. 

Sussex (West) 
WORTHING 
Bower & Wilkins 0903 264141. 

Worthing HiFi 0903 212133. 

West Midlands 
BIRMINGHAM 
Music Matters 021 429 2811. 

COVENTRY Frank Harvey 0203 525200. 

SOLIHULL Music Matters 021 742 0254. 

STOURBRIDGE 
Music Matters 0384 444184. 

SUTION GOLDFIELD 
Amadeus Sound & Vision 021 354 2311. 

WALSALL Sound Academy 0922 4 73499. 

Wiltshire 
SALISBURY 
Salisbury HiFi 0722 322169. 

Yorkshire (North) 
HARROGATE 
Harrogate HiFi 0423 504274. 

SCARBOROUGH 
Scarborough HiFi 0723 374547. 

Yorkshire (South) 
ROTHERHAM 
Moorgate Acoustics 0709 370666. 

SHEFFIELD 
Moorgate Acoustic 07 42 756048. 

Yorkshire (West) 
CASTLE FORD Eric Wiley 0977 556774. 

HUDDERSFIELD 
Huddersfield HiFi 0484 544668. 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

When music matters most 

NEW PRODUCT 

a a�-= 
VIBRATION ISOLATION PLATFORMS 
Realise the full undlstorted potential and accuracy of your high 

fidelity audio components with the latest concept In platforms. 

Available as Individual platforms, modular racking systems or 

hardwood enclosures built by craftsmen to suit your requirements. 

Integral cable routing separates sensitive carriers from mains 

leads combining tidy appearance with elegant furniture design. 

Audiophile Furniture Limited Telephone: 0342 826262 
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The latest products, the best recordings and our own pointofview on the most 
interesting developments to hit the hi-fi scene. Conci se rep orts by the Choice team. 

INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER 

Nakamichi 

IA-45 
£200 

0 A great natural sound with 

heavy but well-controlled 

bass. 

0 Sound may not impress 

those who like music more 

rounded. 

SOUND***** 
VALUE ***** 

R 
eviewing amplifiers is 

not an exact art. Some 

people like them to 

sound a certain way while other 

people prefer a totally opposite 

sound. To some 

reviewers the 

sound of 

the 

Nakamichi 1A4S 

amplifier may be too brash and 

the bass too thumpy, but not to 

this one, I felt that this amp was 

ideal for playing some of my 

better tunes. 

1l1e best thing about the IA4S 

was the amount of bass that it 

added to the music, which some 
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previous amplifiers had 

completely missed. Even on a 

quiet track, like Blur's This Is A 

Low, the gentle bass-line is given 

a force that stops it flowing over 

you like just another wishy

washy pop song. 

At the other end of the scale, 

the treble is bright without 

getting out of control at louder 

moments: cymbals stay cymbals, 

never sounding tizzy; and 

overdriven guitars remain clear 

and overdriven for once 

avoiding the all-too-common 

high-speed drill effect. 

Add the deep bass to the 

unthreatening treble and what 

you get is a very nice-sounding 

amplifier. Purists may believe 

that the kind of sound offered by 

this Nakamichi is not 

desirable; 

perhaps preferring a well 

rounded, calmer sound with a 

more melodic bass. But my 

friends, although impressed 

with my AudiolabASOOO, 

constantly reach to turn up the 

bass gain. At least with this 

Nakamichi my pals and I are 

satisfied we can party without 

having to worry if the 

neighbours can hear it- they 

certainly can. 

Above all of this, however, is 

the natural sound that this 

amplifier lends to tracks, in 

particular the trumpets on Hand 

OnThe Torch {US3)and the 

pizzicato strings on Sting's Seven 

Days which sound absolutely 

great. That is not to say that this 

amp surpasses all others on the 

market, but for the reasonable 

price of £200 you could do a lot 

worse. 

Rob Tribe 

B&W (UK Sales) Ltd, Marlborough 

Road, Churchill Indust1ial Est, 

Lancing, W Sussex BN15 STR. 

� {0903} 750750 

A chance to meet the neighbours; 
they'll be round if you turn the 
volume up too high on the IA-4S. 

MINI SYSTEM 

Denon D-FlO 
£1,150 

0 A hi-fi standard mini 

system. Digital tuners, MD 

decks and other compo 

nents are on the way. 

0 Very few; speakers have 

some boxy colorations and 

lack weight, but this is just 

nit-picking. 

SOUND*****
'==;;;;; 

VALUE *****--..J 

S
ometimes it is hard to 

avoid judging by 

appearances. Jt is only 

human nature to feel confident 

about a product which shows 

unusual attention to detail, or 

which is constructed using 

superior materials.1l1e D-F10 

certainly qualifies on both 

counts. The solid, brushed 

aluminium controls mark it out 

as special, likewise the 

simple, gimmick 

free control set. 

with real-wood 

veneers and headings which 

give the game away instantly-



they are made by a specialist, 

JPWin this case. 

Checking the price-list throws 

another spanner in the works 

for those who thought they 

knew all the arguments against 

packaged audio. The speakers 

are optional (have you noticed 

how it is only systems which 

already have decent speakers 

that can be bought without?), 

but so is every other component. 

Each has its own power supply 

and conventional phono 

sockeuy (4mm sockets for the 

speakers), and each has its own 

place in the price list.lf you 

want just an amplifier and a CD 

player, so be it. 

Facilities are broadly what 

you'd expect, except that the 

tuner has RDS, and the cassette 

deck has a single, non-auto 

reverse transport, plus manual 

record level and Dol by C. which 

is a zillion miles from 

traditional system provisions. 

Otherwise, everything works as 

you might expect, with full 

remote control and cooperative 

behaviour between the 

components. 

lt sounds good, too. Although 

the speakers are bright when 

new, and slightly boxy even 

when run in, the system overall 

is sharp and clear, with an 

excellent combination of clarity 

and refinement. The amplifier 

sounds strong and in complete 

command, and even the cassette 

deck works without audible 

wow & flutter (the bane of 

system decks), plus a wide 
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bandwidth and with stable 

imagery. The tuner and CD 

player are even better, in every 

way comparable to some of the 

better budget separates 

components. 

As I said, it is hard not to feel 

enthusiastic about this system. 

In fact you could even feel 

slightly unsettled by a system 

whose qualities are so closely 

aimed at people who would 

otherwise buy component 

high-fidelity. Denon obviously 

knows more than it's letting on. 

AlvinGold 

H ayden Labomt01ies Ltd, Chiltem 

Hill, Chalfont St Peter, GeJTards Cross, 

Bucks SL9 9UG. � (0753} 888447 

ACCESSORIES 

to the impedance of the 

loudspeaker- usually around 

four ohms. Such cables are very 

much at odds with conventional 

cables, which often have an 

impedance between 60ohms 

and 470ohms. However, 

impedance-matched cables have 

never proved popular with 

certain amplifier designers. 

TI1anks to the laws of physics 

low impedance cables by 

inference are highly capacitive, 

and highly�apacitive cables can 

spell disaster. 

In the past, Townshend Audio 

has recommended the home 

made lsolda loudspeaker cable, 

but this had some termination 

problems and was seldom 

domestically acceptable (it looks 

like the sort of rope used to 

catch Phantoms on aircraft 

carriers). Enter the Goertz 

speaker cables from America. 

The cable is 

ultra-flat and resembles an 

unrolled capacitor. The basic 

£20 per metre MI 1 cable is made 

up of two 10mm wide ribbons of 

copper, individually jacketed in 

polyester terephthalate and 

then laid on top of one another 

and sheathed in Lexan. There is 

also a higher power version 

which can be used for longer 

runs, called MI 2, which uses 

20mm wide ribbon cable and 

costs £40 per metre. For those 

who are willing to get extreme, 

there are also silver versions of 

the cables, costing £256 and 

£4 75 per metre respectively.ln 

addition, normal termination 

costs an additional £48 for a 

stereo pair and there is an £87 

adapter unit, which will allow 

Goertz to be used with 

amplifiers like Naim and 

Exposure, that would otherwise 

Goertz 
loudspeaker 

cables 
Goertz will provoke a definite reaction, but will it be good or bad? 

Ml 1 £20/M; Ml 2 £40/M 
0 Excellent control over the 

music and the system; 

good value. 

0 Can produce very 

unpredictable results with 

the wrong amplifier. 

SOUND***** 
VALUE *** 

T
ownshend Audio has long 

been a supporter of 

impedance-matched 

loudspeaker cables. TI1ese are 

cables which have a 

characteristic impedance close 

Hi-Fi Choice October 1994 11 
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See your nearest dealer 
for a demonstration. 
MIDLANDS 13 EAST ANGLIA 

ALDRIDGE 

MUSICAL APPROACH 
BEDFORD 

RICHARDS AUDIO VISUAL 
BIRMINGHAM 

CLEARTONE 
MUSIC MA TIERS 
NORMAN H FIELD 
SUPERFI 
BISHOPS STORTFORD 

THE AUDIO FILE 
BOSTON 

BOSTON HI FI 
BROMSGROVE 

SPA INS 
BURTON ON TRENT 

GRANGE HI-FI 
CAMBRIDGE 

STEVE BOXSHALL 
UNIVERSITY AUDIO 
COLCHESTER 

PETER FO LKES L TO 
COVENTRY 

CLEARTONE 
FRANK HARVEY 
DERBY 

ACTIVE AUDIO 
STUART WESTMORELAND 
DUNSTABLE 

TECHNOSOU D 
EAST DEREHAM 

BENNETIS 
HEREFORD 

ENGLISH AUDIO 
IPSWICH 

BENNETTS 
EASTERN AUDIO 
KETTERING 

CLASSIC HI-FI 
KINGS LYNN 

MARTINS HI Fl 
LEAMINGTON SPA 

HOUSE OF MUSIC 
LEICESTER 

LEICESTER HI-FI 
SEVENOAKS HI-FI 
LINCOLN 

TECHNOSOUND 
NEW ARK 
PETER ELLIS 
NORTHAMPTON 

AUDIOCRAFT 
LISTEN INN 
NORWICH 

BEN NETTS 
MARTINS HI-FI 
NOTTINGHAM 

FORUM HI-Fl 
STUART \VESTMORELAND 
SUPERFI 
OXFORD 

AUDIO T 
OXFORD AUDIO 
CONSULTANTS 
WESTWOOD & MASON 
PETERBOROUGH 

THE HI-FI PEOPLE 
RUGBY 

SOUNDS EXPENSIVE 
SHREWSBURY 

SHROPSHIRE HI-FI 
SOLIHULL 

MUSIC MATTERS 
STAFFORD 

MUSICAL APPROACH 
STOKE ON TRENT 

ACTIVE AUDIO 
PUR KISS HI-FI 
STOURBRIDGE 

MUSIC MA TIERS 
SUTTON COLDFIELD 

AMADEUS 
TAMWORTH 

ACTIVE AUDIO 
THAME 

THAME AUDIO 
WALLING FoRD 

ASTLEYS 
WALSALL 

SOUND ACADEMY 
WOLVERHAMPTON 

UNIVERSAL ELEC 
WORCESTER 

CLEAR TONE 

CD63 COMPACT DISC 
PLAYER 

0922 57926 

0234 365165 

02 I 643 0972 
021 429 2811 
02 I 622 2323 
021 631 2675 

0279 506576 

0205 265477 

0527 72460 

0283 33655 

0223 68305 
0223 354237 

0206 767428 

0203 632086 
0203 525200 

0332 385185 
0332 367546 

0582 663297 

0362 699333 

0432 355081 

0473 610801 
0473 217217 

0536 515766 

0603 627010 

0926 881500 

0533 539753 
0533 230465 

0552 520265 

0908 604949 

0636 704571 

0604 36291 
0604 37871 

0603 630311 
0603 627010 

0602 622150 
0602 476377 
0602 412137 

0865 742044 

0865 790879 
0865 247783 

0733 361755 

0788 540722 

0743 232065 

021 429 2811 

0785 55154 

0782 214994 
0782 265010 

0384 444184 

021 354 2311 

0782 214994 

0844 215431 

0491 839305 

0922 473400 

0902 23741 

0905 726375 



have stability problems. 

When this loudspeaker cable 

is good, it's very, very good and 

when it's bad, it's horrid. In the 

right systems, even the 

cheapest, Goertz cable can strip 

the sound bare. It seems to 

increase the amplifier's grip 

over the bass cone, while 

opening out the sound staging 

properties dramatically.lt has 

many of those qualities that 

have become trademarks of Rock 

turntables, Glastonbury speakers 

and other products in 

Townshend's portfolio. If you 

find this kind of sound to your 

liking and your amplifier suits 

the cable, you are guaranteed to 

love the Goertz. Opting for the 

better Goertz further improves 

the sound of the system, 

refining all the above aspects. 

The level of improvement that is 

perceptible between Goertz 

cables, however, depends on the 

system they are used in. Even in 

a mid-fi £700 system, the 

cl ifferences are still noticeable. 

However, because it is very 

capacitive, Goertz has a tendency 

to highlight the weakest links in 

amp and speaker design. Further 

experimentation showed that 

although the drama tic changes 

in sound quality it produced 

would be constant with a certain 

amp/speaker package, changing 

one component would 

unpredictably change the sound 

of the system. 

I am going to have to sit on the 

fence with the Goertz cable. 

Your system will either love it or 

hate it- and it is mancla tory 

that you audition it in situ 

before buying. If you are in any 

doubt about its suitability, 

contactTownshend for advice. It 

is probably the best cable you 

can use with amps like the 

Pioneer A400 or A400x, but not 

every amp will produce good 

results. You will have to 

carefully test Goertz in your own 

system- if it works, I doubt that 

you could live without it. 

AlanSircom 

TownshendAudio, Tim's Boatyard, 

Timsway, Staines, Middlesex 

TW18 3]Y. � {0784) 455866 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

Mission 752 
£500 

0 Another sure-fire winner 

from the Mission stable; 

holds no unpleasant 

surprises for Mission fans. 

0 Treble is of excellent 

quality, but slightly 

excessive, especially with 

strings and woodwind. 

SOUND***** 

VALUE ***** 

T
he 753 has been a major 

success, in both sales and 

critical acclaim, among 

floorstancling column speakers 

since the clay it was launched. 

The 753 single hancleclly 

rekincllecl interest in a class of 

speaker that hacllanguishecl 

before its launch. Because of its 

reputation, a follow up wasn't 

totally unexpected; nor (in 

broad terms at least) the form it 

The 753 is a substantial design, 

with a multiplicity of drive 

units, in a 'two-and-a-half-way' 

configuration, mounted in a 

novel, transverse folded 

enclosure in which the baffle 

an cl back are glued to the carcass 

which is made by V-grooving 

an cl folding a single strip of 

woocl.ln the Mission design, the 

baffle, back, top and base are 

formed in one piece, the sides 

being a deled last, giving better 

support for the baffle. The 752 

takes the best ideas of the 753, 

namely that transverse folded 

enclosure, for which they have 

clesignecl a 

simpler two-way driver array, 

albeit using high-tech drivers. 

The spikable enclosures are 

reflex loaded, with a slightly 

backwards tilted baffle which 

gives a degree of time 

alignment. 

Even superficial examination 

shows a lot of attention to detail, 

and the test system came 

clressecl in a superb rosewoocl 

veneer, from sustainable 

sources. Even if you didn't like 

the sound of the 752, you would 

not be able to fault it for 

value. 

However,you 

probably will like the 

sound: it is an 

eminently likeable 

loudspeaker. It has all 

the familiar Mission 

traits-an almost 

punctiliously neutral 

and transparent 

mid band; quick, 

precise timing that 

drives the music along 

rather than pulling it 

along; a slightly over

emphatic treble; and a 

full and powerful bass 

-the most recent 

change to the basic 

Mission sound. It works 

beautifully, especially 

with acoustic music. 

T11e system was clearly 

balanced with the 

female voice in mind, 

an cl instruments like 

acoustic guitar and 

many of the percussion 

family have an 

unusually tactile, physical 

quality. The 752 is a benign 

electrical load, giving every 

indication of having an 

unproblematical impedance 

curve and higher than normal 

sensitivity. Definitely one for the 

shortlist. 

Mission Electronics Ltd, Stonehill, 

Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6ED. 

� {0480) 451777 



INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER 

Minstrel 
£900 

0 Capable and well-sorted 

valve amp, suits a range of 

reasonably sensitive 

speakers well. 

0 Falls between two stools: 

not cheap enough for the 

mainstream, nor capable 

enough to qualify for the 

high-end. 

SOUN D ***** 

VALUE ***** 5 ome tube amps set out to 

seduce, with a display of 

glowing glassware, or a 

soft, lush (or is it woolly and 

floundering?) voice. This one 

falls into neither camp. It is built 

into a fully enclosed, convection

cooled box, and doesn't even 

have the traditional tube foibles, 

microphony or noise, though 

there is some electrical hum, 

predominately 4th harmonic 

(200Hz). !f it wasn't for the 

occasional bill for replacement 

tubes, and that giveaway name, 

the Minst1·el could almost pass as 

a transistor amp. 

In fact it is half transistor, half 

tube. The input section and 

power supply use solid state 

devices, and ditto the driver 

stage for the bottle-based 

output. The Minstrel is an Ultra 

Linear design, with 

zero overall 

negative feedback. Tile 

amplifier was supplied with 6L6 

tubes, which are good for 20 

Watts per channel, however, 

EL34s can be specified, which 

give 30 Watts per channel at 

£1,100.A third type is based on a 

hand made Chinese tube called 

the 350B, which Quantum rate 

highly, though no price has 

been set. 

There is nothing whimsical 

about the sound. The Minstrel is 

promoted as quick and 

dynamic.lt is, but it could 

equally have been called solid 

and meaty. This is also a big

hearted amplifier, which can 

put on a surprising burst of volts 

and amps when pushed, and 

quickly too, when the pushing is 

done by a piano recording or 

something similarly percussive. 

I was surprised, even shocked by 

the Minstrel's dynamic range, 

which is utterly convincing and 

un-tube like, yet the delicacy 

and fine detail ofDebussy or 

Ravel orchestral music is 

beautifully handled. A real 

mailed fist in a velvet-glove type 

of performance. 

This is an amp that allows 

individual instruments room to 

breathe, and one that doesn't 

homogenise complex material. 

The amp was also impressive in 

its ability to play cleanly at 

much higher 

A valve amp that won't melt in your hand - the Minstrel from 
Quantum - though it will melt your chocolate. 
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A tonearm to joust with; the Helius Cyalene 2 is a 
perfect partner for Voyd turntable owners. 

its modest power 

rating implies. 

Negatives? Well, apart from 

hum (and it's only just audible 

with sensitive speakers), a mild 

hardness or lack of 

transparency, and a suggestion 

of response tweaking (which 

emphasises the lower mid band, 

making the system sound 

slightly dulled) there aren't any. 

Q].wntum Audio Ltd, PO Box 26, 

Kilmamock, Ayrshire, Scotland 

KA1 1BA. e {0563} 71122 

TONEARMS 

Helius 
Cyalene2 

£1,395 

0 Highly neutral sounding 

arm; open midband; 

a perfect match for the 

Voyd turntable. 

0 Standard of build quality 

and finish is not brilliant; 

insubstantial cabling. 

SOUND***** 

VALUE ***** 

I n the past, Heli us tonearms 

were de ligueur for any 

aspiring Pink Triangle or 

Voyd turntable owner. The 

space-station 

styling and neutral sound all 

added up to make the original 

Helius Cyalene the top 

tonearm for those 

seeking balance. 

But things 

Inove on, 

Helius 

Designs 

began to branch 

out into 

loudspeakers and ultra

powerful telescopes, and a 

gap appeared in the top-end 

tonearm market which was 

quickly filled by designs from 

England and America. But 

Helius is back in the tonearm 

game with the new £1,395 

Cyalene2 . 

Unlike the original Cyalene, 

the Mk 2 version uses an 

undamped, military-spec 

stainless steel/tungsten lateral 

bearing, while the vertical 

bearings are still hand-made by 

Helius itself. Tile five-ball-race 

bearing design, unique to 

Helius, produces a line contact 

which gives greater energy 

transmission and a far more 

reliable structure than the 

point-contact three ball-race 

design deployed in previous 

Helius arms. 

The rear counterweight 

section is removable, to adjust 

the arm for different weight 

cartridges.TI1is is 

impressive, as it 

allows the 

counter-

weight to 

be in the 

perfect 

balance 

position, not 

hanging 

precariously off 

the end of the 

tonearm. This means 

that the tracking force 

can only be set using an 

aftermarket stylus 

pressure gauge, but the arm 

is easy to prepare. 

Unfortunatley azimuth 

adjustment is not possible on 

the standard version. 

\ 

Having experimented with a 
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variety of high-end arms, it's 

good to see the Helius name 

reappearing. The overall 

performance of the Cyalene arm 

is very good, with no obvious 

resonances in the audible 

frequency range. Although this 

sounds obvious, it is surprising 

just how many arms have a 

resonance in the audio band. 

Until you hear an arm without 

such problems, they are often 

hard to spot. 

Comparisons between the 

Helius Cyalene 2 and the SME V 

are worth a mention. From a 

constructional point of 

view, there's no 

contest-the 

SMEVwins 

hands down. 

The Helius arm is not 

badly made, but the level 

of finish leaves 

something to be desired, 

especially against the 

sleek SME.1l1e silver cabling 

supplied with the arm is also 

rather fragile. If you tend to fit 

and forget cartridges, the Helius 

is fine, but if your turntable is 

forever restless, then the cables 

may turn out to be a problem. 

Sonically, however, the gap is 

soon covered. Compared to a 

standard SME, the Cyalene 2 has a 

slightly smoother and more 

open mid and top, although the 

SME V has far better bass 

definition and power. One 

tonearm is not intrinsically 

better than the other; they 

simply have different priorities. 

Silver-wiring the SME V shortens 

the gap considerably in the 

treble, yet the Helius gives a far 

less metallic air to the midband. 

1l1is open mid band is not 

achieved at the expense of the 

arm's rhythmic abilities, 

however: here the Cyalene 2 can 

best be summed up as a tight 

and fluid performer. 

Overall, aside from the 

sketchy build quality, the 

Helius Cyalene 2 is a very 

good bet for Voyd 

owners. 

1l1e deck was conceived with the 

Helius arm in mind and the two 

together have something of a 

magical synergy which can't be 

beat. 

AlonSircom 

Helius Designs, The Whitehouse, 

Aldington, Evesltam, Worcestersl1ire 

WR11 SUB. 1i: {0386} 830083 

CASSETTE DECK 

Aiwa 

AD-F450 
£120 

0 Good performance for the 

price; fine bias adjust; 

transport stability and 

good bandwidth. 

0 Not quite the spectacular 

bargain it once was; clacky 

transport engagement, 

poor metering and 

lightweight build. 

SOUN D ***** 
VAlUE ***** 

0 Id wine, new bottle. 

111eAD-F450 is a 

cosmetic rehash of 

theAD-F410, last year's red 

hot budget cheapie 

at £100.111at model 

in turn was a 

renamed and 

barely 

simplifiedAD

F400, which cost 

£150 a year 

earlier, and 

was regarded 

as being 

pretty 

good even 

then. 

Through 

fresh eyes, 

the £120 AD-F450 seems slightly 

flaky. The metering is poor, 

with limited range, resolution, 

and virtually invisible scale 

markings, and the transport 

changes modes with loud 

clunks. But if you are in the 

market for a no-frills but 

respectable cassette deck at the 

lowest possible price, the 

AD-F450 turns out to be a rather 

tough act to follow. 

The deck is equipped with 

Dol by B, C and HX Pro (the AD

F410 was the cheapest ever Dol by 

HX Pro equipped cassette deck 

when launched), a fine-bias 

control suitable for ferric (Type 

1) and chrome (Type IV) tapes, 

and a fixed level head phone 

socket. Despite its limitations, 

the bicolour meter display gives 

instant warning of overload 

from a distance, and the 

all-important loading 

mechanism feels reassuringly 

solid and snappy. 

It also sounds good

surprisingly good. After the first 

few hours, the transport is stable 

enough never to raise any 

doubts, even playing classical 

piano, which is a pretty 

searching test for wow & flutter. 

Using good Type 11 tapes like 

TDKSA-X, bandwidth is well 

extended at both ends of the 

spectrum: the bass is full and 

sometimes slightly plummy, 

and the treble is well defined 

and vivid, though some care 

should be taken with close

miked percussion which 

produces clear signs of 

intermodulation, losing the 

feeling of openness and 'air' at 

high recording levels. 

Although it sounds solid, the 

deck seems rather flat and 

mechanical at times as the 

electronics leave their imprint 

on the music. 

The bottom line, then, is that 

decanting the wine hasn't spoilt 

the flavour.1l1is is not a great 

cassette deck, and its 

engineering quality is no better 

than it should be, but it is more 

than adequately specified, and it 

performs just that little bit 

better than most of its direct 

rivals. Recommended. 

AlvinGold 

Aiwa (UK) Ltd, UnitS, Heathrow 

Summit Centre, Skypoint Drive, 

West Drayton, Middlesex UB7 OLY. 

1i: 081-897 7000. 
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BOSE® Lifestyle® music systems 

Spend one minute to have music for a lifetime! 

Now is the time for change: 
Lifelike sound. 
Elegance. Simplicity. 

Fill your home with music instead of bulky, complicated 

components. Listen to stereo throughout your listening area. 

Born from a new 
system technology. 

Enjoy lifelike sound at any volume level. Use it as easily as 

your telephone. 

Control your entire music system from anywhere in your 

home - even through walls! 

Now 
you can get 

Choose a revolutionary new Lifestyle® music system - and 
GET MORE! 

GET 
MORE ... 
from your music system! 

an award winning 
music system! 

Ask for a demonstration! 

"The sound is incredible, the illusion compelling and the 
design is seriously sleek. Irresistible." Arena 

"The Bose Lifestyle Model lO is light years ahead." What Hi-Fi 

"I am greatly impressed by the Bose Lifestyle music system. 
The sound of individual instruments is as true a reproduction 
as you can hear. The speakers have great clarity yet are warm 
at the same time. What's more it is certainly excellent value 
for money.'' Julian Lloyd Webber, Cellist 

CALL NOW FREE (1I:I1!1Jffli��) FOR A FREE INFORMATION PACK 
r---------------------------------------------------------------, 

For a FREE Brochure and full details on Base• Lifestyle• music systems and the GET MORE offer 
fill in this coupon and send to Base Limited, Trinity Trading Estate, Sittingboume, Kent ME tO 2PD _DOS� 

Better sound through research. 
Name ____________________ ____________________________________ __ 

Address: ______________ ________________________________________ __ _ 

Postcode: ______________________________________________________ -,---

Tel. No: -----------------------"-H=F--=C'-=1=0/-"'-94 
If you do not wish to receive future product information from Base� or our appointed dealers please tick this box D 

sii.S� 
Better sound through research. 

BOSE LIMITED, 
TRINITY TRADING ESTATE, 

SITTINGBOURNE, 
KENT ME10 2PD 

TEL: (0795) 475341 

*Win a trip to the United 
States. 

• Limited offer. 
Check with your participating dealer. 



CD PLAYER MODIFICATION 

Trichord 

Clocl<2 
£141 

0 Simpleway to upclate aCD 
player; greater accuracy 
and stability. 

0 Can't thinkof any 
disadvantage other than 
the fact that it invalidates 
the warranty. 
SOUND ****--':*'==::::: 
VALUE ***** 

T 
richord Research, makers 

of the outstanding Pul�ar1 

DAC, offer an intriguing 

modification for CD 

players/transports. This is to 

replace the quartz crystal 

oscillator (a single passive 

component) with a high

precision active clock . TI1is 

greatly improves sampling 

accuracy, reducing thejitter 

caused by time-domain errors 

between each digital pulse. 

Trichord's clock modification 

has been available for over a year 

now, and has proven itself a very 

effective upgrade. 

Recently, however, Trichord 

developed an even better 

version. TI1e Clock 2 offers 

increased accuracy plus greater 

stability and consistency than 

the Oock 1. Both cost the same, 

but those with theClock1 can 

have the Clock 2 fitted in its place 

at a reduced price. 

TI1e Clock 2 is said to be as big 

an improvement over the Oock 1 

as the latter was over a typical 

unclocked player. Given the 

excellence of the Oock 1 I had my 

doubts; but now I've heard the 

Clock2modification I'd say it's a 

fair claim. 

Sonically, there are big gains 

in resolution, clarity, and 

precision. TI1e music sounds 

sharper and cleaner, while glare 

and harshness are much 

reduced. Detail and focus 

increase greatly, and imaging is 

considerably better. 

The Oock 2 transformed a 

Marantz CD-12 from a one

dimensional thin-sounding unit 

into something quite stunning. 

Unclocked, its lack of weight 

and solidity had been very 

apparent when compared to a 

Meridian 203 transport with the 

Clock 1, as it wasn't as precise or 

vivid, and lacked body. 

With the Clock2 upgrade, the 

Marantz trounced the 

Meridian, giving a bigger 

soundstage, cleaner treble, 

firmer bass, and more detail. 

The CD-12 now sounded far 

more focused and solid. Subtle 

changes of timing dynamics 

and tone colour registered 

more positively, without 

unpleasant glare. Trichord 

claim an accuracy ofSppm 

(parts per million) for the Oock 2 

-considerably better than a 

Class 1 digital output. 

With this sort of precision, the 

Oock 2 is able to transform the 

sound of most CD players, from 

modest to high class. At £141, 

it's hard to think of a better or 

cheaper CD upgrade. 

So confident is Trichord that 

it offers a money-back guarantee 

if not delighted. It's also possible 

to buy the circuit separately, so 

those with technical 

competence can fit it 

themselves and save money. 

}immyHughes 

Trichord Reseach, 6 Woodlands 

Oose, Malvem Wells, Malvem, 

Worcestershire, WR144SD. 

�{0684)573524 

Pictures at an Exhibition 

Chicago Symphony, Frltz Relner, 

Classic Records/RCA Living Stereo 

LSC :z:zaJ, LP only. 

Reiner's legendary Pictures, 

taped in Symphony Hall Chicago 

in December 1957, was one of 

the first stereo recordings of 

this popular piece. For years it 

set standards by which all other 

performances were judged. 

Today, with a glut 

of virtuoso per-

for

mances 

in the cata

logue, time 

could blur the 

its contemporary 

listeners. Rein er's blend of disci

pline, brilliance, and control 

makes for thrilling listening. 

RCA's remarkable sonics still 

impress, and even after more 

than 30 years the sound has a 

fresh open clarity that suffers 

few of the limitations common 

to recordings made in the '5os. 

Toscanini's famous 1953 RCA 

account sounds thin by compari

son, and of course is mono only. 

On vinyl, Pictures is often cut 

on one side, or issued on two 

sides with fillers. But with Reiner, 

RCA spread the performance over 

a whole LP to allow the climaxes 

space to expand. This helps 

ensure that the full sonic glory of 

the recording is uncompromised. 

Classic Records aim to get as 

close to the original LP issue as 

they can. I've never seen an 

original, much less heard one, 

but did compare a US copy of 

RCA's own half-speed-cut, early 

'8os LP reissue. RCA never 

released their ·5 series in the 

UK, but I recall US critics being 

dismissive, though my .5 copy 
of Pictures sounds impressively 

brilliant and detailed, with crisp 
treble and lots of impact. 

The Living Stereo reissue is 

warmer and fuller, with richer 

ambience and depth. If not as 

spectacular as the Point 5, it's 

sweeter, more natural and less 

'hi-fi'. Pressing quality on 1809 

vinyl is exemplary and surfaces 

on my test pressing were very 

quiet. At about £28 it's not inex

pensive, but it's a real collec
tor's item and no mistake. 

Jimmy Hughes 

(See Mail Order offer on p. 106) 
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BUYING 

REAL HI-FI . ? 
• • • 

Hear the difference. 

WHERE DO YOU START? Pick up a couple of your favourite COs 

N. ENGLAND 

!!��������t�d<?�����
e
�treet -

0625 582704 
Blackpool 
Norman Audio - 216 Church Street -
0253 295661 
Congleton (Cheshire) 
Congleton Hi-Fi - 1 A Duke Street -
0260 297544 
Crewe (Cheshire) 
Norman Audio - 106 Victoria Street 

. 0270 211091 
Darllngton 
Hi-Fi Experience - 17 Coniscliffe 
Road . 0325 481418 
Gateshead 
Untone Audio - 7-11 Park Lane -
091 477 4167 
Untone Audio - 8 The Arcade -
Metrocentre • 091 460 0999 
Harrogate 
Harrogate Hi-Fi - 15 Commercial 
Street· 0423 504274 
Hull 
A. Fanthorpe Ltd - Hepworth Arcade 
• 0482 223096 
Leeds 
Image Hi-Fi - 8 St Anne's Road -
0532 789374 
Liverpool 
Better Hi-Fi - 16 Cook Street -
051 227 5007 

Middlesborough (Cleveland) 
Gilson Audio - 172 Borough Road -
0642 248793 
Newcastle 
Lintone Audio - 21/23 Monument 
Mall · 091 232 3994 
Old ham 
Audio Counsel - 12 Shaw Road -
061 633 2602 
Otley (W. Yorks) 
Doug Brady Hi-Fi, 19 Crossgate -
0943 467689 
Preston 
Norman Audio - 131 Friargate -
0772 53057 
Rotherham 
Moorgate Acoustics - 8 Westgate 
Chambers · 0709 370666 

��=��gr�0u��
h
Hi-Fi - 14 Northway -

0723 374547 
Sheffield 
Moorgate Acoustics -184 Fitzwilliam 
Street· 0742 756048 
Wakefield 
Image Hi-Fi - 17 The Springs -
0924 200272 
Warrington 
Chris Brooks Audio - 29 Gaskell 
Street, Stockton Heath -
0925 261212 
Dou� Brady Hi-Fi - Kingsway 
Stud1os, Kingsway North -
0925 828009 

, ----------- - -------- , 
I ='!! -� 1 If you would like to receive the BADA fact sheet on choosing I - - hi-fi and further information on BADA, please complete this 1 11/.�:�f.'J�G�!f.lil coupon and send to: I 
I British Audio Dealers Association, P.O. Box 229, London N1 7UU I 
I 

Name: .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  

I 
I Address.......................... ......................................................................... 1 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
I .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . .. . . . . . .. Post Code........................................... I 
L--------------------� 

rr���e: :u8clo - 242 Park View -
091 252 4665 
Wilmslow 
Swift Of Wilmslow - 4/8 St Anne's 
Parade, Parsonage Green -
0625 526213 
York 
Sound Organisation -
2b Gillygate · 0904 6271 OB 

N. IRELAND 
Belfast 
Zeus Audio - 2-4 Great Victoria 
Streel • 0232 332522 
SCOTLAND 
Aberdeen 
Holburn Hi-Fi - 441/445 Holburn 
Streel · 0224 585713 
Edinburgh 
In Hi-Fi - 8/10 Bakers Place -
031 225 8854 
Russ Andrews HiFi - 34 Northum
berland Street· 031 557 1672 
CENTRAL, MIDLANDS & EAST 
Banbury 
Overture - 3 Church Lane -
0295 272158 
Birmingham 
Griffin Audio - 94 Bristol Street -
021 692 1359 
Bloxwich (Walsall) 
Sound Academy - 152a High Street 

. 0922 493499 
Bracon Ash (Norwich) 
Basically Sound - School Road -
0508 70829 
Brentwood 
Brentwood Hi Fidelity - 2 lngrave 
Road. 0277 221210 
Burton on Trent 
Grange Hi-Fi - 153 Branston Road -
0283 533655 
Cambridge 
Steve Boxshall Audio - 41 Victoria 
Road · 0223 68305 
University Audio - 1 Peas Hill -
0223 355237 
Chelmsford 
Rayleigh Hi-Fi - 216 Moulsham 
Street . 0245 265245 
Colchester 
Pro Musica - 6 Vineyard Street -
0206 577519 
Coventry 
Frank Harvey - 163 Span Street -
0203 525200 

Edgbaston (Birmingham) 
Music Matters - 363 Hagley Road -
021 429 2811 

w::��� Audio - 41 Bramford Road -
0473 217217 
Kings Lynn 
Martins Hi-Fi - 5 High Street -
0553 761683 
Leamington Spa 
House of Music - 44 Park Street -
0926 881500 
Leicester 
Leicester Hi-Fi - 6 Silver Walk, 
St.Martins Sq. · 0533 539753 
Listen Inn - 6 Hotel Street -
0533 623754 
Northampton 
Listen Inn - 32 Gold Street -
0604 37871 
Norwich 
Martins Hi-Fi - 85/91 Ber Street -
0603 627010 
Nottingham 
Nottingham Hi-Fi Centre - 120/122 
Alfreton Road · 0602 786919 
Rugby 
Sounds Expensive - 12 Regent 
Street · 0788 540772 
Solihull 
Music Matters - 93 Hobs Moat Road 
• 021 742 0254 
Stourbridge (West Midlands) 
Music Matters - 156 Lower High 
Street · 0384 4441 84 
Sutton Coldfield 
Amadeus - 10 Bold mere Road -
021 354 2311 
SOUTH & SOUTH-EAST 
Aldershot 
Bryants Hi-Fi - 81 High Street -
0252 20728 
Ashford (Kent) 
Soundcraft Hi-Fi · 40 High Street. 
0233 624441 
Basingstoke 
Audio T - 4 Feathers Lane -
0256 24311 
Bishops Stortford 
The Audio File - 27A Hockerill Street 
. 0279 506576 
Brighton 
Jeffries HiFi - 69 London Road -
0273 609431 
The Powerplant - 66 Upper North 
Street • 0273 775978 
Chichester 
Chichester Hi-Fi - 7 St Pancras • 

0243 776402 



WHAT HAPPENS IF ... ? 

I don't know what to buy? 

I can't tell the difference? 

BADA members have separate 

dem rooms and trained staff 

to make your decisions easy 

I'm disappointed with my 

choice of equipment? 

BADA members offer a 7-day 

exchange on recommended 

equipment 

It doesn't sound as 

good at home.P 

BADA members offer a full 

installation service 

Something goes wrong? BADA members provide 

a comprehensive 2 year 

guarantee on all hi-fi 

I move home? BADA's guarantee 

is transferable. 
Your nearest BADA member 

will be happy to help 

See BADA Charter for full details of our 

commitment to customers 

and records and talk to your nearest BADA dealer. 

Croydon 
Spaldings - 352/4 Lower 
Addiscombe Road. 081 654 1231 
Eastbourne 
Jeffries HiFi - 4 Albert Parade, 
Green Street - 0323 731336 
East Grin stead 
Audio Designs - 26 High Street -
0342 314569 
Enfield 
Audio T - 159 Chase Side -
081 367 3132 
Folkestone 
VJ Hi-Fi - 29 Guildhall Street -
0303 256860 
Guildford 
P J Hi-Fi - 3 Bridge Street -
0483 504801 
Harpenden 
Studio 82 - 82 High Street -
0582 764246 
Harrow 
Harrow Audio - 27 Springfield Road 
- OB 1 863 0938 
llford, Essex 
Audio T- 442/444 Cranbrook Road, 
Gants Hill - 081 518 0915 
London N1 
Grahams Hi-Fi - Canon bury Yard, 
190A New North Road -
071 226 5500 
London NW6 
Audio T - 190 West End Lane -
071 794 7848 
Studio 99 - 79/81 Fairfax Road -
071 624 8855 
London SE13 
Billy Vee - 248 Lee High Road -
081 318 5755 
London SW5 
Listening Rooms - 161 Old 
Brompton Road - 071 244 7750 
London W1 
Hi-Fi Experience -
227 Tottenham Court Road -
071 580 3535 
London W4 
Uxbridge Audio - 109, Chiswick 
High Road- 081-742 3444 
London WC2 
DIVA -18 Monmouth Street-
071 379 4010 
Margate 
VJ Hi-Fi - 119 High Street -
0843 226977 
Oxford 
Audio T - 19 Old High Street, 
Headington - 0865 65961 

Oxford 
Oxford Audio Consultants - Cantay 
House - Park End Street -
0865 790879 
Portsmouth 
Jeffries HiFi - 29 London Road -
0705 663604 
Rayleigh 
Rayleigh Hi-Fi - 44a High Street -
0268 779762 
Reading 
Reading Hi-Fi - 4 Queens Walk -
0734 585463 
Southampton 
Hampshire Audio - 8 & 12 Hursley 
Road - Chandlers Ford -
0703 252827 
Southend-on-Sea 
Rayleigh Hi-Fi - 132/4 London Road 
- 0702 435255 
Tonbrldge 
Standens - 92A High Street -
0732 353540 
Twickenham 
Riverside Hi-Fi - 422 Richmond 
Road- 081 892 7613 
Uxbrldge 
Uxbridge Audio - 278 High Street -
0895 230404 
Watford 
Acoustic Arts - 101 St Albans Road 
- 0923 245250 
Winchester 
Whitwams - 70 High Street - 0962 
865253 
Windsor 
Radford Hi-Fi - 43 King Edward 
Court - 0753 856931 
Worthing 
Phase 3 Hi-Fi - 215 Tarring Road -
0903 245577 

WEST & SOUTH-WEST 

Bath 
Radford Hi-Fi - 12 James Street 
West - 0225 446245 
Bournemouth 
Buttons Hi-Fi - 18A Westover Road 
- 0202 555512 
Movement Audio - 926 Wimborne 
Road - 0202 529988 
Bristol 
Audio Excellence - 65 Park Street -
0272 264975 
Radford Hi-Fi - 52-54 Gloucester 
Road - 0272 42824 7 
Cheltenham 
Audio T - 42 Albion Street -
0242 583960 

Exeter 
Radford Hi-Fi - 28 Cowick Street, 
St. Thomas - 0392 21 8895 
Gloucester 
Audio Excellence - 58 Bristol Road -
0452 300046 
Hereford 
English Audio - 37 Whitecross Road 
- 0432 355081 
Poole 
Movement Audio - 588 Ashley Road 
- 0202 730865 
Plymouth 
Radford Hi-Fi - 107 Cornwall Street 
- 0752 226011 
Salisbury 
Salisbury Hi-Fi - 15 Catherine St.-
0722 322169 
Swindon 
Audio T - 60 Fleet Street -
0793 538222 
Torquay 
Radford H i-Fi - 6 Fore Street -
0803 326723 
Weymouth 
Weymouth Hi-Fi - 33-35 
Maiden Street - 0305 785729 

WALES 

Cardiff 
Audio Excellence -
134 Crwys Road -
0222 228565 
Swansea 
Audio Excellence -
9 High Street -
0792 474608 
Wrexham 
Acton Gate Audio -
4 Ruabon Road -
0978 364500 

BADAHAVE 
THE ANSWERS 

British Audio Dealers Association, 
P.O. Box 229, London N1 7UU 

Tel: 0171-226 4044 
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AVI S 2000 System 
Sans fuss, sans spaghetti, sans four remote controls -
A/an Sircom finds himself in system heaven with an all 
matching, easy-to-opemte 5 2000 from AV/. 

5 ometimes, this hi-fi lark can 

really get you down. The way to 

audio heaven seems to be 

paved with a multitude of black boxes 

and a brace of remote controls. After 

creating the finest sound in audio, the 

poor hi-fi nut can be felled with a single 

cutting phrase like: "Wouldn't a midi 

system be easier?" 

TI1ere are a few companies that are 

detem1ined to rise above this sorry state 

of affairs. Well known manufacturers 

like Linn, Quad, Meridian and Mission 

have all gone the system route of late, 

producing elegant little products that 

look good and work well together. 

Stroud-based AVI has also done the 

same, and its name deserves to be up 

there with this elite. 

Although we have looked at prod

ucts like the £1,148 S 2000 MC multi-bit 

CD player in the past, it is clear that the 

A VI system is designed to be used as a 

complete package, comprising said CD 

player, the £599 S 2000 MTFM tuner, the 

52000 MPpreamplifier at £749 and the 

new £1,499 S 2000 A high-power stereo 

power amplifier. TI1ere is also an add

on phono stage at £199 for those who, 

like me, cling to their precious vinyl. 

Phono pream p aside, all the A VI prod

ucts have a neatfamily style, with reflec

tive perspex front panels and grey 

powder coat cases. The latest stereo 

power am.p is a lot bigger and deeper 

than the other components in the 

range, but has a similar basic appear

ance. Granted, it's not the easiest of 

devices to hide away, but if you consid

er that theS2000A has 250Watts on tap, 

and can push out upwards of 850Watts 

without strain, it's not surprising. 

With the AVI equipment maximum 

convenience is the order ofthe day.TI1e 

CD, tuner and pream pare all operated 

by a single remote control, which also 

allows all the units (bar the power 

am.plifier) to switch into a standby 

mode. However, when in standby, 

there are still several red and green 

LEDs glowing away. TI1is is both good 

and l:J'ad: good, because you lmow that 

the products are in stand by; and bad, 

because the LEDs in a darkened room 

could be a beacon to any passing thief. 

Each component is simple to use.All 
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the basic functions can be activated from 

the remote, but some fundamental 

operations, like a tuner search facility, 

have to be performed at the tuner itself. 

In fairness, A VI has designed a user

fi·iendly product. and most of the func

tions that do not appear on the remote 

are used so infi·equently t11at t11ey really 

do not need to be there. Even so, t11e lack 

of programming facilities on the CD, 

only16 presets on tl1e tuner and not even 

a balance control on the preamplifier 

may seem ratl1er Spartan to some. 

The source components and control 

amp Gyout to be stacked on top of one 

anotl1er.AVI has taken tllis into account 

and has engineered t11e equipment to 

work well thus arranged. However, if 

you can resist the temptation, each com

ponent benefits from careful siting. 

Admittedly, the usual brace of Mana 

tables may look a little incongruous sit

ting underneatl1 midi-sized elecu·onics, 

but it's wort11while sonically. 

The system sounds fine witl1 decent 

coax interconnects and 200-strand 

cable, and any major improvements on 

these kind of ea bles don't reap massive 

rewards.TI1e tweakers among us might 

suggest that this was due to a lack of 

magical 'fine detail', but I'd prefer to 

believe that it is because the products 

are soundly engineered to begin with. 

One of the biggest plus points of this 

system is its consistency. There is no 

part which lets the side down, each 

source sounds similar and has near

identical levels of performance. If tl1ere 

is a component that lags behind, it's 

the add-on phono stage, but this is also 

the least expensive product in the 

range. Although the phono stage is on 

a parwitl1 a tl1ose tl1at are fitted to good 

integrated amps and is both neutral 

and whisper quiet, it sounds shut-in 

and too sterile for my tastes. AVI firm

ly believes in the sonic dominance of 

CD above LP and this ph ono stage mere

ly reinforces this. Although I did not 

have them side by side for com parison, 

I believe that something like the Motl1 

phono stage would be a better bet. 

I really can't find much else to criti

cise. The S 2000 has a sense of absolute, 

studio-! ike correctness that comes as a 

healthy break fi·om some of the artifi-

That AV! system 
in full ... 
inset, clockwise 
from top right: 
phono stage, 
preamp, power 
amp, tuner, CD 
player. 

ciality inherent in hi-fi. The sources are 

particularly easy to listen to, without 

being bathed in euphony. Usually, such 

musical honesty in a system falls into 

one of two camps: bright and gruelling 

to listen to, or tl1e electronic equivalent 

of sleeping pills. The exceptions are few 

and far between, yet the AVI system is 

one of these exceptions. It is notable 

because it is nowhere near as expensive 

as its sound quality suggests and 

although it does present a slightly for

ward impression of the recording 

played - rather like a testosterone

enhanced Meridian system- the over

all balance is just about correct. 

TI1e whole set-up is very smoot11 and 

believable, with a real sense of space, 

and next to no background noise, even 

at vetyhigh SPLs. It also belongs to tl1at 

breed of products which stresses neu

trality and an absence of character as 

key to electronic design. 

Using the package with ATC speak

ers gives an especially goodinsight into 

the recording techniques used on 

whatever music is played. It was inter

esting to note that it seems to favour 

the latest high quality classical record

ings over the old masters. At low vol

ume levels the A VI can become a little 

lost. However, the power amplifier 

eo m bines the speed of small transistor 

amplifiers with the weight and impact 

of a huge brute amp. 

I believe that the AVI system, armed 

with a pair of ATC speakers, would 

make the ultimate system for classical 

music reviewers. However, it is far from 

t11e best system for hi-fi reviewing, as 

despite giving a great insight into 

recording techniques, it is difficult to 

assess what is actually going on in the 

system itself, and tllis I find curious. 

Because of the system's neutrality 

and lackof inherentcharacter, !believe 

that the AVI will appeal to a select band. 

However, the combination of smootll

ness and clarity, all wrapped up in a 

sophisticated coating of easy operation 

and no-nonsense music replay, will 

never appeal to the die-hard tweaker. 

But for those who want their music 

without all that fuss or bother, yet still 

want top sound quality at a vety rea

sonable price, the AVI deserves to be 

right up at tl1e beginning of the list. 

AV IntemationalLtd, UnitF3 C3, Bath 

Road Tmding Estate, St:roud, Gloucs 

GIS 3Qf. a {0453) 752656 
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KEFNEWS 

KEF LAUNCHES FOUR SENSATIONAL 
NEW REFERENCE SERIES MODELS! 

September 1994, Maidstone, Kent.. .. KEF Reference '94 is launched. In an unprecedented move 
KEF Audio (UK) Limited announces details of this year's major hi-fi speaker launch - four superb new 
KEF Reference Series loudspeakers. 
From their quite outstanding cosmetic design to their superb sound quality, they are an absolute must 
for the dedicated and discerning audiophile. 
For those readers who will really appreciate the result of some of the finest hi-fi engineering in the 
world these exciting new Reference Series models, named simply Model One, Model Two, Model 
Three and Model Four, feature: 

• KEF's unique fourth generation Uni-Q® Driver 

• New 'lnterport' Coupled Cavity Bass Loading 

• KEF's acclaimed Decoupled Driver Technology 

• Audiophile Gold Plated Terminal Posts (with Bi-wire facility) 

• High-End Oxygen Free Copper Internal Wiring 

• Gold Plated Solid Brass Feet (with Built-in Spikes) 

• Rigid Plinth Base (can be loaded with lead shot) 

But, of course, the new Reference Series has to be experienced first hand for their full impact to be 
made. If your readers want to be amongst the first to hear a demonstration of the new loudspeakers 
of the year make sure they don't miss a visit to the KEF Stand No 310 at Live '94, Earls Court from 
20th-25th September - or have them check out their local KEF dealer. 
The new KEF Reference Series is a comprehensive, beautifully unified family of products 
incorporating the latest generation of KEF's Reference Series technology. 
KEF's most significant product launch for several years is happening now ... 

This story is red hot! 

Approved for immediate publication 
Release ends/September 1994 
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Gamma Era and Space 
Chris Beeching is oveJWhelmed by the power and revelatory charm of a valve amplifier combination. 

G 
amma Acoustics is a small, 

almost bespoke amplifier man

ufacturer with a repu ration for 

ultimate quali ty wi thou t compromise. 

Its most famous product to date is prob

ablytheAeon power amplifier, but now 

the range is expanding. The two units 

under scrutiny here are the Em 

Reference preamplifier (£3,499) and the 

complementary Space Reference power 

amplifier (£3,999). 

First impressions are of high quality 

workmanship and construction. The 

copper chassis has that deep sheen 

commensurate with a lot of care and 

polishing, while the side and front pan

els are substantial and finished in black 

gloss, as are the mains transformer 

housings. The output transformers, 

meanwhile, are capped with chrome 

bobbin covers. The whole ensemble is 

set off with a plethora of thermionic 

devices whose glow is brightly reflect

ed in the highly-polished chassis work. 

Internal construction is also of a very 

high standard. By paying careful atten

tion to circuit design, Gamma has man

aged to squeeze 18 Watts out of each 

300B valve, thus making the Space 

Reference one of the most powerful sin

gle-ended amps available using this 

tube configuration. 

The controls are clearly labelled and 

easy to use. From left to right the pre

amp offers: source select (four line plus 

MM phono), volume, a tape monitor 

switch, and on the far right an onjoff 

switch. TI1e power amp has an input 

select (for three line level inputs), and 

volume.TI1ethinkingbehind the Source 

Select on the power amp is that, should 

you beunable toafford both thepre-and 

power-amp at one go, the power 

amplifier will take three line sources 

(such as tuner, tape and CD) so that a 

simple system can be assembled to get 

you started. When funds allow you can 

add the preamp. 

The rear panel contains gold 

phonos for signal connections, 

!EC sockets for mains, and 

Michell binding posts which 

accept bare wire or4mm banana 

plugs for speaker connections. 

As one would expect, the sound 

quality matches the stunning good 

looks. Potentially, the weakest input 

will always be the phono, requiring 

considerably more gain and amplifica

tion than a line-level source when you 

take into account the added complica

tion of RlAA equalisation, the phono 

input will often show up any flaws in 

the overall design. 

However, as soon as the stylus hit the 

groove on Argo's ZRG 575 version of the 

Apollon Musagete there was a feeling of 

anticipation, and once the music start

ed we became acutely aware of the 

Gamma combination's lucid, transpar

ent, yet musical portrayal of this record

ing. Upper strings had a delicacy not 

often enjoyed, and the atmosphere and 

soundstaging were superbly repro

duced. Lower strings had a realistic 

weight, drive and punch, while the 

woody, earthytextureofthedouble bass

es was tangibly apparent. 

Next up was something totally dif

ferent; Oscar Peterson's We Get Requests. 

Despite the age of the recording, the 

ensemble really came to life in the lis

tening room. The piano had a density 

and presence, the bass and percussion 

a fullness but without undue 'bloom', 

and the impromptu 'doo-bee-doo-bee

doos' in the background from Ray 

Brown gave a sense of reality which 

would have you believe the band was 

performing just for us. 

Surprisingly, the CD input was 

equally lucid, and offered the same 

sonic signature- neutrality- which 

confirmed initial impressions that 

the phono stage was both well 

designed and RIAA accurate. 

Usually, I find CD less involv

ing thsn LPs; this time, how

ever, my ears were pinned 

back by an aural presenta

tion which let the full 

enjoyment 

a n d  

The Era 
(left)/Space 

(right) Reference; 
a revealing 

combination that 
suffers no fools 

but captivates 
listeners. 

qualities of the medium shine through. 

I said the Gammas were lucid and 

transparent, but I had no idea they 

could convey so much information. 

TI1is was even more evident on CD than 

LP, mainly through the wide variation 

in CD quality. There were many CD 

recordings which had sounded 'all 

right' on lesser systems but which were 

disgarded here while others had me 

reaching forthe'repeat' button to con

firm the magical sounds that!' d missed 

on previous systems. Good CDs are rare, 

but they're worth finding. For perhaps 

the first time I found myself sitting lis

tening to CD after CD. 

1l1e Gammas made musicwith a wide 

range of material, and amply demon

su·ated the qualities of different mixes, 

recording techniques and original 

sources. 1l1e only time they failed to 

please was when the miginal recording 

was poor, regardless of source. 

For a stereo chassis the Gamma Space 

has tremendous imaging ability and 

soundstage portrayal. No doubt much 

of the aural pe1formance is due to the 

tightlymatched high quality compo

nents used in the construction, and as 

Gamma's main man Mohammed 

Bhatti says, there comes a point where 

animprovementin componentquality 

will no longer benefit the overall result. 

His approach has been to use the highest 

quality components where most appro

priate. This means silver wiring and 

paper-in-oil caps, and more 

unusually, silicone damped 

output transformers. 

The Gammas have both 

discussion-provoking pres

ence, and also a musical 

integrity which will allow 

you to hear the true sound of 

your source components. TI1e 

technology may be rooted in the 

early years of this century, but 

then some of the best inventions 

take time to mature. If you're into 

music, the Gammas are worthy of seri

ous consideration, and even if you can 

only afford the power amp as a line level 

'integrated', I'd recommend a listen

you maybe more thana little surprised. 

Gamma Acoustics, Ivy Lodge, 81 Sussex 

Place, Slough, Berks SRl lMN. 

1i: (0753) 526939 
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A New Angle On Loudspeaker Design 

SERIES 
Faced with the problems of making a high 
performance loudspeaker that would blend 
seemlessly into the most elegant of rooms, B&W 
decided to extend their technical expertise into o 
new field ... 

Interior Design. 

The outwardly simple lines of the Preference 
range enclosures conceal on interior that has 
been optimised to reveal the full potential of the 
drive units. 

The P4 is a tapered, folded line bass reflex 
design that utilizes the full cabinet volume to 
derive maximum response from the (obex boss 
unit. This approach divides the cabinet into long 
narrow cells that dump resononces in the some 
way os our Matrix design. 

Living, vibrant midrange is handled by a Kevlor 
driver that was patented by B&W for use in our 
reference 800 Series. 

Crystal clear treble is faithfully reproduced by the 
neodymium tweeter- o true high point in driver 
design. 

The PS shores the some high and mid frequency 
drivers, but boss response is extended by using 
two (obex units in twin enclosures. Power 
handling is increased to 200 Watts RMS. Although 
the cabinet volume is increased by 40%, the 
slimline design maintains a width of just 200mm. 

The P6 increases bass response still further by 
increasing the height of the enclosure. But the nth 
degree of spacious treble reproduction is achieved 
by top mounting the tweeter in a pod, thus 
creating the ultimate in sonic and visual 
elegance. 

·············=··;·· 

b&wuk 

A U I A 
I & W 
UUIICHI 
S 0 L I D 

For further details of the Preference Series and stockists, 'phone B&W UK on 01903-750750 



One bit at a time e I am currently 

upgrading my system, 

but can only afford to 

change one component at a 

time. Having bought an 

Audiolab SOOOA integrated amp, 

I wonder what I should replace 

next. The rest of the system 

consists of a Rega Plana,- 3 

turntable/Audio Technica AT-

110£ cartridge, Pioneer PD-M61 0 

multi play CD, AiwaAD-F410 

cassette deck, and 10 year old 

Jamo 160R speakers. I have in 

mind Tannoy 609 II speakers, in 

addition to a Nakamichi DR3 

cassette deck. 

R Hussein, Rochdale, Lancs. 

0 New speakers will 

probably give you the 

biggest overall 

improvement, influencing all three 

sources. Tite tumtable can probably 

stay as it is, though improving the 

cmtridge is something to consider

perhaps to aRoksan Corus Black or 

a Goldring 1042. If tape is an 

important source, then the 

Nakamichi DR3 would be wo1th 

getting, but with new speakers your 

CD player is probably the most 

seriously weak link. Listen to Orelle's 

CD-480 and the Arcam Alpha 5: 

both should impmve on the Pioneer. 

Hendrix to hardcore a I've just started to 

build a system, but at 

the age of 18 I don't 

have loads of money to throw 

around. I've picked up a pair of 

Tannoy 607II speakers and a Rega 

Planar 2 turntable with Ortofon 

cartridge, but don't want a CD 

player. I'd love a prefpower 

combination, but only have 

between £350-£400. I'm open to 

any suggestions, including 

buying second-hand. The music 

I listen to ranges from Hendrix 

to hardcore. 

8 Dicksan, Landan. 

0 There are plentyof good 

integrated amps around 

at under £400. Listen to 

the Marantz PM-54SE, A ream's 

Alpha 5 and 6, Pioneer A-400 or A-

400X and the Technics SU-A900. 

Buying second-hand is ve1y much a 

question of seeing what's available, 

but you should be able to find a good 

prejpower under £400. 

Linnconsistent e I would appreciate 

your comments on the 

inconsistent sound I 

get with my hi-fi system. It can 

vaty from sounding wonderfi.tl 

to harsh and brittle, the 

problem being more apparent 

on vinyl than CD. I've tried a 

Lynwood mains conditioner 

thinking it was down to mains 

noise, but the problem still 

occurs. Sometimes I notice a 

buzzing sound and this seems to 

happen when motorised 

electrical appliances are used. 

However, the sound can still go 

off without this happening. My 

system consists of a Linn Sondek 

turntable, Linn Kmik CD player, 

Linn Kaim preamp, and three 

LinnLK-100 power amps with 

active Linn Keilidh speakers. 

GM Haste, East Sussex. � 

Each month we're giving away a 
one-metre pair of Precious Metal 

Silver Signal 75 interconnects to 

the writer of the most interesting 
letter. If you've any system queries 
send them to: Hi-Fi Choice 

(Help!) Dennis Publishing Ltd, 19 

Bolsover Street, London W1P 7H]. 

a I listen in a small 

(9ftx9ft) room and get 

clear well-defined 

treble fi·om my system, but very 

little bass. I have a pair of 

Celestion 1 speakers, and even 

when they're positioned in 

corners the bass is rather 

shallow- although what there 

is sounds tight and controlled. 

P. Beresfard, Rochdale, Lancs. 

0 D eep bass is partly 

dependent on room size, 

and the01y says a small 

room like yours will have definite 

limitations. Your problems aren't 

helped by having to sit close to fairly 

bright, forward-sounding speakers 

that have tight, controlled bass; in a 

bigger room the bass (if not any 

deeper) would probably sound more 

voluminous; and often a slight 

softening of treble has the effect of 

making the bottom end sound fuller. 

A change of speakers is the simplest 

solution. Listen to theAllison ALlOO, 

]PWPl Vinyl, and Wharfedale 

Delta 30.2 and see what you think. 

Altematively, consider adding a 

subwoofer. Good ones (REL Strata, 

£499) cost a bit but they kick ass. 
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Experience an adventure in sound 
(and keep up with the Joneses). 

GLL presents ARENA, the new, affordable way of creating 

acoustic reality in your living room, to enhance your 

favourite movie or CD. 

The Arena system features a range of three different 

speakers that meet all your home cinema and hi-fi needs. 

You can buy them separately, or as a 

complete six-speaker system, giving total flex

ibility to match your audio-video equipment. 

The Arena HF is designed to give perfect music repro

duction for hi-fi use or act as the main stereo pair in a 

home cinema system. Combined with the Arena AV as the 

surround channel pair and central dialogue speaker, then by 

adding the Arena SW subwoofer for deep bass 

sound, you get the full picture: 

a complete speaker system that 

sounds so real you'll think you're in the movie. 

Fully magnetically shielded, the Arena AV and HF 

speakers feature GLL's world-beating ICT technology which 

give a unique range of benefits: compact size, high 

power handling, full frequency range from a single-point 

Tl(HNOLOGJ 

sound source, wide sound dispersion and 

incredible reliability. 

The Arena loudspeaker system has been 

specifically designed to meet the needs of today's 

demanding home entertainment enthusiast. The 

result: a product offering high quality sound and 

unequalled value for money - iust what you'd 

expect from a company which has been 

in the business for sixty 

five years. 

Goodmans 
Loudspeakers 

Limited 

Goodmons loudspeakers Limited, 3 Ridgwoy, Hovont, Hampshire. P09 JJS 

Invitation Send this coupon to the address above today or telephone 0705 492777 (facsimile 0705 470875) 

Please let me know the name of my nearest dealer :J Please send me a free, full colour brochure on Arena loudspeaker Systems. 

Name Address------------------------

Postcode-----------



0 A degree of day-to-day 

inconsistency plagues 

many systems, and some 

of the causes such as mains quality 

may be beyond your direct control. 

Room temperature and humidity 

can greatly influence things, and 

you 11 get a brighter more forward 

sound when the room is cold. If 

you're able to leave the equipment 

permanently switched on (especially 

the preamp and CD player) this 

should help; most equipment sounds 

richer and fuller when fully warmed

up. Consider getting an electrician to 

add a separate mains spur for the hi

fi. Tit is will ensure cleaner mains. 

Mat matters 0 Part of my system 

includes a Michell 

Mycro turntable, fitted 

with Rega RB-300 arm and Audio 

TechnicaAT-OC5. Would it be 

worth my while to use a mat 

with this deck, and if so, which 

one? Would I have to adjust arm 

height to get the correct 

cartridge VTA? 

S P Lopez, Morbello, Spain. 

0 TheRingmat fromQR 

developments would 

be well worth nying. 

Arcam Delta 2: a replacement for 
Mr Gunn's DL-6s, which should 
do more than a new amplifier. 

It's available in three different 

thicknesses, so if you're worried 

about VTA go for the thinnest. 

However, given the brightness of 

the AT -OC5, a slightly negative 

VTA may be beneficial. Because 

of this you'd probably find the 

thickest Ringmat works 

perfectly well. The Rega arm can 

be adjusted for height, but only 

by fitting spacing washers, and 

this is somewhat elaborate. 

Radio light transmission 0 Can you explain what 

a transmission line 

speaker is? I have a 

Mclntosh system and am 

thinking of upgrading to a pair 

ofTDL Studio 4s. 

G Bernard, New York, USA. 

0 Pt1t simply, the 

transmission-line speaker 

has a selectively-damped 

folded pipe behind the bass d1ive unit, 

primmily to absorb rather than 

reflect or reinforce low frequency 1·ear 

radiation. Efficiency (sensitivity) 

tends to be on the low side, so a big, 

powelful amplifier is a must. Proper 

designs are always physically large. 

The bass of a typical transmission line 

speaker is ve1ybreathy and open, if 

less punchy 

and tight 

than a 

sealed-enclosure 

design. However, it's 

almost impossible to better 

a good (big!) transmission 

line in terms of sheer scale 

and weight. 

Denon in mind 0 I have a 

budget 

system 

consisting 

of aSony 

CDP-411CD 

player, Dual 

CS-5000 turntable, 

Den on TU-550 tuner, 

Technics RB465 cassette deck, 

DenonPMA-350 amp, and 

Celestion DL-6 speakers. I want 

to improve the overall sound, 

and have in mind a change of 

amp to the Denon PMA450. 

However, do you think replacing 

the speakers would be more 

worthwhile? 

M Gunn, Birmingham. 

0 The PMA-450 is likely to 

produce an overall 

improvement, but you'll 

do better by replacing the speakers. It 

all depends on how much you like the 

DL-6s, though; if they happen to suit 

your taste and work well in your 

room, a set of 'better' replacement 

speaken may not give the expected 

improvement. 

Listen to A ream Delta 2s, 

especially if you're hopingfor deeper, 

fuller bass without having to go to a 

much bigger enclosure. 

Comparative complexity 0 I'm a little worried 

about how to audition 

analogue 

interconnects without 

damaging my equipment. 

Should I switch off both CD 

player and amp before making 

changes? If yes, wouldn't this 

risk unsettling these items

especially if done several times? 

I prefer to leave my amp and CD 

permanently powered up. 

make my changes? 

W Drlffl/1, Vlncennes, France. 

0 There is a risk of 

damaging the speakers 

(and perhaps your 

amplifier too) if interconnects are 

changed with the volume set quite 

high; the resultant buzz or squeal 

could blow a drive unit, or take out a 

protection fuse. 11te trouble with 

reducing volume levels is that you 

can never be sure of resto1ing them 

precisely-and slight changes in 

level can influence your perception of 

one cable against another. The best 

thing to do is simply switch to a 

different input, or use the amplifier's 

mute facility-if it has one. With 

speaker cables it is probably best to 

switch the amp off while changing 

over, providing you avoid 

accidentally shorting the output, no 

harm should restLlt. 

Twenty years on 0 My system consists of a 

Pioneer A-757 

amplifier, Arcam.Alpha 

CD player, Sony TC-K60 cassette 

deck, and 20-year-Dld KEF 104 

speakers. I have about £1,000 to 

spend on new speakers- what 

should I listen to? 

J Simpsan, Middlesex. 
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Experience a personal service second to none. 

At Sound Gallery we will help you tailor a hi-fi 

system that sounds exactly the way you want it, 

not the way you've been told it should sound. 

Experience the options in the neutral conditions of 

our demonstration room, and the professional 

home installation of your desired system. 

0494 531682 
65 CASTLE STREET • HIGH WYCOMBE • BUCKS HP13 6RN 

• 



0 It may not be necessmyto 

spend£1,000 to better 

your old KEFs. Audition 

Epos ES-14s, which should fit your 

existing stands, being of nominally 

similar dimensions to the o1iginal 

104s. Floorstanders like Mission 

753s and Castle Chesters should 

also be hem-d. 

Sharp and dynamic e I want to build a hi-fi 

system around one of 

the new Technics SU

A700, SU-800 or SU-A900 

amplifiers; which of the three is 

the best nwsically? 

F Bokros, Hungary. 

0 The SU-A900 sounds the 

best, having greate1· 

power and a volume pot 

of supeJior quality. As a result it 

sounds that bit sharper and more 

dynamic. By the time you read this, 

Technics will have their Mk II 

replacement models available which 

(on the basis of a b1ief pre-launch 

audition) seem to offer even better 

sound quality. 

Temptation e I recently upgraded 

my CD player to a 

Meridian 506, but this 

now shows up weaknesses in the 

rest ofm.y system -a Yamaha 

CR-450 amp and Celestion Ditton 

15 speakers, both about 15 years 

old. I'm tempted by the 

Audiolab 8000Cf8000P 

combination with Mission 753 

speakers, but wonder if the 

prejpower Audiolab is 

significantly better than the 

popular SOOOA integrated 

amplifier. 

I White, Milton Keynes. 

0 You shou!d find the 

Audiolab 8000Cf8000P 

substantially bettenhan 

your old Yamalw, though it's harder 

to say unequivocally that it .fully 

justifies its extra cost over the basic 

SOOOA TI1e prejpower combo is 

more detailed than the integrated, 

giving better definition. You'll just 

have to have a listen for yourself 

Preamp prevarications e My system consists of 

an Alphason SonatajHR-

100S turntable and 

arm with a Kiseki Bluespot 

cartridge, Micromega Logic CD 

player, a Nakamichi BX-300E 

cassette deck, an Arc am Delta 290 

(used as a preamp), Quad 606 

power amp, and KEF QSO 

speakers. The Al phason is my 

Inost recent purchase, albeit 

second-hand, and I would 

appreciate your advice on a 

suitable preamp for it. 

C Clifford, Clrencester. 

0 The Q]tad 34 preamp 

would be a good and not 

too expenstve startmg 

point, though it may actually offer 

little if any sonic benefit over the 

A ream you are using. Given that you 

seem to be satisfied with the quality 

of the Delta 290, why not keep it and 

add an outboard phono stage? 

TI1e Michell !so and Kinshaw 

Perception are both top notch 

ph ono stages which will stand you in 

good stead thmugh future upgrades. 

Seek and enjoy. 

Optical interface extremes e My system consists of a 

Technics SL-PA10 CD 

transport, Technics SU

MA10digital amplifier, and a 

pair oflnfinity Kappa 6.1 i 

speakers. I've noticed that sound 

can still be heard on the left 

channel even when the volume 

is set to minimum. Also, at low 

levels, the sound seems to 

balance over to the left. I'm also 

wondering if! could change my 

Toslink inputs/outputs on the 

CD player and amp to AT& T 

types. If this isn't possible, which 

Toslink interconnect would you 

recommend? 

C Tica, Sweden. 

0 Many amplifiers show a 

t------------------------------, slight channel imbalance 

Technics' new SU-A9ooMK2 is the one to go for if you can afford it. 

when set close to 

minimum- even expensive ones. The 

only solution would be to get the 

volume pot replaced with one that 

had been selected for accurate 

channel balance. It would be safer 

not to have yow- amplifier and CD 

player modified for AT& T 

connectors, unless you know 

someone who feels confident it can be 

done having looked at both items. 

CuJTently, no optical digital 

interconnect gets an especially 

strong recommendation in Choice, 

but Kimber's Opti-link and 

Monster's Interlink LS-100 are 

worth trying. 

Quiet fi e I intend buying some 

new hi-fi equipment

speakers, amplifier 

and tuner- to go with an 

existing Sony CDP -50 CD player 

which I intend keeping for the 

time being. 

I'm thinking of Mission 753 

speakers, and want an 

integrated amplifier with 

remote-control volume.Is the 

Arcam Alpha 6 a good choice, 

and will it have enough power 

to drive the Missions? Or should 

I consider the Delta 290? I don't 

listen loudly. 

PdeBie, The Netherlands. 

0 TheArcamAlpha6is an 

excellent choice and 

should pmve entirely 

adequate for the Missions given that 

you don't intend playing music at 

very loud levels. 

The Delta 290 would sound 

clisper and more refined; if you've 

the extra cash to spare it would be 

worth auditioning. Also listen to the 

new Technics SU-A900MK2, which 

offers remote input selection as well 

as remote volume control. 
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An Aura of Elegance 

Aura 
• 

, 
PERFORMANCE : ART 

I 

VA80 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER 

CO 

TUNER 

LINE' 

• LINE 2 

LINE3 TAPE 

The VA80 is the ultimate in affordable hi-fi amplification. The 

main amplifier section is based on the award winning VA 100 

Evolution. A full 45 Watts RMS output has been improved to 

drive more 'difficult' loads - increasing your choice of 

loudspeakers, a newly designed discrete protection circuit has 

been incorporated, and of course the design and build quality 

are still at the same old Aura level: the best. 

'The Aura will prevail' - George Duke, '75 



Wrong, wrong, wrong 
Having read the latest two-box 

CD player reviews I can keep 

quiet no longer. You reviewers 

are wrong, wrong, wrong about 

one thing in particular. The 

facilities to control CD replay, 

like programming, indexing 

and timed access, are not 

widgets, they are basic musical 

requirements. 

I have a large collection of 

classical COs, many requiring 

such facilities. Classical music 

discs are not all for playing 

through without taking a break, 

which suits programming. Also, 

a lot of opera sets separate aria 

from recitative using index 

points, which I can't access on 

most high-end machinery, while 

direct time access is important 

on long tracks without break 

points. 

Why can't we have full 

programming and display, with 

a silent operation and digital 

outputs, on a CD player that 

sounds good, too? 

Dove Blllinge, Southsea. 

Age Concern 
Having received great service 

from Mordaunt-Short, for 

swiftly repairing my speakers, 

I'd like to suggest two additions 

to your publication. 

Why not give a customer

service rating for manufacturers 

and dealers? Also, why not 

publish a series on Golden 

Oldies? This could comprise 

reviews of products no longer in 

the shops, but still giving 

pleasure to music-lovers. 

Ion Gold man, West Midlands. 

While a customer-service rating is a 
good idea, it is difficult to apply 
successfully. All companies will 
support a product while it's current, 
but good customer back-up will only 
show several years after the product 
has been discontinued- if there's 
enough back-up stock to service the 
product for a lifetime, that's good 
customer care. 

however, is a fine suggestion and is 
being investigated. Some classic 
products will stand up against 
today's finest, while others have not 
aged so gracefully. How do you think 
your speakers would fare? E tl 

Cold Compress 
I know this has been pointed out 

before. but many hi-fi 

magazines (yourselves included) 

insist on referring to the data 

reduction techniques employed 

by DCC and MD as 'data 

compression'. I'm sure that 

many users of personal 

computers would be somewhat 

distressed upon discovering that 

the data compression software 

installed on their PC had thrown 

away 80 per cent of their 

spreadsheet or word-processor 

document. 

Data compression typically 

gives savings of between 25 and 

75 per cent, without losing any 

of the original information. 

Why can't this technique be 

applied to CD to extend the 

playing time, or even to 

improve sound quality? 

DC Roblnson, Worcestershire. 

It's impossible to use data 
compression (or reduction) 
techniques on a standard CD, as it 
would contravene the Red Book 
standard. Put another way, a data 
compressed CD would be unplayable 
on any conventional CD player. 
Systems like Sony's Super Bit 
Mapping or Pacific Microsonics' 
HDCD-encoded discs improve on the 
sound of basic CD, but will work on 
any CD player. There will be special 
HDCD-decoding players in the near 
future, to push the HDCD envelope 
still further. 

Although the musical 
information thrown away in a data
compressed signal is considered to be 
effectively inaudible, even the 
greatest fan of MD or DCC couldn't 
claim that the processed sound is an 
improvement over the original 
signal. Reviews Ed 

Each month, we're giving away a 
fabulous Hi-Fi Choice sweatshirt 
for the most interesting letter we 
receive. Write to us on anything to 
do with hi{i or music, to: The 
Editor, Hi-Fi Choice, 19 Bolsover 
Street, London W1P 7H], or send a fax 
on 071-323 3547, or send e-mail to the 
address on page 3. 

Dealer Disinformation · 

I am in the process of building a 

hi-fi system from separate 

components and decided to go 

for either the Marantz CD53 or 

CD63 CD players. 

Since I wasn't sure about the 

difference between the two 

models (apart from their £50 

price difference), I went to my 

local electrical retail outlet to be 

told that the CD 53 was a '4-bit' 

player and the CD63 a '16-bit' 

player, resulting in 'much better 

sound'. Still, I should have 

known what to expect from a 

shop selling hairdryers? 

So I went to a 'proper' hi-fi 

shop. "The CD63 has a better DAC 

than the CD53," said the 

salesman. But when asked ifl 

would hear the difference, he 

replied, "Maybe an expert could, 

but not you and I. Go for the 

CD53- we don't sell the CD63 
anyway:" Another dealer 

implied there's no difference, 

except for quality of 

construction. I may not have an 

audiophile's ears, but I could see 

that both boxes were physically 

identical. When I pointed this 

out to the assistant, he said he 

was referring to the quality of 

components inside. 

Having visited several dealers, 

I was none the wiser and decided 

to phone Marantz.A helpful 

young man told me that the 

DACs are identical but that the 

CD63 has additional components 

to improve the analogue sound 

after it comes out of the DAC. It's 

also got coaxial and optical 

digital outputs compared with 

the CD53's single coaxial output. 

I'm sorry I didn'tjust phone the 

manufacturer in the first place. 

R Ell/at, Ersklne. 

Sadly, there are staff in dealers all 
over country who don't do their 
homework. In defence, it's difficult to 
know every difference between every 
product, but such a fundamental 
lack of knowledge is inexcusable, 
even for a hairdryer salesman. 

Fortunately, such ill-informed 
dealers are becoming rare. And 
organisations like the British Audio 
Dealers Association are raising the 
standards of service and knowledge 
among members. Reviews Ed 

-�- ----- ---------------------------------------
---
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-

What's the difference between the CD53 and CD63 CD players? lt 
would seem that not even the dealers know. 
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YOUR REFERENCE POINT FOR THE BEST HI-FI 

Reference Point is a sound partnership between Pioneer and a nationwide network of 

specialist hi-fi dealers, selected because they're the most reputable independent experts. 

Visit any Pioneer Reference Point dealer for the best advice and service. 

AVON 

Paul Roberts, Bristol 0272 429370 
Paul Roberts, Bristol 0272 250760 
Paul Roberts, 

Weston-Super-Mare 0934 620500 
Radford Hi-Fi, Bristol 0272 428248 

BEDFORDSHIRE 

B & B Hi-Fi, Luton 0582 459915 
Richards Audio Visual, 
Bedford 0234 365165 

BERKSHIRE 
B & B Hi-Fi, Bracknell 0344 424556 
B & B Hi-Fi, Maidenhead 0628 73420 
B & B Hi-Fi, Newbury 0635 32474 
B & B Hi-Fi, Reading 0734 583730 
Frasers Hi-Fi & Video, 
Slough 0753 520244 
Opus Vision & Sound, 
Wokingham 0734 794998 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 

B & B Hi-Fi, High Wycombe 0494 535910 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 
Cambridge Hi-Fi, Cambridge 0223 67773 

CHESHIRE 
Hamlets Audio Visual, 
Cheadle 
Hamlets Audio Visual, 
Stockport 
Hamlets Audio Visual, 
Macclesfield 

CORNWAll 

1 061-428 5278 

\ 061-428 6367 

061-476 3500 

0625 614723 

ETS Electricentres, 

ETS Electricentres, 
Penzance 

Helston 0326 573285 

H.B.H. Woolacotts, 
ETS Electricentres, 

0736 64274 
Bude 0288 352269 

Truro 0872 79809 

CUMBRIA 
Kenneth Gardner, Kendal 0539 721953 

DERBYSHIRE 

Roy Smith Electrical, 
Chesterfield 0246 234953 
Stuart Westmoreland, Derby 0332 367546 
Fl Smith Electrical, 
Chesterfield 0246 823167 

DEVON 

Bernard Smith, Barnstaple 0271 43503 
Radtord Hi-Fi, Exeter 0392 218895 
Radtord Hi-Fi, Plymouth 0752 226011 
Upton Electronics, Paignton 0803 551329 

DORSET 
Movement Audio, 
Bournemouth 

Movement Audio, 

ESSEX 

0202 529988 

I 0202 730865 
Poole \ 0202 721983 

Chew & Osborne, Epping 0992 574242 
Chew & Osborne, 
Saffron Walden 0799 523728 

1 0102 461634 
\ 0702 600130 

Classic Sound & Vision, 
Southend-on-Sea 
Hi-Spek Electronics, 
Brentwood 0277 226303 

Colchester 0206 767428 
Maldon 0621 853148 

Peter Foulkes, 
Peter Foulkes, 

Twenty 20 Audio Visual, 
West Thurrock 0708 891818 

Waters & Stanton, Hockley 1 °702 206835 
\0702 204965 

Waters & Stanton, 
Hornchurch 

GlOUCESTERSHIRE 

0708 444765 

Hutchinsons, Cheltenham 0242 573012 
Robbs, Gloucester 0452 419777 

GREATER MANCHESTER 

Bill Hutchinson, Manchester 061-839 8800 
Cleartone Hi-Fi, Manchester 061-835 1156 
Hamlets Audio Visual, 
Ashton-under-Lyne 061-343 5127 

HAMPSHIRE 

Cristavision, 
Now That's Hi-Fi, 
Portsmouth 
Sinclair Youngs, 
Basingstoke 

Fareham 0329 288660 

0705 811230 
I 0256 28623 
\ 0256 21307 

Southampton Hi-Fi Centre, 
Southampton 0703 228434 

HERTFORDSHIRE 
Chew & Os borne, 
Bishops Storlford 
Oavid Orton Ltd, 
Radiolux, 
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi 

HUMBERSIDE 
Superfi, 

0279 656401 
Hitchin 0462 452248 

Walford 0923 229734 
Walford 0923 213533 

Hull 0482 24051 

ISLE OF WIGHT 

Russells, Newport 0983 523864 

KENT 

Howes of Southborough, 
Tunbridge Wells 
Kimberley Hi-Fi, 

I 0892 528682 
\ 0892 537288 

Bexley Heath 
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi 
Sevenoaks 
T unbridge Wells 
V.J. Hi Fi, 
Folkstone 

LANCASHIRE 

081-304 3272 

0732 459555 
0892 531543 

0303 256860 

Cleartone Hi-Fi, Bolton 0204 31423 
Kenneth Gardner, Lancaster 0524 64328 
Norman Audio, Blackpool 0253 295661 

Norman Audio, Preston 
I 0772 253057 
\ 0772 555769 

P & A Audio Video, 
Ormskirk 0695 573456 
Romers Hi-Fi, Blackburn 0254 887799 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

Sevenoaks Hi-Fi Leicester 0533 557518 

LINCOLNSHIRE 
Superfi, Lincoln 0522 520265 

LONDON 

Babber Electronics, 
Brians Hi-Fi, 
Hi Spek Electronics, 
Hi-Way Hi-Fi, 
W2 
Kamla Electronics, 
Myers Audio, 

W13 081-579 6315 
W1 071-631 1109 
N3 081-349 1166 

1 071-402 2441 
\ 071 723 5251 

W1 071-323 2747 
E17 081-520 7277 

Sevenoaks Hi-Fi 
Spatial Audio, 
Stereo Regent Street, 
Superfi, 

SW1 0 071 352 9466 
W1 071-637 8702 
W1 071-287 2458 

NW1 071-388 1300 

MERSEYSIDE 

Beaver Hi-Fi, Liverpool 051-709 9898 
P & A Audio Video, Crosby 051-931 3695 

MIDDLESEX 

Musical Images, Edgeware 081-952 5535 
Musical Images, Hounslow l081-569 5802 

\o81-570 7512 

NORFOlK 
Adcock & Sons, 
Martins Hi-Fi, 
Martins Hi-Fi, 

Walton 0953 881248 
Kings Lynn 0553 761683 

Norwich 0603 627010 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

H.G. Rapkin, Northampton 0604 37515 

NOntNGHAMSHIRE 

F.L. Smith Electrical, 
Mansfield 0623 655684 
F.L. Smith Electrical, 
Worksop 0909 479770 

Nottingham 0602 622150 
Nottingham 0602 412137 

Forum Hi-Fi, 
Superli, 

OXFORDSHIRE 
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi Oxford 0865 241773 
Witney Audio Centre, 

Witney 0993 702414 

SHROPSHIRE 

Shropshire Hi-Fi, 
Shrewsbury 
W. Owen, 

SOMERSET 
Paul Roberts, 

STAFFORDSHIRE 
Purkiss Hi-Fi, 

SUFFOLK 
Peter Watts, 
Bury St Edmunds 
System Sound, 

SURREY 

I 0143 232065 
\ 0743 232317 

Telford 0952 613818 

Taunton 0823 270000 

Hanley 0782 265010 

0284 703045 
Sudbury 0787 372348 

Audiolite, 081-653 3657 
Thornton Heath /2261 
Cosmic, 0932 854522 
Addlestone /851753 
Sevenoaks Hi-Fi Guildford 0483 36666 
Tru-Fi, Leatherhead 0372 378780 

Tru-Fi, Redhill l 0737 766128 
\ 0737 767404 

Tru-Fi, Camberley 0276 686414 
Weybridge Audio, 
Weybridge 0932 851121 

SUSSEX EAST 
Smythe & Barrie, 
Eastbourne 
Sunderland Electronics, 
Brighton 

SUSSEX WEST 
Cristavision, 

0323 729192 

0273 774113 

Chichester 0243 775444/5 
Sunderland Electronics, 
Worthing 0903 201187 

TYNE & WEAR 

Bill Hutchinson, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

WEST MIDlANDS 

091-230 3600 

Coventry Hi-Fi, Coventry 0203 440529 
Cleartone, 
Birmingham 021-633 4944 
Superli, Birmingham 021-631 2675 
Universal Electronics, 
Wolverhampton 0902 23741 
W.M.E.C., Rowley Regis 021-559 1412 

WilTSHIRE 
P R  Sounds, 
P R  Sounds, 

Melksham 0225 708045 
Trowbridge 0225 777799 

WORCESTERSHIRE 
Oavid Waring Cameras & Hi-Fi, 
Worcester 0905 27551 

YORKSHIRE NORTH 

Maxwells, Northallerton 0609 773535 
Vickers Hi-Fi, York 0904 629659 

YORKSHIRE SOUTH 
Superli, Sheffield 0742 723768 

YORKSHIRE WEST 
Amrik Electronics, Bradford 0274 722530 
Amrik Electronics, Leeds 0532 752285 
Bill Hutchinson, Leeds 0532 427777 

I 0977 553066 
Eric Wiley, Castleford \ 0977 556774 
Superli, Leeds 0532 449075 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

CO. DOWN 

LRG Sound & Vision, Larne 
I 0232 732452 
\ 0232 451381 

CO. ANTRIM 
LRG Sound & Vision, Larne 0574 272757 
Nicholl Bros, Ballymena 0266 49616 

SCOTLAND 

GRAMPIAN 

Holburn Hi-Fi, 

MID LOTHIAN 

Aberdeen 
I 0224 585713 
\ 0224 572729 

Bill Hutchinson, Edinburgh 031-667 2877 

STRATHCLYDE 
Bill Hutchinson, Glasgow 041-248 2857 

TAYSIDE 
Robert Ritchie, Montrose 0674 73765 

WAlES 

GLAMORGAN 
Quinns Audio Visual Systems, 
Swansea 0792 773644 

GWENT 
Hi-Fi Western, Newport 0633 262790 
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AMP00747 

TRADE-IN 
VOUCHER 
(SEE REVERSE FOR DETAILS) 

@PIONEER® 
OFFER ENDS l 5.10.94 The Art of Entertainment 



This voucher enritles the holder to £50 Off any one of' the Pioneer 

Award Winning Amplifiers featured, when you trade in your old 

amplifier. Take this voucher and your old amplifier, any make or 

rnodel. to any participating Pioneer Rej'erence Point dealer, listed here, 

and ask for £50 off your purchase of any of the award amplifiers. For 

more information phone your nearest Reference Point dealer listed in 

1-li-Fi Choice. 

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

Customer Name 

Address L_ ________________ � 

Postcode 

�I L_ ____________________________ � 

PLEASE TICK BOX 

A-400X D 

A-300X D 

A400 D 

VSA-701 S D 

AVAILABLE WHILE STOCKS LAST. OFFER ENDS 15.10.94 

®PIONEER® 
The Art of Entertainment 



ADVERTISING PROMOTION 

New Amps For Old! 
Pioneer Will Pay £50 For Your Old Amplifier! 

Y
es, in a cunning take on that famous stanza from. Aladdin, Pioneer 

is truly offering New Amps For Old. For the Hi-Fi Choice reader and 

Live '94 visitor, it's an exclusive chance to upgrade your amp to one 

ofPioneer's award-winning models- and save money at the same time! 

When you participate in this unrepeatable promotion, Pioneer is 

offering no less than five crisp tenners ( that's £50 in new money) for 

your old amplifier, regardless of vintage, make or model. 

It's just as if a genie had emerged from the lamp and granted you a 

wish.All you have to do is turn up at one of the participating Pioneer 

Reference Point dealers listed opposite, with your old amp and the 

bound-in coupon you'll find to the left. (Alternatively, take your copy of 

the Live '94 showguide.) From there it's but a few steps across the deal

er's shag-pile to choose a new electronic powerhouse from the list 

below. Full details of how to complete this transaction are given below. 

The amps on offer have all been literally showered with independent 

awards in Hi-Fi Choice and other magazines, so even the most curmud

geonly Scrooge type person couldn't fail to appreciate the value of this 

special one-off £50 discount. 

The Small Print 
@This promotion will run from September 1 to October 15,1994. while stocks last. 

@The offer is exclusive to participating Pioneer Reference Point dealers. 

® subsequent to the printing of this Advertising Promotion, 

this offer has no business connection with Hi-Fi Choice magazine, 

the official Live '94 Showguide or Dennis Publishing Ltd. 

@The bound-in voucher is not a compulsory part of the purchase. 

® TI1e n·ade-in offer is open to any operational make or model of hi-fi separates amplifier. 

Five steps to Pioneer-amplifier-exchange heaven 

CD Disconnect your old amp from the mains, speakers and rest of 

your system, and dislodge any sleeping cats or other pets. 

0 Hi-Fi Choice Readers: Detach the coupon on the left from this 

magazine. live '94 Catalogue Readers: Detach the catalogue from 

your plastic bagful! of free t-shirts and baseball caps. 

® convey both old amplifier and coupon/catalogue to your nearest 

participating Pioneer Reference Point dealer (see list, left). 

@Ask nicely for your choice of Pioneer amp from the four on offer, 

and purvey your wad (or plastic) by way of recompense. 

® Having secured an award-winning Pioneer amp for £so less than 

ordinary people pay, walk home beaming inwardly at your 

exceptional good fortune. 

Pioneer at Live '94 LIVE'94 

"">] '0' -::; '? 
Q .. Y ... OURFo ...... o ....... , .. ._ ......... _ 

B
y now, only long-term flotation-tank dwellers can be unaware 

that Live '94 will be the UK technology showcase of the 

autumn. Due to be held at London's Earl's Court fi·om 

September 20.25, the show represents the ultimate opportunity to 

gain hands-on experience of ultrawidgets and hypergizmos. 

It's also a great chance to check out some of the hottest names in 

hi-fi, such as Pioneer- why not drop in and see the four amps on 

offer here, alongside the full Pioneer range?You'll find them on 

Stand 20, which is situated on the ground floor ofHall1. 
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MOREL LOUDSPEAKER 

Because tout's 

Choosing quality speakers? Then you must hear 

the superb new Music First range. Their unusual 

design gives outstanding reproduction. 

As Geoffrey Horn said recently about the 705 

model in "Gramophone": " ... the excellent 

midrange pnjormance, so important to the 

enjoyment of both. music and speech, remained 

the outstanding characteristic of this most 

unusual loudspeaker". 

With Morel's advanced Neolin high 

technology drive units and unique Bassmaster 

Tandem Loading, Music First must be heard. 

For details of your nearest stockist call 

0473 719212 

Morel (UK) Ltd, Ipswich 

TeLephone: 0473 719212 Fax: 0473 716205 ))) 



21st Century Fox 
Our resident Mr Technology, Barry Fox, has been turning his ear 

to the movies. Will the latest advances in cinema sound spell 

disaster for high fidelity audio? 

I 
t used to be so easy. You stayed at 

home to hear hi-fi sound from LPs, 

and went to a cinema to watch 

movies. Then Dol by re-wrote the rules, 

with a string of stereo and surround 

sound systems for movies. 

Today's 35mm film print has two 

soundtracks. One is an analogue opti

cal track using Dol by SR. and the other 

is an SR-D digital track slotted into the 

gaps between the sprocket holes. 

Cinemas with digital equipment play 

the SR-D track and the rest use the ana

logue SR track. The digital track uses a 

compress ion system called AC-3. 

Then along came a chap called Terry 

Beard with the Digital Theatre Sound 

system. DTS sync-locks the projector to 

a CD-ROM disc which plays the sound. 

This takes the industry back to the 

1920s, when cinemas experimented 

with synchronising early LPs to movie 

projectors. DTS got its big break when 

Universal Studios (now owned by 

Matsushita) backed the system and 

Steven Spielberg used it for ]urassic 

Park. Some cinemas have installed DTS 

equipment. The rest use Dol by prints. 

At the same time, Sony introduced 

SODS, or Sony Dynamic Digital Sound. 

This uses ATRAC compression (the 

sam.e as Mini Disc) and puts the digital 

soundtrack on the extreme outer edges 

of the film. Columbia Tristar (owned by 

Sony) used SODS for Clint Eastwood's 

hit In the Line of Fire and for Arnie's flop 

LastActionHero.TI1ese films were run in 

SODS in a few cinemas. to test whether 

tracks on the very edges of the film 

could withstand wear and tear. Once 

again, most cinemas used Dolby prints. 

After the tests, all went quiet for a 

year or so. However, Sony filed for a 

patent on a modified system, which 

puts sound in the frame lines between 

the pictures. This patent makes the 

frank admission: "TI1e side edge area of 

film around the perforations is subject 

to damage and dirt". 

it looked as if SODS was dead. But 

American cinema chain AMC has now 

said it will buy SODS equipment for 

1,700 screens. So is the soundtrack to 

be on the edge or not? Has a standard 

been set? Are any other films using 

SODS? What cinemas in the UK use 

SDDS equipment? 

These questions were asked at the 

WorldHeadquartersfor SDDS in Culver 

City, near Hollywood, but no-one could 

answer without checking with Sony 

in japan. And after two days there was 

still no reply. 

Today's video cassettes and 

LaserDiscs use Dolby Pro-Logic sur

round sound which has been mixed 

into an analogue or digital stereo 

soundtrack. Because the four or five 

channels have been "unmixed" from 

just two, image location can never be 

perfect and some sound spills from one 

loudspeaker to another. 

Pioneer is working with Dol by to use 

the AC-3 system on LaserDisc, to pro

vide discrete digital multi-channel 

sound in the home. AC-3 can also be 

used with future digital video systems. 

Sony has not yet announced any plans 

to offer a home version of SODS, but it 

looks a likely move. DTS has already 

said it will offer a home system, but this 

Dol by's AC-3 or 
Sony's SDDS 
may be a part of 
your home 
cinema system 
one day, if 
you're lucky. 
Well, do you feel 
lucky ... ? 

looks likely to replace the existing dig

ital stereo tracks on LaserDiscs with 

compressed six channel sound. So new 

DTS LDs will not play digital stereo on 

existing LD players. 

The fight between Dolby, Sony and 

DTS in the cinema ind usuy has already 

turned very nasty. This is inevitable 

because the prize (creating a de facto 

standard for digital sound in the cine

ma) is a blank cheque. Now the squab

bling has begun in the consumer field. 

Writing in American high-end hi-fi 

magazine Stereophile, Larry Archibald 

addressed an open letter to Pioneer 

which brands Dol by's AC-3 as "an infe

rior-sounding system". Archibald goes 

on to say that Ste1·eophile "will evaluate 

all digital compression schemes with 

an open mind, as we demonstrated in 

our reviews of DCC technology". 

Arc hi bald had also written to Roger 

Dressier, Dol by's Technical Director. 

Dolby has responded by saying that 

Pioneer's demonstrations of AC-3 did 

not use the system in its final form and 

that it will sound better when official

ly introduced in 1995. 

Copies of Dressier's response are 

now floating around the industty. 

Dressier writes: "You claim that 

Stereophile evaluated DCCwith an open 

mind. We remember reading all the 

dire predictions of the horrors of PASC 

coding for months on end, prior to the 

actual introduction. 

"You ask that we consider delaying 

the implementation of AC-3 until it can 

be evaluated by keen-eared listeners 

such as yourselves. TI1is assumes that 

no keen-eared listeners have heard the 

system ... (and that) people aren't able 

to judge sound quality ... for them

selves, which is not only absurd but 

appears rather presumptuous. 

"Considering the unfounded specu

lation that DCC end ured ... and the sig

nificant about face justifiably taken 

once the products finally arrived and 

were given a fair hearing ... why not 

wait until it is possible to make a prop

er and complete evaluation? Maybe it 

doesn't sell magazines as well, but it is 

the only fair way to proceed if indeed 

your minds are not closed." 
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Five superb Sharp 
Mini Disc recorders, 

complete with TDK blank Mini Discs, must be won 
in our high-tech competition! 

B
e a part of the digital revolution with our superb Sharp(IDK 

Mini Disc competition. We have five of the latest Sharp MD-M11E portable 

MiniDisc recorders to give away. To help introduce the new MD technology, 

we are also including a TDK MD60 60 minute and MD74 74 minute blank disc with 

each player. 

Founded back in 1915, the Sharp Corporation gets its name from its first
ever invention, C.e mechanical Ever-Sharp Pencil. Since that time, Sharp 

has been at the forefront of leading-edge consumer electronics 

technology and was instrumental in producing the world's first all

transistor and the first credit-card-sized calculators. Today, Sharp is 

pushing back the frontiers of high-definition and LCD television, 
high-tech Viewcams and notebook computers. 

It's only to be expected 

that such a technology-led 

company would adopt the 

MiniDisc format. The 

portable MD-M11 E uses very small 

magneto-optical discs, similar to those used in 
the computer industry. These discs can store up to 74 

minutes of music, thanks to ATRAC (or Adaptive TRansform 

Acoustic Coding) data compression, but will also store 

information like disc title and track name. Unlike any tape 

format, MiniDisc offers almost instantaneous track access. 

The MD-M11E is small enough to be used as a portable 

player, but comes with leads that will connect it to any hi

fi system, just like a cassette deck. If you do take the MD

M11Efor a walk, however, the built-in 10 second shock 

resistant memory will overcome any jumps and jogs 

that would othe1wise mar the performance. 

The TDK MiniDiscs will accept over a million re

recordings without any sonic degradation. The six

layer disc has a shock and heat-resistant case and is 

manufactured to the same rigorous standards that 

TDK sets for its audio and video tapes, as well as its 

electronic media, such as floppy discs for computers. 
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GET 40% OFF WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE TO 
HI-FI CHOICE AND CLAIM YOUR FREE SWEATSHIRT 
Why pay £2.95 for your copy of Hi-Fi 
Choice each month when you could 
pay as little as £1.78? By taking out 
a one year subscription to Hi-Fi 
Choice you will get 29% off the 
cover price, and if you subscribe 
for 2 years, you will save a 
staggering 40% 

Hi-Fi Choice is your only choice. Its 

rigorous blind test proceedures are 

both revered and feared by hi-fi 

manufacturers everywhere. And no 

other hi-fi guide contains as many pages 

of invaluable hints, tips -and buying 

advice too. That's why it's such an essential 

read when the time comes for replacing, 

upgrading or expanding your hi-fi system. 

And we'll not only give you up to a stagger
ing 40% discount, we'll also send you a 

FREE Hi-Fi Choice sweatshirt. 

If you subscribe to Hi-Fi Choice TODAY 
we'll send you a free Hi-Fi Choice 
sweatshirt. This tasteful garment is 

worth £15 and is supplied in extra 
large -it's what the serious hi-fi 

buyer around town is wearing this 
season! 

Subscribe to Hi·Fi Choice and you'll: 

• Have Hi-Fi Choice delivered to 
your door every month 

• Get up to a 40% off the 
normal price 

PAY THE EASY WAY & PAY LESS! • Receive a FREE Hi-Fi Choice 
designer sweatshirt 

Reading the number 1 magazine will make sure you're 
kept up to date with what's happening and a subscription 
will save you money -you can save up to 40% of the 
normal price whan you subscribe, and your copy will be 
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SUROHAJIIMAOIHQ AND SOUND Assoc&AnON 

EISA and Hi-Fi Choice 

present the finest 
equipment in Europe 

F 
or the second year running, Hi-FiChoice 

is privileged to present the European 

Audio Products of the Year. These have 

been selected through a rigorous process 

of elimination, by a panel of independent 

experts drawn from magazines in 14countries 

around Europe. This gathering of senior edi

torial staff is known as the European Audio 

Panel, which in turn is an integral part of the 

European lmaging and Sound Association 

(EISA), based in Geneva. 

How Are The Awards Conferred? 
To qualify for nomination, all products 

(except those entered for the Innovation 

category) must be available from July 1,1994 

to July 1, 1995. Each magazine which is a 

member of the European Awards Panel 

proposes an initial selection of product 

nominees, on the basis of individual jour

nals' own equipment tests. 

These are collated at EISA headquarters, 

and a full list (with nominations from all coun· 

tries) is circulated prior to a Final Selection 

Meeting. At the meeting, all nominations are 

debated and voted for, according to strict EISA 

rules. The result is the group of top-class 

products which you'll read about over the 

next 24 pages. 

Awards That Mean Business 
You can be sure that these products represent 

the very best in their class, even if they're not 

the only ones worth considering. The inten

tion of the awards is to seek out equipment 

which embodies advanced technology, desir

able features, great design, exceptional han

dling -and of course, top value. Only one 

system, component or innovation may 

receive the award title, and there is no second 

What Else Does 
EISA Do? 

The European Audio Panel has two sib

lings: The European Photo Panel and the 

European Video Panel, which make sim

ilar awards in their own respective 

fields. If you are interested to know 

more about these or any other aspect of 

EISA operations, you can contact them 

(from the UK) on: 

010 41 22 7511871 

place.Ail formats using recorded material are 

eligible for nomination. 

Real Awards From Real Test 
Results 
Because the nominations derive from each 

member magazine's own test programme, 

there is a double guarantee that these awards 

pick the best hi-fi components. Naturally, not 

just any old magazine can be part of the 

European Awards Panel, but Hi-Fi Choice 

qualifies thanks to its unique combination of 

rigorous lab testing, multiple-participant 

blind-listening panels, and the seasoned 

opinions of the UK's most experienced 

reviewers. That's why the trusty Choice swing

tag has already partnered some of the win

ning products in this year's awards. 

Awards You Can Rely On 
No other UK hi-fi magazine can demonstrate 

an awards selection procedure which equals 

the European Awards Panel for thorough

ness. These awards are not selected on the 

basis of one editor's personal tastes: in true 

European fashion, they are the result of an 

organised, democratic process, involving 

contributions from the top experts in Europe. 

For all you Eurosceptics out there, this is one 

European body which has your best interests 

at heart. The European Awards Panel will not 

suggest you throw away your pint glasses and 

double-decker buses-butthey are insistent 

that you buy good hi-fi. 

How To Use The Awards When 
Buying New Hi-Fi 
Each winning product carries its own 

Awards logo, which will be used to identify 

it in stores and advertisements. it's up to 

you to check that the logo is the correct one 

-only the winner is entitled to carry the 

honour, not other components in the man

ufacturer's range. 

One final word of caution: although regular 

readers will know this already, it would be 

foolish to combine individual award-winning 

products and expect them to excel when 

thrown together in system. Some of the win

ners are chosen forexcellentvalue; others for 

their absolute high-end performance. 

Instead, use the European Audio Awards 

as a starting point for your system plans, and 

enlist the support of a good dealer to make 

the most of Europe's finest hi-fi. 
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FRIGHTENINGLY REAL 

CUP THE COUPON TODAY OR TELEPHONE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS, OR OTHER NV AND AUDIO PRODUCTS FROM ONKYO. 

Name ..... . ..................................................... Address ...................................................................................... . 

ONKYO� 
U ·L·T·I·M·A·T·E 
T E C H N O L O G Y  



Marantz CD-63 

ne of the most highly rated and 

best selling CD players of recent 

years, the Marantz C0-63 took 

the hi-fi world by storm. Over the past year, 

it has continued to go from strength to 

strength. In our April Sessions test, we 

found thatthe C0-63 'boogies' and sounds 

fluid, regardless of the amplification used. 

We felt that it was an entertaining player, 

with an innately correct sense of timing, 

which draws you into the musical experi

ence. lt is especially suitable for warm or 

neutral partnering equipment, whether it 

is valve or solid state. The C0-63 must be 

appreciated for its ability to resolve tem

poral elements of the musical message. 

Considering the C0-6J's low price, it is 

packed with advanced and refined features 

like the Marantz proprietry H-DAM (Hyper 

Dynamic Amplifier Module) circuit. This 

replaces the conventional op-amps in the 

output stage, giving improved transient 

and treble performance. The player also 

sports the new CD M-12 transport mecha

nism within its slim metal Softline chassis, 

to match with the latest Marantz range. This 

transport mechanism is both smoother and 

quicker, giving faster disc access times. lt 

also uses integrated stabilised power sup

plies, which help to free the C0-63 from 

much of the digital harshness that can beset 

lower priced CD players. 

The C0-63 has all the usual programming 

features and favourite track selection, a 

four-level dimmable display, both optical 

and electrical digital outputs, variable out· 

put headphone socket and volume contra I. 

The latter feature is fitted to the compre

hensively-equipped remote control. 

Thanks to its 18-bit resolution, eight 

times oversampling, third-order noise 

shaping filter and its differential bitstream 

converters, this budget CD player claims a 

dynamic range greater than g6dB and a sig

nal-to-noise ratio greater than 104dB right 

across its 5Hz-2okHz frequency range. 

Superb specifications aside, it's great 

sound quality and excellent value for 

money which make the MarantzC0-6Jan 

obvious award winner. 

Marantz Hi-Fi (UK) Ltd, Pad bury Oaks, 

575-583 Bath Road, Longford, 

Middlesex UB7 oEH. 1!l (0753) 68o868 

AWARDS 

EUROPEAN CD PLAYER 

COST: £250 
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THINGS 

TODO 

ONA 

SUNDAY 

Polish the car. 

Mow the lawn. 

Bath the dog. 

Change the cat litter. 

Put up the shelf. 

Visit the in-laws. 

Go to 
'Hear Linn Live'. 

Go on, be a devil. Spend your Sunday 

at 'Hear Linn Live'. There'll be no rest 

for the wicked. You '11 be kept pretty 

busy hearing 

complete Linn 

£1,600 systems 

and comparing the 

Hi-Fi range - from 

to those costing over 

ten times as much. • Checking out 

multiroom installations integrated with 

other home entertainment and elec

tronic systems. 18 Asking Linn factory 

and dealer experts devilishly tricky 

hi-fi questions, such as "what exactly is a multiroom 

installation and how is it integrated ... ?" 18 If ever 

LONDON 
160CTOBER 

Grosvenor House 

MANCHESTER 
230CTOBER 

Holiday Inn 

Crowue Plaza 

EDINBURGH 
&NOVEMBER 

Sheraton Grand Hotel 

an event can claim to offer 

'everything you ever wanted to 

know about hi-fi, but were 

afraid to ask', 'Hear Linn Live' 

is it. 18 Joining in seminars on 

topics like 'Hi-Fi' s Future', with 

senior Linn figures, including 

the usually very outspoken lvor 

Tiefenbrun, Managing Director. 

18 Listening to Linn recording artists playing live. 

(Perhaps even trying your hand at balancing and 

mixing the sound, with a little help from Linn 

recording engineers.) 18 In short, if you' re remotely 

interested in music and r.---------, Name _________ _ 

hi-fi, 'Hear Linn Live' will be a Sunday to 

remember. • For more information or to reserve 

I 
Address I 

I I 

your free ticket, call the Linn Customer 

Helpline on 0500 888 909. Or return the 

coupon right away. Unless, of course, you've got 

something better to do with your Sundays. 

I Postcode Phone I 
I Number of tickets required I 
I Venue (please tick) I 
I London D Manchester D Edinburgh D I 
I Return to: 'Hear Llnn Live', Llnn HleFI, Floors Road, I 

Waterfoot, Glasgow G76 OEP. HFC> 

� FREE TICKETLINE 0500 888 909 � 



Mission Cyrus Ill 

ission's Cyrus electronics 

range has long been a staple 

for quality-conscious budget 

buyers. No individual component is 

more of an 'essential' than the Cyrus 
amp, however, which has evolved over a 

period of almost ten years into its third 

incarnation. 

Still presented in an distinctively-com

pact case, the Cyrus Ill now offers the 

convenience of remote control, which 

can be expanded to address a complete 

Mission system. And unlike many less 

accomplished designs, the Cyrus Ill's 

eight-bit digital volume attenuator 

moves in true tdB steps over a 62dB 

dynamic range, maintaining absolute 

accuracy between left and right channels 

in the process - a clear improvement 

over its predecessor. 

There are five line-level inputs, suffi

cient for almost any conventional appli

cation, and a moving-magnet cartridge 

input. Power output has been conserva

tively measured at between 55 and 65 

Watts in the Hi-Fi Choice labs, and there is �k-controlled protection circuitto 

keep an eye on potential hazards. 

Under the hood is an impressive array 

of very high-quality components assem

bled using advanced surface-mount 

techniques. Audiophile touches are evi

dent in the deployment of star-earthing 

topologies a single connection to 

ground) and slit-foil capacitors, as pio

neered in DNM amplifiers. The result is 

an extremely impressive signal-to-noise 

ratio, and a sound quality which man

ages to improve upon the high stan

dards of its forbear - the high-tech 

features never detract from the sonic 

performance. 

In short, then, the Cyrus Ill amplifier 

offers a lot more than its competitors. lt 

combines good looks, a clear, detailed 

sound and, importantly, the power to 

cope with almost any musical situation. 

The unit has the advantage that it sounds 

even better when used with the optional 

PSX-R power supply. 

Mission Group, Huntingdon, 
Cambridgeshire P£18 6ED. 

t!: (0480) 451777 

AWARDS 

EUROPEAN AMPLIFIER 

OF THE YEAR 

COST: £500 
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Meet Mike Martindell . 

The man who broke the sound barrier. 

In the world of hi-fi there are those who have it and those 

who have not. And Arcam's Mike Martindell has it in spades_ 

This is a man who did more for the anorak than Chuck 

Y eager did for the flight jacket. A man with only three things 

on his mind_ Your left ear, your 

right ear and the final frontier __ 

your wallet. 

after-shave) with the same principles and techniques that 

produced the first complete UK manu(Jctured CD player, they 

created the new Alpha One. 

The British-built A 1, as it is affectionately nick-named (for 

reasons you will fully understand 

when you check it out at your 

Arcam dealer), has all the hallmarks 

of Arcam's legendary quality. lt took plenty of the right stuff 

(what Chuck would drawl The Alpha One CD Player. Around £299* Best sound performance in its class� 

'moxie') to even dream of 

producing a CD player with Arcam's standards of sound quality 

for under £300_ But if anyone could do it, Mike could_ Our 

chief engineer and his team of self-confessed audiophiles have a 

rather compulsive habit. They like to break old records (of 

which Arcam has a rather inelegant sufficiency). 

Combining a liberal dose of obsession (and we're not talking 

Check' Elegant appearance� 

Check' Future proof digital output� Check' Remote control? 

Check' Unique Arcam Fibreglass printed circuit board' Check' 

Military specification flow soldering? Check! 

In fact the only thing that has been scaled down in this single

minded pursuit of glorious sonic performance_ .is the size of 

your cheque_ Check' 

ARC AM 

For 111ore ilif(nmario11 abow rite _,.-I ream Alplw 011e CD player and flu.' I Will(' ,�f your ucaresr dealer, please co!Jiplcrc aud rcwm rltis cvupo11 ro 11s. HFCJ0/94 
/11 addirio11, if you would like i11dcpcudcm ret,iew' 1!( a11y ��four hi-_fi cquip111t11t, please stmc 111hirh produrrs a11d lllc'/1 be happy ro sc11d you rhe relellallf marcrial. 

Arrmn. Pembroke AI'CIIlli', Warcrbcarh. Cm�lini!(�c CB5 91'8. Or rclcplwnc: (0223) ��0964 (2� lu11rrs). Fax: (0223) 86338�. 

I am interested in reviews on (ple:tsc stare producr(s)): _______________________________________________________________________ _ 

Title.... _________ _  First Name(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Surnaml' ____________________________________________ _ 

Address --- -------- ---------------- - -------------- - - - - - --- ------------__ -- _____________ Postcode ----------------

in C.mada : Avalon Audio Ltd. 101 H.mlan Rd .. Woodbridgc. Onuno L-IL JPS Td: (905) �511 7511 In Nt•w Zt•J!Jnd: Avalon Aud1o. 587 Mount Eden Road .. Auckland Td: (09) 63� 9000 In tlll' USA: Audio Influx Corpor.ltJOn. I'OUo . .,. 3�1. H1!!hbnd 

Llkc�. No.:w Jct'>cy 07-111.0381 Tt•l: (2111) 76-1 8958 

• Rt·conHIIt'ndt·d UK IIIJnui:Kmrt·r·� rctJII prict· £199.90. 



Celestion 3 MK/1 

he first Celestion 3 loudspeaker 

appeared on the scene more than 

four years ago, and was a hit in 

the hi-fi market place from the very first 

day. The Mk/1 version, unveiled this 

year, has changed little by way of 

appearance or cost, but now packs a 

reflex port on the rear panel to aid 

sensitivity and bass response. 

There is a significant proportion of 

hi-fi enthusiasts for whom listening

room space is at a premium, and it is to 

these listeners that the 3 Mk 11 address

es itself so successfully. The speaker's 

enclosure stands just a centimetre taller 

than the traditional school ruler, and 

measures 2ocm from front to back; and 

while our tests indicated that best 

results may be obtained with the speak

er positioned just a small distance away 

from the room boundaries, its response 

is sufficiently smooth to enable place

ment against the wall - and some 

listeners may well appreciate the extra 

bass that will result. 

The drive units are very simple, but 

uncannily well-matched to the task. 

Anticipating usage in a variety of envi

ronments, the 26mm metal-dome tweet

er is protected by slats which also offer 

phase compensation. The mid/bass 

driver, meanwhile, has a humble womm 

paper cone and moulded plastic basket, 

but with a decent-size magnet providing 

motive force. 

When it was reviewed in Hi-Fi Choice, 

the Celestion 3 speaker impressed our 

blind listening panel with its seamless, 

coherent sound, and low-frequency per

formance which was surprisingly quick 

and uncongested. 

The conclusion is inescapable: in its 

latest incarnation the Celestion 3 is a 

tremendous combination of value for 

money and excellent sound quality. Easy 

to drive and small enough to fit almost any 

domestic situation, the Celestion 3 must 

be praised as a polite and polished per

former which will find a happy home in 

many a system. 

Celestion International Ltd, Fox hall 

Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 B}P. 

E (0473) 723131 

AWARDS 

EUROPEAN LOUDSPEAKER 

OF THE YEAR 

1 9 
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Sonus Faber designs for style not fashion its Electa loudspeakers 

and Amator electronics are now considered classics. Son us 

Faber's Extrema is a celebration of the extreme - an undeniably 

small loudspeaker with the pretensions of a giant. The hi-wire 

Extrema is the most sophisticated miniature dynamic loud-

speaker made. Described as 'one of a handful of loudspeakers 

which qualify as legends'. Hi-Fi News & Record Review warned: 

'this'll take your breath away' (Ken Kessler, October 1991). 

With appropriately powerful amplification this staggeringly 

capable box delivers sound on a massive scale with unfettered 

Absolute Sounds 

58 Durham Road · London S\V20 ODE 

Telephone 

Facsimile 

08 I -947 5047 

08 I -879 7962 

dynamics. Stereo performance and 

detail rendition are exceptional. 

Sonus Faber has now blended the 

speed and delicacy of the Minima 

with the power of the Electa Amator 

in a new loudspeaker called the 

Minima Amator. Exclusive low distor-

tion, high power handling drivers are 

used in a 1.5-inch thick hardwood 

cabinet comprising 20 pieces. The 

gently sloped crossover uses the 

highest grade components and offer 

parallel or hi-wiring through gold

plated binding posts. The result is a 

loudspeaker capable of lifelike stereo 

imaging and a sense of unsurpassed 

grandness delivered without effort. 

The £898 Minuetto is a most exciting 

and affordable addition to the Sonus 

Faber range-rightly described as a 

mini-Electa. Its handmade 16layer 

cabinet with solid walnut gives aston

ishingly neutral sound quality and 

outstanding beauty. The leather cov

ered baffle minimises diffraction 

effects for superb stereo imagery. 

Contact Absolute Sounds lo find out 

where you can hear these exceptional 

loudspeakers on demonstration. 



Kenwood KX-7050S 

t the forefront of cassette perfor

mance, Kenwood's KX-70505 

deck is equipped with Dol by Labs' 

latest noise reduction innovation, Dol by 

S. This system specifies the performance 

parameters of the tape machine, in addi

tion to the noise reduction circuit itself, to 

produce near hiss-free sound quality. 

In our group test in February, we award

ed the Kenwood KX-70505 a clear Best Buy, 

despite fierce competition. We felt that the 

Kenwood produced remarkable reduction 

of modulation noise and the cluttering 

effects behind dominant notes so common 

with Dol by B and C recordings. The Dolby S 

installation in the KX-7050S was also con

sidered to be less manipulative ofthe signal 

than in other Dolby S players. 

This high performance is not achieved at 

the expense of facilities, however. The KX-

70505 comes equipped with many high

tech features, like CD Peak Search that can 

precisely and automatically set the record

ing levels, and Automatic Tape Calibration 

System, which can accurately set the tape 

bias, with separate left and right channels. 

In addition, while having an optional remote 

control itself, it is also possible to interface 

the KX-70505 with remotely controlled 

Kenwood amplifiers and receivers using the 

System Remote Control. 

The KX-70505 is similarly well equipped 

inside.lt features a closed-loop, dual cap

stan, three-motor mechanism, which 

should help minimise wow and flutter. lt 

also uses Kenwood's Pure Signal Ground 

Line to overcome ground noise. The pow

ered tape loading system uses a tape path 

stabiliser to suppress any vibrations and 

rattles; and last but not least although the 

addition of Dolby S improves the signal

to-noise ratio of the deck, the KX-70505 

uses a bias band noise suppresserto raise 

this signal-to-noise ratio still further. 

The EISA panel praised the Kenwood KX-

70505 cassette recorder for its high level 

of facilities and excellent sound quality. 

The addition of the Dol by S noise reduction 

system is an added bonus with this excel

lent three-head, dual capstan deck. 

Trio-Kenwood (UK) Ltd, Ken wood 

House, Dwight Road, Watford WD18EB. 

1:: (0923) 816444 

AWARDS 

EUROPEAN AUDIO 

RECORDER 

OF THE YEAR 

COST: £400 
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Audio Scene 
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0246 204005 
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P,O, Box 383, Brenrwood. Essex, CM14 4GB 
Telephone: 0277 227355 Fax: 0277 224103 
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071 486 8262/3 

Hi-Fi Excellence 
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London N1 
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226 2400 



Sony MZ-R2 

t has taken until this year for portable 

audio to reach the threshold of cred

ibility, in terms of sound quality, ease 

of use and compactness. Tape, CD and 

DCC have offered different individual ben

efits for the mobile listener, but it has 

taken the maturing of MiniDisc (MD) tech

nology to combine all the advantages in a 

single diminutive unit 

Mini Disc holds almost all the aces. CD 

still provides better-quality sound, and 

the compact cassette is cheaper and 

arguably more rugged. Only MD, howev

er, offers the promise of shock-resistant 

playback, ultra-compactness, instant 

track access and the facility to record its 

own software. What's more, this format 

has support: more than 1,500 prere

corded titles are now available, and 

third-party manufacturers are already 

producing blank discs. 

Sony, the originator of MiniDisc, has 

worked long and hard to better the first

generation MD players, which were a tri

umph of technology but still a little rough 

around the edges. However, the MZ-R2 

and its playback-only sibling are grown-

up, well-mannered devices, capable of 

getting right the parts of music which are 

important to listeners who value the for

mat's convenience. 

Indeed, with the MZ-R2 Sony has 

designed a MiniDisc recorder that is 

ideally suited to portable use. High 

mechanical stability, a long battery life 

and considerably improved sound qual

ity combine to make it a fascinating 

portable system- and award-winner. 

The sound of the latest players is due in 

no small part to enhancements in the 

ATRAC perceptual coding (sound com

pression) system, which is the sa rile as 

that deployed in Sony's full-size MDS-5o1 

player (reviewed HFC 133). And because 

ATRAC is implemented in software, there 

is great scope for further improvement in 

future players- though whether MD will 

find favour with the home listener remains 

to be seen. For now, theMZ-R2definesthe 

state of the art in mobile sound. 

Sony UK Ltd, The Heights, Brooklands, 

Weybridge, Surrey KT 13 oXW. 

1:: (0932) 816000 

AWARDS 

EUROPEAN PORTABLE 

SYSTEM 

OF THE YEAR] 
�). 
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SPECTRA 
Dynamics 

® 

CID©©lill�uo© 
PANELS 

The simplest and most cost 
effective way to upgrade your 

existing system 

Buy at least 2 
Deflex panels 
specially designed 
and patented by 
Spectra Dynamics 

Remove foam 
and/or wool 
damping from the 
inside of your 
speaker (if fitted) 

Place the flexible 
Deflex panel thru' 
the speaker cut-out 
and stick to the 
inside of the 
cabinet 

Sit back and listen 
to extra detail in 
sound, and far 
less distortion 
when played 
loud 

What the experts have to say ... 

. . a marked improvement was obvious 
from the first few bars of REM's 

Automatic for the people album ... " 

Hi-Fi News & Record Review· March1994 

" ... the result was sharper imaging, wider 
dynamics and a more natural sound ... " 

Hi-Fi Choice • January 1994 

" ... Dell ex panels seemed to give greater 
tightness and control, improved internal 
clarity, and pitch definition -all without 

deadening the sound in any way ... " 
Audiophile- January 1994 

Standard Panel £7.95 (280 x 21 Omm) 
Sub Woofer £11.95 (340mm dia) 

Adhesive £3.50 (200ml) 

For further details and a 

Tel. (0745) 571600 

Used in professional stage monitors 
where the bass resolution is 

significantly improved 

MAGNAPADS INCORPORATE THE SAME ADVANCED 
TECHNOLOGY ALREADY SUCCESSFULLY PROVEN 

IN SPECTRA DYNAMICS' "DEFLEX PANEL" 

PR/MARIL Y DESIGNED TO ABSORB UNWANTED 
V/BRA TIONS DIRECTED AT SPEAKER COILS AND 
MAGNETS, AND TO PREVENT FURTHER SOUND 

REFLECTIONS OFF THE FLAT SURFACES 

SIMPLE TO FIT-APPLY A FEW SPOTS OF 
"SUPER GLUE" TO THE MAGNET AND PLACE 

THE MAGNAPAD IN POSITION. 

Available in four sizes: 75mm, 125mm, 175mm & 225mm diameter 

Prices from £7.95 per pack of 2 

Foculpods are high performance vibration absorbing supports designed to 
be placed under Compact Disc Players, Turntables, Amplifiers, 

Loudspeakers and all other Audio, Video and Computer equipment. 

The material is a specially formulated low resilience polymer 
with excellent shock absorbing properties. 

This Deflex material is supplied in sheet form with a 
parallel "rib" running down its length. lt can be 
used in a number of applications, 

e.g. it can be cut to fit as a wrap around 
ports on reflex designs 
(see inset) 

or on the flat panels inside 
transmission line or horn loaded 
speakers . 

Deflex Wrap £14.95 (280 x 210mm) 

DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE 
U.K. Tel. (0625) 500507- Fax. (0625) 500508 

Australia Tel. 3 429 2 199 Israel Tel. 3 5407279- Fax. 3 5407438 

Norway Tel.! Fax. 755 25335 Canada Tel. 514-691-2584- Fax. 514-692-9980 
France Tel. 1 48 76 34 74- Fax. 1 48 77 OB 98 
France Tel. 78 95 04 8 2 - Fax. 78 60 76 35 

Germany Tel. 296 1 I 51 2 1 1 - Fax. 296 1 I 516 40 
Germany Tel. 0208 I 35977- Fax. 0208 I 38 1 370 
Greece Tel. 01 802 8406- Fax. 01 8064802 
Holland Tel. 076-715010- Fax. 076-714773 
Indonesia Tel./ Fax. 3 1  3 11 598 

Spectra 

Russia Tel./ Fax. 095 179 3753 

South Africa Tel. 021 439 8450- Fax. 021 
Spain Tel. 34 63 33 11 56- Fax. 34 63 

Switzerland Tel./ Fax. 61 361 64 66 

Switzerland Tel./ Fax. 21 824 1175 

U.S.A. Tel. 415-669·7181 Fax. 415-661f-7t551ri' 

U.S.A. Tel. 608-831-3433 Fax. 608-831 



AWARDS 

Harman Kardon Festival 300 

hough hi-fi separates will continue 

to hold appeal for a privileged, dis

cerning elite, in the future a greater 

proportion of music lovers will plump for 

integrated packages. Notthe cut -price sys

tems of today, but small objects of wonder, 

which will combine style, sophistication 

and sonic ability in equal measure. 

With the Festivai]DO HK has looked to 

such a future, combining a CD player, cas

sette deck, tuner and amp in a single 

sophisticated package.lt was judged the 

winner because of its ease of use, innov

ative design and excellent sound quality. 

Particularly appealing is its simple yet 

effective remote control system, which 

possesses just 13 buttons. 

L 

This works hand in hand with 'system

orientated' control software within the unit 

so that, when the CD button is pressed on 

the handset, the transport switches on and 

initiates play, while the amplifier selects the 

appropriate input. 'Set and forget' features 

such as tuner presets are hidden behind a 

small door on the front panel, which is oth

erwise devoid of visible controls. 

However, behind the sleek facia there is 

a fully-featured system, which stands only 

36omm high, but packs the punch of full

size components. The amplifier offers a con

servatively-rated 35Watts per channel, and 

like HK's 'serious' hi-fi components it has 

been designed with high bandwidth, low 

negative feed back, all discrete circuitry and 

high instantaneous current capability. 

The CD player makes use of Harman's 

3D Bitstream DAC technology, and tips its 

hat to audiophile designs by providing 

separate power supplies to digital and 

analogue circuitry. The cassette deck is a 

draw-loading auto reverse machine with 

Dol by B and C, and the tuner offers AM and 

FM reception with 19 random presets. 

When Hi-Fi Choice reviewed the Festival 

soo, big brother to the ']oo, its sound was 

acclaimed for its 'crisp, powerful and easy 

delivery.' Add that to state-of-the-art chic 

and simple operation, and what results is a 

convincing manifesto for the future of audio 

as a sleek, sexy lifestyle component. 

Harman Audio, Unit 2, Borehamwood 

lnd Park, Rowley Lane, Borehamwood, 

Herts WD6 5PZ. � 081-207 5050 

EUROPEAN COMPACT 

SYSTEM 

OF THE YEAR 

COST: £1,ooo 
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Once you've chosen your Hi-Fi by 
Mail Order, the next step is obvious ... 

.. .... .... .... ...... .... 
� .................. ... 
...... � ......... .. 

... ... ... ...... ... .... ... -� -·····--
-- -· ---·--

- - ·.-·---·- \ -
-- -·-·-·--

If you think buying good Hi-F i is simply a matter of reading magazines 

and ordering by phone, then think again. At best, reviews only offer a sketch 

of the market place: for the complete picture it pays to visit a specialist dealer. 

With 15 years experience under our belts, we realise that each customer 

has a unique set of requirements- there is simply no such thing as a 

blanket "Best Buy" system. lt takes time and skill to put together 

a system which will thrill you for years- but that's our speciality! 

So before you take the plunge, why not pick up the phone and 

give us a call- we might just save your life! 

Authorised Retailer for: 

Arcam, Audiolab, Celestion, Cyrus, Denon, 

Epos, KEF, Lyra, Meridian, Mission, Naim, 

Quad, Rega, Roksan, Rotel, Ruark, 

Sound Organisation, Tripods. 

Ring us now for a free Creative Audio Information Pack 

CREATIVE AUDIO- Hi-Fi Specialists 
9 Dogpole, Shrewsbury, SYJ JEN. Tel: (0743) 241924 



DenonALPHA 

enon's ALPHA digital processing 

system is an important step for

ward in the search for perfect dig-

ital sound. ALPHA is an acronym for 

Adaptive Line Pattern Harmonised 

Algorithm, which is the first processor that 

attempts to create an analogue signal of 

approaching 20-bit quality from a digital 

source with only 16-bit resolution. 

Although many companies are experi

menting with recapturing information 

beyond 2okHz, Denon's ALPHA system 

attempts to solve the problems affecting 

sound quality within the audio band. 

The ALPHA processor's aim is to over

come quantisation noise and improve 

low-level resolution. A 16-bit digital sam

ple produces a waveform that is made up 

of very fine steps, instead of smooth ana

logue undulations. A 2o-bit sample pro· 

duces a far smoother waveform, so the 

ALPHA system generates additional data 

to simulate four extra bits. Thus, the 

ALPHA processor attempts to simulate 

ultra-high quality 20-bit recording and 

replay, without having to change the com

pact disc format at all. 

ALPHA processing also incorporates an 

intelligent circuit that attempts to recog

nise if a signal is made up of pulses or 

actual musical information. The ALPHA 

system modifies the digital stopband, in 

an attempt to reproduce very high fre

quency information while eliminating the 

deleterious ringing associated with 

conventional digital filters. 

At the moment, Denon'sALPHAsystem 

is only available in the state-of-the-art DA· 

51 digital-to-analogue converter. This 

exquisitely built DAC is a part of the 

extremely rare and expensive S1 range, 

which also includes the elegant DP-51 CD 

transport, POA-51 power amplifiers, DL· 

51 phono cartridge and matching AU-51 

step-up transformer. Many of these top· 

of-the-range components are not cur· 

rently imported into the UK, but it is 

expected that the ALPHA technology will 

filter down the De non range, eventually 

appearing in lower cost players as well. 

Hoyden Laboratories Ltd, Hoyden 

House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, 

Bucks SL9 9UG. � (0753) 888447 

AWARDS 

UNAVAILABLE IN UK 
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248 Lee High Road 
Lewisham London SE13 5PL 
Tel: 081 318 5755 & 081 852 1321 
Fax: 081 318 0909 

Join us for a Musical Evening on Wed 28th September 7.30pm 
in the company of LINN PRODUCTS. 

In the Webster Room, Blackheath Concert Halls, Lee Rd SE3. 
Please call 081 318 5755 to reserve your place, free of charge! 

Rega Products 
Planar 2 Turntable 

Planar 3 Turntable . 

RB 300 Tonearm ... 

..... £198.00 

..... £260.00 

..... £139.00 

Brio Amplifier ....................... .. £198.00 

Elex Amplifier .................... .... £359.00 

Elicit Amplifier ......................... £730.00 

Kyte Loudspeakers .................. £198.00 

El a Loudspeakers .................... £405.00 

Xel loudspeakers... .. ... £1040.0 

CYRUS 

Cyrus Products 
Gyrus 3 Amplifier . .............. .... £499.00 

Gyrus PSXR Power Supply ........ £299.00 

Gyrus FM? Tuner ..................... £399.00 

Gyrus Discmaster .................... £949.00 

Gyrus Dacmaster. .. ......... £949.00 

Mission 751 Speakers ............ £299.00 

Mission 752 Speakers (New) ... £499.00 

Mission 753 Speakers ............ £699.00 

THE CHOICE IS YOURS 

We demonstrate everything we sell 
so yoll can be sure that any of the 
products you see advertised here 
are on display and available for 
audition. 
Our helpful and experienced staff 
are on hand every day (except 
Thursday and Sunday) to help 
explore the possibilities open to 
you. We welcome your visit. 

•Two listening rooms 
•Two year minimum guarantee 
•Free 24hr delivery service 
eo% Finance avc;ailable,see below 
•Part exchange service available 
•Outstanding product range from: 

AIWA- ARCAM- AUDIO-TE CHNICA- CY RUS 

DEN ON - HE YBROOK- JPW - MARANTZ - UNN 

PRODUCTS - MISSION - NAD - NAIM AUDIO 

NAK AMICHI - POLK - QUAD - ROTE L - RE GA 

RUARK - ROGE RS - SOUND ORG - SPE NDOR 

TARGET- TANNOY- WOODSIDE- Y AMAHA 

Llnn Products 
Mimik CD Player ............................ £798.00 

Karik CD Player ............................. £1497.0 

Majik Amplifier (Phono) .................. £593.00 

Kairn Preamp ................................ £1398.0 

LK100 Power amplifier .................. £549.00 

Klout Power Amplifier .................... £1895.0 

Tukan Loudspeaker ....................... £398.00 

Keilidh Loudspeaker ...................... £595.00 

Kaber Loudspeaker ....................... £1298.0 

noim 

Nalm Products 
NA CD3 CD Player ............... ......... £898.00 

NA COl CD Player .......................... £1862.0 

Nait 3 Amplifier ............................. £499.00 

NAC 92 Preamp ............................ £405.00 

NAC72 Preamp ............................. £638.00 

NAC 82 Preamp ............................ £1945.0 

NAP90/3 Power Amp ..................... £395.00 

NAT 03 Tuner ................................ £499.00 

Save up to 50% on our Ex-Display and Ex-Demonstration Equipment Bargains! 
Most Equipment as new, with full warranty. Telephone orders accepted. Fast Delivery, £5 for up to 4 items. 

Creek DAC 60 D.A.C. ....... £199.00 Marantz CD52/2 CD .......... £ 159.00 Rogers LS 6a Spkrs ............ £279.00 

Denon DRS 810 C/Dk ........ £199.00 Marantz CD 53 CD ............ £ 149.00 Rotel RA 930ax Amp ......... £139.00 

Denon DRM 710 C/Dk ...... £179.00 Marantz PM44se Amp ....... £149.00 Rotel RA 935bx (Line) ....... £159.00 

Den on PMA 450 C/Dk ....... £179.00 Marantz PM53 Amp ........... £179.00 Rotel RA 935bx (Phono) .... £189.00 

Den on DCD 890 CID ......... £ 189.00 NAD 304 Amp ................... £169.00 Rotel RT 930 Tuner ........... £125.00 

Denon AVC 3020 Amp ...... £549.00 NAD 70 I Receiver ............. £ 189.00 Rotel RCD 965bx Discrete. £259.00 

Heybrook Solo Spkr ........... £I 09.00 Rega Brio Amp .................. £159.00 Tannoy 605/2 Spkrs ........... £119.00 

Heybrook Trio Spkr ........... £259.00 Rega Elex Amp .................. £299.00 Tannoy 607/2 Spkrs ........... £159.00 

H/brook Quartet (Free Stands) £549.00 Rogers LS4a Spkrs ............. £229.00 Tannoy 609/2 Spkrs ........... £209.00 

• Tel: 081 318 5755 & 081 852 1321 • I vzsA I 
Opening times: 10.00am to 6.30pm Monday to Saturday (Closed Thursday) 



Mark Levinson No.38 

ne of the enduring names in 

high-end, US based Madrigal 

Audio Laboratories - designer 

of the prestigious Mark Levinson equip

ment- produces ultra high quality digi

tal and analogue electronics from its New 

England base. The Mark Levinson No.]B 

preamp\ifier is typical of Madrigal's lead

ing edge approach to audio. Following in 

the footsteps of the acclaimed No.]o dig

ital processor and No.31 CD transport, the 

high-tech No.]B can be used in fully bal

anced or single-ended operation. lt has 

two balanced and four single-ended 

inputs, in addition to two completely iso

lated tape monitoring circuits. Balanced 

operation is said to give improved dynam

ic range, better imaging and freedom from 

noise. Not to mention cable driving skills. 

Internally, the No. 38's circuit design is 

highly symmetrical, which makes the pre

amplifier essentially a dual monaural 

design. The line only No.38 also com

pletely disconnects unselected sources 

at the input to prevent any interference, 

and features a unique surround sound 

processor mode, which allows a separate 

Dolby Pro Logic decoder to completely 

control the system, while many ofthe set

up options - down to the mute function 

-can be personalised by the user. 

Yet all this advanced design doesn't 

undermine the No.JB's ease of use. The 

front panel is equipped with an easy-to

read, dimmab\e LED display, while its 

main control knob is a multi-function 

device. lt can be adjusted in o.tdB incre

ments, with the \eve\ shown on an LED dis

play on the 3cm-thick, hardened 

aluminium front panel. The No.]Bis sup

plied with a custom-made remote control 

that will switch absolute phase. 

Our Eurojudges feltthe No.]Bto be well 

ahead of its time. it's an excellent sound

ing preamplifier with a broad range of 

functions. Such is its level of performance 

thatthe judges considered it to have rede

fined the way other high-end products will 

have to be designed in the future. 

Path Premier, Unit 2, Des borough 

Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road, 

High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG. 

2 (0494) 441736 

AWARDS 

EUROPEAN HIGH-END 

AUDIO 

OF THE YEAR] 
I [ 

I MAR/( LEVINSON I 
I I 

COST: £3,995 
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It costs the same to get it right 
as it does to get it wrong. 

At the Listening Rooms, we pride ourselves on Js years combined experience. 

mat ching your needs with exac tly the right Two Fully equipped listening rooms. 

equipment, whatever your budget, and because We Home installation service. 

only Stock the best, that's what you'll get. Multi-room design and installation. 

What you'll also get is sound professional 2 years Parts and Labour guarantee. 

advice and a chance tO relax and listen tO SOme Home cinema surround-sound. 

of the world's finest Hi-Pi equipment. Export and Credit facilities. 

• LINN • QUAD • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI • ARCAM • AUDIOLAB • ACOUSTIC E ERGY • SME • AUDIO R£SEARCH • 

• KR.ELL • CLASSE AUDIO • WADIA • THETA • APOGEE • MARTIN LOGAN • SONUS FABER. • MUSICAL FIDELITY • 

• REL • ROGERS • PIONEER • TANNOY • STAX • AURA • LEXICON • SYSTEMDEK • PINK TRIANGLE • MICHELL • 

• MO ITOR AUDIO • YAMAHA • MAIV\NTZ • KEF •BOSE • CELESTIO • EPOS • MISSION • DENON • NEAT PETITE • CYilUS • 

�listening 
� 

161 Old Brompton Rd. London SW5 OLJ. Tel: 071- 244 7750/59. Fax: 071-370 0192. 
Monday- Saturday lOam- 6pm. Nearest Tube: South Kensington or Gloucester R.oad. 

ORANGES & LEMONS 
THE INNOVATIVE 
AUDIO/VISUAL RETAILER 

SERVING LONDON I'ROM BATTERSEA 

071�924 2040/3665 

6L/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW ll 

OUT OF 1 0 CATS PREFER NAKAMICHI 

For deto;ls of products and stock;sts, 'phone B& W UK on 01 903-7 50 7 50 



AWARDS 

Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage 

o the Italian Son us Faber compa

ny (literally, 'handcrafters of 

sound') , loudspeaker enclosures 

are not hi-fi devices but musical instru

ments. Accordingly this practitioner's 

products are painstakingly manufactured 

by hand, following the age old traditions 

of the craftsmen who fashioned the 

world's finest musical instruments. 

The innovative design of the great

sounding Son us Faber Guarneri Homage 

was directly inspired by Cremona's mas

ter stringed-instrument makers- in par

ticular violin-maker Giuseppe Guarneri. 

Not only does the speaker introduce an 

original shape and a new level of finish to 

the market, it also hides important tech

nical improvements in the fields of cabi

net resonance reduction, individual 

cabinet tuning and standing wave control. 

Every Guarneri enclosure comprises 42 
separate wooden pieces, each bound to 

its neighbour with organic glue, in the 

manner of a fine violin. The woods used 

include maple, kiln-dried walnut, and a 

solid block of limewood for the rounded 

rear section. 

Evidence of the instrument-maker's art 

continues through to the stunningly beau

tiful finish. First the wood is prepared with 

albumin, then ten coats of varnish are 

applied, each one sanded after applica

tion. The visual integrity extends even to 

the granitic stands, whose front-panels 

are grooved to match the speakers' grille. 

Within the enclosure the walls are 

damped with sheet copper and lead_ The 

silk-domed high-frequency driver occu

pies a separate acoustic enclosure cut 

from solid maple, while the low-frequen

cy unit has been engineered for least sus

ceptibilityto compression. Both units are 

unique to this design, and are individual

ly run in for several hours before installa

tion in the cabinet. 

Though a pair of these remarkable 

transducers will run up a bill greater than 

that for many a complete system, their 

sheer elegance, presence and uniquely

beautiful sound confirm them as much 

more than a piece of mere hi-fi. 

Absolute Sounds Ltd, 58 Durham Road, 
London SW2o oDE� 081-947 5047 

EUROPEAN DESIGN 

OF THE YEAR 

[ 

COST: £s.soo 
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Ortofon is famed the world over for the tracking capability of its cartridges. 
Cartridges which will breathe new life into o eh en shed LP collection, divulging 

detail os never before. 
The cartricige is always the key factor in the reproducticn of music from 

records and Orlofon has dedicated nearly 50 years to the manufacture of the 
finest pick-ups possible. Enjoying constant critical acclaim along the way. 

So if you want to bnng more out of your records than ever imagined, ari 
Ortofon Cartridge will hove you hot on the scent. 

1000 Series ����£2Qcd15QQidges 

ortofon 
Ortofon (UK) Limited, Chiltern Hill, Cholfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG. 

Tel: 0753 889949. 

Ultra-Low Jitter CD Transport 

audio synthesis 
TRANSCEND 
c d t r a n sport 

Developed with the assistance of our high resolution. 

jitter analyser, the Transcend CD transport extracts 
accurate time-based digital audio data from all COs 
and minimises timing errors due to unavoidable disc 

pressing faults. Timing within Transcend is based on a 
lligh precision, extremely low noise, master crystal 
oscillator, screened and. isolated in a low-microphony 
mount. All 3 digi!;ll outs- coaxial, Toslink and AT&T 
- arc re-timed repeatedly to the master oscillator. The 
result is a guaranteed peak jitter specification <50 ps 

over 50Hz to 20kHz and <2 ps or sign;ll related jitter 

on the AT &T output! Don't worry about the sound, 
with jitter this low, it simply TRANSCENDS!! 

Audio S)'nthesis 

99, Lnpwing Lane, Manchester M20 HUT 

Tcl: 0161 43-l 0126 [+44 161 43-l 0126] 

Fax: 0115 lJ25 8-lJl [+-l-l 115 925 8431] 

"Isn't it brill that you can go into one shop and 
choose from all the leading brands of hi-fidelity 
equipment, and guess what? We know what 
we're talking about, and we care!" 

"THE GRIEG LEAD" 
Make your system more composed 

with this advanced oxygen free 
copper audio interconnect cable
multi-strand centre with 2 screens, 
semi-conductive plastic and copper 
braid to stop high level of 
interference inc. R.F.- for C. D., 
tape deck or between pre- and 
power amps. Using high quality 
gold plated phono plugs could be 
the best £25 inc. P&P (pair) you've 

1 
spent on your hi-fi. 
Tried, tested and enjoyed by our 
many satisfied customers. 

Aucl Ooclles Mo .. e · 

11!t_E m_asrrm 

lttlt� f'� 
COM!nurtJY 

OFST. MARTINS SQ. 
EST 1971 

6 Silver Walk, Leicester 
Telephone: (0533) 539753 

Fax: (0533) 626097 



PioneerODR 

I 
t matters not that this in-car system, 

when installed to a suitable degree, 

costs more than many vehicles them

selves. lt is an unashamed showcase of 

the state of Pioneer's art, providing a 

musical experience of unparalleled inten

sity, and almost infinite flexibility. 

The acronym expands to Optical Digital 

Reference, which is no idle boast: both 

system commands and audio signals are 

carried around in pure digital form via 

fibre-optic cables- there is even an 18-bit 

analogue-to-digital converter built into 

the only part of the system which is visible 

within the car: the RS-Kt radio-cassette 

control unit (fronted by an LCD dot-matrix 

read-out of palm-top-computer propor

tions), and its accompanying bracket

mounted system communicator handset. 

From here onwards, it's digital allthe way. 

For mounting in a car boot there's a 12-

disc CD autochanger and the system's five 

Class A and Class AB amplifiers, along 

with the all important RS-Pt digital signal 

processor, which adjusts the degree of 

early reflection and reverberation to emu

late almost any room's acoustic signa-

ture. This and other paramaters are 

diplayed on the RS-Kt display with a stan

dard of graphics more commonly seen in 

recording studios and laboratories. Even 

more impressively, the DSP exchanges 

data with the amplifiers at an astonishing 

24-bit resolution, way above that of the 

existing CD standard. 

In last month's Choice test, our user 

reported a vast soundstagewith pin-point 

imagery, coupled with the kind of granite

slab bass which many a domestic system 

aspires to. Most car systems suffer too 

much interference to supply this, but by 

introducing optical digital signal trans

mission throughout, Pioneer has pro

duced a system that provides an amazing 

freedom from electrical noise and inter

ference from the vehicle electronics. When 

this is combined with sophisticated digi

tal sound processing and Class A amplifi

cation, the result is a system that provides 

unsurpassed car audio sound quality. 

Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, Pioneer 
House, Hollybush Hill, Stoke Poges, 
SLOUGH SL2 4QP � (0753) 789789 

AWARDS 

EUROPEAN CAR AUDIO 

OF THE YEAR 

[ 

COST: £1o,ooo 
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PLATFORM7 
Realise the full potential of 

your HiFi system with Isolation 
Platforms of high density marble 

THE LAST REQUIREMENT IN SOUND PERFORMANCE 

AVAILABLE IN SIZES FOR ALL MAKES OF HiFi RACKS, STANDS OR TABLES 

FOR FULL DETAILS, WRITE, PHONE OR FAX 

3 ABBOTTS DRIVE, NORTH WEMBLEY, 

MIDDLESEX HAO 358 

TEL: (081) 904 2646 FAX: (0923) 835311 

Buying hi-fi should be fun, we guarantee to make it so. Listen to a well chosen 
selection of quality hi-fi equipment in our comfortable and relaxed listening 
room. Bring along your own records or CDs, we'll provide the coffee, and hear 
the difference we can make to your enjoyment of music. 

NAIM's excellent new CD3 CD Player now on demonstration 

ARCAM, EPOS, HEYBROOK, MICROMEGA, NAIM, NAKAMICHI, 
NEAT, REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, SHAHINIAN and TEAC 

9 High Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KTl 4DA 
Telephone: 08 1 -943 3530. Open: lues- Fri 1 0. 30om -7pm,Saturday lOam -6pm. 

People like us, like Hi-Fi. 
FOR THE BEST ADVICE ON THE LATEST MODELS 

41 VICTORIA ROAD CAMBRIDGE (0223)68305 



NAD 910 

AD is no newcomer to the hal

lowed portals of EISA. Last year, 

with the acclaimed 302 amplifier, 

the company scooped the award for 

European AmplifierOfThe Year. This year 

it's back again with the 910 AV surround 

sound processor. Through attention to 

the important details this surround sound 

processor is an attractive package com

bining audiophile sound quality with 

extreme accuracy in Dolby Pro-Logic 

Decoding at a very attractive price. 

Value for money is central to the NAD 

philosophy, so the remote-control910 is 

devoid of gimmicks. Additionally, it has 

been designed to add AV functionality to 

an existing hi-fi outfit, rather than dictat

ing that a new system is started from 

scratch.lt has three inputs for AV sources 

(VCR and LaserDisc, for example), and a 

fourth for a line-level output from your 

music system. 

The 910's Pro-Logic functions are more 

sophisticated than you would expect for 

the price. Front-to-rear delay time is 

adjustable, levels for surround, dialogue 

and subwooferoutputs are independent-

ly adjustable, and a test tone is available 

for balancing front and rear levels. 

A 'Phantom Center' mode is available 

for those with no front dialogue speaker, 

while other benefits include an anti-sibi

lance filter and three acoustic-processing 

modes. Audiophiles, meanwhile, will be 

reassured to learn that a 'Bypass' control 

can defeat all signal processing if a pure 

sound is required. 

NAD's avowed intention is to incorpo

rate the most advanced engineering con

cepts possible, and this is borne out by 

the quality of components within the 910. 

The Pro-Logic processing chip, to take just 

one example, is a cinema-grade device 

from the Precision Monolithics division of 

Analog Devices. 

Let's give the last word to the Hi-Fi 

Choice review, which reckoned that, 

despite its modest price, the NAD pos

sessed "a top-end sweetness and delica

cy which is close to the best in the class." 

NAD Marketing Ltd, Adastra House, 

401-405 Nether Street, LONDON N31QG 

E 081-3433240 

AWARDS 

EUROPEAN HOME 

THEATRE 

OF THE YEAR 

[� 
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CD UPGRADE 
Improve the sound of your CD player or transport with our 

highly renowned 'Clock 2' modification. Hear the potential 

that the CD medium really has to offer. 

• High accuracy (5 ppm) low jitter performance. 

• Increased transparency and resolution. 

• Greater dynamics and sheer listening pleasure. 

LESS HI·FI I I I MORE MUSIC 

Arcam, Audiolab, Creek, Gyrus, Denon, 

Epos, Heybrook, Linn, Marantz, Mission, 

NAD, Naim, Nakamichi, Rega, Rotel 

... plus other selected brands. 

• Can be fitted to most players or transports regardless 

of price. The level of improvement is just as great 
with expensive transports as it is with inexpensive 

players. 
• Major sonic improvemet over our original clock 

modification. 
• Special price upgrade available to customers already 

fitted with clock 1. 

This modification can be carried out by Trichord Research 
Ltd, or by your local Trichord dealer for only £141.00 inc 
V AT and return Carriage. Also al·ailable in kit form with 

instructions for the technically competent at only £65.00 inc 
VAT. Not all brands stocked at both shops. 

for more information: 

6 HOTEL STREET, 32 GOLD STREET, TRicltoRd RESEARclt LiMiTEd 

LEICESTER NORTHAMPTON 
Td: (0684) HH24 
OR(044J)8168�6 

FoR THOSE wHo AllE muly SERious Abour THEiR Music 

TEL: 0533 623754 TEL: 0604 37871 6 WoodlANds ClosE, MAlVERN WElls, WoRcs, WR14 4JD 
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THX, PRO LOGIC, DOLBY SURROUND 
16 : 9 VVIDE SCREEN, CDI, FMV, L.O.B., 

LASER DISC, N.T.S.C., PAL, SEECAM, I OO.HZ, 
OAT, DCC, MINI DISC, D, MAC, PAL PLUS, 

N.I.C.A.M., EON RDS, COR, S. VHS, 8MM, SRD, 
ETC, ETC. 

Confused 777 
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"IF YOU ARE, 
YOU NEED TO TALK TO TVVENTY 20 
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'' 

We offer- • 3 Dem Rooms • Highly Qualified Staff 
• Large Screen TVs and Much, Much More 

OPENING HOURS 

Mon-Thurs I Oam - 8 am 

Fri I Oam - 9pm 

Sat 9am - 7.30pm 

TWENTY 20 AUDIO VISUAL L TD 
UNIT 205 
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WEST THURROCK, GRAYS RMI6 IZQ 

TEL: 0708 891818 • FAX: 0708 89 1300 
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AWARDS 

8& W Home Cinema System 

ith its Home Cinema System, 

B&W has taken a very impor

tant step towards realising the 

full potential of state of the art home cin

ema processors. The system has been 

designed and built for the future, taking 

full advantage of the possibilities of the 

Lucasfilm Home THX system. lt provides 

all the facilities a serious home cinema 

user could ever need. 

More importantly, B&W has not for

gotten that the high-end cinephile is like

ly to be an audiophile too, and a 

significant part of this system's appeal is 

its equally high ability with both film and 

music. Indeed, at the last WCES in Las 

Vegas, Lucasfilm chose B& W's speakers 

to demonstrate the versatility ofTHX. 

B&W borrowed heavily from its 25 

years of hi-fi experience when creatingthe 

Home Cinema system. The magnetically

shielded FCMB front speaker, for exam

ple, fulfils the tightly-defined THX 

dispersion criteria with three ceramic

coated, alloy-diaphragm 26mm dome 

tweeters, developed from B&W's 

acclaimed Matrix 801 hi-fi speaker. The 

latter's cabinet construction techniques 

have also been borrowed for stiffness and 

coloration is further controlled by patent

ed Kevlar mid range drive-unit cones. 

The PCSB subwoofer aims to provide 

low-frequencies below 2oHz in most 

domestic rooms, thanks to a precisely-tai

lored anechoic response. The 3oomm 

Cobex drive-unit was purpose designed, 

and its performance has been further 

enhanced by twin-reflex ports designed 

to maintain smooth air-flow. 

Meanwhile, the 5CM8surround enclo

sure claims numerous benefits derive 

from its distinctive triangular shape -

principal among these being the fact that 

you can't hear where it is! 

Home Entertainment, Sister magazine 

to Hi-Fi Choice and the UK's home cinema 

bible, had this to say about B&W's sys

tem: "an attack that gives incisiveness to 

CD-based music, and bite to film effects." 

(For a·n explanation ofTHX, please see 

HFC 122) 

B& W Loudspeakers Ltd, Meadow Road, 
Worthing BN112RX a (0903) 750750 

EUROPEAN HOME THEATRE 

LOUDSPEAKER 

OF THE YEAR 

19951 

COST: £4,395 
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JamQ 
Blo\Ning 

Trumpets 
DEALER TOWN TELEPHONE just pure music 
Adams & Jarrett St Leonards on Sea (0424) 437165 

Brighton Aud io Brighton (0273) 622871 

Canterbury HiFi Canterbury (0227) 765315 

Dawson's Bournemouth (0202) 764965 

the VISTA Howes ot Sooth Bcrough TurlbOOge We� (0892) 28682 
Kimb€neys HrFi Be>Jey Heath (081) 3043272 

line-amp Tru Fi Red hill (0737) 766128 

Un•ersal HrFi Croydon (081) 6541919 

Weybrid9e Audro Weybndge (0932) 851121 

the LECTERN® Alpha bee London NW2 (071) 4319133 

f>S<EiectronK:S Lordon W (071) 6370590 

Atlantrc Electronrcs London NW10 (081) 4510302 power-amp 
Babber Electronics London W13 (081) 5796315 

Ga�Audro London Wl (071) 6372624 

Hr Spek Electronics London NW3 (081) 3491166 the SERVO A.2 
Hr WayHr Fr London W2 1071 I 7235251 

Kamla London W1 (071) 3232747 speakers 
La\'S)1 Ltd London SW14 (081) 8767632 

MCO Entertainments London SE17 (071) 7013204 

Mu•cal lmages Edgeware (081) g525535 

MuSICal Images Hounslow (081) 5695802 

MyersAudio Walthamstow (081) 5207277 

Rrghtway London W2 (071) 7237565 

Selfndges London W1 (071) 6291234 

Time & Tune London Et (071) 2470567 

HrRComer Dublin (Eire) (01) 714343 

Cas Sac Bradford (027 4) 626211 

Oeartone Hi Fi Bolton (0204) 31423 

0 Eckersley Bury (081) 7975979 

0 Eckersley Lelgh (0942) 673371 

Geoff Jack.on Leecs (0532) 781513 

J R Gough South Shields (091) 4553663 

Alley Electronics York (0904) 679859 

Scratch Mu•c Doncaster (0302) 850030 

Westgate Audio VIsual Bradford (0274) 732947 

Wes,.de Music Centre Sheffield (07 42) 6707 I 8 

deus Sound & v�on Sullen Cokffie� (021) 3542311 

Car & Home Stereo Macclesfield (0625) 432707 

ChnsPettll Grant ham (0476) 593464 

Peter Martin Congleton (0260)273206 

SnBIIings NOrMCh (0603) 712202 

ANAud� SI Nears (0460) 472071 

Garvetts of Rugby Rugby (0788) 541341 

Discount HrR Potters Bar (0707) 643593 

Fenway Newmarket (0636) 663166 

HIFiCrty Watlcrd (0923) 226169 

PJ's HrFi & V1deo Centre Banbury (0295) 263222 

Pounds Ltd Hoddesdon (0992) 465531 

SelectN Bnsrrn (0275) 833135 

Sound Stage Broxbourne (0992) 440549 

T echno Sound Luton (0582)471078 

The HrFi Excllange Bnst(j (0272) 664930 the naturally 
The Videofactor Gerrards Cross (0753) 884552 

Fortuna Ltd Jersey (0534) 32549 neutral 
Excel Venture Trad.Co. SINGAPORE (65) 3832200 

Jamo HIFI USA lnc USA (I) 7084984648 chain 
PanlnternationaiComp HONG KONG (852) 8891989 

Scan Audio AUSTRALIA (61) 3895352 

Taiwan Audio Trad.Co. TAIWAN (886)42237609 

Jamo UK Lld Daventry (0327) 301300 ECA DISTRIBUTION 

Jarno 
P.O. Box 3023 London 
NW2 7RW 

"The Sound of Excellence" Tel: 081 830 5128 
Fax: 081 208 1271 
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ON TEST 

ea<ers 
Got a small room? You need 
a small speaker. Paul 
Messenger, tests seven, and 
a big 'un as well. 

R 
eturning back to earth after the 

four-figure extravagances of July, 

this new speaker group test con

centrates on eight models nominally 

priced between £150 and £300 a pair -

not quite as fiercely competitive or rigidly 

stereotyped as the budget models exam

ined in issue 130 (May 94), but still a 

crucially important sector of the main

stream speaker marketplace. 

In stereotypical fashion. each of the 

sub-£200 models from UK manufacturers 

B&W, Mordaunt-Short and Tannoy shows 

what can be achieved by selling a vinyl

clad box of a certain size (around 15 

litres) at a very sensible price. But within 

a broadly similar outline, each model 

brings its own particular and distinctive 

engineering solutions to the party. 

Cracking out a few vital statistics helps 

Stand and delivery 
Six of the eight loudspeakers in this group 

need stands. They are often called 'book

shelf models and there's an obvious temp

tation to take that literally and save the 

stand money. Believe me, this is a mistake. 

Even models intended for close-to-wall sit

ing need proper rigid supports in order to 

give anywhere near their best performance. 

If you're contemplating using 15 litre £200 

speakers with no stands, think again and go 

for £120 7 litre miniatures instead. You can 

buy some proper stands with the change. 

This in turn makes the Royd and Harman 

Kardon speakers even better value, as both 

these floorstanders already include floor

coupling spike arrangements as part of the 

package. Neither offers as big a footprint or 

firm a coupling as a proper metal stand, but 

Royd is planning to offer a metal plinth as 

an optional extra Minstrel upgrade. 

The 'stand factor' is a major source of 

worry for the conscientious reviewer, sim

ply because it plays such an important role 

in determining the overall sound. Every 

speaker stand introduces its own sonic 'sig

nature', and this will interact rather unpre

dictably with the 'signature' of the speaker 

itself, depending somewhat on how the two 

are coupled (spikes, Btu-Tack etc). 

it's not even possible to use just a single 

'reference' stand for every speaker, 

because different speakers need different 

top-plates and pillar heights. The moulded

base Tannoys are particularly tricky in this 

respect. Fully aware of all the various 

dilemmas, and conscious of the need to 
avoid compromising the speakers them

selves, we used a selection of top quality 

established stands (Slate Audio, 

Foundation, Heybrook etc) as appropriate in 
our listening tests. 

Your best guide to speaker stands is our 
cover mount booklet (free with issue 132, 

back copies from Mail Order, see page 106). 

But be prepared also to consult your dealer 

and try out alternative stand/speaker com

binations, as there's still no substitute for 
listening, listening and more listening. 



, , Loudspeakers 

put the whole group into perspective, and 

highlights how dramatically the Harman 

Kardon model varies from the norm. All 

are basic two-way designs, with main 

bassjmid driver plus tweeter, except that 

HK doubles up the main driver. 

How the listening tests were done 

Seven of the eight are reflex-ported 

designs, with only B&W adopting the 

sealed-box loading alternative. Main dri

ver cone size varies from 90mm up to 

120mm- the HK uses two of the latter. 

Seven weigh somewhere between five 

and seven kg, while the HK comes in at a 

massive 17kg. A similar pattern is seen 

when comparing total size (external), the 

seven smaller models ranging from the 

12.5 litre OL1B to the 23 litre MA201, with 

the HK taking up some 55 litres of space. 

Given the above, it might seem pretty 

obvious that the HK is far and away the 

best value for money. In fact nothing 

could be further than the truth, as you'll 

find out when you get on to the reviews. 

It's hard to find a better illustration of 

the fundamental truth that loudspeaker 

design is all about the art of compromise, 

and in balancing each variable against a 

number of others. 

Our reviews often stress the balance (or 

frequency response) of a loudspeaker, and 

this is where the HK came seriously 

unstuck. It's not the only thing that mat

ters, but it is a key factor nonetheless. CD 

players and amplifiers both give ruler-flat 

responses and so have essentially neutral 

responses. No loudspeaker yet devised can 

manage anywhere near this. 

A glance at our room curves will show 

the quite significant variations between 

the different models, and these correlate 

very well with the perceived balance 

judged by listeners. The bass ups and 

downs are a function of the particular 

room used for the tests, and will vary 

somewhat in other chambers. But the 

overall balance 'fingerprint' will be 

imposed on top of whatever the sources 

and amplifiers are delivering. 

A truly flat in-room response isn't nec

essarily what's required, but the relative 

output of treble versus midband is crucial 

in determining how bright or dull a sys

tem will sound. What to some will sound 

bright and brittle, others will hear as 

open and detailed; what some will hear as 

smooth and relaxing, others will find dull 

and shut in. It's a matter of ears. 

Just a phase it's going through 

Stereo speakers must be cor

rectly 'phased', so that both 

main driver cones move for

wards and backwards in sync 

(rather than one going back 

as the other goes forward). 
Make sure therefore that 

the Red/+ terminal on the 

amp connects to the Red/+ 

terminal(s) on the speaker, 

and Black/- to Black/- like

wise. (Top left) All twin (or 

multi) speaker cables carry 

some form of identification 

for the different conductors, 

either with colour coding or 

by ridges moulded into the 

insulator sheath. 

Speakers with twin (or 

triple) terminals allow bi/tri

wiring, where separate runs 

of cable feed each drive unit 

individually (lower diagram). 

In the 'blind' panel listening tests, 

only the operator is aware of the 

identity of each model. The speakers 

are installed a pair at a time behind 

an acoustically transparent curtain, 

on sites predetermined from mea

surement to give optimum in-room 

balance. Each undergoes a half-hour 

audition covering a broad range of 

music from vinyl and CD sources. 

Care is taken to try and match the 

relative volume of each loudspeaker. 

The main drive system comprises 

Naim amplification, linn Sondek with 

Naim ARO and Linn Arkiv and a Naim 

COS CD player on Man a tables. 

Speaker cable is Naim NACAs. 

Our thanks to all the time and hard 

work put in by the panel: Alan 

Sircom (Hi-Fi Choice), David lnman 

(Van den Hul UK), Robin Marshall, 

Ken Weller (Tannoy), Russell 

Kauffman, Andy Whittle (Rogers). 

Whatdo thelab 
tests mean? 

Every speaker has a distinct frequency bal

ance (or response), which says much about 

the way it will sound. This sonic 'fingerprint' 

shows which parts of the audio range are 

emphasised and which are short of relative 

output level. 

To simulate relevant 'real world' condi

tions, measurements are made of a stereo 

pair in the actual (largish) room which hosts 

the listening tests, using a far-field tech

nique averaged across seven microphone 

positions (after Colloms). The speakers are 

sited close against a rear wall and a metre 

out into the room: intermediate positions 

which normally produce intermediate 

degrees of mid bass reinforcement. 

A perfectly flat straight line is not expect

ed. The main room modes create unavoid

able ups and downs at the low frequency 

end, but the trace should ideally be as flat 

and smooth as possible. Gentle variations 

are preferable to sharp discontinuities; 

prominences are more irritating than dips; 
and a gentle high frequency roll-off usually 

sounds perfectly acceptable. 

The sensitivity of a speaker is a guide to 

how loud a speaker will sound for a given 

amplifier volume control setting. Our delib

erately conservative figure is averaged 

across the broad midband. A 3dB increase in 

sensitivity means that the speakers will 

sound twice as loud for the same volume 

control setting of the same amplifier. 

The snag is the impedance. For the same 

volume control setting, a 40hm loudspeaker 

will actually be drawing twice the current 

(and hence power) of an SOh m design, so to 

get its sensitivity in true electrical energy

conversion efficiency terms, you need to 

subtract 3d B. 
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Loudspeakers 

B&WDM6001 

B 
&W's classic bookshelf-size DM6oo 

has been around for several years 

and was first reviewed in issue 98 

during 1991. When this new 6ooi 

version arrived it wasn't immediately apparent 

what the 'i' was all about, as the presentation 

and configuration seemed exactly the same as 

before- but this is fair enough as the styling 

still looks smart and entirely contemporary. 

Closer scrutiny of the old and new data does 

reveal some small but significant changes, 

however. That the price has increased by £40 to 

£190 over three low inflation years is perhaps 

regrettable, though hardly unexpected, but the 

2-3dB increase in sensitivity (while most other 

parameters remain virtually unchanged) is 

impressive. Even if perceived value might be less 

than before, the 'i' suffix would seem to be well 

justified. 

The actual changes include a redesigned 

main driver with new integral cone/surround, a 

simplified crossover and improved internal wiring 

arrangements. Perhaps surprisingly, this is the 

only one of our eight test boxes which loads the 

main driver by a simple sealed box, fabricated 

from black, woodprint-vinyl-covered 13mm 

chipboard and well filled by damping absorbent 

The front baffle is a clever combination of 

chipboard covered with a grey structural plastic 

moulding to stiffen things up and make 

everything look neat and tidy. Twin bi-wire 

terminals feed a pcb crossover, tag-connected to 

the drivers. 

The main driver has a 12omm plastic cone, 

pressed frame and decent size magnet, and is 

held by rather feeble wood screws. The tweeter 

uses a 24mm metal dome, with a phase 

compensating perforated ring which should 

afford some protection if the grille is removed. 

However, this shouldn't be necessary as the 

latter has a skeletal plastic moulded frame 

which ensures little acoustic impediment The 

overall impression is of a cleverly conceived 

and executed design, right down to the finest 

details, but with more than just one eye on 

economy of production. 

LAB REPORT 

Sensitivity is a pretty generous 88dB/W, which is especially 
impressive considering that this is a sealed box design with 
consequently very good ultimate bass extension. it's rather 
less so when you take into account the very demanding 
impedance characteristic. Many amps will be happy enough 
driving 30hms at 2oHz, but others will find it hard going, so 
do check that your amp has plenty of current capability. 

That one factor apart, the 6ooi delivers fine test results, 
with an overall smoothness and even quality throughout 
which shows true class. Despite its small size, free space 
siting gives the best results from a bass alignment point of 
view, but the speaker should work satisfactorily providing 
it's kept at least tft out from a wall. 

The balance is particularly good up to tkHz, and pretty 
well maintained, if slightly restrained through the presence 
region. The treble looks well judged in relative level but is a 
shade exposed. Despite the highish (7oHz) driver/box 
resonance, output is well maintained below this, registering 
-todB at 2oHz with respect to mid band in-room. 

Room averaged response (wall mount) 

20 50 100 200 500 lk 2k 
Hz 

Midbass is much too heavy when placed 
close to a wall, and the rest of the 
response is somewhat less even too, with 
the mid treble looking a little isolated 
and exposed. 

�Ff1i1HH4l ::flfJll"ftfE/1 
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Hz 
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Sound quality 
The fine overall balance of the 6ooi is ample 

justification for the first three stars in our Verdict 

box, and was recognised and accorded due 

praise in the listening tests. But the reaction 

thereafter was muted by its inability to convey 

the excitement of the performance: "dynamically 

challenged ... needs to move out of first gear", 

as one panellist succinctly put it 

There's as much bottom end integrity and 

drive as anything in the test group. However, it 

doesn't like being driven hard all that much, and 

there's no real mid band punch or enthusiasm. 

The very even balance is enough to ensure that 

coloration is modest, and the consequent natural 

perspectives help bring out much of the fine 

detail and texture in voices and instruments. A 

couple of panellists commented on the 'BBC 

tradition' of monitoring speakers, the only real 

complaint here being a slightly 'splashy' and 

detached top end. 

Conclusion 
The 6ooi represents a worthwhile improvement 

over its predecessor, mainly through its improved 

sensitivity, but it also retains most of the character 

-both positive and negative- of the original 

6oo. it's a very even-handed speaker, a safe bet to 

put onto the end of almost any conceivable 

VERDICT 

system from a 

tonal balance 

perspective, and a 

neutral balance and low good looking 

package into the 

bargain. But it's 
and lacking In also a bit bland 

and unexciting, 

and is a rather 

demanding load 

from the point of 

view of amplifier 

current delivery. 

All of this adds up 
Chuchi/1/nd Est, Lancing, to a comfortable 

Recommendation 

at £180. 



CASTLE DURHAM 900 

T 
hanks to Castle, the hi-fi industry is 

aware that Durham Cathedral is now 

900 years old. Was that when they 

started or finished building? I forget. 

Still it's one of the finest of all the medieval 

cathedrals, standing on what's indisputably 

the best site of all. Well worth a visit, I'd say

and locals assure me that a pint of Belhaven Sol 

is a treat to savour, too. 

The Durham 900 is a pretty little loudspeaker, 

a bit on the pricey side at £280 maybe, but 

beautifully finished in Castle's classy real-wood 

veneers (a choice of seven alternatives, plus 

luxury yew or rosewood at a further £6o 

premium). The outline package is very similar to 

the standard £250 Durham reviewed in issue 118, 

but the two designs are markedly different in 

many details, and so they do require entirely 

separate evaluations. 

The most obvious superficial change is that 

the drivers are mounted in the increasingly 

fashionable upside-down configuration, long 

practised by Mission and more recently by 

Tannoy (see p83). Add in a completely different 

tweeter, just a single port, the curved grille 

frame plus the offset/mirror-imaged driver 

disposition and there's not a great deal the 

same. The upside down arrangement helps 

place the acoustic centres of the two drivers the 

same distance from the seated listener, while 

the offset geometry helps spread baffle-edge 

diffraction effects. 

The luxury touches aren't restricted to the 

high class finish and flush mounted drivers. The 

box itself feels reassuringly solid. it's built up 

from 16mm MDF wrap plus a 19mm baffle, and 

the panels are damped/mass-loaded by 

bituminous pads, further lined in absorbent foam 

and with a final additional box-volume fill. 

The main driver has a small 9omm plastic 

cone, a hunky double magnet system (which 

provides some shielding for AV applications), 

and a pressed steel frame. The tweeter here has 

a largish 27mm soft dome, and both are tightly 

secured with wood screws. Twin bi-wire terminals 

feed a pcb crossover hardwired to the units. 

LAB REPORT 

This package delivers a very different balance from the 
Durham//: leaner in the bass, more forward in the upper mid 
and several dB stronger through the treble. The measured in
room responses show a distinctly different balance from the 
group nonn, with a lean bass and rather over-projected upper 
mid character. The latter is far from smooth, but shows the 
main driver hanging on 'til a higher frequency than usual. 

Said forwardness contributes towards a high B9dB 
sensitivity rating, which is creditably achieved without 
recourse to a demanding impedance characteristic. But the 
price is extracted in the limited relative bass output and 
extension, derived from a combination of highish (8oHz) 
main driver /box resonance and a port tuning centred on a 
similarly highish 6oHz. 

The mid bass reinforcement created by close-to·wall 
siting is mandatory here, and even so the broad upper mid 
looks a little exposed, sooHz-3kHz. There's an obvious 
phase discontinuity at around 1.5kHz (possibly 
cone/surround interaction, see also Tannoy 632), while the 
output level above 3kHz is creditably flat and just a shade 
suppressed. 

{jfFffbfN 
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Hz 

Close-to-wall siting fills in the mid bass to 
give an acceptable, if still slightly forward 
balance. Some upper mid unevenness but 
good overall response limits. 
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Loudspeakers 

Sound quality 
Although the forward character might be a bit 

strong for some tastes and systems, most of the 

panellists were well impressed by this lively and 

exciting contender. Mid band dynamics are 

certainly reproduced more convincingly than 

most, and although voices have a slightly 

pinched quality, they're still essentially 

communicative. 

The bass is certainly a little s�ort of power and 

authority, and tends to be heard more as an 

afterthought than the driving force. But it does just 

about keep up with the tempo, and is tight and 

refreshingly free from boom. Good overall 

coherence and timing are the two key factors 

which ensure the Durham 900 experience is 

inviting and informative, and make it easy to 

follow the individual instruments in a complex mix. 

Conclusion 
Castle promised the Durham 900 would be 

much more my sort of speaker than the ongoing 

and rather too laid back /1, and the review 

findings certainly prove the point. it's much 

more exciting and dynamic proposition, and my 

main reservation is that this new model perhaps 

errs a little too far on the upfront and aggressive 

side of neutral. This is definitely one of the better 

ways to put life and vigour into a lazy sounding 

VERDICT 

e xciting sound from a 

beautiful real-wood-b ox 

loud speaker. 

0 Bassisabit ofan 

aftert hought, and 

mldband a shade 

system, but 

system matching 

care needs to be 

exercised to avoid 

over-exposing the 

limitations of 

budget sources 

and electronics. 

Given that the 

fine quality wood 

veneer must be 

worth around fifty 

quid of the asking 

price, 

Shortbank Road, Skipton, Recommendation 

is clearly 

appropriate. 
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to a pair of speakers than most 

other headphones we know. 
smooth, and distortion is low even at 

They could no more fa1igue your 
high listening levels." 

ears than a speaker placed 

several feet away" 
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loudspeakers 

HARMAN I<ARDON LS 0500 

T 
his £300 0500 is the biggest of 

Harman Kardon's three strong 

speaker range, and the most 

expensive of our test group. it's also a 

full size floorstander, several times larger and 

heavier than any of the others, and with two 
main drivers instead of one. it must start off 
ahead in the perceived value stakes, especially 
since there's no need to purchase additional 

stands or supports. 

However, such bulk at such a price sets the 
warning bells ringing. Is this just a mug's 
delusion, calculated to seduce the eyes rather 
than ears? Or is this really much more 
loudspeaker for your money than most of the 
similarly priced competition? 

If all things were equal, the bigger box and 
extra driver would promise better bass 
extension and/or sensitivity. But the much 
greater cabinet surface area makes coloration 
harder to control, and experience shows 

(Mission, Eltax) that integrating the sound from 

a pair of main drivers to a tweeter placed in 

between is not an easy task. 

The bass arrangements have been handled 

very intelligently, with each main driver being 

loaded by a lightly damped enclosure, rear 

ported, which is sized and ported differently for 

each chassis. The internal partition which 

separates these is set at an angle (to de-focus 

vertical standing waves) and also to act as a 

brace to stiffen front, back and sides. 

The vinyl-wood print-clad box is 15mm 

chipboard, while the thick-frame grille, I would 

suggest, is better left unused - even though 

the end result is not for the aesthetically 

sensitive. The yellow plastic/woven cone main 

drivers are surface mounted with fairly tight but 

rather feeble woodscrews, each main driver 

having a 12omm cone, a pressed frame and a 

decent size magnet. 

The tweeter is the same unusually large 

33mm soft fabric dome used in Harman Kardon's 

bookshelf o2oo (issue 130). Twin bi-wire 

terminals feed a complex PCB crossover-tag 

connected to the drive units. Spikes are provided 

for proper floor coupling, but as usual these are 

hard to tighten properly without ripping the 
sockets out. 

Sound quality 
As soon as the 0500s were fired up, their weird 

sound elicited a unanimous response from the 

listening panel. The dramatic balance contrast 

between this and the other models must take the 

blame for a disastrously consistent eighth place 

in our eight strong group: this much variation 

from the neutral norm is simply unacceptable. 

To be charitable, those who mourn the 
passing of the loudness button on modern 

amplifiers may well enjoy the 0500 experience. If 

you can listen through the awful thickened 

balance, it's not that unpleasant underneath. The 

bass is not only quite extended, smooth and 

sensitive, it's actually quite tuneful and well 

timed as well. 

LAB REPORT 

One would be forgiven for expecting such a large enclosure 
to deliver a balance which is a little on the bass heavy side, 
but this is ridiculous. The bass/lower mid has a relatively 
flat output at a very high 93dB sensitivity, and with good 
ultimate extension. Output then abruptly plunges some 
sdB 30o·sooHz, but this 88dB region is only maintained for 
about an octave before dipping a further 6-7dB into an 
octave-wide presence crevasse. Treble output recovers 
encouragingly above 3kHz, but is still running at some SdB 
below the bass/lower mid datum. 

In all, this is one of the least neutral commercial speaker 
systems I've encountered over the past several years and 
several hundred models in Choice speaker reviews. There 
are some vague similarities to the loudness characteristic 
which used to be fitted to amplifiers as a tone-bender 
intended for low level listening, but even by those 
standards this is a bit extreme. 

The positive side is the high sensitivity and good bass 
extension, the former more than making up for a fairly 
demanding amplifier load. 

�Eflf4Ifm 
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Hz 

Room a\•eraged response (wall mount) 

20 50 100 200 500 1k 2k 
Hz 

Don't even think of placing this speaker 
close to a wall; don't think of this speaker 
if you want a wall mount. 

it's a shame really. Like the 0200 tested in issue 

130, the Harman Kardon 0500 offers a lot of 

VERDICT 

0 Lotsofspeaker forthe 

money; goes significantly 

loud and deep. 

0 The heavy, thick, balance 

means it's not really a 

hi-fi speaker. 
I ***** 

�==:·�n� .. �· ·�• �3��** 

loudspeaker for 

the money. Unlike 

that model, 

however, the 

imbalances here 

are altogether too 

severe for the 
0500 to be taken 

absolutely 
seriously. 

However, I'm sure 

that some 

Unit 2 Borehamwood lnd listeners will 

Park, Rowley Lane, actually enjoy its 
Borehamwood, Herts warm, rich 
WD6 sPZ. radiogram-like 

balance. 
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MONITOR AUDIO MA201 

A
fter appearances in both Personal 

Messages and Sessions, this is the 

third time I've wtitten about the £250 

MA2o1 in Choice, but the first time 

this newcomer has undergone the rigours of 

peer group comparison. My first encounter was 

at the end of a gruelling day's listening to sub

ftso miniatures, and it was immediately clear 

that this larger model was altogether and 

substantially more capable- an observation 

which can be generalised to include this test 

group as a whole. 

On material value grounds it stacks up well 

enough, being a little larger and heavier than the 

sub-£2oo models while eschewing the real wood 

veneer finishes found up around £300. lt also 

feels very solidly and heftily built, thanks mainly 

to the use of thicker than norm!'ll particle board 

(approx. 2omm) for the vinyl wood print cabinet 

wrap. The big magnet on the main driver helps 

here too, and should give the usmm doped 

paper cone plenty of impetus. A bullet-shaped 

protrusion extends from the pole-piece in the 

centre of the cone to help phase-compensate 

and smooth the upper range of the main driver. 

Both main driver frame and baffle are 

moulded from structural plastics and the baffle 

incorporates twin ports and a gilt badge, 

ensuring top-class presentation and finish. The 

drivers remain separate from the baffle, for easy 

replacement in case of damage, but flush-fit very 

neatly into their appointed grooves, and are well 

secured by tight, chunky if coarse-threaded 

screws. The tweeter here has a 25mm metal 

dome, gilt in the MA tradition. Twin bi-wire 

terminals feed a very simple hardwired crossover 

which is tag connected to the drivers. 

Sound quality 
I'm still a little perplexed about the results of the 

listening tests, not to mention slightly embarrassed 

too. it's not that the 201 disgraced itself, rather that 

it didn't do nearly as well under a group 

comparative regime as my previous personal 

findings had led me to expect. To make matters 

worse, my own judgements were distinctly 

LAB REPORT 

The good news here is a generously high B9dB/W 
sensitivity rating, combined with a very easy amplifier load 
from a current consumption point of view. The price is paid 
in the slightly limited absolute bass extension, which rolls 
off quite rapidly below soHz, although there's still useful in· 
room output at 30Hz (-9dB). 

The bass extension is largely a function of the port, 
tuned here to around 45Hz, which is rather higher than 
some rivals (for example the Tannoy 632), but has the 
advantage of providing greater control over the main 
driver's natural box resonance at around 70Hz. Combine 
this with the good sensitivity, and decent loudness 
capabilities are promised. 

The balance clearly favours close-to-wall siting, which at 
least gives a good overall trend, although the ups and 
downs will generate an element of character which is not 
entirely neutral. The broad mid band is reasonably even, 
300Hz-2kHz, but the treble is about sdB below the mid 
datum and the bass is mildly detached too. 

Room avetaged response (wall mount) 

20 50 !00 200 500 lk 2k 

Hz 

Close-to-wall siting fills up the mid bass, 
giving a good overall balance but with a 
quite distinct overall trend. 
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Loudspeakers 

inconsistent between two different presentations, 

which is actually quite unusual (trust me). 

Scrutinising the results suggests that the 201 

might be one of those designs which works well 

providing one is in a positive frame of mind, but 

whose shortcomings can become more obvious 

and irritating when the mood changes. 

it's a fundamentally cheerful, enthusiastic 

and lively design, well capable of communicating 

the more essential elements of the musical 

performance. In this respect it has much of the 

charm of the best miniature designs, but is 

altogether more dynamically convincing and 

capable, especially when called upon to up the 

volume. But it isn't the smoothest and least 

coloured model around: a 'quacky' coloration on 

voices doesn't always make for relaxed easy 

listening, and the sound is a shade 'shut in' at 

the top end, too. 

Conclusion 
This review only goes to show the power of 

comparative reviewing, and highlight the 

fallibility of making one-off judgements. When I 

first heard the 201 some months ago I was most 

enthusiastic about its capabilities. Now that it's 

pitted against the immediate price/size 

competition, the situation is much less clear cut. 

This is still a good loudspeaker, essentially 

VERDICT 

musica l communica tion 

skills . 

0 Mid band is a bit coloure d 

and top end slightly shut 

ln;willnotbe to 

communicative 

with plenty of fun 

and good 

loudness 

capabilities. But 

it's not the 

smoothest or best 

balanced in its 

class, the overall 

assessment of 

performance 

versus price 

leaving it 

firmly in the 

Recommended 

rather than Best 

Buy ran kings. 
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MORDAUNT-SHORT MS20 

M 
ordaunt-Short's current Music 

Series speakers may be 

relatively recent introductions, 

but new models are more often 

than not refinements on long established 

outline packages. Inevitably therefore, this 

bookshelf size MS2o bears more than a 

passing resemblance to its 5.20 predecessor, 

reviewed in issue 114. 

The 5.20 wasn't a Choice favourite, even 

though it offered a substantial chunk of speaker 

for a 1992 asking price of ftso. The good news is 

that this redesign turns out to be an altogether 

more attractive performer; the bad news is that 

the price [!as crept up to £190, which is certainly 

more than the last two year's inflation rate. 

These Music Series models are more sober

suited than theirs-series predecessors, but 

many of the basic ingredients are familiar. Both 

front and back panels are plastic mouldings, the 

former actually incorporating the frame of the 

main driver to give exceptional structural 

integrity alongside smooth styling. Said driver 

has a decent-size magnet and a moulded uomm 

plastic cone with integral surround, while the 

magnet pole-piece has a plastic bullet-shaped 

extension for mid band phase compensation. 

The tweeter is now of Mordaunt-Short's own 

design and manufacture, quite different from the 

bought-in unit used for the 5.20 but employing a 

similar 24mm metal dome. The rear panel 

houses a large - diameter port and twin bi-wire 

terminals with built-in captive links. Four large 

bolts clamp the front and back together, 

sandwiching the 14mm vinyl wood print 

chipboard wrap. A light fill of fibrous wadding 

provides some internal damping, and an ultra 

simple two-component crossover is tag 

connected to the drivers. 

The grille has a light and relatively 

unobstructive plastic frame, and may be used 

without significant sonic compromise. An 

additional mesh cover protects the tweeter 

dome, and removing it may improve the treble a 

shade, provided you live in a toddler-free 

environment. 

LAB REPORT 

Sensitivity is a solid average 87dB, achieved alongside a very 
easy-to-drive amplifier load. Absolute bass extension is 
unexceptional for a parted enclosure of these dimensions, a 
fact determined largely by the relatively high port tuning 
frequency of ssHz. This also explains the rather enthusiastic 
excitation of the coincident eigentone of the room in which the 
measurements were made, but has the compensatory 
advantage of helping exert some control over the fundamental 
driver /box resonance which is at a high ish 70-8oHz here. 

The overall balance is pretty good, especially through 
the impressively flat, broad mid band. This is altogether 
smoother and more even than our traces for the earlier 5.20 

model, and avoids the latter's peaky forwardness in the 
upper mid band. 

The curves suggest that some wall reinforcement will be 
helpful, as indeed the manufacturer recommends, but the 
bottom end alignment does look less than ideal under our 
measurement conditions. The presence dip 2.5-4kHz is rather 
obvious, as is the treble recovery centred on 8-9kHz: the new 
tweeter is clearly less even than its predecessor overall, but 
also a little less suppressed in net relative output. 

Room avet-aged response {wall mount) 

20 50 lOO 200 500 ll' 2k 

Hz 

Close-to-wall siting gives flat broad 
midband but slightly heavy mid bass and 
sucked out presence band. 
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Loudspeakers 

Sound quality 
The MS2o did very well in the listening tests -

as much, it must be said, because the listeners 

were very tolerant of its limitations rather than 

wildly enthusiastic over its strengths. The most 

obvious plus is the sheer refinement of the 

broad mid band, which brings a naturalness to 

voices and ensures properly balanced 

perspectives. 

The ability to avoid causing offence might 

seem less exciting than a proclivity to set the 

pulse racing, but it's no less valid a design aim, 

and is arguably the more difficult to achieve, and 

the more useful in ensuring good compatibility 

with a wide range of systems. 

The down side here is slight detachment of 

the bass and treble extremes, and a degree of 

blandness and dullness overall. "Vocals seem to 

have some of the life polished out of them", as 

one panellist put it. However, the quality of the 

mid band helps distract attention away from the 

rather more ordinary bass and treble. 

Conclusion 
Loudspeaker design is all about the art of 

compromise, and it is here that the MS2o really 

excels. Meeting a £190 price point inevitably 

imposes engineering constraints, and the trick 

lies in choosing the optimum trade-offs. 

VERDICT 

acceptable price -

extremes don't quite 

measure up to the 

midband. 

Mordaunt-Short 

has chosen to play 

the midband card, 

delivering a 

smoothness and 

naturalness here 

which the whole 

panel enjoyed. 

That the 

frequency 

extremes are less 

impressive is 

acceptable 

enough, especially 

in the context of 

likely partnering 

equipment. 
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ORIGIN LIVE OllB. 

T 
he smallest and also one of the more 

expensive boxes on test, Origin Live's 

£289 OLlB is a solidly built near

miniature from one of Britain's 

smaller speaker manufacturers. Therefore, you 

can't expect to find any economies of scale 

here, nor the substantial investment in plastic 

moulding tools which the larger brands have 

been introducing these past few years. But 

there's no evidence yet that wood-based 

composites are going out of fashion or 

practicality for loudspeaker enclosures, and 

there's a much richer variety of drive unit 

options out there in OEM-Iand than exists in 

any one company's parts bin. Add the personal 

touch, in the way Origin Live speakers reflect 

the values and commitment of one particular 

individual, and the recipe is bound to end up 

closer to audiophile aspirations than the 

products from more mass market brands. 

At the same time, there are reservations. 

Small companies have limited research and 

development resources, and I do get worried by 

a lack of consistency between the models in a 

range (see OLt review, issue 106). This is all the 

more worrying when the designer suggests I 

make crossover changes after hearing my 

reservations over this product. 

Normally, I would have done my best to help, 

but on this occasion the 18s were already packed 

and awaiting uplift to the photographers. Future 

samples may therefore enjoy rather more relative 

treble output than ours, which is likely to be a 

good thing. In fact this design was originally 

called the OLAVwhen it arrived; fortunately the 

penny dropped in Southampton before I'd had 

time to indulge in any tasteless jokes, and the 

more acceptable OLlB was substituted. 
Finished in a reddish but rather anonymous 

real wood veneer, it feels heavy and solid 

enough, thanks in part to a large, double magnet 

on the main driver, which offers a measure of 

magnetic shielding against television picture 

interference. The rear-ported box is built from 

strong 16mm MDF, with twin gilt bi-wire 

terminals feeding quite complex separate 

LAB REPORT 

The dramatic contrast between the OL1 and OLlB really 
stands out. The former has flat and very well extended bass, 
but low sensitivity from sealed box design; this new version 
is almost the direct opposite, port and all. Sensitivity here 
registers a generous 89dB, and this is uncompromised by a 
load which never falls below 6ohms. The port is tuned to 
soHz, which seems a sensible compromise given the 
compact dimensions and 8oHz driver/box main resonance. 
This inevitably results in modest sub-soHz output, the OLlB 

recording -11dB at 30Hz under our comparative regime. 
High sensitivity may be a bonus, but there's a price to 

pay in terms of overall unevenness here. Some wall 
reinforcement should prove helpful, but there's no 
disguising the leanness of the upper bass and lower 
mid band, nor the distinctly forward upper mid (6ooHz· 
2kHz), which is bound to have a significant effect upon the 
overall neutrality - or lack of it. 

The treble output is quite obviously suppressed relative 
to the upper mid (which may be changed in subsequent 
production), but there's only the mildest of suckouts 
around the presence region and the treble proper is 
smoother than most. 

Room averaged response (wall mounl) 

20 50 100 200 500 lk 2k 
Hz 

Close-to-wall siting helps to fill in the 
mid bass but the upper bass/lower mid is 
definitely short of a dB or six. 
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,, , , Loudspeakers 

crossovers for each driver. The main unit has a 

gomm doped paper cone and pressed frame, 

while the tweeter a smalltgmm soft dome. Both 

are flush-mounted into the baffle and secured by 

tight gilt bolts. The grille looks acoustically horrid. 

Sound quality 
The listening panel wasn't particularly 

enamoured of the Origin Live, which didn't 

disgrace itself but didn't make many friends 

either. The lack of substance, authority and 

discrimination through the bass region was one 

common criticism, and although the voice band 

shows commendable enthusiasm and 

expression on simple material, there's also some 

obvious 'cuppy' coloration here, and a tendency 

to clog up when the going gets tougher. 

Although its musical heart is somewhere near 

the right place, the basic presentation is a bit 

crude, largely as consequence of the balance 

deficiencies discussed in the Test Report. 

Conclusion 
This is not a bad loudspeaker, but it's not a 

great one either, and this peer group context 

reveals it as unexceptional value for money. The 

fact that the OL18 is so much cheaper than the 

original OLl might imply better value for money, 

but the two models are only superficially similar, 

VERDICT 

compact loudspeaker 

which has good vocal 

actual content and not 

very well balanced 

the variation 

reviewed here 

showing 

significantly less 

elaborate 

engineering 

content. While it's 

possible that 

proposed 

crossover 

changes can 

ameliorate the 

balance 

deficiencies, it's 

unlikely to 

eliminate them 

altogether. 
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ROYD MINSTREL 
"J oe Akroyd likes seven litre boxes",! told 

the panellist who commented on the 

curious shape of this ultra-compact 

floorstander. The next day Joe confirmed 

the little Minstrel cabinet does indeed enclose 

roughly seven litres, roughly the same as the 

stereotype stand-mount miniature. In this case, 

however, imagine your seven Tetrapaks of milk 

stacked up edge on edge, and then tilted 

backwards to direct the drive units slightly 

upwards into the room and away from the floor. 

The tilt is arranged through a little spiked plinth 

bolted securely into the base (provided you don't 

accidentally push aT-nut into the box, in which 

case you join me, in deep trouble; a dab of 

adhesive would be appreciated here). The spikes 

themselves are held by T-nuts too, which ought to 

be good news but isn't, 'cos they're mounted the 

wrong way round for aesthetic reasons, and have a 

tendency to pop out when you try and tighten the 

lock-nuts. A blob of superglue here too, maybe? 

Such peripheral irritants aside, the Minstrel's 

a most interesting package. Not only the prettiest 

and most discreet of our test group, it's also 

priced competitively at £239 to f3oo depending 

on finish, as there's no need to budget a further 

£too or thereabouts for stands. 

The individuality of this package has 

numerous implications. The small enclosure and 

(9omm cone) main driver are both likely to 

compromise loudness capabilities and bass 

extension, but the latter should work particularly 

well at the top end of its range. The shallow box 

will tend to reflect rear cone radiation back 

through the cone, and the large surface area 

won't improve coloration either, but there's good 

inherent stiffness here, helped by some careful 

reinforcement of the back panel. 

There are a number of other engineering 

goodies. For example, the little main driver has a 

cast frame, is rebated into the baffle and tightly 

secured by eight woodscrews, and is braced. 

against the rear panel by a lossy bung. The 19mm 

soft dome tweeter has its own little internal 

enclosure, and is surrounded by a foam ring, with 

crenellated inside edge on the latest production. 

The box itself is predominately 13mm MDF, is 

lightly part-filled with absorbent and vented at 

the side, in a mirror imaged arrangement giving 

the option of port-inward or -outward according 

to taste and room. A single pair of gilt terminals is 

hardwired to crossover and thence to the drivers. 

Sound quality 
I got my button sequence in a tangle during the 

listening tests and managed to blow one of the 

Minstrel's tweeters halfway through the 

presentation. The marks up to that point were 

positive enough, but the rather different sound 

did tend to polarise the panel somewhat. 

Subsequent hands-on listening to a 

replacement pair increased my own enthusiasm 

for this design markedly. Serious levels and bass 

grunt are not on the agenda here, but the level of 

information is impressively high throughout the 

rest of the band, and the sound is delightfully 

LAB REPORT 

Sensitivity is a modest BsdB/W, and the power handling of 
the small main driver is not great either, so serious 
loudness levels are not feasible here. Happily the load is 
easy for an amp to drive, and bass extension is reasonable 
considering the compact dimensions. The port is tuned to 
around 45Hz, quite a long way below the 70Hz driver/box 
resonance which would give optimum cone damping. The 
port output did tend to excite one of the eigentones in our 
test room, but also ensures decent output down to 30Hz at 
least, at around -6dB with respect to the mid band datum. 

The curves indicate that the bass alignment is less than 
optimum for our test room, but the net energy from 40-
150Hz is about right when the speakers are a couple of feet 
out from a wall. The broad peak, 8ooHz-1.8kHz, will tend to 
emphasise detail and add 'bite', but in other respects the 
overall balance is pretty close to perfect. 

Note too that the relative treble level is a dB or two 
stronger than the norm, giving a slightly brighter than 
average balance which will sound attractively open with 
good quality sources and amplification, but might 
emphasise the failings of compromised ancillaries. 
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Wall siting tends to make the balance 
rather uneven, with a bit too much mid bass 
output and not enough lower mid band. 

r Jr1 i ,, ,, . Loudspeakers 

-

open, coherent and unboxy. Although it does 

add some 'cuppy' coloration, one adjusts quite 

quickly to the forward and slightly thin balance, 

and after that it's all downhill, as the rest is very 

evenhanded and neutral, the timing very good 

and the total fun-factor near the top of the list. 

Conclusion 
Although my own cackhandedness did nothing 

to smooth its path, the very perculiarity, and 

good value, of the Minstrel is ample justification 

VERDICT 

coherence in a neat, 
compact, good value 

package. 
0 Lacks gruntand 

loudness capabilities, 
sounds a little thin and 

Unit 82, Stafford Park15, 
Telford, Shrops TF3 388. 

for Recommen

dation - with the 

proviso that it 

won't appeal to 

every taste. 

Interestingly, an 

accompanying 

leaflet suggested 

experimenting 

with placement 

along similar 

lines to those 

discussed 

recently in 

Personal 

Messages 

(issue 134). 
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CASTLE 

CHESTER 
Speakers 

SAVE£150 
KJ have made a special purchase of Castle C hester speakers in 
Mahogany veneered finish. These speakers are being offered at a 
massive reduction due to a cosmetic change in cabinet design that 
becomes effective in October. 

We must emphasise that these speakers are of the very latest specifica
tion and that the forthcoming change is cosmetic only and in no way 
changes the acoustic performance. Indeed the new styling will also 
herald a price increase to £700 making the saving even greater. 

These speakers received a "Best Buy· accolade in Hi Fi Choice !Septem
ber '91) and have had a succession of excellent reviews. 
Specification: Suitable amps 15 - 80watt 
Sensitivity: 87db. 
Dimensions: 94 x 23 x 27mm lh x w x d) 

I< RAF T 

Regular Price £649 !increasing £699) 
Carriage and Insurance £15 IUK Mainland 
Only) Elsewhere by quotation. 

INTEREST FREE CREDIT- APR 0% 
Deposit £199 + 6 x £50 instalments 

ACOUSTIC ENERGY • ACOUSTIC ENERGY SIGNATURE 
DENON • GRUNDIG TV • LINN HI-FI • LINN KNEKT 
MARK LEVINSON • MARTIN LOGAN • NAKAMICHI 
PROCEED • SENNHEISER ORPHEUS • WILSON AUDIO 

•KJ WEST ONE OOLBY HOME THEATRE & MULTI-ROOM SPECIALIS TS 

26 New Cavendish St; London WlM 7LH 'tJII 
Tel: 071-486 8262/8263 Fax: 071-487 3452 -;# Open Mon - Sat lOam to 6pm Thur. till 7pm 

1 MONTPELIER STREET KNIGHTSBRIDGE LONDON SW? 1 EX 
TELEPHONE 071 8877 FACSIMILE 071 581 9292 
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CINEIVIA 

•·@-· D HI-F I 

-�@�i THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS 
-

� NOW IN STOCK, MISSION'S EXCITING NEW CYRUS RANGE 

� TOGETHER WITH THE AWARD WINNING 751 AND 753 LOUDSPEAKERS. 
- ALSO, NEWLY AVAILABLE, THE 752, OUR DEFINITIVE £500 SPEAKER SYSTEM. 

PLEASE PHONE FOR A DEMONSTRATION! 
OPENING TIMES: 

lues-Sat 10.3()-6.00 
351 HAGLEY ROAD, 

Late Night Friday EDGBASTON, 

tiiiB.OO BIRMINGHAM B17 SOL 
Demonstrations by Appointment Tel: 021-429 2811 Fax: 021-434 3298 

93-95 HOBS MOAT ROAD 
SOLIHULL 

B92 BJL 
Tel: 021-742 0254 

156-157 LOWER HIGH STREET, 
STOURBRIDGE, 

WEST MIDLANDS 
Tel: 0384-444184 

INTEREST FREE CREDIT 
Written details on request. 

Licensed Credit Broker. Oo/o APR. 

!:!CIClm 

Annovnc..-i� . . . thc
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6-0S Powe-r-- Amplifie-r--<; 
AritJn 
A c o u s r/CS � -

ELEKTRA INTEGRATED £999 

EOS POWER £899 

TOT AN MAINS FILTER £125 

SILVER INTERCO NECT A ND 

DIGITAL CABLES F ROM £75 

SILVER SPEAKER CABLES 

FROM £25 per m 

-

-

D 
J 

Worldwide sales agents 

KRONONS DISTRIBUTION 

35 Farlough Rd. • Newmills 

Oungannon • N. Ireland 

Tel 0868 748632 

Fax 0868 748281 



TANNOY632 

T 
annoy has spent the past several years 

putting the hexagonal cross-section 

into mainstream domestic 

loudspeakers, so it was a big surprise 

when a truncated and radiused triangle came 

out of a box marked 632 (not to be confused with 

the classy and still-six-sided 623 AV speaker). 

The new box shape is not all that far from a 

hexagon, and achieves very similar aims of 

'spreading' internal standard wave frequencies 

and baffle edge diffraction effects. lt looks pretty 

good too, and is certainly distinctive if not 

entirely original, as those who read our Infinity 

Kappa review (issue 132) will appreciate. 

Quite why it's called 632 I'm not sure, 

because it's actually a direct descendant of the 

previous 6os models, at a similar £190 price. We 

never did get around to trying its immediate 

6os If predecessor, but the original 6os and its 

subsequent LE variation are both in the data 

bank (issues 106 and 114). And although the 

shape may have changed, the construction 

methods, drive units and crossover remain 

fundamentally evolutionary. 

The box is built up from vinyl wood print

covered 16mm chipboard which forms front, 

back, sides and curves, while the inserted top 

and bottom sections are plastic mouldings. The 

latter are connected internally by a full height 

brace, which is also bonded to the back of the 

main driver magnet with a lump of damping goo. 

Twin bi-wire terminals with captive links are 

fitted in a slightly disconcerting four-in-a-line 

configuration, which at least ensures that mono

wiring arrangements connect to the preferable 

tweeter terminals. The moulded base is shaped 

to accommodate and bolt to the top plate of 

Tannoy's own pillar stand - alternative third

party supports are not recommended. 

Following the 6os LE tradition, the drivers 

adopt an 'upside down' arrangement, with the 

24mm gold metal dome tweeter placed below 

the 12omm plastic cone main driver. The latter 

has a pressed frame, a decent size magnet, and a 

variable-thickness injection-moulded cone, 

secured by six fairly tight wood screws. The 

LAB REPORT 

Sensitivity is a respectable 87dB/W, especially so in view of 
the excellent bass extension and mild over-6ohm load. 
Tannoy has long adopted the approach of tuning its ported 
enclosures to an unusually low frequency, the 30Hz in the 
632's case being an octave below the natural driver /box 
resonance. This may compromise the degree to which the 
porting can control driver excursion, but it does help avoid 
exciting any midbass room modes. The result is a bass 
performance which is smoother and better extended than 
most rivals, with less critical siting to boot. 

The balance looks very well judged overall, with 
Tannoy's customarily - but not excessively - restrained 
treble. The big question mark, however, hangs over the 
rather abrupt and severe (7dB) notch at 900Hz. This is 
probably caused by cone/surround phase cancellation, and 
is similar to (but less extreme than) that seen with the 
Tannoy 6os LE, though the subjective consequences are 
difficult to pin down, and may be less than the rather 
dramatic measurement might suggest. 

'"�bflf@. ddJ 
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Close-to-wall siting will result in some 
bass heaviness but is still feasible 
nonetheless. 
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Loudspeakers 

enclosure is parted at the rear and lightly filled 

internally, while a hardwired crossover placed 

well clear of driver magnetic fields tag-connects 

to the drivers. The grille has a light and relatively 

unobstructive plastic frame. 

Sound quality 
Although one dissenter held it back, the 632 was 

very well received by the listening panel, with 

comments which would seem to vindicate the 

elaborate engineering Tannoy has employed. Great 

freedom from boxiness, superior stereo imaging 

and fine focus are all evident, all likely to derive in 

part from the unorthodox box construction. 

Not the last word in dynamics maybe, but the 

mid band is nonetheless attractively open and 

clear, and not seriously coloured, either. There's 

just a touch of quack maybe, and slight nasal 

and pinched effects on voices too, but nothing 

stands out obviously enough to spoil the net 

effect. The treble is just a bit splashy and 

distracting, while the bass doesn't so much drive 

things along as hang on in there. But there's also 

a degree of scale and exuberance which is quite 

winning- not exactly dramatic but certainly 

quite a lot of fun. 

Conclusion 
Whether you mourn or applaud the passing of 

VE RDICT 

0 Unusual and attradive 

the hexagon, this 

new generation of 

Tannoy models 

new shape contributes to makes a good 

the speaker's superior 
sound quality. 

0 Could sound more 

dramatic and dynamic; 

stand compatibility is a 

start, showing the 

same freedom 

from boxiness 

alongside a more 

open and inviting 

balance. The 

stand interface 

remains an area 

of restricted 

options, but a 

Best Buy rating is 

clearly 

appropriate. 
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when sound is not enough 

s E X T E T 

ii Easily one of the most 
refined and subtly 

impressive loudspeakers 
currently available � � 

Hi-Fi World -Feb 1992 
The Sextet is one of a range of high 

quality loudspeakers available from 

Heybrook HI-Fi; other products 

include loudspeaker stands, power 

amplifiers and heywire solid core 

speaker cable. 

For more information and a list of dealers in your area contact: 

HEYBROOK HI·FI Ltd, Estover Industrial Estate, Plymouth,Devon PL6 7PL 
Telephone: 01752 731313 Fax: 01752 733954 

INTERCONNECTS 

SPEAKER CABLE 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

BY 

30a Sarum � Telephone 
Business Park, .f( l.Hh \\ (0722) 331674 

Portway, II:CHQI{Q:II 
Salisbury, �--- 1 Fax 

Wiltshire � b � (0722) 411388 

SP4 6EA MP t'>-� � 

For advice, sales and service or simply a brochure - call, lax or send the coupon 

NAME�---------------

ADDRESS�--------------

Interconnects Speaker Cables Speakers Please tick required box 
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LOUDSPEAKERS 

Conclusions, best buys and recommendations 

E 
ither this is a particularly good 

group of speakers or I'm losing my 

touch. There is a third, more hope

ful explanation though: that the art of 

speaker design and manufacture is 

improving. Of the eight contenders on 

this occasion, no fewer than six were 

chosen, three for Best Buy status and 

three for Recommendation- a signifi

cantly higher success rate than normal. 

After some soul-searching, the odds 

favour the optimists. Compare the new 

Tannoy, Mordaunt-Short and B&W models 

with their predecessors from a few years 

back, and there are clear signs to suggest 

that speakers are actually improving

even though prices are also rising a little 

faster than inflation. 

It's nice to encounter a newcomer as 

clever and original as the Royd Minstrel. 

The only vaguely similar thing around is 

the Rega ELS, yet the (vinyl) Minstrel is 

cheaper, and arguably cuter too. With 

innovation like this around, I could even 

start to feel optimistic about the state of 

the British loudspeaker industry. 

Royd's clever repackaging aside, most 

of the other changes have more to do 

with the subtle development and refine

ment of established market stereotypes, 

than any true innovation. 

It's interesting to see both Tannoy and 

Castle following Mission's lead by invert

ing the usual tweeter-above/main-below 

driver arrangement. But this is a rather 

minor point which might (or might not) 

improve almost any two-way design. 

The ins and outs are quite complex, 

partly to do with the relative heights of 

stand and listener. There is a case for try

ing to place the speaker so that the 

acoustic centres of the two drivers are the 

same distance from the listener's ears, 

And since the acoustic centre of the main 

driver is usually about an inch behind the 

tweeter, the inverted arrangement makes 

sense if the speaker is placed so that the 

listener can just see the top surface of the 

loudspeaker cabinet. 

Getting the main driver well off the 

ground can help clean up the bass end a 

bit too- but placing the tweeter low 

down is unlikely to assist the overall 

impression of air and space. Chuck in the 

unpredictabilities created by the specific 

orientation of the vertical interference 

'lobes' generated through the crossover 

region (due to the fact that sound is gen

erated by two sources rather than one at 

and around the crossover point) and it's 

Best Buy and Recommended models 
Best Buys 
The £180 Mordaunt-Short MS2o and £190 

Tannoy Profile 632 are two fine examples of 

the art of compromise in cost-effective 

speaker design. Choosing between them is 

not easy; 

the M-S 

has the 

superior 

mid band 

neutrality 

and general 
stand com

patibility, 

while the 

Tannoy scores 

on its open 

freedom from 

boxiness and 

low bass 

weight. Both set 

exceptional stan
dards for sub-£200 

models. 
The Royd Minstrel is a totally different 

and highly imaginative package, somewhat 

lacking in loudness and welly but with 

lovely timing and coherence further up the 

band. Since additional stands are not 

required, the price (£239 to £289 depend

ing on finish) is very sharp, although rumour 

has it that the real-wood veneer versions 

sound better. 

Recommendations 
The £180 B&W 6ooi adds extra sensitivity 

over its predecessor, has good timing and a 

impossible to make hard and fast rules. 

Plastics continue to replace traditional 

wood-based materials for sections of 

enclosures and bits of drive units. This 

doesn't necessarily offer any real perfor

mance advantages, but does improve pro

duction consistency and naturally makes 

good sense for companies which sell suffi-

better bottom end than most at the price, 

although midband dynamics are disappoint

ing and the amp load is rather demanding. 

The £250 Monitor Audio MA201 has 

attractive exuberance and coherence, but 

might be a lit

tle too 

uneven for 

some 

tastes and 

systems. 

And some

thing of the 

same is true 

of the lively, 

dynamic 

£280 Castle 

Durham 900, 

which must 

Mordaunt-Short's new MS2o speaker offers 
excellent mid-band performance at the price. 

around at anywhere near the price. 

Best of the rest 
A quick scan through our directory reveals 

that more than a dozen Best Buy and 

Recommended models in the £150-£300 

price band have accumulated over the past 

several years. 

Just two carry the Best Buy accolade. The 

£200 Legend 11 is a smart and lively design 

with a strikingly shaped front baffle. If the 

brand sounds unfamiliar, it's actually a 

Philips offshoot. The other Best Buy is the 

£230 Rogers LS2aj2. This is richer and more 

laid back than most of the alternatives, with 

classically natural voice reproduction at a 

very realistic price. 

A string of Recommended models include 

the following bookshelf size models: Allison 

AL-110 (£220), Heybrook Solo (£190), 

Infinity Reference 10 (£2oo), JPW AP2, AP3 
and P1 (£180, £225, £155), Kenwood LS-

770G (£260), Wharfedale 425 (£2oo). 

Rather more unusual options are the 

dome-shaped AV-oriented Canon S-30 and 

5-so (£180, £250), the concrete Faraday FS1 

(£225), metal-cased Zyp A1 (£199) and the 

cient volumes, to justify the significant 

tooling investment involved. However, I 

suspect it won't be too long before high 

density composite cabinets start to work 

their way down from the high-end 

(Wilson Audio etc) to the more affordable. 

Soon we'll be referring to the cabinet mix

er's as well as the cabinet maker's art. 
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Book your place now for LIVE 

'94, the most exciting consumer 

electronics event in the UK. 

See the latest hi-fi. TV. Video. 

Computers. Games. Camcorders. In-car. 

Musical instruments. Cameras. Telecoms. 

Satellite. Home automation. 

Experience Capital Radio Live 

at LIVE. Dolby Home Cinema Promenade. 

Real Hi-Fi Village. TV Times Live Television 

Studio. Young Newspaper Feature. BPIA 

Future of Photography. Yamaha/TES 

National Youth Rock & Pop Awards. 

Games Arena. Focus on Multimedia. 

Get your hands on a ticket. Phone 

the LIVE hotline or return the coupon now. 

LIVE HOTLINE: 
0891 500 103 

Calls cost 39p per minute cheap rate and 
49p per minute at all other times. 

r-------------------------------------, 

Please tell me more about LIVE ' 94 and 
how I can get a ticket to the UK' s most 
electrifying event. 

Name: .................................................... . 

Address: .................................................. . 

......................... Postcode: ...................... . 
HFC 

Please return this coupon to: 
LIVE '94, News International Exhibitions Ltd. 

Europe House, World Trade Centre, 
St Katharine-by-the-Tower, London El 9AT. 

�-------------------------------------J 



Paul Miller sets up his 
home cinema and gets 
his teeth into four 
budget surround sound 
power-houses. 

J 
udging by the rash ofPro-Logic tel

lies sprouting-up in every dealer's 

showroom, home cinema is now 

happening in a big way. Yet Pro-Logic 

1Vs,like hi-fi mini systems, continue to 

put convenience ahead of sound qual

ity. Butwhat's the point of convenience 

if Arnie's Harley sounds like a Vespa, 

and surround sound effects are limit

ed to a vague whisper from the rear? 

Fortunately. there's a surer route to a 

spine-tingling surround sound. If you 

already own a 1V, a Nicam/hi-fi VCR or 

even a LaserDisc player, and are pre

pared for a little extra spaghetti, then 

spending £300-500 on a decent AV 

amplifier(and £20D-£300 on five match-

The cast list 
DENON AVC-1530 

KENWOOD KA-V3700 

PIONEER VSA-303 

SHERWOOD RV-6030R 

£480 

£300 

£300 

£400 



ing loudspeakers) will negate the need 

for £1,000 Pro-Logic TV. 

In this feature we take a close look at 

four such AV amplifiers, including an 

AV receiver, if we count Sherwood's 

AM/FM tuner section. In traditional 

Choice style, all four were evaluated 

under blind conditions, at precisely 

matched volume levels and with a host 

of music and video software. 

We even managed to avoid using a 

1V in our effort to extract the very best 

performance from every amplifier

my thanks goes to Sharp for the use of 

its fabulous XG-3800 videofdata projec

tor. TI1anks also to Tom Barron (Rote!), 

Mike Martindell (Arcam) and Guy 

Sergeant (Audio Components) for the 

loan of their ears. I never realised one 

panel could eat so much popcorn. 

BUILD QUALITY 
DENON AVC-1530 ***** 

K EN WOOD KA-V3700 ***** 

PIONEERVSA-303 ***** 

SHERWOOD RV-6030R ***** 

Judged by sheer bulk alone the 

Sherwood RV-6030R has an edge, even if 

its insides seem to have been formu

lated by a CAD system suffering cold 

turkey-it's a bit messy. Furthermore, 

while both its front and centre 

amplifiers are identical, the surround 

is fed from an indifferent integrated 

circuit power pack 

Front, centre & surround 
response plot: Upper bass is 
reinforced but low bass rolls 
off early on front and centre 
channels. 

Ultrasonic distortion, centre 
channel: Decoding is not 
achieved using DSP, but 
digital distortions still leak 
through at 24.1kHz and 
88.2kHz. 

Ultrasonic distortion, rear 
channel: Rear channel is 
digitised, causing strong 
sampling images (V
patterns) to radiate out from 
44.1kHz. 

By contrast, the Ken wood KA-V3700 is 

the neatest of the lot, even if its spec is 

a complete nonsense. Kenwood also 

fails to mention that its two mono sur

round channels are connected in 

series, so if you have a single rear speak

er, remember to connect it across the R 

(black) and L (blue) term.inals. 

Most of the exu·a dosh at Den on's dis

posal has been spent on advanced fea

tures rather than rugged casework, but 

at least its AVC-1530 is equipped with 

decent 4mm speaker terminals and a 

very smart multi-ganged volume con

trol. TI1e Pioneer VSA-303 looks unas

suming, lightweight and plasticl<y,yet 

it's an AVproductfrom the ground-up. 

It's notjust a stereomodel with bolt -on 

amplifiers forfront and surround, but 

instead it's a practical and very single 

minded AV component. 

FEATURES AND FACILITIES 
DENONAVC-1530 ***** 

KEN WOOD KA-V3700 ***** 

PIONEERVSA-303 ***** 

SHERWOOD RV-6030R ***** 

As you might expect, there's some com

mon ground between these amplifiers. 

All include Dolby 3-channel and Pro

Logic decoding, with the option of wide, 

normal and phantom centre channel 

settings, a variable delay for the sur

round, and a circulating test tone 

enabling you to balance the output of 

front, cenu-e and surround speakers. 

The Pioneer VSA-303 also includes 

Dolby Surround: A brief encounter 
Dol by Surround is all about recreating a cinematic wrap-around sound in the comfort of your own 

home. And with over 4,000 Dolby-encoded titles now released on video alone, this fantasy can 

become reality on a surprisingly modest budget. 

The concept itself is very simple. During filming, four audio channels are encoded onto a standard 

two-channel stereo soundtrack, channels which are then decoded in an AV amplifier by comparing the 

relative phase and level of both (L and R) channels. Sound that appears mainly on the R is steered 

towards the front R speaker (ditto for front L), while any sound that appears in-phase on both L+R chan

nels is steered towards the centre speaker. This technique is used to localise dialogue on the screen. 

Meanwhile, the surround or special ambient effects that are recorded in anti-phase (L-R) are 

steered towards the two rear mono speakers. Unfortunately, there's always some spillover of front 

information to this rear channel. Consequently, the rear is delayed by 2omsec (t5-30msec is permiss

able) to ensure front-orientated sounds always arrive at the listening position first. This entire process 

flies under the banner of Dol by Pro-Logic. 

Studio and Simulated modes for stereo 

sources-this is rear-channel malarkey 

not unlike Sheiwood's Stadium and 

Theatre modes. In practice Kenwood's 

amp is the least well equipped but 

arguably the most elegant in operation. 

TI1e graphic EQ and tuner buttons on the 

remote are redundant, but it remains 

the only model to feature fi.ill logic-con

trol over input selection, L/R balance, 

rear, cenu·e and even the main volume. 

By comparison, the SheiwoodRV-6030 

hails from the Dark Ages of hi-fi: its 

broad facia and large remote bristles 

with a m)'1iad buttons that are indistin

guishable from. the older RV-6010 (issue 

125). Sure enough, there's an on-board 

AM/FM tuner with some 30 presets to 

cater for, but otherwise, its features are 

cluttered rather than comprehensive. 

All this is a far cry fi·om the sophisti

cationoftheDenonAVC-1530.Inaddition 

to standard Pro-Logic, this model also 

offers Live and Wide Screen modes, 

using DSP techniques to add rear-chan

nel reverb and enhance the directional

ity of strongly polarised filmtracks. 

Crucially, this is the onlyamp to feature 

a genuinely 'digital' delay and DSP chip. 

T11is DSP section also processes stereo 

(non-Dolby) film and music sources in 

Classic, Rock, Stadium and Mono Movie 

modes. Here the centre channel is 

defeated, but extra control is offered 

over the surround and effect level 

though not the rear channel delay. 

Customised settings can be stored in 

one of two Personal Memo1y presets. !>!> 
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<J<J r------------------
A smooth operator -
the KA-V3700 from Kenwood. 

Front, centre & surround 
response plot: Good front 
and centre extension but, as 
with other Kenwood amps, 
rear channel has a pinched 
bandwidth. 

Ultrasonic distortion, centre 
channel: intermodulation 
distortions are slightly lower 
than Pioneer's, despite 
using the same decoder 
chip. 

Ultrasonic distortion, rear 
channel: Once again, same 
delay line but an increase in 
noise pumping tends to 
obscure underlying 
distortion. 

SOUND QUALITY 
DE NON AVC-1530 ***** 

KEN WOOD KA-V3700 ***** 

PIONEERVSA-303 ***** 

SHERWOOD RV-6030R ***** 

Ifboth the Sherwood and Pioneer ampli

fiers possess a certain, readily identifi

able character, then the Denon and 

Ken wood are perhaps more memorable 

for their dependency on the movie at 

hand. Both amplifiers relish gentle, sub

tle but very atmospheric filmtracks 

exemplified by the likes of1492, Dances 

With Wolves or even Bladerunner. 

Similarly, both shy away from the 

blood and thunder of vigorous action 

movies. Each betrays a fear of deep, 

grumbling bass yet, when pushed 

hard, where the KA-V3700 begins to 

sound soft, grey and uninteresting, the 

AVC-1530 just sounds too polite and 

sophisticated for its own good. 

Both the Ken wood and Den on did a 

great job of recreating the peacefi.ll 

atmosphere of the village scene from 

Apocalypse Now. They impressed us with 

realistic incidental effects and the 

growing sense of panic that height

ened as children were marched away 

and peasants began nm ning over their 

wooden landing stage. 

failed to develop into anything more sig

nificant. With more detail the Ken wood 

sounded softer and dispassionate, the 

Denon too haughty and reserved. 

Incidentally, the AVC-1530 got into 

trouble with the arclight sequence 

from Apocalypse Now, the rumble of dis-

Pioneer's refreshing VSA-303 keeps your 
attention till the final credit appears. 

tant bombs causing it to distort. 

Similarly, the melee of guns, explo

sions, radio conversation, helicopters 

and Wagner was more than it could 

bear- proceedings degenerated in to a 

confi.1sed and compressed noise. 

By contrast, the Shetwood RV-6030R 

and Pioneer VSA-303 are both very 

dependable and consistently enjoy

able. Each proved its mettle with our 

CD selection, highlighting a sense of 

integration, smoothness and bounce 

that somehow eluded the Kenwood. 

The Sherwood's reproduction of film 

tracks is slightly dirtier and less trans

parent than the Pioneer's but its 

weighty and euphonic 'cinema sound' 

remains difficult to resist. 

Our panel suggested that heli

copters skimming over the crests of 

waves now sounded like 'genuinely 

large and menacing chunks of military 

hardware' even ifMartin Sheen's pow

erful narrative was just a little too 

warm, veiled and husky. However, the 

ensuing B52 bombing raid created a 

palpable pressure wave that sent rip

ples up the panel's trouser legs! 

Rather than shy away from these big 

effects or tackle them recklessly, the 

Pioneer amp just manages to maintain 

its composure. So Martin Sheen's dia

logue remained crisp if a little light

weight, but we were now more aware 

of the backing orchestra building up 

tension as tl1e scene rolled by. 

When the action busied-upwitl1 heli-

Similarly, the creak of canvas and 

ropes from tl1e discovery sequence of 

1492 sounded utterly unconfined as the 

cry of the sailor taking soundings moved 

about the room from one camera angle 

to another. Yet this engaging opening 

Front, centre & surround 
response plot: Excellent 
matching between channels 
and a surprisingly wide 
response to beef-up the 
surround outputs. 

Ultrasonic distortion, centre 
channel: In this instance the 
pattern of intermodulation 
distortions closely matches 
the colour of front channel 
output (not shown). 

Ultrasonic distortion, rear 
channel: Bandwidth and 
practical dynamic range is 
wider than Kenwood's, 
exposing tracks of minor 
distortions. 
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copters hovering to and fro, our panel 

was quickly drawn in to the midst of the 

action. Sure enough, it's a little small

scale compared with Sherwood's 

effort, but it remains cleaner, clearer 

and ultimately more involving. 

The Pioneer VSA-303 is also more 

responsive, accurately reflecting the 

change in environment asT2 walks into 

the smokeyCon-al Bar with its pool table 

and jukebox. The internal ambience of 

T2's head seemed deeper but fuzzier 

with the Sherwood amp, while inciden

tal thumps, bangs and crashes sounded 

more substantial. Even the creak of his 

leather jacket sounded as though it was 

hewn from a thicker grade of material. 

Yet faced with the lighter ambience of 

theBladerunner 'EmpathyTest', the hard 

surface of the walls now sounded as if 

they were carpeted. Only the Pioneer 

VSA-303 navigated this contrived and 

reverberantacousticaswellasithandled 

the vast atmosphere of the discovery 

sequence in 1492. Breathtaking stuff 

without breaking the bank. 

VALUE AND VERDICT 
DEN ON AVC-1530 ***** 

KEN WOOD KA-V3700 ***** 

PIONEERVSA-303 ***** 

SHERWOOD RV-6030R ***** 

None of our listeners was aware of 

either the make or price of these ampli

fiers, and perhaps as a result, the 

honours for sound quality bear 

absolutely no relation to either budget 

or reputation. Instead, there is a 

marvellous correlation with each 

product's hidden engineering, giving 

us very clear guidelines for the future 

success of AV amplifiers. 

Both Sherwood and Denon have 

erred in favour of costlier but more flex

ible packages. The former includes an 

AM/FM tuner which will prove a real 

bonus during simulcast transmissions, 

just as Denon has dragged the art of 

DSP sound fields down to a price that is 

very nearly affordable. Oblivious to 

this, our listeners described it as a 'Ka te 

Moss amplifier' -attractive but rather 

too thin. By contrast, the Sherwood RV-

6030R provides a big and beefy cine

ma tic experience that trades crispness 

and subtlety for sheer, er, balls. 

Instead both Pioneer and Kenwood 

llbtlliiCI"li.:UitiUtl, !I •GIIIIIIlllllOCI"IUU&:I 

Front, centre & surround 
response plot: Good bass 
extension on front channels 
but the surround has a 
pronounced upper bass 
honk. 

Ultrasonic distortion, centre 
channel: In contrast with the 
other amplifiers, warmer
sounding 2nd-order 
intermodulation distortion 
dominates the audioband. 

Ultrasonic distortion, rear 
channel: Very limited 
headroom on surround 
channel causes massive 
distortion and reduces its 
practical dynamic range. 

have opted to provide a taste of the 

Pro-Logic experience at an exceptional

ly keen price. Sadly, Kenwood's effort is 

undermined by its mish-mash of inter

nal amplifiers that concentrate on triv

ial detail, like incidental whirs and 

buzzes, but leave the audience one or 

two steps removed from the real action. 

Only the Pioneer VSA-303 succeeded 

in bringing a consistently fresh touch 

to almost every genre of film. There's 

nothing fancy about the VSA-303. It's 

just a very well-balanced design that 

combines tightly steered, dramatic 

effects with rock-solid central dialogue 

and the ability to conjure a sound field 

that's thick with emotion. 

Hopefully the VSA-303 represents the 

beginning of a trend. But, for the 

moment, truly exciting home cinema 

on a tight budget begins with this most 

unassuming ofBest Buys. 

Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Chiltern Hill, 

Chalfont St Peter, Gerrards Cross, Bucks SL9 

9UG. a (0753) 888447 

Trio-Kenwood UK Ltd, Kenwood House, 

Dwight Road, Watford, Herts, WD1 8EB. 

a{0923}816444 

Pionee1· (GB) Ltd, Pioneer House, Hollybush 

Hill, Stoke Poges, Slough SL2 4QP. 

a (0753} 789789 

Hi·Fi Direct Ltd, 202 Long Lane, London SE1 

4@. a071-827 9827 

What is DSP? 
Strictly speaking, DSP means Digital Signal Processing, 
though the same three letters are often used to denote 
the Digital Soundfield Processing offered by various AV 
amplifiers, notably those from the Yamaha stable. Sadly, 
DSP is an over-used acronym that crops-up time and 
again in manufacturer's literature and magazines that, 
quite frankly, should know better. 

The vast majority of Pro-Logic decoders are entirely 
analogue in design. Okay, so a few may use digitised 
information to steer these analogue signals between the 
left, right, centre and surround channels. 

Yet fewer still actually digitise the incoming stereo sig
nal before steering, delaying the rear channel and per· 
forming one or more extra digital sleights of hand. So far, 
only Yamaha and Kenwood can boast 'pure digital' Pro
Logic AV amplifiers (see issue 125). 

Comparison table: 

Also, just because an AV amp offers other modes like 
Matrix, Hall, Studio or simulated surround, this does not 
imply the use of DSP. In practice these modes are 
achieved by feeding sum or difference signals to the rear 
channel which are delayed using an analogue BBD 
(Bucket-Brigade Device). MODEL DE NON KENWOOD 

AVC-1530 KA-V3700 
AUDIO INPUTS MML4LL2T MML3LL2T 
VIDEO INPUTS 3CVBSL3S 2CVBS 
SURROUND MODES 8 2 
PRICE £480 £300 

PIONEER 

VSA-303 
MMLSLL2T 
4CVBS 
4 
£300 

SHERWOOD 

RV-6030R 
MML3LL4T 
4CVBS 
4 
£400 

In this review, only Denon's amplifier is equipped with 
a genuinely 'digital' delay section which samples the sur
round channel at 44.1kHz (like CD), quantizes to a 14-bit 
accuracy, performs its tricks and then re-converts the sig
nal back into recognisable analogue effects. 
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Entertaining ideas on home improvements 
Danish style. 

Bang & Olufsen have designs on your home. Wall to wall luxury with 

unbeatable style, from a superb range of televisions, videos and hi-fi systems. 

Designed by technological architects. Installed by some of the 

most highly trained engineers in the industry. 

Come home to Bang & Olufsen at last, and you'll never want to leave us. 

Bang & Olufsen 
A way of life that you've always deserved 

Beovision ME 6000 with 6000 £950.00 

081 509 2440 

SALES & SERVICE 
Free collection and delivery within a 30 mile radius. 

Beosystem 2500 £1700.00 ex Remote & Speakers 

Beocentre 9300 £1500.00 ex Remote 

Myers Audio 
Bang & Olufsen Showroom 
6 Central Parade, 
Hoe Street, (nr. cinema) 
Walthamstow, 
London. El7 4RT. 
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<l<l Lab report 
If the results of our blind listening tests run 
contrary to expectation, then this lab report 
can only reinforce the success and failure 
of our four willing contenders. 

Sherwood has increased its centre chan
nel output from 31W to a figure that now 
matches its tooW front channels. However, 

this now increases the disparity in output between front and 
rear channels, the 4.7dB difference in power only exceeded 
by the massive 6dB difference suffered by the Denon amp. 
Ideally, the front, centre and rear outputs should remain 
closely matched as they are in the Pioneer VSA·JOJ, which is 
equally proficient at driving tricky speakers. 

The Kenwood 59W /76W /86W rating bears little resem
blance to the 70W/7oW/2oW quoted in its literature but 
then, for some unknown reason, it uses a similar amplifier 
topology for its centre and surround channels but an entire
ly different circuit for front L and R. A low L/R output hardly 
bodes well for a smooth sound across the front of the stage. 

Furthermore, though Kenwood uses the same combina
tion of LA2785 Pro-Logic decoder and LV1010 delay chip as 
Pioneer, its implementation suffers a poor -29dB spillover 
of centre channel information into the front L and R. Not 
only is this sailing very close to the Dol by spec limits but 
it's also unlikely to keep a tight rein on strong dialogue. 

Pioneer also combines the highest overload margins with 
the lowest distortion (o.os/o.o2/o.o8 per cent) of any amp 

in this test, its main board being sub-divided into four iden
tical and symmetrical amplifier blocks that achieve a unifor
mity lost to its competition. 

The award for the widest dynamic range, however, goes to 
Denon, with its DSP processor that avoids the appalling sig
nal-to-noise ratio suffered by the bucket-brigade delay lines 
of its counterparts. Sadly, the amp is compromised by a lim
ited input headroom and a creeping 2nd-5th order distortion 
that increases from 0.07 per cent (soomV in) tq_o.18 per cent 
(centre) and 0.56 per cent (rear) with a 1V input.So the AVC-

1530 is really only compatible with low-output VCRs. 
Its emphasis of upper bass detail is also evident from the 

response plot, though low bass is almost entirely absent. In 
fact only the Kenwood and Pioneer provide a good match 
between front and centre responses. Sherwood has altered 
the response of its RV-6o3oR from the original RV-6owR 

(issue 125), moving the severe 7kHz rear-channel peak 
down to a warmer-sounding 2ooHz. 

Sherwood still uses Analogue Devices' renowned 
SSM2126A Pro-Logic decoder, in tandem with Sanyo's 
inauspicious LV1ooo delay line. But shrinking headroom has 
caused an increase in distortion, traded for a comparable 
increase in all front, centre and rear signal-to-noise ratios. 
The rear channel remains better isolated, though its front 
L/R outputs are contaminated with an overspill of both cen
tre and surround information (-32dB and -28dB respective
ly). This won't exactly enhance its overall clarity, stage front. 

Results table 
DENON AVC·l530 KENWOOD KA·V3700 PIONEER VSA-303 SHERWOOD RV-6030R 

CHANNEL FRONT (ENTRE SURROUND FRONT (ENTRE SURROUND FRONT (ENTRE SURROUND FRONT (ENTRE SURROUND 

MA X CONTINUOUS 
OUTPUT INTO 80HMS1 1KHZ 103.4W 102.7W 26.0W 58.6W 75.7W 85.7W 49.8W 50.8W 33.6W 102.7W 100.6W 33.6W 

20KHZ 97.1W 97.8W No OuTPUT 55.9W 69.2W No OuTPUT 48.8W 49.8W No OuTPUT 100.1W 99.9W No OuTPUT 

40HMS1 1KHZ 159.6W 159.1W 28.2W 91.2W 119.8W 130.9W 75.8W 80.2W 47.1W 162.2W 155.9W 39.3W 
20KHz 142.6W 142.5W No OUTPUT 89.4W 108.1W No OUTPUT 73.2W 76.7W No OUTPUT 151.0W 149.8W No OUTPUT 

Rm (8oHM/0DBW1 +/·3DB) 22Hz-93KHZ 40Hz-87KHZ 63Hz-4.5K 9Hz-60KHZ 9HZ-> 100KHZ 130Hz-5K 8HZ-75KHZ 7Hz-65KHZ 20Hz-6.5K 6HZ· 75KHZ 15Hz-18KHZ 23HZ-3KHZ 

0VNAM. HEADRM (IHF1 FRONT) +0.7oB +0.7oB +0.508 +0.6o8 

PEAK CURR 15MSEC11% THD) 19.1A 18.6A 2.9A 16.1A 14.9A 14.3A 8.8A 9.2A 6.8A 19.3A 9.5A- 5.1A 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE 0.0820HM 0.1080HM 0.2090HM 0.1540HM 
DAMPING FACTOR 98.0 74.2 38.4 52.1 

DOLbVSTEERING 
LOGIC (SOOMV IN1 ODBW OUTl 

FRONT (ENTRE SURROUND FRONT (ENTRE SURROUND FRONT (ENTRE SURROUND FRONT (ENTRE SURROUND 
SPILLOVER FROM FRONT TO - -63oB ·75o8 -33oB -58oB -32oB -40o8 ·43oB -47oB 

SPILLOVER FROM CENTRE TO -58o8 ·7308 -2908 -5808 -4208 -5308 ·3208 ·50o8 
SPILL FROM SURROUND TO -45oB -49oB -2908 -4708 -27oB -46o8 -2808 -48o8 

•Ou TPUT MATC HING ERROR OoB +16.8oB + 11.808 OoB +0.708 +5.908 OoB +4.208 +1.908 OoB -0.708 -0.508 
INPUT OVERLOAD 2.65V 1.63V 1.65V 2.80V 2.72V 1.55V 3.02V 3.09V 2.19V 2.61V 2.51V 1.16V 
AeSOLUTE PHAU POSITIVE POSITIVE POSITIVE POSITIVE POSITIVE POSITIVE INVERTING INVERTING INVERTING POSITIVE POSITIVE POSITIVE 

TOT HARMONIC DIST, 'ODB:til -63.308 -63.508 -45.108 -65.408 -69.008 ·51.108 -66.208 -74.508 -62.008 -64.008 -66.6o8 -59.008 
CCIR IMD DIST. (ODBW), -63.008 -63.408 No OuTPUT -63.208 -70.208 No OuTPUT -60.508 -67.6o8 No OuTPUT -65.208 -65.808 No OUTPUT 

NOISE (A WTD1 ODB:til -80.008 -80.908 -77.108 -76.308 -75.508 -70.908 -76.208 -77.208 -71.608 -78.108 -82.1oB -78.308 
(t!SIDUAL NOISE (UNWTf!l -67.8oBV ·69.8oBV ·69.2oBV -77.4oBV ·76.4oBV -76.8oBV ·64.6oBV ·74.1oBV -76.0oB ·66.8oBV -68.6oBV ·63.6oBV 

INPUT SENSITIVITY tOo!llill_ 20.3MV 26MV 45.9MV 17.4MV 
(FOR FULL OUTPUT) 205MV 195MV 326MV 177MV 

MAXIMUM DC OrFUT +15MV +15MV +1MV +3MV -23MV ·8MV +2MV +4MV +4MV +17MV +37MV -20MV 
INPUT lOADING 51KOHM (CD) / 53KOHM (VCR) 53KOHM (CD) I 53KOHM (VCR) 47KOHM (CD) /47KOHM (LD) 43KOHM (CD) / 31KOHM ('{DP) 

SERIAL NUMBER 3082400580 40281194 OC9500002S 1)37A04008711 
�TAIL PRICE £480 £300 £300 £400 

*CENTRE/REAR LEVELS SET TO 008 ON *CENTRE/REAR LEVELS SET TO 0o8 ON *CENTRE/REAR LEVELS SET TO 008 ON *CENTRE/REAR LEVELS SET TO 86/84 ON 
DISPLAY. DISPLAY. DISPLAY. DISPLAY 

- PROTECTION CIRCUIT IS ACTIVATED 
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The Consumer Electronics Show 

EARLS COURT 20-25 SEPTEMBER '94 

Live And Dangerous 

T
his year's Live '94 promises 

to be the biggest and best 

consumer electronics show 

this country has even seen. Held 

over six whole days from Tuesday 

2oth to Sunday 25th September, 

the exhibition expects over 

2oo,ooo visitors at London's Earls 

Court,all thronging for a glimpse 

of what will be top of the shops 

this Christmas. 

Every car audio, hi-fi and home 

cinema manufacturer worth its 

salt will be there, showing off the 

latest and greatest ranges. Live 

'94 is a prime opportunity for you 

to see and hear the future of 

consumer electronics and keep 

your finger on the pulse of new 

technology. If it's new and it's 

fresh and it draws current, 

chances are it'll be at Live '94. 

Many well-known hi-fi 

companies will be launching new 

products at Live '94. Among them, 

Arc am will be unveiling the X eta 1, 

the first UK-designed and built AV 

amplifier, along with the first 

public showing of the Alpha One 

CD player. Loudspeaker 

companies such as Celestion, 

Good mans, Heybrook, KEF, Polk 

and others will be showing new 

speakers for hi·fi and home 

cinema use. Aside from 

mainstream hi-fi and home 

cinema, there'll be diverse 

products on show from companies 

like DNM and Concordant. 

But it's not all hi-fi or home 

cinema. If you drift through the 

Live '94 stands, you'll discover 

Alpine In-Car hi-fi fitted to a 

Lamborghini Diablo, vintage 

guitars from the Guitar F actory, a 

profusion of new computer 

games, new Apple and I BM

compatible computers, 

camcorders and even the 

'ultimate in home control': Butler 

In A Box. last but not least Linn 

Products will be pushing the 

multi-room envelope with its 

Knekt multi-room system. 



Hi-Fi Choice will be at Live 

94 on stand G52 in the 

Warwick Lobby, where 

we'll have all sorts of 
goodies on special offer 

and experts from the Hi-Fi 

Choice team on hand to 

answer your every hi-fi 

question. As well as the 

regular Choice stand, we 

will be running seminars 
throughout the show, in 

association with the Real 
Hi-Fi Company_ We shall 

be explaining all about 

the Real Hi-Fi Campaign 

and demonstrating a 
plethora of Real Hi-Fi 

products, from a super 

fl,ooo midi system (the 

EISA Award winning H/K 

Festival 300) to a excel

lent £3,000 separates 

system. But that's not all. 

We will be giving away all 

four of the superb hi-fi 

systems demonstrated to 
seminar visitors in an 
exclusive prize draw, 

worth over f7,ooo! 



Dealer Guide 
AVON 

V1AUDIQ 36Drui�Hill 
Stoke B1shop 

Tel: 0272 686005 Bristol BS9 1 EJ 
ATC. AVI, Acoustic Energy, Alon. Audio Innovations. 

Audiomeco, Audio Technico. AMC, Analogue Electronics, 
Cadence Valve. Chord AMPS. Electronic Componiet, 
Exposure. Goldring, Hormon Kordon, Heybrook. Jomo, 

LFD, Lyra. Ortofon. Perception. Pink Triangle. Ruork. 
Michell, REL, Sonsui, SME (inc 20A), Sonic Link, Stox, 

Sugden. Sumiko. Townsend, Triangle. Wodio. 

Demos by appointment only. Home trial facilities . 
..,. Free rnstal/ations. Servicing facilities. -� We are not a shop. llliiiilo 

BERKSHIRE 

Aiwa, Akai, Alphason, Aura, Bang & Olufsen, Beyer, Base, 
B+W, Canon, Castle, Celestion, Denon, Dual, Dynaudio, 

Heco, Heybrook, Infidelity, Jamo, JPW, JVC, Kef, Kenwood, 
Marantz, Miss1on, Mitsubishi, Monitor Audio, MordaunVShort, 
NAD, Nakamichi, Panasonic, Path, Philips, Pioneer, Project, 

QED, Quad, Rogers, Rotel, Sennheiser, Sony, Tannoy, Target, 
Technics, TDK, Thorens, Wessex, Wharfedale, Yamaha. 

Ask about FREE delivery & FREE installation 
11-12 Market Place, Reading* Tel: 0734 583730 
18 King Street, Maidenhead* Tel: 0628 73420 
Princess Square, Bracknell* Tel: 0344 424556 
4 Priory Road, High Wycombe Tel: 0494 535910 
62 North Brook Street, Newbury Tel: 0635 32474 
12a Park Square, Luton* Tel : 0582 459915 

*DEMONSTRATION ROOMS 

C.F. LAKE 
FOR BEITER Hl-FI 

IN THE THAMES VALLEY 
Agents for: 

TECHNICS, KENWOOD, ROTEL, 
NAKAMICHI, B&W, MORDAUNT SHORT, 

SONY, PANASONIC, MITSUBISHI, PHILIPS, 
AIWA, J.V.C., WHARFEDALE, INFINITY 
FREE DELIVERY • DEM ROOMS AT* 

252/254 High Street, Slough SL 1 1 BN 
117/119 Oxford Road, High Wycombe HP11 2DN 
9 Market Street. Aylesbury HP20 2PN 
11 West Street, Marlow, Bucks SL7 2LF 

83 High Street, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 1 JX 
20 Chequer Street, St. AI bans, Herts AL 1 3YD 

H.C. WHEATLANDS 

85·89 Chiswick High Road, London W4 2EF 

BIRMINGHAM 

(0753) 538288" 
(0494) 528605' 

(0296) 25 t 19" 
(0628) 483555 
(0628) 778611 

(0727) 834046" 

(081) 994 2464 

Norman H. Field �i-?'i 
Consultants for Home High Fidelity 
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I 
NAD 

I 
• Castle • Yamaha 
• Dual • Kenwood 
• Mordaunt-Short 
• Technics 

Two-year guarantee 
Private Listening Rooms 

HURST STREET 
BIRMINGHAM 85 4BJ 

Telephone: 021-622 2323 

BIRMINGHAM 

for the most exciting range of equipment available in the Midlands which includes: 
Aiwa, Alphason, Apollo, Arcam, Audiolab, , Audio-Technica, B&W, Sever, Canon, Celestion, Chord, Gyrus, Deltec, Denon, Dual, Epos, Exposure, 

Harman Kardon, Heybrook, Infinity, KEF , Meridian, Michaelson Audio, Michell, Micromega, Mission, Monitor Audio, Monster, Mordaunt Short, 
Musical i Nakamichi, Panasonic, Revolver, Revox, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sansui, Sehnheiser, SME, Stritwire, 

Wide CDs in stock , Technics, Thorens, Wharfedale, Yamaha, etc. Full · · available 

BIRMINGHAM 

FULL RANGE OF HI-FI 
PIONEER, TECHNICS, AKAI, 

KENWOOD, JVC, SONY, AIWA, 
Guarenteed the lowest price in the UK. 

24 Hour Mail Order Facility Available 

BIRMINGHAM 
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ALLERY 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE'S 
PREMIER HI-FI DEALER 
Arcam, Denon, Linn Products, Naim Audio, 

Meridian, Rotel, Yamaha, NAD, Quad, Tripod, 
Nakamichi, Rega, Creek, Epos, Mordaunt Short, 

Celestion, Marantz, Mission, Gyrus, etc , , , 
65 Castle Street, High Wycombe, 

Buckinghamshire. 
Open Monday - Saturday 

0494 531682 I 464670 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

University Audio 
MAIN AGENTS FOR: 

LINN • ATC • MERIDIAN • QUAD 
• ROTEL • DENON • B&O • etc 

3DEMOROOMS 

TELEPHONE: 0223 354237 
FACSIMILE: 0223 322079 

CHESHIRE 

ARCAM • MERIDIAN • MISSION • 
CYHUS • AUDIOCAB • 8 & W • 

NAKt\MICHI I AURA I DENON. 
QUAD • YAMt\HA • 

KEF • MARANTZ • 

WEST STREET • ALDERLEY EDGE • PLUS HOIVIE CINEMA • 
CHESHIKE • TEL 0625 582704 • 
INTEREST FREE CREDIT • DISCOUNT CD & TAPE • BADA 

DARLINGTON 

lff-Ff EXPERIENCE 
Mission • Cyrus • Denon • Arcam • KEF • NAD 
• Audiolab • Musical Fidelity • Quad • Marantz 
• Meridian • Tannoy • Thorens • TDL • Yamaha 

• Rotel • Rogers • Sony, etc 

BANG & OLUFSEN SOUND & VISION CENTRE DOLBY DSP 
HOME CINEMA SPECIALISTS 

EDINBURGH 

RUSS ANDREWS HI- FI 
34 Northumberland Street, Edinburgh. 

Telephone: 031 5571672 
Linn. Naim. Rega. A ream. Rote!. Marantz. 

Nctkamichi, Quad. Creek. Yamaha. 

Demonstrations. 

Open I 0.5.30. Mon-Fri, I 0-Spm Sal. 

ESSEX 

, JLhew � Osborne 
Akai • Alphason • Arcam* • B&W • Bang & Olufsen • Bose • Celes1ion • 

Dual• Harman Kardon • Kcnwood • Quad* • Marantz • Mordaunt-Short • 

NAD • Nakarnichi* • Pioneer • Ruark I Sony I Wharfedale • Yamaha I 

• Epping and Saffron \\'olden 011(1 
1�8 HIGH STREET • EPPING • TEL: (0992) 574242 

16 KING STREET· SAFI"RO� \VALDE� • ESSEX • TEL: (0799) ;l.l728 
70 SOUTH STHEET BISHOP'S STORHORD •IIEHTS • TEL: (0279) 656401 

HAMPSHIRE 
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HEREFORDSHIRE 

CYRUS CENTRE 
PINK TRIANGLE • AUDION • SYSTEMDEK • HEYBROOK 

MICHI • KEF • REFERENCE • MICROMEGA • NAKAMICHI 

CHORD • ARCAM • MUSICAL fiDELITY • ROGERS • NAD 

IWTEL • DEi\ON • TA.t�NOY • MARA.NTZ • EXPOSURE • �·IISSION 

• STA'\ • DUAL • TDL • ALBARRY • JPW • CELESf!ON • IXOS 

SME • RUARK • i\•IOTH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AND OTHERS 

MONDAY- SATURDAY 10-6 � 95 WIIITECROSS R<MD, HEREFORD, � IIR4 ODG. TELEPIIONE 0432 3550!H -

Aiwa, Arcam, Aura, Base, B&W, Canon, Cerwin Vega, 
Denon, jamo, JPW, Ken wood, Marantz, Mission. 

NAD, Phi lips. Pioneer, Rogers, Rote\, Sennheiser, 
Tannoy, Target, Technics, T horens, Wharfedale. 

0% CREDIT AVAILABLE • FREE LOCAL DELIVERY 
12 YEARS SOUND AD VICE LASERDISC 

FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAl. ADVICE 
WATFORD (0923) 226 169 

15 CHARTER PLACE, HIGH STREET, WATFORIJ 
� •• � � ,.._� > -- • - - � •r -..., ....,H-

HIGHLANDS 

• MISSION • DENON • ROTEL • PIONEER • SONY • KEF • TEAC • 

• WHARFEDALE • CELESTION • JAMO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • MARANTZ • 

LISTENING FACILITIES AVAILABLE 
FOR ALL THE BEST IN HI-FI 

Contact: 
THE MUSIC STATION 

49 Church Street, Inverness. Tel: (0463) 225523 

HUMBERSIDE 

Lend us your ears and 
we'll blow your mind .. 
Audio Innovations, B & W, Celestion, Cyrus, 

Denon, Kenvvood, Kef, Marantz, Michell, 
Mission, Meridian, Mordaunt-Short, NAD, 

Nakamichi, Phi lips, Pioneer, Panasonic, Quad, 
Rote\, Sony, Tannoy, Technics, Wadia 

and more. 

Audition the very best at South Humberside's 
prem1er Hi·Fi dealer ... 

2-4 EDWARD STREET (Off Pasture St.) 
GRIMSBY. TEL: (0472) 351391 

IRELAND 

We Never Compromise On Quality 
"'Class8,. 

/t •. IDN f�·! Ql ID � ; 
\ � 

�.. .,o 

'4,.,111 N\11� ..... 
55 Main St Blackrock Co Dublin Tel2889449/2888477 

Fax 2834887- Open Tue/Sat 10am·6pm. Thur/Fri 'tilt 9pm 
Closed Monday 

KENT 

KIMBERLEY HI FI 
A Sound Investment 

SEPERATE DEMONSTRATION ROOM 
BRANDS STOCKED: DENO� TECHNICS KE\'WOOD AI IVA �AD DCAL 

IVHAFEDALE �IISSION \IARA:\TZ SPKS TA��OY CASTLE MONITOR 

AUDIO HECO JAMO CERIVI\' VEGA CELESTIO); ROTEL � 

SOUTH LO 1DON'S AND NORTH KENT ONly T 
L\RGE RA\GEOF ICE 1\'C 1110\'EER. PA,\ASO\'IC & JVC. KDIWOOD. ETC 

193 BROADWAY, BEXLEYHEATH, KENT 
Telephone: 081 304 3272 

m 
B&W jamo ELECTRICAL (!,1) PIONEER 

DISCOUNT ................. . 

CENTRE T� 
JVC Alii SALES & SERVICE plus many more . 

BRANCHES AT 
The Broadway, 

Bexelyheath, Kent. 

Tel: (081) 298 7880. 

Fax: (0474) 535 937 

138 Pelharn Ad, 

Gravesend, Kent 

Tel' (0474) 326600 

(0474) 569601 

LANCASHIRE 

� f:!J-FI SP�IAUff 
MONITOR 1 TECHNICS I SONY I PIONEER SOUND I PANASONIC I KENWOOD I DUAL 
I AIWA I CASTLE I QUAD IB&W I MARANTZ 
I SPENDOR I THORENS I ARCAM I ROTEL 
I WHARFEDALE I DENON I YAMAHA I TANNOY 
I PHILIPS CD I CELESTJON I ROGERS 
I MORDAUNT SHORT I MONITOR AUDIO I JPW 
I TDL I AND MANY MORE 
t BIG DISCOUNT t TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI·FI t 
t FREE HOME INSTALLATION • EXCELLENT COMPARATOR 
DEMONSTRATIONS t PRIVATE LISTENING ROOM t 

CHORLEY (0257) 271935 
54 CHAPEL STREET, CHORLEY 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

SOUND ADVICE 
THE MIDLANDS LEADING 

BRITISH EQUIPMENT 
SPECIALISTS, 

FOR OVER A DECADE 
NAIM • LINN • MICROMEGA • MISSION 

CYRUS • ROYD AUDIO • REVOX 
• SENNHEISER • ROTEL • YAMAHA 

• NAKAMICHI • EPOS • CREEK • REGA • JPW 
• ARCAM • MERIDION • MORDAUNT-SHORT 

EXCLUSIVE REGA AGENT: 
LEICESTERSHIRE & NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 

TEL LOUGHBOROUGH: 0509 218254 

LINCOLNSHIRE 

£/ { I 17 BRIDGE STREET, SAXILBY, 

1.Dottaae S2tuaio NR LINCOLN LN1 2Pz 
(/ TEL (05221702834 

AGENTS FOR: ATC, AV\, CHORD AMPS, HARBETH, 
K\NSHAW, LFD, M I CH ELL, ORIGIN LIVE, 

ORTOFON, PROJECT, QED, ROYD, SANSUI, 
SEQUENCE, SONICLINK, THORENS, ETC 

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT 
HOME TRIALS FACILITIES •INTEREST FREE CREDIT 

BETTER HI-FI 
The Essence of Music 

0% 
Finance 

16 COOK STREET 
LIVERPOOL L29RF 

051 227 5007 

Naim Rega 
Arcam Kef 
Linn Royd 
Micromega 

Audiolab 
plus many more 
We �ell great lli·Fi & 
�cnc excdlem coffee 

'·Our aim is wmr 
total satisfac.tion·· 

LONDON 

lff.,f EXPERIENCE 
Mission • Cyrus • Denon • Arcam • KEF • NAD 

Audiolab • Musical Fidelity • Quad • Marantz 
• Meridian • Tannoy • Thorens • TDL • Yamaha 

• Rotel • Rogers • Sony, etc 

BANG & OLUFSEN SOUND & VISION CENTRE DOLBY DSP 
HOME CINEMA SPECIALISTS 

Britain's Top Specialist Hi-Fi Store 
no1v at 

17 Coniscliffe Road, 
DARLINGTON, 

DL3 7EE 
Help Line 0325 481418 

27 BOND STREET, EALING W5 m 081 567 8703 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AMC, AUDIO INNOVATIONS, AUDIOLAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, 

CANON, CASTLE, DENON, DUAL, EVOLUTION, JPW, KEF, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA. 

MISSION, MONITOR AUDIO, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NAKAMICHI, ONIX, QUAD, 

REI., ROGERS, ROTEL, SYSTEMDEK, TARGET, TEAC, THORENS, VAN DEN HUL 

Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery & installation. 
Repairs & Service. Closed Wednesday 

MANCHESTER 
11--11 • - �. � <::::> .__. 
c::::: � ......... � 
� � � <::::> F=l:: -=:::11> 
� � t t c:»  l i � t �..-. t <CI>  
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WEST MIDLANDS 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT FROM LEADING AND SPECIALIST BRANDS ON TWO FLOORS FOR YOU TO LISTEN AND CHOOSE FROM 
• 3 Demonstration Rooms 

• Home Trials 

• Home Cinema - lnstore Demonstration Theatre 

• Audio Visual Equipment 

• Evening Demonstrations by appointment 

• lnhouse Service Department 

• Mail Order Available 
" 1?-\ ualily, Clarity, Expertise ... 
V and that's just the service!" 

• Interest Free Credit on Selected Items (Apr. 0% -Written details on request) 

Hi-Fi for the Beginner, the Enthusiast and the Audiophile Telephone (0922) 493499/473499 

NORFOLK 

�. 
Basically Sound of Norfolk 

STOCKISTS OF LEADING HI-FT 

The Old School 
School Road 
Bracon Ash 

Norfolk 
Tel: (0508) 5 70829 

liifil 
Acoustic Energy, A ream, Audio Alchemy, Audiolab, 
Creek, Oenon, Epos, Heybrook, Micromega, Nairn, 

Nakamichi, Rote!, Royd, TOL, and others. 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

THE AUDIO SHOP 
Appointed stockists of"-

DENON, ROTEL, MARANTZ, MOTH, 
JPW, PROJECT, PHILIPS 

Full range of accessorit.'S a"ailable. No �1ppt� required. Sen'i<:e dept. 

Free installation. Home trials. Open M on-Sat 9-5.30. Weds 9-12.30 

Six Hill Street Raunds, Northamptonshire 
Telephone: 0933 622325 

an: am 

hose 

de non 

OXFORD 

SCOTLAND 

meridian 

mission 

naim audio 

nakamichi 

quad 

yamaha 

Book IJOUr next 
adflert todalJ. 

Phone Jennifer Phi/lips 
on (071) 917 7643 

SUFFOLK 

ortofon pierre lurne pro·Ject projekt qed royd 
link sound organisation sound t 
townshend lrichord van den h 
audion audio note 
kar lyra mic 
q 

STRATFORD 

You can come and visit us at: 
25 HENLEY STREET, 

STRATFORD CV37 6QW 
Contact Dirk or Jamie on: 

Tei/Fax No. {0789) 414533 

We are stockists of the leading 
HiFi brands including: 

ARCAM, SONY, PANASONIC, NAKAMICHI, B&W, 
PIONEER, TECHNICS, DENON, NAO, MARANTZ, ROTEL, 
MUSICAL FIDELITY, MONITOR AUDIO, MISSION, TANNOY, 
ONKYO, KEF, OUAD, TDL & SENNHEISER, YAMAHA, 
CELESTION, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, AUDIOQUEST, 
MONSTER, TARGET, BEYER, SYSTEMOEK 

0% Finance is available on selected products 
and all major credit cards accepted. 

We also have a Demonstration Room and Service Facilities. 
Monday to Saturday 9.30- 5.30. 

Late night Wednesday 

"Where (riendfy service stiffs counts!" 

SURREY 

Front End Problems? 
comacr: 

The Cartridge Man 
It doesn·l have to cost an arm and a leg to gel the 
best- listen 10 my Koetsu- and- Decca- eater. 

Also agems for Croft. Sugden. Thorcns. Pentachord Speakers 
& Nottingham Analogue - plus cartridge re-Tipping serrice 

(081) 688 6565 

�URREY HIFI�� 
�PECIALIST HI-FI OUTLET 

DEMONSTRATION ROOM- PARKING 
MUSICAL FIDELITY • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • REL • TUBE TECHNOLOGY 
TDL • TANNOY • KEF • DENON • NAKAMICHI • THORENS • TARGET 

MARANTZ • MICHELL • SENNHEISER • BEYER HEADPHONES 
JPW • SOUND ORGANISATION • SOUNDSTYLE TRIPODS 

VAN DEN HUL CABLES • BOSE 

HOME CINEMA NOW ON DEMONSTRATION 
Jusl 2 minutes off June!. 6 M25 (A25) 

GODSTONE (0883) 744755 
45 HIGH STREET, GODSTONE, SURREY RH9 BLS 

Grandix 
Sound & 
V 1 s 1 on 

7 1 HIGH STREET. NEW MRlDEN, SURREY 
TElEPHONE: (081) 336 0012 

AVI. ATC. Audio Innovations. Tube Technologv. 
Exposure. M1cromega. Ruark. Rogers. RCL. 

Mclntosh. 1-iarman. Marantz. Project. TDL. 
Nakamtcht. Kenwood. Atwa. JBL. Cabletalk. 

Wharrdale. San�ui. and manv more 

TWO DEMO ROOMS. FREE PARKING. HOME DEMOS 

SUSSEX 

WORTHING AUDIO 
20 Tc,•illc Gate, W. Sussex. BNJ I IUA Tcl: (0903) 212133 

The friendly shop with the best sowul !Jysrems in the Sow h. 

Friendly advice • 3 yr guanmtees • easy pmking 

Open Mon-Sat 10am-6pm Late night Wed 7:30pm 

Agenicies include: A ream, Exposure, JPH� Naim Audio. 

Maranr:. Ore/le, Origin Live, Ruark. Audio Ted111ica. 

Targer. TDL, Tripod, Kin shaH' Elecrronics and many more. 

WEST SUSSEX 

PHASE 3 HIFI 
THE SOUTH'S LEADING HI-Fl SPECIALISTS 

Lislening Rooms • Ocdk�llcd 'Homt' Cincm:t' Demonstration Room 

ADCOM • ARCAM • B&W • CASTLE • CELI:.STIO:"J • DENO.\/ 

HEY�ROOK ·KEF • REFERENCE • KE\1WOOD • LEXICON • IV1.'-\KAI\T/. 

MERIDIAN • �10NITOR AUDIO • NAD • SHEARNE • SPEI\DOR • "IA\/\'OY 

THORENS • YAMAHA • induding all "Home Cinema· prodw:h 

215 TARRING ROAD. WORTHING. WEST SUSSEX UN I\ -IIHV 
� TELEI'HONE: (0903) 245577 � 

HI-FI CHOICE 
The VVorld's 

No.1 
Buying Guide 

YORKSHIRE 

Hi Fi 
IT'S A STRANGE PARADOX 

the more enlightened you become 
the harder it is to choose 

AE, Audiolab, Beyer, Harman-Kardon, JBL, KEF, Kenwood, 

Marantz. Michel, MISSion, Monitor-Audio, Mordaunt-Short, 

Nakamichi, Pickering, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Quad, 

Rogers, Systemdek, Tannoy, Technics & lots more 

With so many brands available, even an experienced 
Hi-Fi nut needs help nowadays ... 

We can give that help with qualified and experienced 
staff who can give a thoroughly professional analysis 
of your needs ... and not just advice but consult us 
on prices too, for a nice surprise ... be it £300 or 
£3,000 our aim is to offer the best value for money 
possible ... backed up by a full 2 years guarantee on 
all Hi-Fi products we recommend plus ... Interest 

Free Credit', 4 demonstration studios (3 by 
appointment), superb showrooms and over 25 years 
experience to help you make the right choice. 

Vickers Hi-Fi 
High Fidelity Specialists est 1967 

24 Gillygate York 
York(0904)629659 

*written details on request 
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YORKSHIRE HIFI ACCESSORIES 

Moorgate Acoustics Hi·Fi 

.-..... 

Frustrated and confused? 
Call in and get some help and advice from a company 
that cares enough abouts its customers to put them first. 
184 Fitzwilliam St., Sheffield. Tel: (0742) 756048 
8 Westgate Chambers, Rotherham. Tel: (0709) 370666 

TECHNICAL SERVICES 

CLOCK THIS 
C� T

.
ransportlplayer clocking to

_ 
ultimate p�rforn:an�e. 

Thts IS a modtftcation to the dtgttal processtng ctrcuttry 
with unbelievable results. External DAC's can still be 
used to advantage, resulting in further enhancement. 
Probably the t_ ,,, � f"l tq g . ad�; you will ever make. 
Technically proficient engineers will also handle all your 
high end repair, seNicing or modification requirements. 
Please call us on (0209) 612260 for further details. 

RJF AUDIO VISUAL 84 Pendarves Street, 
Tuckingmill, Camborne, Cornwall TR14 8NJ 

• Also Hiqh End Retail • 

CARTRIDGES & HEADPHONES 

Cartridges and Headphones; 
£25-£1000. 

Ortofon, Audio Technica. Denon, 
Goldring, S hure, Arcam, 

Sennheiser, Beyer, Koss plus 
others. Trade in your old n1oving 

coil- s ubs tantial discounts! 
IAN HARRISION HI-FI 

(Mail Order only) 

7 Mill Hill, Repton, Derby, DE65 
6GQ Telephone: (0283) 702875 

MULTIROOM INSTALLER 

<Bu�lJd �Jlu�ic �ubiu 
The Service Consultancy Design and 

Professional Installation of Multiroom Audio 

Visual Systems, Satellite, Home Cinema 

Surround, Pro-Logic and THX. 

Call Doug or Jean 
(0544} 230254 

32A HIGH STREET, KINGTON, HEREFORDSHIRE 

AUDIO CABLES 

Custom Made 

STUDIO QUALITY CABLES 
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER 

AT TRADE PRICES 
Handmade & Highly Recommended 

Prices from £18.00 plus p&p 
Available only by Mail Order 

7 day money back guarantee. For details contact: 

���N��TI"t�� 

TEL/FAX 0733 897'379 
49 BISHOPS ROAD 
PETERBOROUGH 

PE1 SAP 

THE HI-FI EXPERTS 
284 Clossop Road Sheffield 510 2HS 

tel 0742 737893 
81 Nether Hall Road Doncaster DN1 2QA 

lel 0302 321421 

VALVES 

VALVES MADE IN WEST 
EUROPE OR RUSSIA 
We have one million valves, CRTs, Sockets 

and Tubes in stocks by brands such as Brimar, 
GE USA, GEC UK, Mu/lard, Sovtek/Russia, 

Testa, T hennionic, Tungsrnm, etc. 

Types include: 6L6GC, 12AT7, 12AU7, 12AX7, DG732, 

ECCSJ, ECC82, ECC83, EL34, EL84, KT66, KT88. 

SEND FOR OUR 40 PAGE VALVE CATALOGUE! 

Billington Export Ltd 
lE Gilmans Industrial Estate, 

Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EZ, UK. 
CALLERS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
FAX: (0403) 783519. TEL: (0403) 784961 

Minimum order: UK £50.00 plus VAT Export £100.00 

REVOX SERVICING 

REVOX SERVICE 
A77, B77, PR99 

For fully guaranteed professional service 
and repairs, call RamTek. 

Tel: (081) 207 6159. Fax: (081) 953 1118 
Suite 33, Kinetic Centre, T heobald 

Street, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 4SE 

KLIPSCH 
Horn loudspeakers - a legend in sound 
for over 50 years, KLIPSCH hi-efficiency 
speakers are used in many studios, top 

hi·fi and stage systems . 
FOR DETAILS CALL 

(021) 430 7817 

KIT LOUDSPEAKERS 

TransmiSSIOn L1ne K1ts exploits the 

. . un1que performances of BANDOR \})11 I SOmm (8'") & SOmm (2"") dnvers 
' : Brochures ovoiloble 

. 11 PENFOLD COTTAGE, PENFOLD 
. LANE, HOLMEA GREEN, BUCKS . 

HP15 6XA. TEL: (0494) 714 058 

WilmslowT Audio 
WIDE RANGE OF HIFI EQUIPMENT 

Drive units and Kit loudspeakers 
ATC, Celestion, Coles. Dynaudio. KEF, Jordan, 

Morel, RCL, Peerless, Scanspeak, Seas, Volt. 

Over 30 kits. 4 demonstration rooms. 

No appts necessary. Closed Mondays 

Send for free catalogue. Maja< Credit Cmds accepted 

Wellington Close. Porkgate Trading Estate, 
Knutsford, Cheshire WA 16 8DX. Dept HFC. 

Telephone (0565) 650605 Fax (0565) 650080 

HI-FI STYLIST 

Top quality amplifiers & 

AN loudspeakers customer 

U LE y styled to fit in �ith your 
decor and furmshmgs. 

Give your ears a treat -
without compromising your aesthetics. 

(081) 470 9795 

To find out more about advertising 

in the finest Hi-Fi magazine in the world, 

call jennifer Phillips on (071) 917 7643 



Classic G.hoice 
QUALITY SECOND HAND H 1-FI 

1'1CHOICEu 
081 568 8808 

Equ1pment bought or part exchanged. 

Full demonstration fac111ty by appointment. 

Major credit cards are accepted. 

9 30am to B.OOpm 7 days 

NAG 401$ Stereo power ................ as new . . ... . . .... £4500 
Krell KSA 150 .. . ..... ......... mint s/h ......... .... . £2995 
Krell KSA 25() ... ................... ......... mint s/h . ........... £3995 
Audio Research D 240 mkll ............ mint sJh .. ...... .. .. £1595 
Krell KSA 100 mkll ... ...................... mint sJh . .... ...... £1595 
Audio Research Classic 60 . .. ... ... mint slh ............. £1995 
Conrad Johnson MF200 ....... ... ..... mint slh. .£895 
Musical Fidelity P180... . ... .......... as new .. .............. £495 

Nestorovic labs NA1 ...................... mint s/11 .............. £1995 
VTL Manley 350 ......................... ... m1nt s/h .............. £2750 
Aud10 Innovations 2nd {2A3, 82) ....... mint s/h .............. £1595 
Aud1o Innovations 1000 moooblocks ...... as new ................ £850 
Audio Innovations 1st Audio ....... ... as new ................. £850 
Nairn NAP 135 ..... .. .. .... ........ ... mint slh .............. £1800 
Threshold 8150 .............................. mint slh ............... £795 
Roksan L1/S2 pre·power ................ as new ............... £1295 
Cadence 2/MA2 pre·power. ............ x·demo ...... ......... £1995 
Musical Fidelity MA tOO ................... mint slh ........... .... £650 
NRG PAt reference ............ ... ...... mint slh.. . £2500 
Linn Kairn Pro .... . ...... ... .... ........... x·demo ........... ...... £750 
Nairn NAG 52 ................ ................. m1nt slh ...... ....... £2800 
Counterpoint 8A9/5A tt ............... . mint slh .............. £5995 
Audio Innovations 81000 pre ......... x·demo..... . .. .... £795 

l��\69A;s�����·sp·;s·mkii·: :::::::::::���
e
�
. ::::::::::::::£��66 

Audio Research 8Pt4 ... .... ..... ...... mint slh .............. £1595 
LFD LSt ....... ..... .... ... .. .. ... .. . .. ......... mint s/h ................ £495 
Audio Research 5P8 mkll ......... .. mint slh ... .. ......... £795 
Michell Argo/Hera ............ .. ... ....... mint slh .......... ... . £550 
Audio Innovations L2 . ..... .. . ......... as new ... ... ......... £450 
Mark Levinson 265/258 . . ..... ....... mint s/h .............. £4995 
Audio Note OTD.. .. ....... as new ................. £650 
Audio lnnovat1ons 5500 ... .. ... ....... as new .............. . £550 

Copeland C5A t4 ........................... as new ................. £950 
Beard 88100.. as new ................ £595 
Albarry PP! ...................... ... ... ..... mint s/h ................ £295 
Marantz CD10 .......... ...................... mint s/h ................ £795 
Wadia 2000 tran/dac .... ... ... ... .... mint s/h . . .. . .. £3750 
Meridian 200/203 ... ...... ... ............. mint s/h ................ £695 
Meridian 602/606.... . .. ..... mint s/h .............. £1795 
OPA POMl mkll.. . ....................... mint s/h ................ £250 
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Wadia 7+9 tranldac ............... ....... mint slh .. ......... £15995 
Mark Levinson 30/31 tran!dac ........ mint s/h .. .......... £15500 
Meridian 200/263 ............................ mint slh ................ £895 
GAL Tempest mkll . ......................... mint slh .............. £1395 
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Meridian 06008 .............................. mint slh ......... ..... £1595 
JPW AP 2's . .... ............................... as new ... ..... ... ........ £95 
JPW Minims . .................................. as new ................... £60 
Harmon Kardon L80 5005 ............. as new ... .............. £175 
Castle Acoustics York Deluxe ... . .  as new ................ £250 
Mission 753 ........ ....................... .... mint slh . ............... £495 
Infinity IA8 Beta .............................. mint slh .............. £4995 

Martin Logan Quest ........................ mint slh.. . £2800 
Wilson Watt 3 Puppie 2 ................. as new . .. ... ... . .. £7995 
Ruark Talisman 11 .. . . . . . ..... mint s/h... £650 
TDL Reference Monitors ... .. . . ...... mint slh ... ... ....... £1200 
Apogee Ouetta 8ig . mint sJh ... £1395 
Nairn 5BL's... . . . ... ... ..... mint slh .. £1100 
Impulse H2's . .... ... ... ..................... vgc ... . ... . . . . ... .. . £1595 
Acoustic Energy AE1 + stnds ... ..... mint sfh.. £695 
ATC SCM 20 .. . .. ... ..... .......... mint slh ....... .... ... £850 
TNT mkti/ETII/std . .. .............. ..... mint s/h ... .. ... . . £3995 
Manticore Mantra/RB300 ................ mint slh .. ... ...... £CALL 
Koetsu 80th Anniversary ... . . ...... mint s/h £1595 
Koetsu Black . .................................. mint sJh .............. .. £350 
Linn Arkiv .............. ......................... x·demo ... ... ... .... £695 
Burmester 838 phono ..................... mint slh .. ... ......... £550 
Tesserac TAADA phono mm/me . ...... as new .......... ... .... £995 
Beard P100 phono mm/me ............. mint slh .. £195 
TESSERAC RANGE ON PERMANENT OEMONSTRATION- PLEASE CALL 

m1nt sm-secondhand, as good an example as we've seen anywhe1e 
as new -typical�less than4months old,in new condll10fl 
x-demo -typical� 'as new' bul may be older 
vgclgc - in perfect working cood�ion, bul may be marked 

EX-DEMONSTRATION & SECONDHAND SALE HEATHERDALE AUDIO LTD 
Quad 606 power amp . 

Quad FM4 tuner 

Quad 34 pre-amp 

Quad FM3 tuner 

Chord SPM 800 power amp . 

.. £450 Michell Gyrodec psu .. . .£85 

· · · .£220 Harbeth HL Compact loudspeakers ... £299 
.£220 

£ 
LFD lnt "0" (Phono) int amp ... £529 

. 75 

... £ 1399 Sansui A V S/Sound amp ... £499 

Celestion SL600si ldspkrs inc stnds .£450 Origin Live OL2 loudspeakers 

Acoustic Energy AE I loudspeakers .. £400 Spendor S20 loudspeakers 

... £450 

... £399 
DNM 3A6 pre-amp . . . .. £650 

Rogers LS7/t loudspeakers 
.. £100 Arcam Alpha 2 int amp 

Mordaunt Short NS50 (bi-wired) 

QED discsaver phono stage 

.£150 NAD 7240/PE tuner/amp 

... £25 Sony CDP 550 CD Player 

... £250 

........ £100 

.. £60 

FOR NEW EQUIPMENT SEE US IN THE DEALER GUIDE UNDER LINCOLN 

e�rte«Ua 
17 Bridge Street, Saxilby, Nr Lincoln LNJ 2PZ. Telephone (0522) 702834. Evenings (0522) 696708 

We have three comfortable demonstration 
lounges where you can audition 

CLEARAUDIO • AUDIONOTE • KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • KLIPSCH • MARTIN 

LOGAN • SONU S FABER • APOGEE • TH ETA • SME • COPLAND • VOYD 

MAGNEPlANAR • LUMLEY REFERENCE • CREEK • ROTEL • EMF • HEYBROOK 

and much, much more 

THIS MONTHS PRE-OWNED BARGAINS 

Magnum Reference 300 pre-amp .£325 linn LP12 ....... ........ ................... £395 

Magnum Reference lnt amp ........ £299 Apogee Centaur Minor\ . ............. £995 

Audio Innovations 1st Audio . . .. £995 Wadia Digimaster X32 DAC . . ..... £795 

Audio Innovations 100 pre·amp .. £995 5ony 702 DAC ... . .............. £795 

Audio Innovations 200 pre·amp . £295 Nakamichi Dragon ......... ............ £995 

Audio Innovations 200 power amp . .£295 Magneplanar Tympani IV speaker�.£1995 

Audio Innovations 500 lnt amp .. . .  £595 Audio Innovations 500 int.amp .... £595 

Audio Research SP9 pre (black) .. £1895 8&W P2H loudspeakers .. ........ ... .. £400 

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME 

TEL: (0903) 872288 FAX: (0903) 872234 
202 Findon Road, Worthing, W. Sussex BN14 OEJ 

CLASSIC & 

VINTAGE HI-FI 

MAIL ORDER 

Lockwood Audio 
Tel: 081-207 4472 Fax: 081-207 5283 

WE BUY AND SELL 
NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 

SPEAKERS, DRIVERS, CABINETS, PARTS 

SPEAKER REPAIRS 

THE 

Authorised � Specialists 

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 

IMPERIAL STUDIOS 

MAXWELL ROAD 

HOREHAMWOOD, HEinS WD6 IWE 

Elmdon Audio 
EAR 834 Integrated x-demo ...... £950 

EAR 834p x-demo ............... £200 
Scou Valve Integrated ... £175 

TVA 1 0 power amp . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£325 

Michaelson Audio Odysscus .£600 

Leak Stereo 20 .............. £175 
Audio Research 07011 .. £750 

LOTS 01-- TOP QUAL/Tl' TURNTABLES 
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME 

TELEPHONE (021) 784 8765 

IAN HARRISON HIFI 7MILLHIL����T��
E
����� DE656GQ 

TEL: 0283 702875 9am-9pm for latest prices 

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COtL(S) FOR A BRAND NEW ONE. THE AMOUNTS CASSETTE DECKS HEADPHONES BlANK TAPES 
SHOWN IN BRACKETS ARE WHAT YOU CAN SAVE COMPARED WITH THE NAKAMICHI DRAGON SENNHEISER TDK. MAXELL. SONY, 

NORMAL SELLING PRICE. PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR EXACT PRICES. THE NAKAMICHICR7E BEY ER BASF,AMPLEX, 

EXACT PRICE WILL DEPEND ON HOW MANY AND WHAT TYPE OF CARTRIDGE NAKAMICHI DRI AUDIO TECHNICA JVC.SCOTCH 

YOU WISH TO TRADE IN. MOVING MAGNETS CANNOT BE TRADED IN. NAKAMICHI DR2 KOSS 
NAKAMICHI DR3 ROSS QED 

ORTOFON AUDIO TECHNICA AIWA XKS9000 SONY. AKG DAC PACK C169 
MC7500 (£500-C/501 AT-ART1 (£285-C475) AIWA XKS7000 HIFI FURNITURE DIGIT C109 
MCSOO (C375-C5501 AT·OC30 (Ct90·£300) TEAC VBOOOS APOLLO, SOUND DIGIFLEX £16 
MC300011 (C235-C3351 AT·OC9 (C75-C110) TEAC V7010 ORGANISATION, SOUND POSITRON 1::69 
MC200011 (C165-C2451 TEAC R9000S FACTORY, TRIPOD. OPT DIGIT £124 
AT·OCS (C45-C671 DENON SONY TCK611S GOLDRING 

OPTtFLEX £20 
MC30SUPREME (£115-C155) DL304 tC45-CBS) OAT CABLES 

DIGIT REF £350 
MG20SUPREME (C90-C1251 OTHER MODELS CPDA SONYTCDD7 AUDIOQUEST, SONIC 

ROOMLJNK POA 
MC10SUPREME (£55·£80) SONY DTC690 LINK, GOLDRING, QED 

ACCESSORIES POA 
MC15SII (C20·£35I DYNAIJECTOR SONY DTC60ES AMPLIFIERS 

MC10S (£15·£25) XXI/L (£200-C3501 SONY PCM2300 MARANTZ, PHILIPS. 
SONY PCM2700 QUAD, SONY, DEN ON TEST TAPE/CD 

OTHER MODELS CPOA 1702MKII (£90·£1901 AIWA XD$1 100 SPEAKERS HARRISON MUL Tl 
GOLDRtNG PANASONIC SV3700 QUAD, SPENDOR, PURPOSE TEST 
EXCEL GS (£210·£2901 .. ALL CARTRIDGES ARE SUPPLIED CD PLAYERS WHARFEDALE CASSffiE C20 
EXCEL (£195·C2651 POSTFREE MARANlZ. PHILIPS. TUNERS DENONAUDIO 
ELITE (£70-CtOOI ··SHURE.ARCAM, STANTON, MOVING QUAD. SONY, DENON. QUAD. SONY, MARANTZ, TECHNICAL TEST CD 
EROICA (£35-£d51 MAGNETS' POA AIWA, NAKAMICHI, TEAC PHI LIPS £:12. 99 

ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW WITH FULL UK GUARNATEES • NO X-DEMO EQUIPMENT • NO GREY IMPORTS • DELIVERY £5 
(CARTRIDGES) • PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR FURTHER DETAILS, REVIEWS, ADVICE, BROCHURES AND PRICES 

Whether selling or buying pre-owned audio, 

dealing in mail order, or specialising in vintage hi-fi, 

G.fassic G..ho1ce is the only choice. 

Call Jennifer Phillips on (071) 917 7643 



You can win one of a 
pair of excellent Polk home 
cinema speaker systems, 
worth over £2,300! 
A 

n ideal stan to any home cinema system, PolkAudio's miniature £799 RM3000 

satellitefsubwoofer system is good enough to grace any hi-fi system. The two-way satellite boxes 

utilise a new polymer aggregate called Fountainhead, which is claimed to be four times more 

HowToEnter 

To win one of these excellent 
prizes, si m ply write the 
answers to the five questions 
on the back of a postcard, or 
sealed-down envelope. Please 
do not seal the answers within 
the envelope. Please also 
include your full name and 
address, including your 
postcode and phone number. 
Send your completed entries 
to: Polk Competition 
(HFC410B),Hi-FiChoice, Tower 
Publishing Services ltd, Tower 
House, Sovereign Park, Market 
Harborough,Leicestershire 
LE874AU. 
Entries must be received no 
later than first post on 
Monday, 28th November, 
1994-

dense than regular chipboard. The satellites operate from 200Hz to 20kHz 

and feature a stepped baffle to correctly time-align the drive units and self

contained crossovers, so the speakers can be bi-wired without being 

connected to theRM 3000 subwoofer. This subwoofer is designed as a 

sub-bass radiator instead of a tuned port device, giving a tighter, 

deeper bass response. 

This is partnered with the £170 CS100 centre channel speaker. This 

completely magnetically-shielded speaker uses two mid range drivers either 

side of a soft dome tweeter and can be angled to work on top of or below the 

1Vset. It has a 89dB sensitivity and can be used with amplifiers capable of 

pumping out between 10 tol 00 watts into an eight -ohm load. 

Finally. the rear channel speaker is the £200 

multi-application M3 speaker. This 

angular speaker can be fitted anywhere 

-even in the corners of the room- and 

is one of the most popular rear speakers 

in the USA. All you need is a decent AV 

amp, a few Dol by S urround films and a 

weekend for home cinema bliss! 

PolkAudio is 

king of the US 

loudspeaker manufacturers, making a 

range of speakers to suit every pocket. 



AVON 
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 65 Park Street, Bristol. 
(0272) 264975. Great hifi carefully selected and 
demonstrated by friendly enthusiastic staff. 
Closed Mon. lilillljJ 
PAUL G REEN HI·FI LTD ,  C/0 Harper 
Furnishings, Kensington Showrooms, London 
Road, Bath BA1 6AD. (0225) 316197. Technics, 
Denon, Sony, Rotel, AVI, Quad, Rogers, Mission, 
Tannoy, Aura and many many more. 2 demo 
rooms, home demos, appointments required, ser
vice dept, free install, home trial. Access, Visa, lnt 
free credit, instant credit Tue-Fri 9-5.30, Sat 9-5, 
closed Monday. 
RADFORDS, 12 James Street West, Bath, BA 1 
2BX. Tel 0225 446245. Visit us for the largest 
range of Hi-Fi & Home Cinema equipment in the 
South-West. Demonstration rooms, Home 
Installation Service, Access, Visa, Amex. Open 
9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat llliB1 

RADFOROS. 52-54 Gloucester Road, Bristol, BS& 
8BH. Tel 0272 428247. Visit us for the largest 
range of Hi-Fi & Home Cinema equipment in the 
South-West Demonstration rooms, Service depls, 
Home Installation Service, Access, Visa, Amex. 
Open 9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat li1.il!li1 

V' AUDIO, 36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol B59 
1 EJ. (0272) 686005. Alon, ATC, AVI, Acoustic 
Energy, Audio Innovations, Audio Technica, AMC, 
Analogue Electronics, Cadence Valve, Chord 
Amps, Electronic Companies, Exposure, Goldring, 
Harman Kardon, Heybrook, Jamo, LFD, Pink 
Triangle, Ruark, Michell, REL, Sansui, SME 
(inc20A), Sonic Link, Stax, Townshend, Wadia. 
Dems by appt only, home trial facilities, free instal
lation, service facilitles.Access, Visa. For full prod
uct listing please see Dealer Guide. 

BERKSHIRE 
ARC AUDIO, 9 Dukes Ride, Crowthorne, Berks, 
RG116L2. (0344) 762201. Denon, Harman 
Kardon, JPW, Marantz, Monitor Audio, Onix, 
Rogers, Ruark, Tannoy, Thorens, Yamaha. Demo 
facilities, no appt necessary, home trial facilities, 
free install. Access, Visa, Diners. Open Mon-Sat 
9-6pm (closed Wed at 1 pm) 
B&B HI-FI, 11-12 Market Place, Reading, 
Berkshire, RG1 2EG. (0734) 583730. Aiwa, 
Denon, Kenwood, Mission, NAD, Panasonic, 
Pioneer, Rotel, Sony, Technics. Free installation, 
Service dept. Access, Visa, Credit Facilities 
including interest free credit subject to status. 
9.30-5.30, Sat 9-5.30. Also at: Bracknell, 
Maidenhead, High Wycombe, Newbury. 
IWlfOOIJS, 43 King Edward Court, Windsor, Sl4 
1TG. Tel 0753 85693. Visit us for the best range 
of Hi-Fi in the South-West. Linn, Nairn, Meridian, 
Quad etc. Home Installation Service,  
Demonstration rooms, Access, Visa, Amex,. Open 
9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat li1ilil'il 

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 4 Queen's Walk, Broad 
Street Mall, Reading RG1 7QF. (0734) 585463. 
Your first choice for real hi-fi and home cinema 
sound. Arcam, Audiolab, B&W, Celestion,  
Micromega, Meridian, Quad, Rega, Rotel, Yamaha 
etc. Demonstration facilities (including home cine
ma). Free local installation. Bada guarantee. Open 
Tues-Sat 1 Oam-6pm li1ilil'il 

BIRMINGHAM 
SQNJ ACADEMY 152a High Street, Bloxwich, Nr 
Walsall W. Midlands, (0922) 493499/473499. 

Audio equipment from leading and specialist 
brands on two floors, with 3 demo floors, home 
trials, home cinema with instore demo theatre, 
evening demo's by appointment. In house service 
dept. Mail order avail. lnt free credit subject to 
status. Open 6 days 9am - 6pm.Late night friday. 
Expert advice, cable dressing and free installation 
is what makes Sound Academy the Midlands 
most exclusive Hi-Fi studio. 
FOR FULL PRODUCT LIST ING SEE ADVERT IN THE 
DEALER GUIDE li1.ili7.i1 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 
AUDIO INSIGHT LTD, 53 Wolverton Rd, Stony 
Stratford, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK11 1 EO. 
(0908) 561551. Alchemist Products, AVI, Arcam, 
Audiolab, Aura, Heybrook, Meridian, Moth, Rotel, 
Royd, Ruark, TOL, UKD and more. Records and 
COs, record cleaning service. SGL speaker demo 
room. Access, Visa and Finance,. 
D.L. CHITTENDEN LIMITED, 59-61 The 
Broadway, Chesham, Bucks, HP5 16X. (Opposite 
Boots). (0494) 784441 Philips, Mordaunt-Short, 
Denon, Kenwood, Canon Audio, Koss, 
Whartedale. Nicam TV & Video, Surround Sound, 
AV Systems. Showroom Demonstrations from 
expert and friendly staff. No appts nee. Service 
Department Credit facilities available. Open 8.30 
to 17.30 Mon-Sat 
FACTORS SOUND AND VISION, 16 Hill 
Avenue, Amersham, Buckinghamshire HP6 5BW. 
(0494) 432944. Sony, Panasonic, Kenwood, 
Technics, JVC, Denon, JPW, KEF, Tannoy, Bose, 
Aiwa, Grundig. In shop and in home facilities. No 
appts required, service dept, free install, home 
trial. Access, visa, int free credit. Open Mon-Sat 
9.30-5.30, closed Thur. 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 
STEVE BOXSKALL AUDIO, 41 Victoria Rd, 
Cambridge CB4 3BW. (0223) 68305. 10-6 - 6 
days. 3 dem rooms, home trial, appts. preferred. 
Free installation and service dept. Access, Visa & 
credit liri1ili1 
FENWAY, 5 High St. Ely. Tel (0353) 664421. 
Contact Gary Holland for Bose, Pioneer, QED, 
Rotel, Sony, Tannoy, Technics, equipment and 
accessories. Demonstration facility. In-house ser
vice department Ring or come in and see a fami
ly run firm and let us know you saw us in Hi-Fi 
Choice. Please see entry under Suffolk. 'Free 
Installation by experts'. 

UNIVERSITY AUDIO, 1-2 Peas Hill, Cambridge. 
(0223) 354237. Mission-Gyrus, Arcam, Rotel, 
Denon, Meridian, Ruark, ATC, AVI, Quad, Linn. 3 
dems, 1 single speaker. Home trial, free install, 
Service Department Visa, Access, Amex, Credit 
Open 9-5.30. liri1ili1 

CHESHIRE 
ASTON AUDIO, 4 West St, Alderley Edge. (0625) 
582704. For the very best in hi-fi separates and 
home cinema. Wide range of specialist audio, inter
est free credit Visa, Access. Home trial. llliB1 
CHRIS BROOKS HI-A, 29 Gaskell SI, Stockton 
Heath, Warrington. (0925) 261212. Tues-Sat 10-
6. 2 dem rooms. Credit facilities. All credit cards. 
Total absence of bull..... li1.il!li1 
CONGLETON HI-FI, 1/1 a Duke St, Congleton, 
Cheshire, CW12 1AP. (0260) 297544. Acoustic 
Energy, Arcam, B&W, Denon, Epos, Linn, NAD, 
Nakamichi, Onix, Royd, Target, Yamaha, etc. 
Superbly appointed single speaker demo facilities. 

e Two year guarantee, !ranter
able to another BADA dealer should the purchaser 
move more than 30 miles from his/her original 
address 

e low cost five year guarantee 
option 
e proper demonstration facilities 
e seven day exchange or refund scheme if the 

dealer's advice is taken on product selection 
e fully guaranteed service work 
e customer complaints procedure in the event of 

problems 
For more information, contact BADA on 

� (071) 226 ltOitlt 

3 listening rooms with one dedicated to home 
cinema. No appts nee, home trial facilities, free 
installation. 2 year guarantee on all equipment. 
Access, Visa. Credit facilities available on request 
Open Mon-SAT, closed Weds. lilillljJ 
HALE HI-FI, 2 Bold SI, Hale Road, Altringham, 
Cheshire WA14 2ER. Tel 061 929 0834. Open 
Mon-Sat 10-6 & later by appointment. 
Specialising in equipment by: Nairn, Quad, Royd, 
Nad, Denon plus selected others. Large range of 
quality accessories. On site service department 
Installation & delivery. Home demonstrations a 
pleasure. 

NORMAN AUDIO, 1 06 Victoria Sir, Crewe. (0270) 

211091 Fx (0270) 211795. For full details see 
our Lancashire entry. lilillljJ 
PETERS HI-FI, 4 St Michaels Sq, Grosvenor 
Precinct, Chester,. (0244) 322063/319392. 
Arcam, Technics, Sony, Marantz, Dual, Denon, 
Tannoy, Whartedale, Quad. 2 Single speaker Dem 
rooms, no appts nee, free installation service 
dept. Access, Visa, Amex. Peters credit charge
card. Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 
THE HI-FI SHOWROOMS, 12A West Str, 
Congleton, Cheshire (0260) 280017. Celestion, 
Creek, Exposure, Musical Fidelity, Nairn, Pink 
Triangle, Project, Rotel, Ruark, Systemdek, Tannoy, 
TOL, Technics. 5 Dem Rooms, No appts necc, 
Home trial, Free install, Service dept. Access, Visa, 
Lombard Tricity. Open 9-5:30, Closed Wed. 
SWIFT Hi-R, St Annes Parade, Wilmslow. (0625) 
526213. Aura, B&W, Denon, Kenwood, Marantz, 
NAD, Pioneer, Rotel, Systemdek,Tannoy, Revolver, 
JPW. Open 9:30am-6:00pm dem room. No 
pressure! liri1ili1 
WILMSLOW AUDIO Wellington Close, Dept 
HFC, Parkgate Trading Estate, Knutsford, 
Cheshire WA 16 BOX. Tel (0565) 650605. Fax 
(0565) 65008. A wide range of hi-fi equipment, 
drive units and loudspeakers. ATC, Celestion, 
Cotes, Dynaudio, Jordan, KEF, Morel, Peerless, 
RCL, Scanspeak, Seas, Volt Over 30 kits avail
able. 4 Dem rooms, no appt necessary. Please 
send for free catalogue. Major credit cards 
accepted. Closed Mondays. 

CLEVELAND 
ACTION ACOUSTICS, 155-157 High Street, 
Redcar, Cleveland T S1 0 3AN. 0642 480723. 
Audio Innovations, Denon, Harman-Kardon, JBL, 
Michell, Musical Fidelity, Pink Triangle, Revox, 
Rogers, T horens, etc. Dem Room. Appts nee. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, service dept. 
Access, Visa & K.P. Open 9.15-5.30. 
GllSON AUDIO lTD. 172 Borough Road, 
Middlesbrough. (0642) 248793. Exposure, 
Arcam, Mission, Gyrus, Denon, Marantz, NAD, 
Rotel, Pioneer, Audiolab, Tannoy, Teac, Yamaha. 
Demonstration facilities in main shop and 2 dem. 
rooms, 1 AV room, appt nee, home trial facilities, 
free install. on request, service department. 
Access, Visa, HP. 10-5 - 6 days. � 

CORNWALL 
DEFINITIVE AUDIO, Cornwall, Near St Austell, 
PL26 6R7. (0726) 844039. For audio compo
nants/systems which actually workl Impulse, 
Micromega, OVA, Audio Innovations, Audio Note, 
Voyd, Systemdek, JPW, Silver Custom Design, 
DNM. Demonstration by apppointment only. 
Demonstrations throughout Cornwall, Free 
Installation. Service Facilities. 

RJF AUDIO VISUAL, 84 Pendarves Str, 
Tucking Mill, Camborne, Cornwall TR14 8NJ. 
(0209) 710777/612260. Audio Note, Audio 
Innovations, Impulse, T DL, Michell, Musical 
Fidelity,NAD, Nakamichi, Bower & Wilkins, SME, 
Micromega, Pink Triangle, Pro-jekt, Perception, 
Harman Kardon, Triangle. Integral Demo room/ 
showroom and special home dems. Appts nee, 
home trial, free install, service dept. All cards, 
switch and transax. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. 
Please see advert in Dealer Guide. 

CUMBRIA 
MISONS SOUND & VISION, 11 Warwick 
Road, Carlisle CA 1 1 OH. Tel (0228) 22620. B&O 
Rotel, Sugden, Harbeth, Quad, NAD, Yamaha, 
Sony, B&W, Castle, Bose. Demo Suite, No appts 
nee, Home trial facilities, Free Installation, Service 
Department. 9-5:30 Mon-Fri. Thurs 9-1. Sat 9-5. 
PETER TYSON, 6 Abbey St, Carlisle, Cumbria, 
CA3 8TX. "Cumbria's premiere hi-fi centre". Part 
exchange welcome. (0228) 46756. Linn, Musical 
Fidleity, Gyrus, Marantz, Denon, Phil ips, 
Nakamichi, Technics, Pioneer, Creek & more. 
Dem room. Dems without obligation. Home trial, 
Free install. In-house service dept. Access & Visa. 
HP 9- 5.30pm. 

DEVON 
CHELSTON Hl·fl 38 Walnut Road, Chelston, 
Torquay, Devon TQ2 6HS. Tel (0803) 60651. 
Where you can compare a range including 
Acoustic Energy, Bose, Castle, Celestion, Creek, 
Denon, Heybrook, JPW, Kenwood, Marantz, 
Musical Fidelity, Pioneer, Rotel, Sony etc. Two 
dem rooms (including AV room 25 x 18ft. Free 
installation. Access. Visa. Amex, Diners. Credit 
facilities. 9.30 - 7.30. Mon-Fri. 9.30-6.00 Sat 
THE H 1-FI ATTIC, 58 New George St,  
Plymouth, Devon PL 1 1 RR. (0752) 669511. We 
stock most leading makes and have an expert 
enthusiastic staff. Premises include attractive hi-fi 
and home cinema demonstration rooms. We offer 
free installation and credit facilities (written details 
on request) also a fully equipped service depart
ment. We can also provide a mail order service 
for all your LaserDisc requirements.We accept 
Visa, Access, Amex. 
RADFOROS, 28 Cowick Street,St Thomas, Exeter, 
EX4 1AL. Tel 0392 218895. Visit us for the 
largest range of Hi-Fi & Home Cinema equipment 
in the South-West Demonstration rooms, Service 
depts, Home Installation Service, Access, Visa, 
Amex. Open 9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat. llliB1 
RAOFOROS, 107 Cornwall Street, Plymouth, PL 1 
1 PA. Tel 0752 226011.Visit us for the largest 
range of Hi-Fi & Home Cinema equipment in the 
South-West. Demonstration rooms, Service depts, 
Home Installation Service, Access, Visa, Amex. 
Open 9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat. liri1ili1 
RADFORDS, 6 Fore Street, St Marychurch, 
Torquay. Tel 0803 326723.Visit us for the largest 
range of Hi-Fi & Home Cinema equipment in the 
South-West. Demonstration rooms, Service depts, 
Home Installation Service, Access, Visa, Amex. 
Open 9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat. lilillljJ 

DORSET 
DAWSONS, 23 Seamoor Road, Westbourne, 
Bournmouth, Dorset. (0202) 764965. B&O, 
Castle, Canon, Jamo, JBL, Pioneer, Sony, Target, 
TDL, Technics. No appts necessary. Free install, 



Service depart. Various credit facilities available. 
Open 9-5.30 6 days a week. 
MIKE MANNING AUDIO New branch now 
open at: 128 Pool Road, Westbourne, 
Bournemouth. (0202) 751522. For details see 
main entry under Somersel. 
SUTTONS HI-FI. 18 Westover Road, 
Bournemouth. 0202 555512. Linn, Arcam, 
Mission, Ouad, Audiolab, Rotel, Yamaha, 
Denon,etc. 2 Single Speaker Listening Rooms, 
Home Demonstrations, Free lnstallations.Open 
Man-Sat 9-5 30. Call for details. � 

DURHAM 
HI-FI EXPERIENCE, 17 Coniscliffe Road, Darlington 
DL3 7EE. Tel Help Line (0325) 481418. Agencres 
include: Arcam, Audiolab, Bang & Olufsen, 
Celestion, Gyrus, Denon, Harman, IMF, KEF, 
Marantz. Mission, Musical Fidelity, Meridian, NAD, 
Pioneer, Quad, Rotel, Shearne, Tannoy, Yamaha. 3 
listening rooms. 3 years guarantee. Free delivery 
and simple installation North YorksiSouth Durham. 
Home cinema specialist. � 

ESSEX 
AUDIO T Gants Hill, 442-444 Cranbrook Rd, 
Gants Hill, llford, Essex 1 G2 6LL. Tel 081 518 
0915 Fax 081 554 8463. Arcam, Audiolab, 
Gyrus, Denon, Kef, Meridian, Rotel, Micromega, 
Yamaha & many more. Mon-Sat 10-6. 3 yr gntee 
on Hi-Fi. Free del & instal. 30 day upgrade 
scheme. Home dems. PX. � 
BRENT WOOD HI-FIDELITY, 2 lngrave Rd, 
Brentwood, Essex, CM15 BAT. (0277) 221210. 
Audio Innovations, Oenon, DNM, EAR, Marantz, 
Micromega, Mission, Pink Triangle, Quad, Tannoy 
plus many more. Single speaker dem rooms, 
home trials, evening appts (high end), home 
installatrons. Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30 Access. Visa. 
Service Facilitres. Advice second to none. � 
PRO-MUSICA 6 Vineyard St, Colchester, Essex. 
Te l  (0206) 577519. Roksan, Nairn, Rega, 
Micromega, Arcam, Creek, Onix, Rotel, Denon, 
Ruark, Royd, Epos, Sound Organisation, Sound 
Factory, Chord Company, Audio Tee, Audio 
Technica, Mana Acoustics, Shahinian, Dynavector, 
Neat. Open 1 0-6 Man-Sat. � 

RAYLEIGH HI-FI, 44a High Street, Rayleigh, Essex. 
(0268) 779762/747571 216 Moulsham St. On
the-Parkway, Chelmsford. (0245) 265245. 132-
134 London Road, Southend-on-Sea. (0702) 
435255. A&R, Audiolab, Gyrus, Denon, Epos, 
Linn, Marantz,Meridian, Mission, Nairn, Quad, 
Rega, Roksan, Royd. 0% finance. Excellent audio 
visual range, home cinema Dolby Pro-Logic, multi
room specialist. � 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE 
AUDIO EXCELLENCE 58 Bristol Road, Gloucester. 
(0452) 300046. Great Hi Fi carefully selected 
and demonstrated by friendly and enthusiastic 
staff. Closed Mon. .� 
"UDIO T Gloucester - 0242 583960. 10-6 Man
Sat. See marn entry under Wiltshire. 
HUTCHINSONS, 295-297 High Str, 
Cheltenham, Glos. GL50 3HL. (0242) 573012. 
Pioneer reference point, Technics, Dual, NAO, 
jWhartedale, Celestion, Marantz, Aiwa, Kenwood, 
Sennheiser. No appts necessary, free install, ser
vice dept. Instant credit up to £1000. Open Man
Sat 9.15-5.30. 

HAMPSHIRE 
AUDIO SOUTH for further details see the 
Surrey entry 
AUDIO T Tel 0256 24311. 9.305.30 Mon-Sat. 
See main entry under Wilts. � 

FLEET AUDIO, 287 Fleet Road, Fleet, Hants 
GU13 BRT. (0252) 811088. Micromega, 
Exposure, Ruark, Royd, Denon, Orelle, Aura, 
Nakamichi, Rotel, JPW "Sound advice for a 
sound system". Home dem facilties, hours to suit. 
Appts prefered, service dept, free install within 
local area. Access, Amex, Visa. Open Tues-Sat 
9.30-6pm 
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO LT D. 2-12 Hursley Rd, 
Chandlers Ford, Hants S053 2F U .  (0703) 
252827/265232. 3 hi- f i  and 2 home 
cinema/Dolby surround sound demo studios. 
Thurs late eve, closed Mon (except in Dec). 2-
year guarantee, service dept on srte, large free 
car park, junctrons 4 (M27/M3), 5(M27), 12(M3), 
13(M3) all within 3 miles. Est 1969. � 

t�'FERIES H >- 29 London Road, Portsmouth. 

PD2 OBH. Tel (0705) 663604. Hi-li, home cinema 
and multi-room specialist. Range includes 
Arcam, Beyer, Celestion, Denon, Dynaudio, KEF, 
Lexicon, Linn, Meridian, Mitsubishi, Naim, 
Panasonic, Polk, Quad, Rega, REL, Rotel, Royd, 
Ruark, Sennheiser, Sony,Top Tape, Yamaha. 2 
dem rooms. Open Tues-Sat, late night Wed. Free 
parking, bus route, credit facilities. Winner 
Sony/Hi-Fi News Best Southern Dealer � 

HEREFORDSHIRE 
ENGLISH AUDIO. 37 Whitecross Road, Hereford 
HR4 ODG. (0432) 355081 Arcam, Audion, Audro 
Technica, Chord, Gyrus Centre, Oenon, Exposure, 
Heybrook, JPW, KAR, KEF Reference, Marantz, 
Michi, Micromega, Mission, Musical Fidelity, 
Moth, NAO, Nakamichi, Orelle, Pink Trrangle, 
Rogers, Rotel, Ruark, SME, Stax, Systemdek, 
Tannoy, TDL, Yamaha and others. Single Speaker 
Oem room. Home trial. Free install. Service dept. 
Access, Visa, Credit arranged. Open Mon-Sat 
10am-6pm. � 

HERTFORDSHIRE 
ACOUSTIC ARTS LTD, 101 St AI bans Rd, Watford, 
Herts. (0923) 245250. Fax (0923) 230798 Adcom, 
AMC, Apogee, Audiolab, Audio Research, B&W, 
Base, Celestion, Chord, Classe, Oenon, KEF, 
Magneplanar, Marantz, Martin Logan, Michell, 
Micromega, Orelle, PS Audio, Professional Moitor, 
Roksan, SME, Sonus Faber, Sonic Link, T DL, 
Tannoy, Theta, Thorens, Wilson. 4 demonstration 
rooms. Purpose built AV studio. Credit available, 
1 00 yards from Watford Junction station. Open 
Tues-Sat 1 0-6 00. � 
AUDIO FILE. 27 Hockerill St, Bishops Stortford, 
Herts CM23 20W (0279) 506576. 9.30-5.30 
open 6 days,9.30-8pm Thursdays. Linn, Naim, 
Quad, Gyrus, Arcam, Roksan, Oenon, Epos, KEF, 
Marantz, ProAc, Rega, Yamaha. 0% credit.� 
HALEY AUDIO LTD. 328 Ware Road, Hailey, 
Hertford SG13 7PG. Tel (0992) 442425, lax 
(0992) 448387. Enjoy choosing your system in 
one of our three listening rooms. Relax with cof
fee or something from the bar. Demonstrations 
include Lexicon CP3 with THX surround sound 
with the guaranteed deepest, tightest bass avail
able. Choose your hr-fi (top valves and MOSFETS), 
LD, CDi etc in a realistic domestic environment. 
Brands include; REL, AC Magnum, CR Oevs, 
Rotel, Celestion, Mrcromega, Lumley Reference, 
Acoustic Energy, Royd, JPW, Sonic Link, Harmon, 
etc. We deliver anywhere in t11e UK for home 
audition, or mail order, Access, Visa etc. 
STUDIO 82 (Harpenden) Ltd. 82 High Street, 
Harpenden, Herts AL5 2SP. (0582) 764246, Fax 
(0582) 467022. Arcam, ATC, Audiolab, Aura, AVI, 
Bang & Olufsen, Blaupunkt, Base, B&W, Castle, 
Chord Go, Oenon, Epos, Harbeth, Marantz, 
Mission, NAD, Nairn Audio, Nakamichi, 
Panasonic, QED, Quad, Roberts Radio. Quiet sin
gle speaker dem room. Appts nee. Home trial, 
free install. Service Dept. Visa, Access & finance 
terms. Open 9-5.30pm (Mon-Sat). � 

HUMBERSIDE 
ZEN AUDIO FIDELITY George St, Hull. Tel 
0482 587397 - Evening (0964) 670849. 
Audiol ab< Audio Innovations, Aura, B&W, 
Cabletalk, DPA, Heybrook, JPW, KAR, Micromega, 
Michell, Harmon Kardon, Impulse. Ruark, Totel, 
Sugden, Comfortable Listening Room, Home Tnal 
facilities, free installations - personal friendly ser
vice. 

KENT 
ASHFORD SOUNDCRAFT HI-FI. 40 High Street, 
Ashford. Seeking music lovers, male or female 
any age, to share common interest in, musical 
Pro-aktiv Hi-Fi Systems, Multi Room or Home 
Cinema. Attractive unusual equipment in unusual 
setting, your place or ours, we guarantee lasting 
pleasure.Open Mon-Sat, Appointment Service or 
just pop in . Tel: 0233 624441. � 
JOHN MARLEY HI-FI CENTRES, 2 Station 
Rd, West Canterbury. (0227) 769329. Also at 
Dover - (0304) 207562. Arcam, Aura, B&W, 
Heybrook, JPW, NAD, Pro-Ac, Pioneer, Rotel, 
Ruark, Tannoy, TDL, Technics. Dem and home 
trail facilities. Mon-Sat 9-5.30 closed Thurs. Free 
install. Credit to £1 ,000 Access, Visa, Credit 
charge. Servrce dept. 
KIMBERLEY HI-F I, 193 Broadw ay, 
Bexleyheath, Kent. (081) 304 3272. Pioneer, 
Technics, Kenwood, Denon, NAO, Aiwa. Tannoy, 

THE BRITISH AUDIO DEALERS 
ASSOCIATION 

Mission, Whartedale, B&W Separate dem room, 
no appt nee. Free installation. Service Dept. 
Instant credit facilities. 9.30-5.30. No early clos
ing. 
V J HI F 29 Guildhall St, Folkestone. (0303) 
256860. Mission, Kenwood, Tannoy, Marantz, 
Sony, Rogers, Denon, Musical Fidelity, Ouad, 
Yamaha. Oem and home trial facilities, free local 
install. No appts necessary, service dept. Amex, 
Diners, Visa, Access, lnt free credit, Instant credit. 
Mon-Sat 9-6. � 
V J HI Fl 119 High Street Margate. (0843) 
226977. For full detarls see our above entry. � 

LANCASHIRE 
HELEN KOCZUR, 161 Yorkshire Street, 
Rochdale, Lancashire. (0706) 42107. Harman 
Kardon, Quad, Revox, Aura, Teac, JBL, Tannoy -
including Definition Range - B&W, KEF, Castle, 
Canon, Base, Nakamichi, Grundig large screen TVs. 
Two demo rooms, service dept, home installations 
and free delivery. Mon-Sat 9-5.30 Closed Tuesdays 
Visa, Access, Credit facrlit1es. 
NORMAIN AUDIO 131 Frrargate, Preston, Lanes 
PR1 2EE. Tel (0772) 253057. Fx (0772) 562731 
Marantz, Pioneer, Yamaha, Audiolab,arcam, 
Mission, Gyrus, B&W, KEF. Send for catalogue. 
Home cinema demo room. No appointment nee, 
home trial facilities, free installation. Instant credit 
subject to status. Open 9.30-5.30, late night Wed 
till 8pm. � 
NOmiAN AUDIO. also at 216 Church Street, 
Blackpool, Tel (0253) 295661, F x  (0253) 
295722. � 

LEICESTERSHIRE 
LEICESTER HI·FI CO 6 Silver Walk, St Martins 
Square, Leicester LEt 5EW. Tel: (0533) 539753. 
Fax (0533) 626097. Acoustic Energy, Arcam, 
Marantz. Micromega, Mission/Gyrus, Musical 
Fidelity, Nakamichr. Exposure, Rogers, Roksan, 
"and oodles more". 2 Dem rooms, home trral 
arranged, free install, service dept, Credit facili
tiexs, Access, Visa, Diners, Amex, 6 days 9.30-
5.30. � 
LIST EN INN 6 Hotel Street, Leicester. (0533) 
623754 (Fax) 0533 623758. Linn, Arcam, Royd, 
Heybrook, Creek, Neat, Mission, Gyrus, Audiolab, 
Quad, Oenon, etc. 2 Dem Rooms. � 
SOUND A DVICE, T he Factory, Duke St, 
Loughborough LE11 1 EO. (0509) 218254. 
Shahinian, Rega, Nairn, Linn, Royd, Yamaha, 
Rotel, Arcam, Nakamichi, JPW. 3 demonstration 
areas, no appts necessary, free installation, ser
vice department. Lombard credit charge, Access, 
Visa. Mon-Fri 9 30-6.00, Sat 9.30-5.30. 
STEREO SHACK, 1-3 Guildhall Lane, Leicester. 
Tel 0533 530330 Aiwa, A.R.,  Oenon, 
Kenwood, Jamo, Missron, NAO, Phillips, Pioneer, 
Rotel, AN Speciality. Free Install Open 9.30 -
5.30 6 days. Credit available. 

LINCOLNSHIRE 
STA MFORD HI-FI CENTRE, 9 Red Lion 
Square, Stamford, Lines PE9 2AJ (0780) 62128. 
Pioneer, Technics, Marantz, Gyrus-Mission, Rotel, 
NAD, Yamaha, Kenwood, Quad, plus all major 
speaker manufacturers. Expert advice, compara
tor demonstrations, on two floors, part exchange 
Hi-Fi purchased for cash. No appointments nec
essary, home trial facilities, free installation, ser
vice department. Mastercard, Visa & credit 
charge, finance available. Mon-Sat 9-5 30pm, 
closed Thursdays. 
SUPERFI, 271A High Str, Lincoln LN2 1JG. 
(0522) 520265. See main entry under 
Nottinghamshire for full details. 

LONDON 
AUOIU , Tel 071 794 7848. 10-6 Mon-Sat. See 
main entry under Wiltshire. � 

El _LY VIT SOUND SYS fE� S, 248 Lee High Road, 
Lewisham, London SE13 5PL. 081-318 
5755/081-318 1321. Arcam, Denon, Marantz, 
Linn, Mission, Gyrus, Nairn, Nakamichi, Quad, 
Rega, etc. 2 domestic style listening lounges. 
Appts required, service dept, home trial facilities, 
lnt. free credit, instant credit. Access, Visa. Open 
Mon-Sat 10-6.30, Closed Thurs. � 
CORNFLAKE SHOP, 37 Windmill Street Gust 
off Tottenham Court Road), London Wt. Tel 071-
631 0472 (all enquiries), Fax 071-436 7165. 
Open Tues-Sat 10-?pm Rega, Roksan, Nairn, 
Monitor Audio, Arcam, Nakamichi, ATC, AVI, 

Rotel, Epos, Meridian and Unn. 3 dem rooms (incl 
home crnema). Friendly professional service. 
Home tnal facilities. Appointments preferred, full 
delivery and repair service, multi room specialists. 
Access, Visa and Amex. 

11 ·� f F Canonbury Yard, 190a New 
North Rd, London N1 071-226 5500. Winner 
Sony!HFN Greater London Dealer Award 
1986/89/90. "One of the 5 best hi-li shops in the 
world". Arcam, Linn,' Meridian, Nairn, Rega, etc. 
Systems from £500. FREE PARKING, 4 dem 
rooms, service dept, open Tues-Sat. RING FOR 
APPOINT � 
HI-FI & COMPONENTS, 84 Battersea Rise, 
London, SW11 1 EH. Tel: 071 2231 110. De non, 
Harman Kardon,Tannoy, Kenwood, Rotel, NAO, 
Whartedale, Dual, Shure, Ortofon, Celestion, etc. 
Appts nee, Service Dept. Access, Visa, Diners, 
Am ex, Open 1 0-6 Closed Wed. 

r 'C Lion House, 227 Tottenham 
Court Road, London Wt P -HX. Tel Help Line 071-
580 3535 24 hour, fax 071-436 4733. Agencies 
include: Arcam, Audiolab, Bang & Olufsen, 
Castle, Celestion, Chord, Gyrus, Oenon, 
Heybrook, Harman, IMF, KEF, Marantz, Mission, 
Musical Fidelity, Meridian, Nakamichi, Nad, 
Pioneer, Quad, Rotel, Shearne, Tannoy, T DL, 
Yamaha. 8 listening rooms, 3 years guarantee. 
Free delivery and simple installation (M25 periph
ery), home cinema specialist. � 
INFIDELITY, 9 High Str, Hampton Wick, 
Kingston-upon-Thames. (081) 943 3530. For full 
details see entry under SURREY. 
K.J. WEST ONE , 26 New Cavendish St, 
London, W1 M 7LH. (071) 486 8262/63. Fax 
(071) 487 3452. Most established brands 
stocked. Two Hi-Fi and one Home Cinema dem' 
studios Appts nee Home trial Free installation. 
Service dept. Major credit cards. Interest free 
crdeit usually available - ask for details. Mon-Sat 
1 0-6pm (Late night Thurs till 7pm) 
KRAFT 1 Montpelier Street, Knightsbridge, 
London SW? lEX. Tel: 071-581 8877 Fax: 071-
581 9292. Absolutely fabulous hi-li for absolutely 
fabulous people. Acoustic Energy, Denon, Linn hi
li, Linn Knekt systems, Mark Levinson, Martin 
Logan, Nakamichi, Proceed. Sennheiser 
'Orpheus', Terzani lighting, W1lson Audio. Multi
room and home theatre specialists. Custom furni
ture. Mon-Sat 10 till 7. All major cards, finance 
facilities. 
MUSICAL IMAGES LTD, 173 Station Road, 
Edgware. 081-952 5535, lax 081-951 5864 & 
45 High Street, Hounslow, Middlesex. 081-569 
5802, lax 081-569 6353. See under Middlesex 
for further information. Main authorised dealers 
for over 1 00 manufacturers. 
SON ET LUMIERE 67 Tottenham Court Rd, 
London W1 P 9PA (next to Goodge St  
Underground station. Tel 071 580 9059. Superb 
demonstrations rooms (appointment preferred 
and home demonstrations. B&O, Linn, Naim, 
Rega, Micromega, Amex, Diners, Access. Visa. 
Credit faciilities available - details on request. 
SOUND SENSE, 350 Edgeware Road, London 
W2 1DX. (071) 402 2100. Alphason, B&W, 
Kenwood, Nakamichi, Celestion, Denon, Monitor 
Audio, Marantz, NVA, Sony ES , Yamaha. Appts 
preferred. Installations available. Access, Visa, 
Standard credit facilities. Mon-Sat 9.30-6.30. 
;; 79-81 Fairtax Road, Swiss Cottage, 
London NW6. 071-624 8855, Fax 071-624 5315. 
Naim, Meridian, Quad, Mission/Gyrus, Rega, KEF, 
Arcam, Epos, Acoustic Energy, Yamaha, Nakamichi, 
NAD, Sonus Faber, B&O etc. Single speaker dem 
room, AV demos. Multiroom. Service dept. 
Vrsa/Access credit facilities. 10-7 Mon-Fri, 
10-6 Sat. � 
THOMA S HEINITZ, 35 Moscow Rd, 
Bayswater, London (Off Queensway) W2 4AH 
071 229 2077 Open Tues-Sat 10.30-6.30. 

109 Chiswick 
High Road, Chiswick, W4 2ED (081) 742 3444 
Fax (081) 7 42 329 5. 2 Demo Rooms, 
Installations, 2 Year Guarantee, 7 day exchange. 
Ma1or credit cards, Tues - Sat 10 - 6, See 
Middlesex entry for brands stocked � 
ZEBRA, 18-24 Brighton Road, South Croydon 
CR2 6AA. 081 688 2093. Audio lab, Arcam, KEF 
Reference, Marantz, Mission, Micromega, 
Proneer, Rotel, Sony, Tannoy, and large range of 
AV equipment. S2 Air Conditioned Demo Rooms. 
in a more casual environment. Service depart
ment. The UK's leading home cinema centre. 
Mon-Sat 9.30-6.00. Access, Visa, Switch & 
instant credit up to £1000 subject to status. 



GREATER MANCHESTER 
CENTRAL RADIO, 30-32 Shudehill ,  

Manchester M4 1 EY. Tel 061 834 6700. 

Technics, Kenwood, Pioneer, Aiwa, Marantz, 

Mission, B&W, Wharfedale, JBL, T horens, 
Panasonic, etc. T V  vrdeo, surround sound, AV 

systems, service dept, free delivery. Access, Visa, 
Switch finance. Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 
THE AUDIO COUNSEL, 12 Shaw Road, Oldham, 

Manchester OL 1 3LO. (061) 633 2602. Linn, 

Yamaha, Rega, Rotel, Arcam, Micromega, EPOS, 

Creek, Nakamichi, Denon. 2 dem rooms. Free 

install. Visa, Access, Licenced credit brokers up 

to £1000 instant credit. 10.00-5.30 Tues. Weds, 

Sat; 10.00-7 Thurs& Fri. Closed Mon. � 
SWIFT OF WILMSLOW 4-8 St Annes Parade, 

Wilmslow. (0625) 526213. Aura, B&W, Denon, 
Kenwood, Marantz, NAD, Pioneer, Rotel, Tannoy, 

Revolver, JPW Open 9:30am-6 OOpm 2 dem 
rooms. No pressurer � 

MIDDLESEX 
AUDIO T Tel 081 367 3132. 367 3132 10-6 Me
Sat. See main entry under Wiltshire � 
HARROW AUDIO, 27 Springfield Rd, Harrow. 

(081) 863 0938. Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. A&R, 

Audiolab, Gyrus, Denon, Epos, Monitor Audro, 

Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, Quad, Rotel, Tannoy, 

Thorens, Yamaha. etc. � 
M USICAL IMAGES LTD, 45 High Street, 

Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 tiR. (081) 569 5802. 
FAX (081) 569 6353. Authorised dealer for over 
1 00 brands. Interest free credit, anywhere in the 
UK, subject to status. Demo rooms including big 

screen T Vs. Repairs and service. Open all week 
including Sundays. Home cinema specialist. Mail 

order world wide. Part exch. Musical Images club. 
MUSICAL IMAGES LTD, 173 Station Road, 

Edgware HAS 7 JX Tel 081-952 5535. Fax: 081-

951 5864. 

RIVERSIDE HI-FI LTD. 422 Richmond Road, East 

Twickenham, Middlesex TWt 2EB. Tel. (081} 892 

7613. Fax (081) 892 7749. A.R., Arcam, Audio 
Innovations, Castle, Dual, Denon, KEF, Luxman, 
Michell, Musical Fidelity, Micromega, Marantz, 
Nakamichi, Rotel, Spender, Systemdek, Tannoy, 

Yamaha. One demo room, in-car demo for car hi

fi systems. Appts not always necessary. Home 
trial facilities. Free installation, service dept. 

Lombard Tricity, Access, Visa, Amex, Diners Club. 
Mon-Sat 9.30-6, T hurs. Fri 9.30-7. � 

MERSEYSIDE 
WA BRADY & SON, 401 Smithdown Rd, Liverpool 

L 15 3JJ. (051} 733 6859. 'Largest choice of spe

cialist Hi-Fi in NW. £1 00-£20K'. All credit cards. 3 
dem rooms. Closed Monday. � 
PETERS HI-FI 11 Werburgh Sq,  Grange 
Precinct, Birkenhead. 051-647 5626. 9-5.30 
closed Thurs. See Cheshire entry for full details. 
PETERS HI-FI,  11 St Werburgh Squ, 
Birkenhead. Also at S High Str, Bromborough. 
051-334 187 4/2S25. Open 9-5.30 6 days a 
week. See Cheshire entry for details. 

WEST MIDLANDS 
AMADEUS SOUND & VISION. 10 Bold mere Road, 

Sutton Goldfield, West Midlands. 021-354 2311. 

Audio Innovations, aura, B&O, B&W, Castle, 
Marantz, Micromega, Musical Fidelity, Nakamrchi, 
Harman Kardon, QED. Single speaker demo, 
appts preferred, service available, installations, 

B&O link install, home trials. Access, Visa, inter
est free credit available subJect to status. 9.30-
6pm, 6 days. � 
FRANK HARVEY HI Fl EXCE .LENCE 163 Span 

Street, Coventry CUt 3BB. (0203) 525200.FAX 
0203 631403. Audiolab, Arcam, Bang & Olufson, 

Mission-Gyrus, Denon, Marantz, Meridian, 

Nakamichr, NAD, Quad, Rega, Rote!, Yamaha. 3 
floors, 3 demonstration rooms, nice staff, nice 
coffee. Appts nee, service dept, free install, home 
trial facilities. All credit facilities available. Man
Sat 9.30-5.30. Wed til Spm. � 
GRIFFIN AUDIO LTD. 94 Bristol Street, Birmingham. 
(021) 692 1359/(021) 622 2230. Arcam,Castle, 
Denon, Linn, Marantz, Naim, Quad, Shahinians, 
Rega, Rotel. Open Tues-Sat 10-6. � 

MUSIC MATIERS. 351 Hagley Road, Edgbaston, 

Birmingham B17 SOL. (021) 429 2S11. Rotel, 

Denon, Lexicon, Tannoy, Ruark, Alchemist, 

Exposure, Pioneer, Roksan, Nakamichi, Arcam, 

Audiolab, Musical Fidelity, Mission/Gyrus, 

Meridian, KEF, Monitor Audio, Pink Triangle. 2 sin

gle speaker luxury demo rooms. Appts nee, home 
trial facilities, free installation, service dept. 
Access, Visa, instant credit up to £1000, interest 

free credit available. Tue- T hur 10.30-6, Fri 
1 0.30-S, Sat 10-6. Branches also at: 93-95 
Hobs Moat Road, Solihull, W Midlands B92 HJI. 

021-742 0254. 156-157 Lower High Str, 

Stourbridge, W Midlands D18 1 T S  
(0384) 444184. � 

NORFOLK 
AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE, Near Diss, Norfolk. 

Tel (0379) 740227. Absolute Sounds, Audion, Art 

Audio, ATC, Audio Innovations, Audio Note, AVI, 
DPA, EAR, Impulse, LFD, Pink Triangle, Roksan, 
SME, Tube Technology. Full demonstration facili
ties including evenings. Appts required, free 
installation, home trial facrlities. Open Mon-Fri 

12-9pm, Sat 9-5pm. 
AUDIO IMAGES , 7 All Saints Rd, South 

Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 ODL. Tel: 0502 582853. 

For full details see our main entry under Suffolk. 

BASICALLY S( UNO. The Old School, School Rd, 
Bracon Ash, Norwich NR14 SHE. (050S) 570S29. 
Audio Alchemy, Arcam, Micromega, Naim, 

Denon, Spendor, Audiolab, Sound Organisation, 
Epos, Rotel, Royd, Heybrook, TDL, Nakamichi, 
etc. 2 comprehensive dem rooms. Home trial. 
Free installation. Visa, Access, HP facilities. Tues

Sat 9.30-1' 2-5.30. � 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 
AUDIO CRAFT 23-25 Derngate, Northampton, 

NN1 1TY. Tel: 0604 36291 Bang & Oulfsen, 

Kenwood, Technics, Marantz, Celestion, 

Mordaunt-Short. No appts nee, Free Install, 

Service Dept. Open Mon-Sat 9-5:30pm 

C L ASSIC HI-FI +VI DEO, School Lane, 

Kettering, Northants. (0536) 310855. Aura, B&W, 
Heybrook, Rotel, Yarnaha, Onix, Onkyo, LSD, Nad, 
Pioneer, Marantz, Kenwood, Kef ,  Shearne, 

Sugden, Rogers, Metaxas Audio and many more. 

Horne trial, free instal., service dept. Access, 
Visa, credit facs. 9.30-5 .30pm. 

IS TEN INN 32A Gold Street, Northampton. 

(0604)37871 (Fax) (0604) 601430 Linn, Nairn, 

Rega, Epos, Royd, Mission, Gyrus, Arcam, 

Audiolab, Neat , Creek, Quad, Denon etc. 2 Dem 

Rooms � 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 
CHANTRY AUDIO, 16-18a El don Street, 

Tuxford, Nr Newark, Notts NG22 OLH. (0777} 
870372. Pink Triangle, DPA, Rotei/Michr, 
Micromega, NVA, Absolute Sounds, Alema, CR 
Developments, Michell, Lumley, Ruark, SME and 
much morer 3 dem rooms. Home trial, free instal
lation, service dept. Access, Visa & credit facilities 

and mail order. Man-Sat 9:30-6pm Sun by appt. 
DEFI NITIVE AUDIO, (0602) 813562. For a 

carefully considered approach to building a true 
hi-fidelity audio system with components derived 

frorn the fol lowing manufacturers; Audio 
Innovations, Snell, Wadia, Micromega, Deltec, 
Voyd, Systemdek, SME, Revox, Ortofon, Pioneer. 
Demos by appt. Please phone for further details. 
Installation free of charge. Man-Sat 1 0-7, closed 
Wed am. 
NWTINGHAM HI-FI CEWRE 120-122 Alfreton 
Road, Nottingham. (0602) 786919. Over 25 
years experience, superb demo rooms, extensive 

range, free parking. Man-Sat 9-5.30. � 
PETER ELLIS AUDIO, 29 Kirkgate Newark, 

Nottingham, NG24 tAD (0636 704571) Quad, 
Castle, Arcam, Audio Innovations, JVC, QED, 
Sugden, Tannoy, TDL, Thorens, Marantz, Oenon, 
Teac. Demo Room, Free Install,  Service 
Department. Home cinema dem room. Home trial 
facilities. Switch, American Express, Access, Visa, 
Mon-Sat 9-5 30 Close at 1 OOpm on Thursday. 
WOLLATON AUDIO, 134 Parkside, Walla ton, 
Notts NG8 2NP. Tei/Fax (0602) 284147. Audro 
Valve amplifiers. Clements loudspeakers, 

Maplenoll turntables, Monarchy digital, XLO 

cables. Demonstrations by appointment. Home 

trial facilities. Call us for details. 

OXFORDSHIRE 
ASTLEY AUDIO LTD , 3 Marketplace, 

Wallingford. (0491) 839305. Aura, B&W, JPW, 
Technics, Panasonic, Pioneer, Kenwood, Marantz, 
Sony, Yamaha, Denon, Dual, Mission, T DL, 
Tannoy. Home trial, free installation. Service dept. 
Access, Visa, Amex, Diners. Instant credit. Tue-Fri 

9-5.30, Sat 9-5. Records & COs stocked. 

AUDIO T Tel 0865 65961. 10-6 Mon-Sat. See 
rnain entry under Wiltshire. 

OVERT URE HI-FI, 3 Church Lane, Banbury, 
Oxfordshire OX16 8LR. (0295) 272158. Arcam, 

Heybrook, Mission, Quad, Denon, Linn Products, 
Naim Audio, Epos, Meridian, Nakamichi. For 
sensible unbiased adivce, call Oxfordshire's audio 
experts. Superb demo facilities. No appts nee, 
service dept, free install, home trial. AccessNisa, 
instant credit. Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 9.30-5.30. 
� 
OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Cantay Hse, Park 
End Street, Oxford OX1 1 JE. (0865) 790879 tax 

(0865) 791665. NAD, Rotel, Musical Fidelity, 

Pioneer, Marantz, Rogers, TDL, Thorens, Audio 

Research, Proceed.2 Demo rooms. Service Dept, 

Home trial and free installation. Instant credit, 

Access, Amex, Visa. 10-6 Man-Sat. � 
RADFORDS , 6 South Parade, Summertown, 

Oxford, OX2 7JR. Tel 0865 511241. Visit us for 

the largest range of Hi-Fi & Home Cinema equip
ment in the South-West. Demonstration rooms, 
Service depts, Home Installation Service, Access, 
Visa, Amex. Open 9,.00-5.30 Man-Sat. � 
WESTWOOD AND MASON, 46 George St, 
Oxford. Tel: (0865) 247783. Aura, Arcam, Denon, 

Epos, Royd, Marantz, Mission, Monitor Audio, 

Nakamichi, Naim, Quad, Rotel, Rega, Tannoy, Teac. 

Open 1 0-5pm. Dem room. Closed Thur. 

SHROPSHIRE 
AVON HI-FI, 12 Barker Street,Shrewsbury, 

Shropshire SYt 1QJ. (0743) 355166. NAD, 

Quad, B&W, Kenwood, Aiwa, Base, Nakamichi, 
Onkyo. Dem room. Home trial. Free install. 
Service dept. Access, Visa. £1 000 instant credit. 

Mon, Tues. Wed, Fri, Sat 9-5.30. 
C REATIVE AUDIO, 9 Dogpole, Shrewsbury. 

(07 43} 241924. Area m, Audiolab, Celestion, 
Cyrus, Denon, Epos, Kef, Meridian, Mission, 

Nairn, Quad, Rega, Roksan, Rotel, Ruark, Tripod. 
Dem room. Home trial and free installation. One 

of the best ranges of quality hi-fi outside London. 

Credit to £1000. Access, Visa. Tues-Sat 9.30-

5.30. Service dept. 

SOMERSET 
MIKE MANNING AUDIO, 110 Middle Street, 

Yeovil, Somerset BA20 1 NE. (0935) 79361, Fax 
(0935) 32923, Mobile(0850} 325965. Naim, 
Roksan, Pink Triangle, A+R (Arcam), ATC, AVI, NAD, 

Pioneer, Rotel, Denon, etc. Dedicated listening 

lounge, for relaxed and unpressured demonstra
tions. Appts not usually nee. but best to phone first. 

Home trial facilities on request, free installation, ser

vice department. Instant credit, Access & Visa, 

etc.9-5.30 closed Mondays. 

STAFFORDSHIRE 
GRANGE HI-FI LTD, 153 Branston Rd, Burton-on
Trent, Staffordshire DE14 3DQ. (01283) 33655. 
Albarry, Audio Innovations, Arcam, Castle, 
Denon, JPW, Marantz, Moth, Pink Triangle, 
Rotel, Rogers, Systemdek, SME, Tannoy, TDL, 
Yamaha. Home cinema and hi-fi demo rooms, 

appts nee on Sat, Free Install. Service dept 

Access, Visa, interest free credit available, subject 

to status. 9.00-5.30pm Closed for lunch 12.00-

12.30. � 

SUFFOLK 
AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE, Near Diss, Norfolk
see main entry under Norfolk. 
AUDIO IMAGES, ?All Saints Rd, Pakefield, 
South Lowestoff, Suffolk NR33 6JL. Tei/Fax: 0502 
582853. Quad, Triangle, Arcam, Castle, Rotel, 
Moth, JPW, Finlux, Audio Innovations, plus the 
amazing Rothwell range. Separate demo room, no 

appts nec.t0-6.30 Tue-Thur, ?pm Fri, 6pm Sat. 

BASICALLY SOUND, The Old School, School Rd, 
Bracon Ash, Norwich. (0508) 570829. For full 
details see entry under Norfolk. � 
BURY AUDIO, 47 Churchgate St, Bury St 
Edmonds, Suffolk, IP33 1 RG. Tel (0284) 724337 
Arcam, Castle, Heybrook, LFD, Marantz, 
Meridran, Monitor Audio, Michell, Musrcal Fidelity, 
Orelle, Pink Triangle, Proac, Quad, Rotel, Ruark, 
Target, van den Hul, etc. Single Speaker Room. 
No appointments necessary. Home trial lac. Free 

Installation. Access, Visa, Switch. 9.30-6pm 

Mon-Sat. Closed Wed 

EAST ERN AUDIO, 41 Bramford Rd, Ipswich. 

(0473) 217217.Established nearly 20 years. Easy 

parking, dem room. Man-Sat 9.30-6. Quad, 

Arcam, Marantz, Meridian, Denon, Nakamichi, 

Audiolab, Technics, NAD, TDL, Celestion, Mission 

and B&W � 
FENWAY 71 The Rookery Centre. Newmarket 

Tel (0638) 663166. Contact Mark Pearson For 
Base, Pioneer, QED, Rotel,  Sony, Tannoy, 
Technics, equipment and accessories. 
Demonstration facility. In house service depart
ment. Ring or come in and see a family run firm. 

Please see entry under Cambrigeshire. 'Free 

installation by experts' a. 

SURREY 
AUDIO SOUTH, 24 (The Woolmead) East Str, 

Farnham, Surrey GU9 7H (0252) 714555. Audio 

Note, Deltec, JPW, Marantz, Rotel. Teac, etc. AV 
specialist. Dem room and evening appointments 

available. Home trial facilities. Free installation. 
Access, Visa. 10.30-6 Man-Sat. 

I NFIDELITY, 9 High Str, Hampton Wick, 
Kingston Upon Thames, Surrey. Tel: (081) 943 

3530. Arcam, Creek, Epos, Heybrook, 
Micromega, Nairn Audio, Roksan, Rega Research, 

Shaninian, TEAC. Single speaker listening room. 

Appts pref, free installation, service dept. Major 

credit cards. Closed Mon. Tue-Fri 10.30-7, Sat 

10-6. 

PJ HI-FI - the Hr-Fi Shop, 3 Bridge St, Guildford, 

Surrey GUt 4RY. (0483) 504801/304756. 9-6 

Mon-Sat. Linn, Meridian, Arcam, Quad, Revox, 
Rotel, NAD, Nakarnichi, Marantz, Yamaha, Deltec, 
Rega, Audiolab,Mission/Cyrus. � 
RIVERSIDE HI-FI, 422 Richmond Road, East 
Twickenham. TW1 2EB. Tel: (081) 892 7613. 
Fax: (081) 892 7749. See main entry under 
Middlesex. � 
ROGERS HI-FI, 13 Bridge Street, Guildford, 

Surrey. (0483) 61049. Aiwa, Creek, Denon, 

JPW, Marantz, Micromega, Rogers, TEAC, 

Pioneer, Systemdek, Tannoy. Demonstration facil

ities available, no appointment necessary. Free 

installation. Service department. Access/Visa. 

Instant credit up to £1,000 subject to status. 

Monday-Saturday 9.30-6pm, later by appoint
ment. 

SPALDINGS HI-H 352-4 Lower Addiscombe Rd, 
Croydon, Surrey CRO 7AF. 081-654 1231/2040. 
Linn Naim, Quad, Meridian, Audiolab, Mission, 

Marantz, Denon, Ruark, Tannoy, Arcam. 3 dem 

rooms including AV room. Service dept, free 

install, home trial facilities, apporntments advis

able. Access, Visa, Amex, Interest free credit, 

instant credit. Man-Sat 9-5.45. Tues-8. Closed 

Wed. Service dept. � 
SURBITON PARK RADIO, 48 Surbiton Rd, 
Kingston-Upon-Thames, Surrey. (081) 546 5549. 
Quad, Castle, Dual, Denon, Kenwood, Mordaunt
Short, Rote!, Pioneer, QED, B&W, Tannoy. Demo 
facilities. Access, Visa. 9.30-5.00 Man-Sat. 
Service dept. 
ZEBRA 18-24 Brighton Road, South Croydon 

CR2 6AA. 081 688 2093. See main entry under 
London. 

SUSSEX (EAST) 
JEFFRIES HI-FI. 69 London Road, Brighton BN1 
4JE. (0273) 609431. Hi-fi, home cinema and 

multi-room specialist. Range includes Arcam, 
Beyer, Celestion, Denon, KEF, Kinshaw, Lexicon, 

Linn, Meridian, Mitsubishi, Naim, Panasonic, 
Polk, Rega, REL, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, 
Shal1inian. Sony, Top Tape. 2 dem rooms. Open 
Tues-Sat, late night Wed. Free parking, bus route, 



credit facilities. Winner Sony/Hi-Fi News Best 
Southern Dealer. li1i1iloil 
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 4 Albert Parade, Green Street. 
Eastbourne BN21 1SD. (0323) 31336, Fax (0323) 
416005. Hi-fi, home cinema and multi-room 
specialist. Range includes Arcam. Beyer. Celestion, 
Denon. Dynaudio, KEF, Lexicon, Linn, Meridian, 
Mitsubishi, Nairn, Panasonic, Polk, REL. Rotel, 
Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, Sony, Top Tape, Yamaha. 
Two demonstration rooms. Open lues-Sat, late 
nigllt Wed. Free parking, bus route. credit facilities. 
Winner Sony/Hi-Fi News Best Southern Dealer. 
li1i1iloil 
T HE POWERPLANT. 66 Upper North Street, 
Brighton BN1 3FL. (0273) 775978. Cyrus, 
Roksan, Micromega,  Epos, Rega, Arcam, 
Audiolab, A T C, T heil. Rotel,  Audionote etc. 
Single speaker demonstration room, home trial 
available, no appts required. service dept. free 
installation.Access, Amex, Visa, Interest free 
credit, instant credit. Tue-Sat 1 0-6pm. li1i1iloil 

SUSSEX (WEST) 
1\UDIO DESIGNS, 26 High Street, East Grinstead, 
West Sussex RH19 3AS. (0342) 314569. Arcam, 
Audiolab, Cyrus, Epos. Linn, Marantz, Nairn, 
Rotel, Mission. Sony. Comfortable listening room. 
Installation and service dept. Access. Visa and 
credit facilities. 9 30-6:00 Man-Sat, late Tue. 

li1i1iloil 
BOWERS & WILKINS LTD. (Est. 1945) 1 
Becket Buildings, Littlehampton Rd, Worthing. 
(0903) 2 64141. 1 minute from A24 & A27. Free 
local parking. Aura, B&W (inc. Matrix), Castle, 
Denon, Mission, Nakamichi.  Quad, Teac, 
Technics, T horens, and many more in 4 Oem 
Rooms. Systems, Hi-Fi and Home Cinema. 
Service Dept., Installations. Open 6 days a week. 
Access, Visa, instant credit to £1 000 subject to 
status. 
CHICHESTER HI F , 7 St. Pancras, Chichester. W. 
Sussex P019 1 SJ. Tel: (0243) 776402. Linn. 
Naim,Rega, Creek, Nakamichi, A&R. Denon, 
Roksan etc. Tues-Sat. 10-1. 2-5.15 (closed Mon). 
li1i1iloil 

TYNE & WEAR 
RED RADIO SHOP AND HI-FI CENTRE, 11 
Olive Street (Off Park Lane). Sunderland, Tyne & 
Wear SR1 3PE. 091-567 2087. Castle, Oenon, 
JVC, Kenwood. Mordaunt-Short, Michell, Pioneer, 
Teac, Tannoy, TDL. TV, video, stylii, cartridges. 
components. accessories, portables etc. 
Audio/visual dem room with cinema sound. On 
site repair service.  interest free credit.  
9am-5.30pm daily 

WARWICKSHIRE 
FRANK HARVEY HIFI. 163 Spon Street, Coventry, 
Warwickshire. CV1 3BD. Tel 0203 525200. 
Arcam, Mission. Cyrus. Musical Fidelity, Marantz, 
Rotel, NAO. Tannoy, Yamaha, KEF Open 9:30-
5:30 closed Thursday. li1i1iloil 
HOUSE OF MUSIC. 44 Park Street, Leamington 
Spa, Warwickshire CV32 4QN. (0926) 881500. 
Linn. B&O, Meridian, Mission, Celestion. Arcam, 
Rotel, Sony Esprit, Denon, Aura. Two separate 
rooms. No appts required, service dept. free 
install, home trial. Access, Amex. Visa, Diners, lnt 
free credit, instant credit. Open 9.30-5.30 6 
days. li1i1iloil 
SOUNDS EXPENSIVE 12 Regent Str, Rugby. 
(0788) 540772. Arcam. Audiolab, Quad, 
Meridian, Marantz, Mission, Celestion, KEF, 
Rotel, Ruark. Rotel, Heybrook IMPROVE YOUR 
IMAGE, BE SEEN WITH US. appts required. no 
service dept. free install, home trial facilities. 
Access. Amex, Visa. Diners. Instant credit. Open 
9-5.30pm Man-Sat. li1i1iloil 

WILTSHIRE 
THE AUDIO EXCHANGE, 52 Morse Str, 
Swindon. Wiltshire SN1 SOP. (0793) 539008. 
Acoustic Energy, Audio Innovations. Cerwin Vega, 
CR Developments.  Heybrook, Impulse, 
Micromega, Michell. REL. Sequence, Sugden. AV 
and single speaker demo room. Home trial facili
ties, free installation, service dept. 10-6 Mon-Sat. 
AUDIO T 60 Fleet St. Swindon, Wiltshire SN1 
1 RA. (0793) 538222, Fax (0793) 487260. Great 
hi-fi from Arcam, Audiolab, Cyrus. Denon, Linn, 
Meridian, Mission, Rote!, Sony, Yamaha, and 
many more. Man-Sat 9.30-5.30. 3 yr gntee on 
Hi-Fi. Free del & 1nstal. 30 day upgrade scheme. 

Home dems. PX. 2 dem rooms. AN Dept. li1i1iloil 

WORCESTERSHIRE 
C O L O R AMA HI- FI, 27 Kingfisher Walk,  
Kingfisher Centre, Redditch, Wares B97 4EY. 
(0527) 597260. Aura, Nad, Onkyo, Kenwood, 
Denon, TDL, Polk Audio, B&W. Tannoy, Full Pro
Logic products. In-store integrated dem facilities. 
No appts required, service dept. Access, 
Visa. Open 9-5.30, closed Thur. 
SPAINS HI-FI, 2&2a New Road, Bromsgrove. 
Worcestershire. Tel: (0527) 872460. B&W, 
Denon. Kef, Kenwood, Marantz. Mission, Nad, 
Pioneer, Rotel. Sony, Tannoy and more. Integral 
demo room/showroom for 1nstant comparisons on 
hi-fi and AV equipment. Free installation. service 
dept & credit facilities, Access & Visa. 
WEST MIDLANDS AUDIO, 158 Ombersley 
Road, Worcester WR3 ?HA. (0905) 58046 
Audiolab, Arcam, Nairn Audio, Rega, Kef. Roksan. 
Epos, Quad, Nakamichi, Absolute Sounds and lots 
more. 4 demo rooms for budget & high-end 
audio. Dedicated DSP room. Appointments 
required. Free install, service dept. Access. Visa. 
Amex, Diners, Switch. Chartered Trust. Man-Sat 
9.00-5.30 late evenings by appt. 

YORKSHIRE (NORTH) 
HARROGATE HI·FI. 15 Commercial Str, Harrogate, 
N Yorks. (0423) 50427 4. Alchemist, Albarry, 
Ruark, Cabasse, Tannoy, Lumley Reference, 
Orelle, Celestion, NAD, Onkyo, Rotel, Yamaha. 
Single speaker dems, home cinema dems. Appts 
required, service dept, free install, home trial. 
Access. Amex, Visa, lnt free credit, instant credit. 
Open 1 0-6pm closed Mon. li1i1iloil 
SCARBOROUGH HI Fl CENTRE , 14 Northway, 
Scarborough, N. Yorks Y011 1 JL. (0723) 
374547. Alchemist, Lumley Reference, Nad, 
Rotel, Onkyo, Mission, Celestion, Orelle, Marantz, 
Tannoy, Ruark. Dem room, home dems. Appts 
required, service depart, free install, home tnal. 
Access Visa lnt free Credit, Amex. Diners. Open 
1 0-6 Man to Sat. li1i1iloil 
SOUND ORGANISATION YORK. 2b Gillygate. York 
Y03 ?EO. Tel (0904) 627108. Closed Mondays. 
Linn, Nairn, Rega, Creek. Meridian. Arcam, Denon. 
Royd, Rotel and other well chosen makes."You 
can't go wrong- we wouldn't let you". li1i1iloil 
VICKERS HI-FI, 24 Gillygate, York. (0904) 
629659. Audiolab, Harman-Kardon. Marantz, 
Musical Fidelity, Pink Triangle, Quad, Systemdek, 
Tannoy, Technics, & lots more. 3 demonstration 
studios (2 by appointment) superb showrooms, 2 
year guarantee on all hi-fi products. Appts as 
above, home trial facilities, free installation. ser
vice department. Qualified and experienced staff, 
over 25 years experience.12 months interest free 
credit. 10.30-5.30 Man-Sat 

YORKSHIRE (SOUTH) 
HI-FI STUDIOS, Sunnyfields, Doncaster. S 
Yorks DN5 85A. (0302) 781387. TDL, Sugden. 
Proac, Ruark, Teac, lmpluse, Systemdek, 
Alphason. Target, Albarry, Heybrook, Monitor 
Audio, JPW, Totem, Harbeth, Keswick Audio 
Research. Michell E ngineering, AMC (CD & 
Valves), CR Developments (Valves), Art Audio 
(Valves). REL Acoustics. Projects Origin Live. Dual. 
Yamaha. Home cinema Pro-Logic demonstrations. 
listening room. dems, home trial, free delivery and 
install, 2 year guarantee. Access. Visa. 1 0-8pm 
Mon-Fri. 10-6 Sat. Phone for further into.& FREE 
fact pack. 

YORKSHIRE (WEST) 
AUDIOVISION (BRIGHOUSE) LTD, 5 Bethel 
Street. Brighouse, W Yorks H06 1JR. (1 rnile from 
junction 25, M62) (0484) 713996. Yorkshire's 
experts for the entire range of Technics hi-fi sepa
rates and systems, Panasonic Nicam TV, satellite, 
audio, VCRs and camcorders, Philips widescreen 
TV, CDi and Laserdisc players and Yamaha cinema 
DSP separates. Also, Castle Acoustics. Mordaunt
Short, Base, TDL. Cerwm Vega and Aiwa hi-fi sep
arates. Hi-fi, home cinema and Dolby Prologic 
surround sound systems on continuous demon
stration. Free specialist advice and expert installa
tion. In store service dept, Access. Visa, Credit 
charge. Man-Sat 9-5.30 
DOUG BRADY HI Fl. T he Forge Cottage, 19 
Crossgate, Otley, Leeds, West Yorkshire LS21 
1AA. (0943) 467689, for the very best in hi-fi 
separates and home cinema. Nairn, Arcam, Rotel, 
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Pink Triangle, Meridian, Epos, Castle. Two dem 
rooms, free install, service. AccessNisa. Open 
1 0-6pm Tues-Sat. li1i1iloil 
HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI CENTRE, 4 Cross 
Church St. Huddersfield. (0484) 544668. B&W, 
Cyrus, Kenwood, Denon, Rotel, Arcam, Musical 
Fidelity, Quad, Audio Lab, Marantz, Mission, etc. 
Dem facilties - appointment reqd Man-Sat 9-
5.30, Thurs 9-8. Closed Wed. Free installation. 
credit facilities. Access, Visa. 
lrAAGE HI-FI 17 The Springs, Wakefield, WF1 
1 OE. (0924) 200272. Arcam, Linn. Meridian, 
Mission, Quad, Rote!, Etc. 2 Listening Rooms . 
Free Parking, Dell & Instal Man-Sat 9:30 5 30 
pm li1i1iloil 
IMAGE HI-FI, 8-10 St Annes Road, Headingley, 
Meridian, Mission, Quad, Rotel, Etc. 3 Listening 
Rooms. Free Dem & Instal.  Open 
Man-Sat 9:30 - 6:00pm li1i1iloil 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

BELFAST 
LYRIC HI-FI, 161/163 Stranmillis Road. Belfast. 
(0232) 381296, Fax (0232) 661115. Linn, Nairn, 
Rega, Arcam, Castle, Denon, Rotel, Royd, Epos, 
Shahinian. Sehring etc. Free delivery and installa
tion. service dept, 3 single speaker demo rooms. 
interest free credit available. Open Man-Sat 10-6, 
Late night Thurs. closed all day Wednesday. 
ZEUS AUDIO 2-4 Grt Victoria Str, Belfast BT2 
?BA. (0232) 332522. Audio Innovations. Pink 
Triangle, Roksan, Marantz, Tannoy, Rotel ,  
Micromega, Meridian. Mission Gyrus etc. Open 
Man-Sat 10.00-5.30. Late night Thursday. 

li1i1iloil 

COUNTY DOWN 
ASTON AUDIO, Unit 8, Kings Road Shopping 
Centre, Kings Road. Belfast. Tel: 0232 402220. 
Akai, Aiwa, Technics, JVC. Mitsubishi, Samsung, 
Toshiba. Panasonic, and many more. Demos 
available, Open Man-Fir 1 0-8pm Sat 1 0-5pm 

SCOTLAND 

ABERDEEN 
IOLBURN HI-FI , 441 Holburn St, Aberdeen AB1 
6DU. Tel: (0224) 585713/572729. Fax: (0224) 
584194. Arcam, Audiolab, Castle, Gyrus, Denon, 
Heybrook, KEF. Marantz, Meridian. Mission, NAD, 
Pioneer, Quad, Rega, Rotel. Royd, Tannoy, TDL, 
Technics, Yamaha etc. Saparate demo room, instal
lation service, AV systems stocked, easy parking, 
established 21 years. Man-Sat 9.30-5.30pm, late 
night Thurs till 8pm. Access, Amex, Visa, Switch 
accepted. Full service facilities available. ' lil'i1iloil 

EDINBURGH 
IN HI F'. Galloway House, 8-10 Bakers Place, 
Corner of St Stephen St, Stockbridge, Edinburgh 
EH3 6SY. 031-225 8854. Arcam, Castle, Gyrus, 
Marantz, Meridian, Mission, Quad, Rogers,Sony, 
Yamaha, and other good brands. Full home cinema 
demonstration lounge. 2 hi-fi demo lounges. No 
appts required, service dept. free install, home trial 
facilities. Access. Amex, Visa. instant credit. Open 
Man-Sat 9 30-6pm. li1i1iloil 
MUSIC MILL 72 Newhaven Rd, Edinburgh EH6 
50G. Tel 031 355 3963. Stockists of Micromega, 
Proac, Audio Innovations. Lumley Reference. Tube 
Technology, ONM, B&W, Systemdek, Nottingham 
Analogue. Nakamichi, Rehdeko, Dali, Crimson, 
Harmon Kardon, Goldring, Plus ONM Cables. Tiny 
Tubes + Designer Hi-Fi furniture. Man-Sat 10-
4.30 by appt. Closed Wednesdays All major 
credit cards accepted Contact Fraser or Mark. 
Phone for Directions, more information & product 
evenings. Car parking available. 

GLASGOW 
STEREO STEREO, 278 St. Vincent Street, 
Glasgow G2 5RL. Tel: 041-248 4079, Fax: 
(0555) 820358. All of our products are stocked 
on the basis of how well they perform and not on 
what the reviewers say this month. From individ
ual components to complete systems. Multiroom 
and AV. If you are confused or would just like 
good advice. Listen to the equipment before 
deciding. Give Alan or lan a call. 3 demonstration 
rooms. Free installation with deliveries throughout 

Scotland. lnsterest free credit. Man-Sat 10-6, 
closed Tues. 

GRAMPIAN 
HI-FI EXCELLEN CE, 293 U nion Grove, 
Aberdeen, AB1 6TD. Tel 0224 322520. Aiwa. 
Audio Innovations, Denon, Impulse, Infinity, 
Musical Fidelity, Rotel, Roksan, TDL. 2 large sin
gle speaker dem rooms. Appts necessary after 
6 OOpm Home trial facilities, Free Installation, 
Service Department. Various offers. 3 Yr guaran
tee. Open 1 0-6.00pm 6 days. 

HIGHLANDS 
THE MUSIC STATION, 49 Church Sir, 
Inverness IV 1 DR. Tel: (0463) 225 523. Beyer 
Dynamic, Celestion, Denon, Jamo, Kef, Kenwood, 
Marantz. Mission, Musical Fidelity, Pioneer, Rote!, 
Sony. Listening room service dept, free delivery to 
local area, part exchange,full range of credit facil
ities 

STIRLING 
STIRLING AUDIO, 19 Barton Str, Stirling. 
Scotland FK8 1HF (0786) 479958. Linn, Mission, 
Gyrus. Marantz. Arcam, TDL. Heybrook. Tannoy, 
Aiwa. Audio Innovations. Dem room. No appts nec
essary, service dept, free installation. home triaL 
Access, Visa, lnt free credit, instant credit. Man-Sat 
10-5.30, closed Wed. 

TAYSIDE 
J.D. BROWN, 28-36 Castle St, Dundee DD1 
9NZ. (0382) 26591 Rotel, Denon, Pioneer, 
Techntcs, Aiwa. Mission, Castle. Mordaunt-Short, 
Monitor Audio. Base. Infinity. All equipment ready 
for demonstration. No appt nee. free installation, 
service dept. Open 9.30-6pm six days a week, 
(close 5pm Sat). 

WALES 

CLWYD 
ACTON GATE �UDIO, 4 Ruabon Rd, Wrexham 
(0978) 364500. Audio Visual specialists Aiwa. 
Arcam. AMC, Base, B&W, Beard. Canon. 
Celestion. Castle. Cyrus. Jamo, Marantz, Michell, 
Mordaunt-Short,  Musical Fideli ty, NAD, 
Nakamichi, Micromega, Quad, Radford, Rotel. 
Rogers.  Rega, Ruark, Spendor, Tannoy, 
Wharfedale, UKD, Yamaha DSP member. 
Demonstration room, installation service. Easy 
parking and motorway access. Access, Visa etc. 

li1i1iloil 

SOUTH GLAMORGAN 
AUDIO EXCEL ENCE 134 Crwys Road, Cardiff. 
(0222) 228565.Great Hi Fi carefully selected and 
demonstrated by friendly, enthusiast! staff. 
Closed Mon. li1i1iloil 

WEST GLAMORGAN 
AUDIO EXCELLENCE. 9 High St, Swansea. (0792) 
474608. Great HI-Fi carefully selected and 
demonstrated by friendly, enthusiast! staff. 
Closed Mon. li1i1iloil 

GWYNEDD 
I&H GRIFFITHS & S ONS, 313 High St. 
Bangor LL57 1 YA. (0248) 370655. Aura, 
Yamaha, Tannoy, Teac, Sony, B&W, SVC, Rotel. 
Demos available, no appts nee, home trial facili
ties. free installation. sevice dept. Access, Visa. 
Lombard credit charge. Man-Sat 9-5.30, Wed 9-
1 . Audio Visual Specialists 
PETERS HI-FI Victoria Buildings, Mostyn 
Avenue, Craig-y-don,  Llandudno. (0492) 
876788. Single speaker dem room. Open 9-
5.30. Closed Wed. See Cheshire branch for 
details. 
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I Hi-Fi Choice Special Offers I 
Roll up, roll up, roll up! Get yer luvverly accessories 
here! Not one, not two but several handy bags for 
CD and tape clobber, plus a wash-and-brush-up kit 
for COs and smart gold-plated plugs. Bargain! 

Choice 
Special Offer! 
}ust£16.g8 

Ordered separately, this smart CD player 

carry case and wallet would cost you just 
under £20. However, we are knocking 

three pounds off their combined price 
if you order the two items together. The 
disc wallet fits neatly into the case, 
enabling you to carry your portable 
CD player and 12 CDs. No holiday is 
complete without one! (Please 
quote the special discounted price 
when ordering.) 

''Collector's item'' MOVING MELODIES 

As reviewed in Sessions this month 
(see p17), Mussorgsky- Pictures At 
An Exhibition is now available 
through Hi-Fi Choice Special Offers. 
Price: £28.oo. Please quote order 
re{: LSC 2201 
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Our range of Cas e Lo gic portabl e cas es is 

ma de from durabl e nylon, with fo am 

p a ddingfor max imum protection for your 

discs and p01tabl es. All have zipp e d  

closures , are price d re asonably- and they 

look exceptionally smmt too. 

0 The Cassette Player Case has com

partments for four cassette tapes and 

your personal itself-all on an 

adjustable, removable belt. It's also 

great for a camera or hand-held video 

game. (01·derrefPS1, £5.99) 

f) The CD Player Carry Case is an 

essential luxury for your personal CD. 

This portmanteau, which will keep 

equipment completely safe from dirt 

and dust. has an adjustable shoulder 

su·ap, bags of space to transport a 

selection of your favourite CDs, and 

an extra pocket for accessories or a 

disc wallet-see picture 6. (Orderref 

DMl,£10.99) 

«)This CD Carry Case 

holds up to 15 COs 

and spaces for two 

double COs-the 

secret's in the front 

pocket. Ideal for 

family outings! 

(OrderrefCDJS, £7.99) 

GTo prevent 

unpleasant damage 

to your cassettes and cassette 

boxes, why not invest in a 

Cassette Case? Holds ten 

tapes with cassette cases, or 

14 cassette singles. (Order 
refCL 10. £4.99) Also 



comes with a belt loop and detach

able shoulder strap. Car owners! Bung 

one under your back seat! 

QThis stylish Compact Disc Case will 

hold 8 COs or a combination of per

sonal stereo, COs, keys, camera and 

more. (Order ref CDS, .EA.99) Shoulder 

strap included. 

Q Carry your discs and be the 

smartest dude on the block with the 

Disc Wallet. It'll hold 12 COs without 

jewel boxes, and has Index cards for 

listing COs. This wallet will also fit 

neatly into the above-

mentioned cany case illustrated in 

picture 2. (OrderrefCDW12, £8.99) 

f) Mechanical connections in a hi-fi 

system should be gold plated, or so 

they say. TI1e 24 Karat Gold 4mm 

Banana Plugs ensure vibration free 

service and maximum metal-to-metal 

con tact under sustained pressure! 

(Orderref]E24A, £8.95) 

Q For optimum CD replay it's impor

tant to clean the laser lens as well as 

the compact disc surface. The CD 

Laser Lens Cleaner does just that and 

it's as safe as playing ordinaty COs

though not quite as musical... 

(Orderref5920, £9.99) 

0 Here's something to ensure near

perfect sound while driving round 

the M25, or at least give you some

thing to do in the five-mile traffic jam 

near Watford. The 'in car' Cassette 

Deck Cleaner (picture 9) is a self

contained pack with a bottle of clean

ing fluid and spare cleaning pads. If 

only you could wipe out those frus

trating tailbacks as easily! (Order 

ref71400, £9.99) 

� As your compact disc collection 

grows, so does the need for some

where to store the discs. Rather 

than leaving them in a pile on the 

floor, why not invest in the Compact 

Disc Organiser, a self-assembling 

storage system that'll hold up to 

25 compact discs, including dou

ble COs. Each disc can be 

removed easily with the touch 

of a finger, and the organiser 

can be wall-mounted in horizontal 

or vertical configurations. Further 

units can be added as you watch your 

collection grow. (Orderref5906, £6.99) 

C9The Radial Compact Disc Cleaner 

has an automatic radial cleaning 

action to help stop COs skipping or 

jumping. The cleaning action is auto

matic, so you can enjoy a light snack 

while it works. (Order ref: 5911 £12.99) 

Naomi wants one, and so do 

Kale and Christy, but like 

everyone else they'll have to 

pay for the privilege of owning 

a Choice Sweatshirt. 

Fashioned in discreet 

blue with a white 

logo, this houte 

couture 

garment is 

available in 

large or extra 

large for just 

£1s.oo.Why 
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EST. 1972 

MAIL ORDER 
Our mail order service is fast and efficient. All we require are 

your credit card details when your order is placed. Our Data 

Post service operates daily, ensuring quick, safe delivery. 
Carriage is FREE OF CHARGE FOR ANY SALE OVER 
£100 throughout the UK, but not on price match' ex display. 
Delivery charge of £8 per unit below 1 Ok. 

FREE DELIVERY �IAISLA.'JD UK 

FOR FAST & EFFICIENT 
MAIL ORDER 

� HOTLINE == 
081-520 7277 

1. All goods fully guaranteed 
2. All goods brand new 
3. Delivery free 
4. All prices include VAT 6-7 Central Parade, Hoe Street, 

Walthamstow, London E17 4RT 
(Near Tube and Cinema) FAX: 081-503 6677 081-520 7277 

e Our own service department will make sure 
you continue to enjoy that great sound both 
during and after our one year warranty period. 

PRICE PROMISE 
Our prices are competitive but should a 
product be available at a lower price or any 
options from an authorised dealer 0 0 0 

............... YAMAHA 
*·"'d'•l-lf§Jj•l•l:f."t* jwio�!i�h�;[�·l�·iliJ§j�#�.J�.i�J�·I�i§�;jM 

AMPUAERS 

TUNERS 

ST40/ST53l £139.90/£169.90 
ST631ST72L £229.90/£229.90 
CASSETIE DECKS 

SD53/SD63 .. . . £229.90/£269.90 
80415... .. . . ... . . £209.90 
CO PLAYERS 

CD53.. £199.90 
CD52MKII SE AWARD £279.99 
CD63 .. £249.99 
CD52 Mk2 . . .. .. .. . £199.99 
CO 10 .. . .... ........ .. .. . £1099.90 

. .  £399.99 
....... ....... £599.99 

.. . . .. £249.99 

. .... . .. £199/£299 
DS440J660 .... .. .. . ... £499/£699 
OCC RECORDERS 

0082/0002 .. £399/£799 
AMPUFIERS 

PM3240W,PCH . ... .. . £139.99 
PM43 55W.PCH . . . . £229.99 
PM53 70W,PCH . .. ... . .. £249.99 
PM63 65W,PCH .. . . . .. £299.99 
PM80 100W,PCH .... . .  £479.99 
PM44SE . . . .. £:179.99 
PM44SE Mk2 ... . ... . .. £199.99 
PM54SE .. .. ... . ... . .. .. £299.99 
PM525E . . ... .. .. .... .... .. £299.90 
PROFESSK>NAL RECORDERS 

CP1::n{;P230 .... ......... £:2491£399 
CP4301PM:>222 . ....... £499£329 
RECEIVERS 

SR52'SR53 . ........... .. . £139Jt:2ii9 
SR73'SA82 ... £6991£849• 

r �u >Nl ' l'l 
��- - --

AUTHORISED DEALER 

............. £129.99 
... £169.99 
.. £:179.00 

. ........ £249.99 
.. .. ..... £279.00 

. ... £329.00 
..... . £499£599 

PIONEER TUNERS 

F203.. . ... £129 
F303.. £179 

AX430 5SWPCH.. £199.00 
AX470 65WPCH.. . . ..... £239.00 
AX570 lOOWPCH . .. ...... £289.00 
TUNERS 

TX350l... .. . ... £1 29.00 
TX470... . C159.00 
TX670ADS ............... .. .. £239.00 AV PRO-LOGIC AMPS/RECEIVERS 
����KS 

c1691£199 KENWOOD PIONEER 

KRV606017050 £349£)99 VSA0002S ............ ... .................. .... ....... .... £569 
����E

-
�e'6�

89 KAV3700'7700 ::. ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::. £299/£599 ������ ................. _ __ _ _ _ _  .. ... ... :::::::::::::::::::�� 
KXW282... £:199.00 SONY YAMAHA 
KXW482 . .. ...... ..... £:249.00 STAD511/611 . ..... ....... ...... . .. . . .... . £27M329 DESPE 200...... . ............ £369 
KXW952 ....... 5 . ... ········ ·· £499.00 TMV570 KIT . .. .... ....... ....... . ...... ...... . . .. £499 ���-�� · · · · · ····:··::·:::::::.:::.�� 
gg:��bkao £:1991£249 �!j

-
�

RO KIT ············:::·:::·:::::::·::·:·::·::
·049£799 DSPA7BQI970 ........ ... . ........................ £6291799 

COX880JCDX645 £339.1:279 00 DSPA2070. - .. .. ....... ............. £:1099 
GRAPHIC EOUAUSERS 

. TAAVS10B .... ...... ... .................... ............ . £:399 ���---·········· _ ............ ............... ...... £:399 EXSSO .............. ... ........ . . . £:199.00 TECHNICS AV&YJPRE AMP ... . . .. ........ .. .... £599 
YST MINI SYSTEM SAGXSSOLK . .. . .. ......... . .. .... . .. .... .... £449 MA POWER AMP .£249 
CC70W EX. SPEAKERS £599.00 SAGX350LK ... . ...... £329 SR73 RECEIVER . . .... . .... ... .... ..... . .......... . .. £699 
����:

EAK
���-:.?.� £149.00 L.;...;..;,;,;.;;."""'"""'"""""""""""""""'�;_..;,;;.;;,�;;;, ...... ;..,;;..,;;..,;;..,;;..,;;..,;�..l Technics Technics echnics EFFECT SPEAKERS 

NSE80 .. .......... ........ .... ... . £119.00 
NSC80... . .. . ... ........ £:99.00 
NSC110.. .. . .  £149.00 
YSTSW50 ................ ..... . £199.00 
YSTSW100 ... .... ... ... . .... £259.00 
YSTSW200 ... .. . . . . ... .. £399.00 
SPEAKERS 

NS10M ... . . ... . £259.00 
NS1000 ........... .... . ....... £1299.00 

AMPUFIERS 

3021304 . . .... . . . ... . .. .. £179/£239 306 ... .. ......... ...... £349.00 
TUNERS 

402 . . . .  £169.00 
PREAMPS 

100CV1000S ................ £2091£339 
PRE TUNERS 
1600'1700 ....... .... £3591579 
POWER AMPS 

210012700... £3091£469 
208 POWER .. £899 
9021906 ........... ... ....... . £199..t:499 
CASSETTE DECKS 

602/6100... . . ..... £1991009 
CD PLAYERS 

SOOCV501/502 .... . £319it1791£229 
SPEAKERS PAIRS 

0011800 . £99/£149 
802/004 ............. ... . . . .. £229/£329 
RECEIVERS 

7011705 .. £259..t:329 

HARM AN KARDON 
w.u,or.J�!w:t·•· ,., ••.• 
AMPUFIERS 

HK615016250 ..... ....... .. £1991£279 
HK6350Rf6550 ........ £39Sf£429 
l-f<1'2!XYAVRXI ........ £2791£1149 
TUNERS 

TU920Q,9400 .... .. ..... £219..t:299 
C(H)LAYERS 

H07400'7450 . ...... ...... £199..t:219 
HD7500'7525... £259/£449 

Al!THORISED DEALER 
AMPUFIERS RSTR474K TWIN ........... £199.00 EQUALISER 
SUVZ220K 30W.PCH .. £129.00 RSm575K ...... ............... £249.00 SHE85K ....................... . £149.00 
SUVZ230K 40W,PCH .... £.169.00 RSTR979K .... . . .. . .... £379.00 SHE51K ..... ................... £119.00 
SUA600K 40W.PCH ..... £199.00 RSBX501K £179.00 ST-G 350l.K ................... £130.00 
SUA700K 45W.PCH .. .. £249.00 ASBX646K ...................... £229.00 SHE90 .................. ........... £249.00 
SUABOOK SSW.PCH .. £329.00 ASBX747K . .  . ........... £299.00 MIDI SYSTEMS 
SUA900K BOW,PCH ..... £:399.00 COX120-40WPCH ------ .£699.00 
SUA900 Mk2 ............ . ... £399.00 CD PLAYERS CDXJ20.50WPCH ..... ... £799.00 
SUE2000K PAEAMP ..... £699.00 SLP0667 ....................... £:179.00 CDX520-60WPCH ... .... £899.00 
SEA2CXXlK PONEA-100'N £1040 SLPD867 ..... ................... £199.00 MINI SYSTEMS 
TUNERS SLPG360AK ............. .... £.149.00 SCCH404-3SWPCH . ..... £499.00 
STGT 650U<-AOS .. ........ £229.00 SLPG440AK ................... £169.00 SCCH505-50YVPCH . ..... £599.00 
STGT 550LK·ROS. . £189.00 SLPG560AK . .. £199.00 SCCH515-MUL Tl CD ..... £649.00 
ST610LK . . ..... .. . . £129.00 SLPS740AK. .......... £:249.00 SCCH750-50WPCH ...... £799.00 
CASSETIE DECKS SLPS840K. £429.00 SCCH950-PRO LOWE £99!1.00 
RSTR373K TWIN ......... . £179.00 SLP2000K ................. .... £995.00 SCCH0090--DAC .... . .£999.00 

���A _AIWA AIWA 

AMPUFIERS 
XA0034QINPCH £139 
XA950 lOO'NPCH 1:229 
TUNERS 
XT0031950 ................ . £'119/£149 
CASSETTE DECKS 
AOF45QI850 ............... .  £1191t229 
DOUBLE CASSETTE 
AOWX727f828 .... . . . . £.1691!199 
ADWX929 ... .. . . £249 
CO PLAYERS 
DXM100 ... ... ........... ... ..... ..... £149 
XC300 __ ....... .. . . .. .. £149 

AUTHORISEOOEALER 
XC750 ... . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  £89 
XC950 .................. £109 
MIOISVSTEMS 
Z650 ..... .... .......................... . £369 Z720 ... .. . . ......................... £399 
Zl 100 .. . ........................... £399 
Z1700 . .. ........................... £:499 
ZD3100M ..................... ....... C599 
ZD1 CXX>M .. ..................... ...... £799 
Z0700M ..... . . £799 
ZD9HX>M .. .... ....... . . £899 
MINI SYSTEMS 
NSX270.. £279 

NSX340 ..... ................ .. .... £299 
NSX400... . . ... £299 
NSX430 ................... .. - · - - £299 
NSXSSOG ......... .... ..... ... .. £429 
0636 .......... ................. ... .... .  £:449 
NSXD737 .. ... ...... ............ ... £499 
0939 ...... ....... ...................... £749 
NSX450G . .. .. . ... ................ £349 
NSX520 ..................... .. ....... £349 
MICRO SYSTEMS 
LCX5017 .... . . ....... £249.'099 
LCX6CV65 .. ...... ...... .... £299.-£299 
LCX9f70M. . . . . .... £3491079 

KENW_QOD KENWOOD KENWOOD . 

AMPLIFIERS 
KA1030 65-WPCH . ..... £139.00 
KA2060R 65-WPCH .... . £169.00 
KA3020SE 50-WPCH . £199.00 
KA3060 80-WPCH . .. .  £229.00 
KA4050R 7Q-WPCH .... . £279.00 

AUTHORISED DEALER 
TWIN CASSETTE DECKS TUNERS KXW 4060 . . . . .. £179.00 KT 1060l... . .. £119.00 KXW6060 ..... ..£199.00 KT2050L ............. ............ £149.00 KXW 8060 ... ..£259.00 KT 3050L .. ....................... £179.00 
CO PLAYERS KT 6050 . .... . .. ......... . . . .  £299.00 

= .::::::::::::::::::::::::::��=:� 
KX
CA!5

50

ETTE DECKS 

0Psa50 ... .£269.00 � .. .. -- .. - . ........ £169.00 
OP7050 ......... ...... ........... £349.00 KXXISO .. .................. ....... £229.99 
OPR4060-5 DISC .. .. ....... £199.00 KX7050 .. .. ... ........ ..... ....... £329.00 
OPM€()6().7 DISC ....... ... £249.00 KX7050S . ........... .......... . £399.00 
MIDI SYSTEMS KX9050 .. .£.549.00 D U AL 

::_,�C:nON·:rv�-........ ..... £249 jwiiJ-!•!fu�n�·l�;'�.:i�•�· •�·jit�·'I*#iJ;iw 
KA5020 80-WPCH .... .. . £249.00 
KA5050R 95-WPCH .. .... £349.00 
KA7050R 10Cl-WPCH £499.00 
MINI SYSTEMS 

M28J28G ..... .. .......... £499Jt599 SPEAKERS M47/47MG ............ £5991£749 CM7ESI5ES ................... £991£79 �� ............ == SW900f700 ... ...£259£299 
SOTSOOCV40001V £39991£3300 TURNTABLES 

CO PLAYERS CS43J .. £129.99 
P01031203 ..... ... . . .. . £139/£159 CS505·2 ...... £179.99 
POS5031703 .... .. ....... £1991£249 CS2215 .... ... .... ...... £179.99 
P077195 .. .......... .. . . £9991£2499 CSS05-4/CS·705-1 ... £229J£349 

UD302f351M . . .......... £:3991£499 
UD501/551 M . .. .......... C599Jt649 
U0701f751 M. .. .......... £749Ji:799 
UD9011951 .. . . . .. ... C999!t1049 

M97G'97MG .. .. . £12491£1299 C$6-CENlRE.(::M\117 £149.£169 
GRAPHIC EOUAUSERS TU ANT ABL.ES 

KE2060 7 BAN0 .............. £149.00 P100 FOR MINI SYSTEM ..... £89 
GE7030 ......... ..... .. .......... . £229.00 K0491 F .. ........... .. ... . . .. £99.00 

CD PLA YEAS MULTI 

PDM6031M703... . .£2491£299 
PDTM31POFHXL ... . .. £4991£599 
CASSETTE DECKS 

SPEAKERS SPEAKERS SPEAKERS 
CTSJ301S430S . ......... £169it199 
CTS630SIS830S ....... £2991E499 
TWIN CASSETTE DECKS 

CTW S03RM'603R ..... £17'M229 
crw 803R&CTM601 A 

. .... . . . . .... £2991£379 
TURNTABLES 

Pl2251335 ... . £1191£149 
GRAPHIC EOUAUSERS 

GR555'777..... £199.'£249 
MIDI SYSTEMS 

J2001300.... . £399� 
34001500 . .. . ....... ... £6491£779 
.Nfi:XJ!JlOO £8791£999 
.N600LD lnc Laz9f VISion a.sc 
player . .... .. . . . ............. .. £1199 
MINI SYSTEMS 

SPEAKERS A PAIR 
760V763 ... ... ...... £1 09JJ(lf£129.00 
760iSE BEST BUY .. £129.00 762V7631 ........ . £249.901£379.00 
763i ........... ·-· . . ............ £:379.90 
764if765i ............ £479.901t679.00 
780SE BEST BUY ... ...... £:239.95 

HEADPHONES 
SEI\II\IHEI!IER 

SPEAKERS 
TLX11W120 ................ £149r"t179 
lLX1:»'140 ............... £249!049 
TLX1S<V1 60 .... ..... ...... £2991£399 
lLX1701180 .£44!M:549 
HTS 1 +/3+ ......... ..... .£6991£1099 
HUG 1/GZ .... . ........... . £1991£399 

We will �eat it �y up to £20! 

........ .. £279.00 
... £4491£799 

£449.00 

....... £69M:799 

... £3291£:379 £3901!:440 
. ........... £499.00 

............ £2991t:329 
......... £379/£499 

............. £49!111:59!1 
..... C7'99J£999 
. . . .. ... £1400 

JVC · 

AMPUFIERS 
AXRSBK/562 . ... ........ £24M:249 
AJ<..A3721472 ........... ..... £1994:249 
AXA662/Z 1 0 1 0 . .. .. £329..r:649 
TUNERS 
FX362!FX572 ............ .. t129..r:199 
CASSETTE DECKS 
TOW1061208 .............. £1191£169 
TDW3001708 . ........ ..... £19!K249 
TDX372'472 ........... .... £169!t:199 
TDW562/662 ... .. .. ... £21M269 
CO PLAYERS 
XLM408/MC100 .. .. .. £299£799 
XLV1741274 ..... .. . .. £139Ji:159 
XLVZ5741674 .............. £24� 
MINI SYSTEMS ADAGIOS 
S20JS30 .. ...... ..... ... ...... 069Ji:429 
SSQ/SSOR ................... . £469.-t499 
G71G9 ---·· ........ ... .... .. £7991£999 
MIDI SYSTEMS 
W48C[)I58 ........... . £42911:499 
MICRO SYSTEMS 
UXTVUXA4 . ... .. ...... .... £299tt:349 
UXC7/A55A .... ............. £3591£369 

•m,a!wr•m• 
p.jJ,II!el·l!§fj•ltlf·1!:t�l 
CASSETIE DECKS 
DR3 ..... ... ...... ................ £359 

CASSETIE DECKS 
SONV TCW435 . .. ......... £149 
SONYTCFX150 .............. £:99 
SONY TCWR635 ... .. . . ... . £239 
SONY TCK311.. . ....... £129 
PIONEEA CTS410 .. ...... £149 
PIONEER CT620 . £249 
PIONEEACTW420A ..... £149 
PIONEER CTS320 ... .. .. £149 
PIONEER CTS420 . . .. _ _  £179 
PIONEER CTS620. .. .... £199 
KEN'NOOD KXW6050 ... £169 
KENWOOD KW4050 ..... £149 
KENVI/OOOKX5530 . .... £179 
SONY TCK611S... .. . £239 

:hn�S:tftf?�r;�� �:.?:���:: 
SPEAKERS 

SPECIAL OFFER 
PART EX. YOUR SPEAKERS & GET UP TO 

£2000FF 
ACOUSTIMAS 7M2 £829 
ACOUSTIMAS 5M2 £759 
ACOUSTIMAS 3M2 £499 

NOW£629 
NOW£559 
NOW£349 

WHEN PART EXOIANGE NOW PRtCES ARE VAUO 

FREE COLLECllON & OEUVEAY MAJNLANO UK 

EX-DISPLAY 
THESE ARE ONE ONL V GENUINE PRODUCTS AT 

PHENOMENAL SAVINGS. All ARE NEW IN MAKERS 
BOXES AND FULL V GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS 

CO PLA YEAS PM53'54SE . MAAAI'lTZC052SEM2 P.O.A. KENWOOO � CD10'CD53 P.O.A. KA103012060R MARANTZ 072'CD63 P.O.A. 
NAD502 ................... ..... POA 
NAOSOSM/5000 . ... . .. POA 
KENWOOD 
DP2050/3050 ..... £1391£159 
KENWOOD 
OP5050!7050 ..... £2191£299 
CASSETIE DECKS 
SONY TCK611 S £229 
SONY TCK511S . .... ... . £169 
KENWOOO KXZ3050 .. . £149 
KENWOOO KXZ5530 .. . £179 
AV AMPS & RECEIVERS 
KENWOOD 
KRV6050/6060 . . . £.299/£299 
KENWOOO 
KAV7050!7700. . £349/£529 
SONY 
STRD 511161 t . .. £239/£289 
T AA V570KIT ... .... . . £449 
SAVAl'TAAVStO ............... £369 
TECHNICS 
SAGXSSOLK . . .. ..... .. £419 
TECHNICS 
SAGX350LK . . . . C289 
MARANTZ PM700AV £329 
AMPLIFIERS 
MARANTZ 
PM44SEI52SE .. ..... .. P.O.A. 

KA302SEI5050 
NAD 3021304 
PIONEER 
A400/A400X .. .. ..... £1891£239 
P100EEA 1021002 
.NC AXASQ217 42 . 
SPEAKERS 

TANNOY 603M2 
605M2 

TANNOY 607M2 
609M2 

TANNOY 611M2 
615M2 

BOSE AM 5 System. 
BOSE AM 3 System 
BOSE AM 7 System 
CANON 530 
JBL TLX140 .. 
JBL TLX120 
JBL TLX150 
B&W 6201M2 ... 
B&W 600M1 . 
JAMO AAT 
NADS00/802 
CELESTION 7/5 

DA2 . ... .. . ... .................. £599 L;:;;:;::;;:::;::;::;:;:;;::;::;:;;:::;:;;::;:;:;;: 
DRl ... ...... .. ... ... . .. . . . . .. . £849 • 
CO PLAYERS TARGET STANDS IN STOCK C04 .. . .. . .. ........ ...... POA 
MB3 . . .. ... . . £649 
MB2 . ... ............ .... £849 
AMPLIFIERS 
IA1.. .. .................... £749 
IA2 ......... .. . . . . .... .... ..... . £599 
TUNERS 
SIT2 
STT7 Jtll l 

• 

MAIL ORDER 081-520 7277 



Bacl< 
Issues 

Many back issues of Hi-Fi 
Choice are still available. 
They cost £lf.OO each in 
the UK and £6.95 each 
for Overseas orders. This 
price includes postage 
and packing. Due to 
copyright laws, we are 
not permitted to supply 
photocopies of specific 
articles on request. 

May 1994- Issue 130 
FREE High-end magazine EAR 
(Enlightened Audio Review), plus 

reviews on budget hi-fi speakers, AV 

surround speakers and CD transports. 

Order ref AE30B 

July 1994- Issue 132 
Loudspeakers- the best floor

standers for around £1000 on test. 

Plus CD multi players, receivers, and a 

comprehensive speaker stand 

supplement attached. 

Order ref AE32B 

June 1994- Issue 131 
Systems and separates tested and 

rated against each other, six Nicam 

VCRs reviewed, and an exclusive look 

at a second-generation MD player. All 

this and an exhaustive test of inter

connect cables in a free booklet. 

Orderref AE31B 

August 1994 - Issue 133 
Two-box CD players- we test eight 

combinations. Plus a digital 

head-to-head for CO-R, MD, DCC and 

SuperDAT, ten headphones reviewed 

and a free loudspeaker supplement. 

Order ref AE33B 

�� r1t�m� 
I - 1 om 
M ' � ""� ore power. 1 •. ' ,(-;;;-.� •. . , r ��UI��" 

-FREE �� � "- .. -...,.. ' 
" ··-······-- ''" 

0 . ·----- .. - " 
• ' '" ..... ............ . 

War of the Woofs '" 

September 1994 - Issue 134 
FREE Sound On The Run magazine: 

perfect personals and portables plus a 

look at small satellitefsubwoofer com

binations. Also: integrated amplifiers 

from £200-£250, and test drives of 

in-car head units and power amps. 

Order ref AE34B 

Priority Ordering 
Use the Dennis Direct order-line- 0789 490215- or just enter 

your details on the coupon and fax it to us on 0789 490878 if 

you're ordering with a credit card. Alternatively, send the coupon 

with the correct payment to DENNIS DIRECT, PO B OX 2505, 

ALCESTER B5o 4)U. Prices shown include VAT. Please add 

postage as detailed at the bottom of this form, and be aware that 

all items on offer are subject to availability. Please allow a maxi

mum of28 days for delivery. We will let you know if there any 

problems regarding delivery. 

Overseas orders 

Please add £to (Europe) and £12 (rest of the world) to your total order 

value to cover the additional postage. Please note that we only accept 

Visa/MasterCard, £sterling cheques drawn on aUK bank and 

Eurocheques in £sterling. 

Orderref: Description Qty Price 

£ 

£ 

£ 

£ 

Order total £ 

For UK add £2.00 per order for postage. Order total £ 

For Europe add fto.oo per order for postage Order total £ 

For Rest of the World add £12.00 per order 

for postage Order total 

D I enclose a cheque made payable to Dennis Direct for £ . . 
D Please charge my 0 Visa 0 MasterCard DAm/Ex for £ 

Credit Card NQ: . 

Expiry date: ...................... Signature: 

Mr/Mrs/Ms Surname ... ............................ ........ .Initials 

Address 

£ 

... .................................................. Postcode ............................................ .. 

Daytime telephone number 

0 Please send me a VAT receipt 

D The above information may be added to our mailing list. Please tick 

the box if you would prefer not to receive details of special offers. 

Dennis Direct is a division of Dennis Publishing Ltd. 

os-94-10 
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Welcome to the Hi-Fi Choice 
Buyer's Guide, the UK's 
biggest and best guide to 
choosing hi-fi. Over 2,500 

items are listed, with 
up-to-date prices and 
specifications. Part two 
comprises the unique 
review-based Directory, 
containing our views on 
over 700 components that 
have been tested and rated 
by the Hi-Fi Choice experts. 



• The DSP-A2070 lets you select from among 11 Cinema DSP 
and 12 HiFi DSP programs. 

• Cinema DSP multiplies the effects of Do/by Pro Logic Surround 
and Digital Sound Field processing to create sauna fields such 
as the Concert Hall, Church or Movie Theatre. 

• Cinema DSP _gives you the same dynamic, all enveloping 
experience tnat the sound director intended you to have. 

Considerable time and effort has gone into the creation of the Bill Hutchinson Innovation Award Scheme, drawing from 
more than two decades of experience and expertise. The Innovation Award is designed to assist you in identifvin� state of 
the art equipment that matches your expectations whilst being of build quality that ensures many years of en1oyment. 
A long-term association with a professional dealer has real benefits and will serve as your personal contact for 
information and advice on the Manufacturers latest Innovations. 

If it is not �ssible to visit a Bill Hutchinson Hi-Fi AV Centre, simply contact the Manufacturer for details of your nearest 
authorised stockist. 

YAMAHA 0923 233166 
. 

Hi-Fi • CD • Audio Visual Centre 

• GLASGOW 43 Hope Street. Tel: 041·248 2857 • EDINBURGH 43 South Clerk Street. Tel: 031·667 2877 
LEEDS 26-28 Woodhouse Lane. Tel: 0532 427777 • NEWCASTLE 87A Clayton Street. Tel: 091·230 3600 

1 • MANCHESTER 50/52 Oeansgate. Tel: 061·832 1600 



Audiolal5 8000A 

Key to amplifiers 
Price · typkal retail, to nearest 
pound. 
Power - output power in watts, per 
channel, RMS. 
Inputs-MM/MC· phono moving coil 
and moving magnet, l-line (CD, aux 
etc), T- tape. 
A/V· includes Dolby Surround or Pro 
logic decoder and amplification. 

450 1nl . N 60 MM,MC,1T,3T 

Type: lnt ·integrated, Pre- preampli
fier, Pwr ·power amplifier. 
Headphone-Y-yes, N -no. 
Remote -Y-yes, N -no. 
Size -width x height x depth in cm. 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

45,8,36 PreouVmain in Audi01al5 SOOOA 

Key to amplifiers 
Price -typical retail, to nearest 
pound. 
Power-output power in watts, per 
channel, RMS. 
Inputs-MM/MC-phono moving coil 
and moving magnet. l-line (CO, aux 
etc), T- tape. 
A/V· includes Oolby Surround or Pro 
Logic decoder and amplification. 

MM/MC,4L,lT 

5L,1T 

MM/MC,4L,lT 

5L, lT 

MM/MC,4L, lT 

SL,lT 

MM/MC,4L, lT 

450 lnt N 60 MM,MC, 1T,3T 

Type: lnt-integrated, Pre-preampli
fier, Pwr- power amplifier. 
Head phone-Y- yes, N- no. 
Remote -Y-yes, N -no. 
Size-width x height x depth in cm. 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

45,8,36 PreouVmain in 



Model No: PD-S703 

• Stable Platter Mechanism 
• Twin 1-bit DAC with Legato Link Conversion 

• Independent Power Supplies for Analogue and Digital Stages 
• Coaxial and optical Digital Outputs 

• Display off and Digital Output off 

Considerable time and effort has gone into the creation of the Bill Hutchinson Innovation Award Scheme, drawing from 
more than two decades of experience and expertise. The Innovation Award is designed to assist you in identifying state of 
the art equipment that matclies your expectations whilst being of build quality that ensures many years of enjoyment. 
A long-term association with a professional dealer has real benefits and will serve as your personal contact for 
information and advice on the Manufacturers latest Innovations. 

If it is not possible to visit a Bill Hutchinson Hi-Fi AV Centre, simply contact the Manufacturer for details of your nearest 
authorised stockist. 

PIONEER FREEPHONE 0800 480480 

Hi-Fi • CD • Audio Visual Centre 

• GlASGOW 43 Hope Street. Tel: 041 ·248 2857 • EDINBURGH 43 South Clerk Street. Tel: 031 ·667 2877 

LEEDS 26-28 Woodhouse Lane. Tel: 0532 427777 • NEWCASTLE 87A Clayton Street. Tel: 091 ·230 3600 

• MANCHESTER 50/52 Deonsgote. Tel: 061 ·832 1600 



Audiolab BOOOA 

Key to amplifiers 
Price -typical retail, to nearest 
pound. 
Power-output power in watts, per 
channel, RMS. 
Inputs-MM/MC- phono moving coil 
and moving magnet, l-line (CD, aux 
et c), T-tape. 
A/V· includes Dolby Surround or Pro 
logic decoder and amplification. 

Type: lnt ·integrated, Pre · preampli
fier, Pwr-power amplifier. 
Head phone-Y-yes, N- no. 
Remote · Y ·yes, N - no. 
Size-width x height x depth in cm. 

r:�t�d'f� ����
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

. , 
450 lnt N 60 MM,"'M"'C'" ,1 '.-T,c'3Tc.__-'._ �N!___.c:45,o:. 8�,�36'-:., P� reo�u�V� m� a�ine!inc.__ __ _ OOOA 

Key to amplifiers 
Price -typical retail, to nearest 
pound. 
Power-output power in watts, per 
channel, RMS. 
Inputs-MM/MC-ph ono moving coil 
and moving magnet, L -line (CD, aux 
etc), T-tape. 
A/V· includes Oolby Surround or Pro 
Logic decoder and amplification . 

450 lnt N 60 MM,MC, 1T,3T 

Type: lnt-integrated, Pre-preampli· 
fier, Pwr ·power amplifier. 
Head phone· Y ·yes, N ·no. 
Remote-Y-yes, N -no. 
Size-width x height x depth in cm. 

i:���n� ���P/�h�k�.
i
'P{i:s���1e���

" 

The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

45,8,36 PreouVmain in 



Model No: ADF·450 

• Do/by 8 & C • Do/by HX·Pro • Feather touch IC Logic Control 
• Amorphous alloy head • Record Mute 

• Anti-Modulation Tape Stabiliser (AMTS) • Fine Bias adjustment 
• System remote capable • 8 point LED Level Indicator • Music Sensor 

• T imer Operation • Auto tape selector • PC.OCC Wire 
Considerable time and effort has gone into the creation of the Bill Hutchinson Innovation Award Scheme/ drawing from 

more than two decades of experience and expertise. The Innovation Award is designed to assist you in identifying state of 
the art equipment that matches your expectations whilst being of build quality that ensures many years of enjoyment. 
A long-term association with a professional dealer has real benefits and will serve as your personal contact for 
information and advice on the Manufacturers latest Innovations. 

If it is not possible to visit a Bill Hutchinson Hi-Fi AV Centre1 simply contact the Manufacturer for details of your nearest 
authorised stockist. 

AIWA 081•897 7000 

Hi-Fi • CD • Audio Visual Centre 

• GLASGOW 43 Hope Street. Tel: 041·248 2857 • EDINBURGH 43 South Clerk Street. Tel: 031·667 2877 
LEEDS 26·28 Woodhouse Lane. Tel: 0532 427777 • NEWCASTLE 87A Clayton Street. Tel: 091·230 3600 

• MANCHESTER 50/52 Deansgate. T el: 061·832 1600 



Key to amplifiers 
Price -typical retail, to nearest 
pound. 
Power-output power in watts, per 
channel, RMS. 
Inputs-MM/MC-phono moving coil 
and moving magnet, l-line (CD, aux 
etc), T ·tape. 
A/V-includes Dolby Surround or Pro 
logic decoder and amplification. 

450 lnt 60 MM,MC.1T,3T 

Type: lnt- integrated, Pre-preampli
fier, Pwr ·power amplifier. 
Headphone- Y- yes, N -no. 
Remote -Y- yes, N -no. 
Size-width x height x depth in cm. 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results . 
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45,8,36 Preout/main in 

Key to amplifiers 
Price ·typical retail, to nearest 
pound. 
Power· output power in watts, per 
channel, RMS. 
Inputs· MM/MC· phono moving coil 
and moving magnet, l-line (CD, aux 
etc), T-tape. 
A/V- includes Dolby Surround or Pro 
logic decoder and amplification. 

450 lnt 60 MM,MC, 1T,3T 

Type: lnt- integrated, Pre-preampli
fier, Pwr-power amplifier. 
Headphone - Y -yes, N -no. 
Remote-Y- yes, N · no. 
Size· width x height x depth in cm. 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

N 45,8,36 Preout/main in 



Model No: UX-Cl 

• Components: 2 units • Power Rating (RMS): 2xW 
• Bass Enhancement :Active Hyper • Timer: 2 way 
• Digital Tuner Pre-sets: 30 • Do/by noise reduction: B 
• Auto reverse • 2 way bass reflex speaker system 

Considerable time and effort has gone into the creation of the Bill Hutchinson Innovation Award Scheme, drawing from 
more than two decades of experience and expertise. The Innovation Award is designed to assist you in identifying state of 
the art equipment that matclies your expectations whilst being of build quality that ensures many years of enjoyment. 
A long-term association with a professional dealer has real benefits and will serve as your personal contact for 
information and advice on the Manufacturers latest Innovations. 

. If it is not possible to visit a Bill Hutchinson Hi-Fi AV Centre, simply contact the Manufacturer for details of your nearest 
authorised stockist. 

JVC 081_450 3282 

Hi-Fi • CD • Audio Visual Centre 

• GLASGOW 43 Hope Street. Tel: 041·248 2857 • EDINBURGH 43 South Clerk Street. Tel: 031·667 2877 

• LEEDS 26·28 Woodhouse Lane. Tel: 0532 427777 • NEWCASTLE 87A Clayton Street. Tel: 091·230 3600 

• MANCHESTER 50/52 Deonsgote. Tel: 061·832 1600 



Key to amplifiers 
Price ·typical retail, to nearest 
��!�� --output power in watts, per 
channel, RMS. 
Inputs-MM/MC· phone moving coil 
and moving magnet, l -line (CO, aux 
etc), T-tape. 
A/V· includes Dolby Surround or Pro 
logic decoder and amplification. 

Type: lnt-integrated, Pre- preampli
fier, Pwr- power amplifier. 
Head phone· Y ·yes, N- no. 
R emote · Y- yes, N · no. 
Size-width x height x depth in cm. 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

- BUYER UIDE 11.9 

Key to cassette decks 
Price -typical retail, to nearest 
�����T- twin transports, allowing 
��r;eJ� ��������:���O��'A

u
R
e
���:t

a
v 

reverse. 
Dolby · B \1odB noise reduction), C 
(2odB), 5 24dB). B is standard for 
prerecorded material. 

450 lnt 60 MM,MC.1T.3T 

Heads-2-combination record/play 
heads; 3- independent record/play 
heads, allowing real time off tape 
ffi��

i
_
t
���fi; x height x depth in cm. 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 
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BEST PRICES 6UIBIJNTEED 

ALL 

BILL HUTCHINSON 

HI-FI SHOPS 

ARE DEDICATED 

AUDIO VISUAL 

CENTRES 

ALL 

BRANCHES 

ARE MAJOR 

LASER DISC 

STOCKISTS 

Hi-Fi · CD · Audio Visual Centre 

T H E P R  0 F E  S S  

W hen you purchase from Bill Hutchinson 

you're buying the best names in Hi-Fi 

from the best name for Hi-Fi. 

Our Product Guarantee and Pricing Policy 

0 N A L S 

ensure you obtain an excellent deal. 

My staff and I look forward to being of 

service to you. YlJ.zlL 
YAMAHA DSP-2070 -AV AMPLIFIER -INNOVATION WINNER '94 rA 

KENWOOD KRV 6060- AV RECEIVER -INNOVATION WINNER '94 fA 

Should you find any local dealer offering 
a better price for goods currently in stock at 

Bill Hutchinson and the alternative quoting retailer, 
we will better that deal. 

PIONEER PDS-703 

MARANTZ 1020 

AIWAAD-450 

KEF lOO 

L_ _______________ __, NC UX-C7 

LICENSED CREDIT BROKERS ASK FOR DETAILS 

-CD PLAYER -INNOVATION WINNER '94 rA 

-LYFE STYLE SYSTEM -INNOVATION WINNER '94 fA 
-CASSETIE DECK -INNOVATION WINNER '94 fA 
-CENTRE SPEAKERS -INNOVATION WINNER '94 fA 
-AV AMPLIFIER -INNOVATION WINNER '94 fA 

THE LARGEST SELECTION OF QUALITY HI-FI AND AUDIO VISUAL SYSTEMS 

87A CLAYTON STREET 

091-230 3600 
OPEN MONDAY- SATURDAY 

9.30AM- 5.30PM 
THURSDAY LATE OPENING 

43 HOPE STREET 

041-248 2857 
OPEN MONDAY- SATURDAY 

9.30AM- 6.00PM 
THURSDAY LATE OPENING 

I 

43 SOUTH ClERK STR£ET 

031-667 2877 
MON- SAT 9.30AM- 6.00PM 
SUNDAY 1l.OOAM - S.OOPM 
THURSDAY LATE OPENING 

Jlll WITH 2 YEJIB GUJIBJINlEE r"''""'"'" 



Model 

Audiolab 8000A 450 lnt N 4;j,8,36 Preout/main in 

Key to compact d isc players, trans· 

��i�
t
: ���P?���etail, to nearest 

g
ound. 
AC Type· MB · multibit, 1 bit· single 

bit, BS - Bitstream, OS · Delta Sigma, 
M- MASH, Hybrid- combines multibit 
and single bit. 
���ft��).0�tt����,����t0fu����,,���=�'(. 
al 5/PDIF). 

450 lnt N 60 MM, MC, 1TL3T 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

45,8,36 Preout/main in 





Key to compact disc players, trans-

���i ��P�ta��etail, to nearest 
g
ound. 
AC Type-MB- multibit, 1 bit-single 

bit, BS - Bitstream, DS - Delta Sigma, 
M-MASH, Hybrid- combines multibit 
and single bit. 

��!ft��).0�f!�t�c�fi���
o
fu��������=�'r-

•l 5/PDIF). 

450 1nl N 60 MM,MC,1T,3T 

Remote Control - Y -yes, N - No. 
Size- width x height x depth in cm. 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

N 45,8,36 PreouVmain in 

Key to compact disc players, trans-

��i�! ���p?t'a1�etail, to nearest 

g
ound. 
AC Type- MS- multibit, 1 bit- single 

bit, BS - Bitstream, OS - Delta Sigma, 
M· MASH, Hybrid-combines multibit 
and single bit. 

?��ft��).�
i
l
g
!
t
;\�c�fi��l0(u��������:�t(. 

al 5/PDIF). 

60 MM,MC,1T,3T 

Remote Control - Y ·yes, N - No. 
Size- width x height x depth in cm. 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

1 8 bil, balanced output 

1 �o:· I 
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Key to digital recorders Price -typical retail, to nearest 
�����·MD· MiniOisc • DCC • Di ita\ Compact Cassette, OAT-Digita� Audio Cassettes. Digitalin & Out · E · Electrical (usually coaxial 5/PDIF), 0- optical, (usually Toslink). 

E,O MB/BS 

E.O MB/BS 

BS 1nl 

E,O E,O MB in/ 

BS in/ 

y BS 1nl 

E,O E,O 

0 0 

E,O 1o1t; 

0 1oit; 

E,O 

45 

18 16 

5 16 

54 32 

5 16 

16 

230 

65 40 

230 

230 

130 

70 200 

90 50 

90 50 

160 150 

225 600 

240 600 

250 75 

250 75 

250 120 

250 75 

250 120 

380 400 

270 120 

140 30 

140 30 

200 600 

200 600 

200 600 

240 32 

120 40 

120 250 

120 250 

250 250 

200 40 

200 600 

250 250 

350 600 

250 600 

450 lnt N 60 MM, MC, 1T,3T 

g��ar?�Bit��e��.u��b�tO�t��t S1����� Size -width x height x depth in cm. 

i��t��,�� ����l�hd���-
i�{iads���1e���n The Directory on page 123 for full test results. 

45,8,36 Preout/main in 

Model 

Key to headphones Price -typical retail, to nearest 
��u��-Opn-open back, vented or veracity type; gives less environmental isolation, but is usually more natural feeling in extended use. Sldsealed- the headphones form an air seal around the ears, helping reduce sound leakage. IR -Infra red cordless. Ear- in-ear model. 
Weight· without cable. 

16 

45 32 

90 32 

40 32 

6 32 

50 32 

110 32 

120 32 

220 32 

210 32 

220 32 

340 32 

32 

32 

30 32 

32 

210 32 

280 32 

150 27 

150 100 

100 60 

330 150 

65 60 

65 60 

160 60 

250 100 

425 230 

240 100 

240 100 

350 

3 32 

30 32 

32 

32 

45 32 

95 32 

140 

120 

150 

60 

65 

94 40 

104 40 

65 30 

165 35 

185 35 

175 35 

180 35 

25 

16 

16 

16 

35 8 

51 

10 16 

5 16 

155 8 

48 16 

16 16 

5 16 

51 8 

5 16 

16 16 

150 8 

144 8 

155 

186 

45 32 

62 32 

72 32 

118 32 

118 32 

125 60 

118 32 

120 60 

120 100 

120 100 

115 85 

255 150 

40 

255 150 

260 150 

450 In! 60 MM, MC, 1T.3T 

Impedance· in ohms. 

r:�t��N� t������tk�.
i
�{:�s���fe���" The Directory on page 123 for full test results. 
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BRITAIN'S 
LARGEST 

INDEPENDENT 
HI·FI/VIDEO 
BULl( BUYER 

0 Our Massive Buying Power gives 
you the Best Possible Deal. Brand 
New Factory Sealed units -All 
Fully Guaranteed. 
(NO �EPAI�ED UNITS, MA/l O�DE� �ETU�N5 0� G�EY IMPOU5) 

0 A// prices include V.A. T. 

0 We have Friendly Expert 
Advisers on hand at our 
10,000sq. ft. Superstore at 
Barking. They can offer Advice and 
Full Demon5treltion6. 

0 We offer the Fastest Mail Order 
Department in the Business. Fully 
insured, specially packed 24 Hour 
securicor delivery 

0 14 day exchange on all goods 

0 We Care. We have Fully Trained 
Service l'er6onnel. 

0 We want your custom ... 
If you have been satisfied with the 
Service at Hyper-Fi tell others. If 
you're not happy for any reason 
don't hesitate to tell us. 
JUST WRITE TO: HYPER·FI P.R. DEPT. 
(RICHSIOE), FREEPOST, RM90, CHIGWELL, IG7 6BR. 

Hii'"/.H.*"n M>""»-,."-' ' , 

-·-··-··--· 

' TOP FLIGHT A/V AMP AVC 3020 
'5 STAR SOUND OOAlrTY 
'2 xBO WATIS FRONT 
'35 WATIS CENTRE 
'2 x35 WATIS REAR 
' 10 INPUTS 



AMPLIFIERS 

PIONEER 
n,...:,�::_.n,,.,-.,,.,'-�i'NN'N�;NU.�:;;,,,"�-''"-'V"..,. 

I ;�·@( 
" tv.-' ;I w� �f. " HIGHLY REVIEWED RANGE A201 i&it.' "2 x 25 WAITS OUTPUT � " 5 INPUTS 2 TAPE DUBBING r-:--;---:-:-:-=o �· : • BASS TREBLE TONE CONTROLS 

7 • LOUDNESS SWITCH 
' HEADPHONE SOCKET BLACK 420mm 

YAMAHA IJYf3 
-�----- . :v""-- --·�N.;, D 

.... z z .... '»: -
... 

� {" ..... ;.:, ,»;,.: 
. • . . 

' FULL AUDIO/VISUAL FUNCTION 
' 90 WAITS PER CHANNEL 
' INFRA-RED REMOTE 
' 6 INPUTS INC TWO TAPE 
' SOURCE DIRECT. LOUDNESS 
' TWIN SPEAKER OUTPUTS 

NAKAMICHI 

AXV401 

.. ' ""�--:. '--�\p, "'-'Jt•":_>:'� ... �...::..�� ' �-'.: ''::-:,' 
"" __ ,, ....... ,...;,, ' '  

' HIGHLY REVIEWED WHAT HI·FI & HI·FI CHOICE 
' "SWEET CRISP DETAILED AMPLIFIER" 
' AUTHORISED U.K. DEALER STOCK 
"2 x40 WAITS BOHMS 
• 2 x 57 WAITS DYNAMIC POWER 1A3 

"HIGHLY REVIEWED WHAT HI·FI 
' M KEY REMOTE CONTROL. 
'2 x 60 WAITS 20HZ ·20KHZ 
'2 x 140 WAITS DYNAMIC POWER 
" PURE SIGNAL GROUND UNE 

�� £169-95 
SONY 

TAF540E 

AMPLIFIERS 

PIONEER 

"2x95 WAITS 20HZ· 20KHZ A676G 
'2 x 200 WAITS DYNAMIC POWER 
" SUPER LINEAR CIRCUIT 

' DIRECT SWITCH 7 INPUTS 
' RECORD SELECTOR HIGH GAIN PHONE EQ. 

SONY 
� : �- --=-:-�� ... �� : r\ .. 
-- . ---- ___ ............... 

�-- "'' 

'100 WAITS RMS 8 OHMS "GIBRALTER CHASSIS 
' 7 INPUTS, TWIN DRIVE POWER SUPPLY 
' SOURCE DIRECT /RECORD OUT SELECT 
" MM/MC PREOUT AB SPEAKERS 
"HIGHLY REVIEWED AMP TAF670ES 

KENWOOD 

'5 STAR REVIEW WHAT HI Fl 
• GOOD REVIEW HI Fl CHOICE 

'ULTIMATE HOME THEATRE 
'2 x 85 WAITS FRONT 2 x 45 WAITS REAR 
' 1 x 45 WAITS CENTRE' DOLBY PRO LOGIC DSP 
' SIX AUDIO SIX VISUAL CONNECTIONS 
' FULL REMOTE CONTROL 

�� -- ...................... ..._ . ._ ___ ._ .............................. ·-

' -�-.,,, ..... '>:.;.,.;,�>.\:�' 

SONY 

' A. V. REMOTE RECIEVERI 
' DOLBY SURROUND SOUND 
'2 x 60WAITS FRONT 2 x 10WAITS REAR 
' 6 AUDIO 2 VIDEO INPUTS 

• VIDEO OUT COPY FACILIYTY 
• DYNAMIC BASS FEEDBACK SYSTEM 

'30 RANDOM PRESET 3 WAVEBAND STRD590 

RECEIVERS 

�,,. 
�· - » "' • - ,�,..,, --

'FM/LW/MW/ 30 PRESETS 
' 12 STATION NAME PRESETS KT2030L 
' 6 EVENT PROGRAMME TIMER 
' 60 MINUTE SLEEP TIMER 
' SUPERB QUALITY 

19>))0" ,, 

SONY 

' y '  
;; 

. ,, ,.. 

' RDS TIUNER WITH EON 
'3 BAND AM/FM DIGITAL SYSTEM 
' DISPLAY MODEL 30 PRESETS 

' DIAL TIUNING SYSTEM 
'WHAT HI·FI AWARD WINNER 

' 3 HEAD DOLBY S. 
' 3 HEAD 2 MOTOR 
' DOLBY B/ C/S /HX PRO 
' MID SHIP DRIVE MULTI AMS 

STS311 



['1+l-fii'Aila1& 
PIONEER 

' 3 HEAD CASSETTE 
' INFRA RED REMOTE. 
' DOlllY B. C HX PRO 
' ELECTRONIC COUNTER 
' H/P OUTPUT MUSIC SEARCH 

PIONEER 
,. -� - .. ,__.,, - ::;r - �"' ;�81)1:�11.�<t� i" 

� ,. ""' ')'·�-'%·�� 4"'.;; > ";' 0 -·-·-�·-- �� � 

' HIGHLY REVIEWED CASSETTE 
' DUAL CAPSTAN 3 HEAD DECK 
' DOlllY BC HX PRO 
' CD DECK SYNCRO 
' MUSIC SKIP DISPLAY OFF 

CTS610 

NAKAMICHI 
" ' '  �--- - - - .-----� '" ' 

' 3 HEAD DOLBY S CASSETTE 
' POWER OPEN/CLOSE 
'DISPlAY MODEL3 MOTOR SYSTEM 
' CERAMIC CASSETTE HOLDER 
'WHAT HI-FI AWARD WINNER 

'FULL SIZE DAT RECORDER. 
' I BIT A/D AND PULSE D/ A CONY 
' 3 MOTOR SYSTEM 
'LONG PlAY MODE A/B REPEAT 
' LINEAR TAPE COUNTER 
' REMOTE CONTROL 

TCK6115 

TURN BLE 

DUAL 

' QUALITY COMPACT DISC 
' 3 BEAM lASER PICK UP 
' 20 SELECTION PROGRAM 
' REMOTE OPTIONAL 
' DIGITAL OPTICAL OUTPUT 
' SLIMUNE BlACK 240 VOLT 

CDM659 

�u · o 
... 1&1 59 

D. 

�f £_ �95 � 
SONY 

' FAMOUS PHI LIPS QUALITY CD920 
'HIGHLY REVIEWED WHAT HI·FL 
'BITSTREAM D.A.C. DIGITAL OUTPUT 
' FULL FUNCTION REMOTE 
' DIRECT ACCESS EDIT MODES 

SONY 

�. �· � �!,:�;� !��;��: -"''""Y' 
'GREAT FEATURE REVIEW WHAT HI·FI CDP597 0' '45 BIT 8 DAC D/A CONVERSION. 
'DIGITAL SERVO SYSTEM 
' FULL REMOTE/REM VOL 
' TIME/ MANUAL FADE 

��£ 129-95 

•«•J�If+!ftl'slpt .. 
TECHNICS 

'HIGHLY REVIEWED PlAYER 
' MASH 4 DAC SYSTEM 
' CD/SYNCRO EDIT. 
' HEADPHONE SOCKET & VOL CONTROL 
' FULL REMOTE CONTROL 

MA RANT% 
-- ' ,. ��#/.«/»#M 

- . .....,._ 

, _., ' , , ,·)-,·:s�����)��;;i�Wh 

' BITSTREAM QUALITY MUL TIPlA YER. 
' DIGITAL ANALOGUE OUTPUT 
'FTS FAVORITE TRACK SELECTION 
' FULL REMOTE CONTROL 
' CARROUSEL ALLOWS 3 DISC CHANGE WHILE 

PlAYING FIFTH 
' FULL WIDTH 435MM 

' 'RECOMMENDED' HI-FI CHOICE 
'4 STAR SOUND QUALITY WHAT HI·FI 
' SUPERB TOP OF THE RANGE BUILD QUALITY. 
' STABLE PlATIER MECHANISM 

. 

' CENTRE TRAY FUll REMOTE 



IMPORTANT NOTICE AUTHORISED DEALERS 
Not all advertisers in this magazine are authorised dealers for the products they stock. If you check with major 
manufacturers they will advise you to buy from authorised dealers to ensure full company guarantee back up. 

Hyper·FI only sells brancl new factory sealecl stock cllrect from the manufacturers ancl Is 

an authorised clealer for all Its brancls 

COMPACT DISC 

MINIM 
• IMPROVED MODEL UP FROM MINI MONITOR 
• RECOMMENDED HI-FI CHOICE 
• 70 WATTS POWER RATING 

I 
• FERRO FLUID DOME TWEETER 
• HARD WIRED X/OVERS 

: �!����rs�R TERMINALS .IJ-

MS5. 
• FUllY SHEILDED MAGNETS 

FOR All A/V APLICATIONS 
• HIGHlY REVIEWED HI-FI SPEAKER 
• NEW IMPROVED TWEETER 
• POSITEC PROTECTION SYSTEM 
• SHELF OR FLOOR STAND USE 
• 1 00 WATTS HANDLING 
• DELUX BLACK FINISH 
• IDEAL CENTRE SPEAKER 

"10CWATT HANDLING 

I 
• HIGHLY REVIEWED HI-FI CHOICE! 
• INFINITE BAFFLE SYSTEM 
• 2 WAY BASS & TWEETER 

R· I • BOHMS 
• BLACK FINISH 

J.P.W. 
SONATA 

• HIGHLY REVIEWED WHAT HI-FI 

• WHAT HI-FI AWARD WINNER 

• Hl-fl CHOICE BEST BUY 

• 70 WATTS HANDLING 

• FREQ RANGE 70HZ - 20KHZ 

• WALNUT FINISH 

320 X 230 X 21Qmm 

SPEAKERS 

MORDAUNT SHORT 
M$.10 

• HIGHLY REVIEWED HI-FI CHOICE 
• FIVE STAR REVIEWED WHAT HI-FII 
• 100 WATTS REPAC UNITS 
• ALUMINIUM DOME TWEETER 
• DELUXE BLACK FINISH 

MS30 
• HIGHLY REVIEWED NEW RANGE 
• TWO WAY INFINITE BAFFLE 
• 100 WATTS REPAC UNITS 
• ALUMINIUM DOME TWEETER 
• MCS WOOFER BL WIRE 
• 25 x 43 x 28cm BLACK FINISH 

• HIGHLY REVIEWED HI-FI CHOICE 
• HIGHLY REVIEWED WHAT HI-FI 
"100WATTS HANDLING 
• 3 WAY BASS REFLEX 
• SUPERB BLACK FINISH 

I ALSO DELUXE OAK FINISH£ 199.95 I 

CELESTION 
CELESTION 15 

• RECOMMENDED HI-FI CHOICE 
• HIGHLY REVIEWED WHAT HI-FI 
• FLOOR STANDING 2 WAY DESIGN 
• TITANIUM DOME TWEETER 
• 100 WATTS HANDLING 
• SUPERB SLACK FINISH 

I ALSO DELUXE OAK FINISH £299.95 I 

M$5.50 
• HIGHlY REVIEWED SPEAKER 
• FlOOR STANDING BASS REFLEX 
• B9 DB 1 WATT SENSITTVITY 
• TWIN BASS UNITS DOME TWEETER 
• ROSEWOOD FINISH 

SPEAKERS 

MASOOGOLD 
• HIGHlY REVIEWED SPEAKER 
• UNIQUE FRONT REFLEX 
• 120 WATTS HANDLING 
• GOLD ANODIZED AllOY 

TWEETER DIE CAST BASS 
• DELUXE ROSEWOOD 

�5£239-95·-
--- - ----

J20 
• DOLBY SURROUND SOUND 

SYSTEM 
• 2 x 50 WATTS FRONT 

2 x 10 WATTS REAR 
• SOUND FIELD CONTROL 

+ MOVIE MODE 

: jl:-���YF��u��r INPUT 

• 1 BIT 24TRACK CD PLAYER 
• lWlN A/REV DOLBY B & C 
• QUALITY TURNTABLE 

J� 1 00 WATTS RMS OUTPUT 
• SEPARATE POWER AMPLIFIER 
• A/B A+B SPEAKER SWITCHING 
• 7 BAND EQUALIZER 
• STABLE PLATTER CD. PLAYER 
• 36 PRESET AM/FM TUNER 
• TWIN AUTO/REV B.C HX PRO 
• QUALITY BELT DRIVE T/TABLE 

MR 100 Multi Room 
Adaplor £29.95 



AMPLIFIERS 
AIWA 

XA003 £99.95 
XA950 £ 1 19.95 

DE NON 
PMA250111 £159.95 
PMA35011 £2 19.95 
PMA480R £2 19.95 
PMA450 £249.95 
PMA880R £299.95 
AVC3020ED £499.95 

KENWOOD 
KA 1030 £ 119.95 
KA3020ED £ 139.95 
KA3050R £ 169.95 
KA4040R £ 169.95 
KA5040R £ 169.95 
KA3020SE £169.95 
KA5050RED £249.95 
KAV8500 £469.95 
KAV7700 £489.95 

MARANTZ 
PM42 £99.95 
PM32 £ 139.95 
PM52 £ 149.95 
SP50 ED £149.95 
PM445E £179.95 
PM52SE £299.95 
PM54SE £299.95 
PM700ED £349.95 

NAD 
302ED £ 129.95 
304ED £ 169.95 
306 P.O.A. 

NAKAMICHI 
1A3 £ 169.95 
1A2 P.O.A. 

IAI P.O.A. 
PHIUPS 

FA920 £1 19.95 
FA930 £ 149.95 

PIONEER 

A20 1 £69.95 
Al02 £99.95 
A35 1R £ 149.95 
A300XED £ 149.95 
A400 P.O.A. 
A676G £ 179.95 
A400X P.O.A. 
A602 £249.95 
A6768l £249.95 

ROTEL 
RA920AX £89.95 
RA935ED £169.95 

SONY 
TAF211ED £99.95 
TAF242ED £ 1 19.95 
TAF319R £12'il.95 
TAF442ED £149.95 
TAF2UE P.O.A. 
TAF540E £ 169.95 
TAF5A2ED £ 169.95 
TAF670ES £299.95 
TAAV5706 P.O.A. 
TAAV670 £329.95 

TECHNICS 
SUVZ220ED £99.95 
SUVZ320 £ 139.95 
SUA600K P.O.A. 
SUVX600 £ 149.95 
SUA700K P.O.A. 
SUA800K £329.95 
SUA900K P.O.A. 

YAMAHA 
AX350 £99.95 
AX470 P.O.A. 
AXV40 1 £139.95 
AX570 P.O.A. 

AUDIO VISUAL 
CELESTION 

FUU RANGE P.O.A. 

DE NON 

AVC 1530ED £399.95 
AVC3020ED £499.95 
AVRIOOO P.O.A. 
AVC 3530 P.O.A. 

JPW 

FUU RANGE P.O.A 

KENWOOD 
KRV6050 £289.95 
KRV6060ED £299.95 
KRV7050ED £34 9. 95 
KAV8500 £469.95 
KAV7700ED £469.95 

MARANTZ 
SP50ED £149.95 
PM700ED £349.95 
MORDAUNT SHORT 

FUU RANGE P.O.A. 
PIONEER 

CLD2600 £229.95 
CLD2700 £299.95 
VSA740 £349.95 
VS70 1 S P.O.A. 
VSAD802S P.O.A. 
VSX452 P.O.A. 
Cl0 1850 P.O.A. 
CLD2850 P. O.A. 
CLDM5 P. O.A. 

ROTEL 
R89S6AX £324.95 
RSP960AX £399.9 5 

SONY 
STRD590 £189.95 
STRD511ED £189.95 
STRD790 £199.95 
STR061 1 P.O.A. 
TAAV5708 P.O.A. 
TAAV670 £329.95 

TANNOY 
FUU RANGE P.O.A. 

TECHNICS 

SAG530 P.O.A. 
SAGX550LK P.O.A. 

YAMAHA 
DSPA500 P.O.A. 
DSPAIOOO P.O.A. 
DSPA2070 P.O.A. 
DSPE200 P.O.A. 
DSPEIOOO P.O.A. 
RXV470 P.O.A. 
DSPA970 P.O.A. 
NSE80 P.O.A. 
NSC80 P.O.A. 
NSCII 0 P.O.A. 

TUNE� 
AIWA 

XTOOJ £69.95 
XT950 £89.95 

DENON 
TUS60L £99.95 
TU260L £ 119.95 
TU580 £ 119.95 
pTU380RD £189.95 

KENWOOD 
KT2030l £89.95 
KT3050LfD £ 129.95 
KT6040 £ 169.95 

MARANTZ 
ST40 £ 119.95 
STSOL £ 139.95 
ST72Lf0 £ 199.95 

NAD 

402ED £ 149.95 
PHI LIPS 

FT9 10 £79.95 
FT930 £99.95 
FT920 £99.95 

PIONEER 
F201l £79.95 
F202l £99.95 
F676 £ 1 19.95 
F550RDS £ 1 19.95 
F40 1l £ 1 19.95 
F30 1 RDS £ 149.95 
F502RDS P.O.A. 

ROT EL 
RT9508XED £149.95 
RT930AX £159.95 

SONY 
STS2 1 1l8 P.O.A. 
STS170 £119.95 
STS3 1 1l8 P.O.A. 
STS570ES £ 199.95 
STS505ES P.O.A. 
STS770 ES £ 199.95 

TECHNICS 
ST6 10Lf0 £99.95 
STG630RDS P.O.A. 
STGT550 P.O.A. 
ST6 10l £109.95 
STG90LKED £199.95 
STGT650 P.O.A. 

RECEIVERS 
DE NON 

ORA435 £ 149.95 
DRA345R £249.95 
DRA545R £3 19.95 

JVC 

RX506VBK £ 149.95 
KENWOOD 

KRA5040 £ 149.95 
KRV6050 £289.95 
KRV6060 £299.95 
KRV7050ED £349.95 

MARANTZ 

SR53 £ 169.95. 
NAD 

70 1/705 £249.95. 
PIONEER 

SX 102 £149.95 
SX202R £179.95 
SX302R £229.95 

SONY 
STRD390 £ 149.95 
STRD31 1 £!79. 95 
STRD590 £189.95 
STRD5 1 1ED £189.95 
STRD790 £199.95 
STRD711 P.O.A. 

TECHNICS 
SAGX530LK P.O.A. 
SAGXIJODLK£149.95 
SAGX230DLK£179. 95 
SAGLX550LK P.O.A. 
SAGX350LK £329.95 

YAMAHA 

RX550 £149.95 
RXV470 P.O.A. 
RX360 £359.95 

CASSEnE DECKS 
AKAI 

£ 199.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 199.95 
£249.95 

CTS900S £399.95 
SONY 

TCFX21 1 £59.95 
TCFX 1708 £89.95 
TCK3 1 1  ED £ 109.95 
TCK370 £ 1 19.95 
TCWR435 £ 129.95 
TCK4 1 1  £ 149.95 
TCK470 £149.95 
TCWR5358 £ 169.95 
TCK51 1S £ 159.95 
TCC5 £229.95 
TCK6 1 1 S P.O.A 
TCWR635S £249.95 
DTC690 £399.95 

TECHNICS 
RSBX404ED £ 139.95 
RSTR232KED £ 139.95 
RSTR333KED £ 159.95 
RSBX646KED £ 179.95 
RSTR515KED £199.95 
·RSBX747KED £249.95 

YAMAHA 

KX260 £ 139.95 
KXWI62 £ 149.95 
KXW262 £ 149.95 
KX360 £ 159.95 
KX650 £229.95 

TURNTABLES 
DUAL 

CS435ED £99.95 
CS503/2ED £ 129.95 
CS505/ A £ 1  A9. 95 

SONY 
PSLXIOOS £54.95 
PSLX1508 £99.95 
PSLXA318 £ 149.95 

TECHNICS 
SLD822K P.O.A. 
Sl1200 P.O.A. 
Sl 12 1 0 P.O.A. 

SPEAKERS 
DX57 £ 199.95 B&W 
GX95 11 £329.95 DM6001MP P.O.A. 

AIWA DM6101MP P.O.A. 
ADF4 1 0 £79.95 DM6201MP P.O.A. 
ADF450ED £99.95 CELESTION 
ADWX727ED£ 1A9.95 CEll P.O.A. 
ADF810 £ 149.95 CEL 3 P.O.A. 
ADWX828ED£ 169.95 JRD DIM £99.95 
ADWX929ED£ 199.95 CEL 5 £ 129.95 
ADF850ED £ 199.95 DmON 1 £ 139.95 
XKS7000 £299.95 DmON 28l £ 149.95 
XKS900 £399.95 CEll £ 169.95 

DENON DmON2W £ 169.95 
ORM5 10 £99.95 CEL 98l £ 169.95 
ORM540 £ 159.95 CEL 9 OAK £ 199.95 
DRM610 £ 169.95 CEL 158l £249.95 
DRS8 10 P.O.A CEL 150AK £299.95 
DRM710ED £2 19.95 5000 £399.95 
DRW760 £249.95 CERWIN VEGA 

KENWOOD AT40 £249.95 
KX3050 P.O.A. AT60 £299.95 
KX5050 P.O.A. AT80 £399.95 
KX5030 £ 129.95 VS 10 P.O.A. 
KXW8040 £149.95 VS12 P.O.A. 
KX9050S P.O.A. ATl 00 £499.95 

MARANTZ VSI515 P.O.A. 
5052 £ 139.95 JPW 

SD53ED £ 169.95 MINIM Wl £49.95 
SD63ED £ 199.95 MINIM Bl P.O.A. 

NAKAMICHI SU8WOOFER P.O.A. 
DR3 P.O.A. SONATA WL £69.95 
DR2 

PHIUPS'
O.A. �ATA Bl r:J->."1 

DCC900 £249.95 m P.O.A. 
PIONEER AP3 P.O.A. 

CTS210 £69.95 MISSION 
CTS3 10 £89.95 760i £ 109.95 
CTW420R P.O.A 760iSE £ 129.95 
CTS4 10 £ 149.95 76 1i £ 179.95 
CTS320 £ 149.95 780SE £239.95 
CTW620R P.O.A 762i £249.95 
CTS520 £ 169.95 78 1 £249.95 
CTS5 10 £ 169.95 763 £379.95 

i 
765i 
STANDS 

MONITOR AUDIO 
STUDS. £299.95 
MA800G 10 £349.95 
MA 14GII £399.95 
MA800G Bl £399.95 
STUD 6 £499.95 
STUD 10 £699.95 
MA 1800 RO £699.95 
STUD 15 £799.95 
MORDAUNT SHORT 

MS5. 1 O.SBL £49.95 
MSIO P.O.A 
MS5.10 Bl £99.95 
MS20 P.O.A 
MS30 £ 169.95 
MS5.50RO £329.95 
MS5.50Bl £349.95 
MS40 P.O.A 
MS50 P.O.A 

NAD 
80 1 P.O.A. 
802ED £ 169.95 
804ED £289.95 

SONY 
5SA109 £49.95 
APM181ES £ 199.95 
S5S70ES £3 19.95 

TANNOY 

603.2ED £99.95 
605.2ED £129.95 
607.2ED £ 149.95 
609.2ED £169.95 
6 1 1.2ED £349.95 
613.2ED £499.95 
615.2ED £599.95 

WHARFEDALE 

Delta 30 11 £49.95 
Diamond 5 £59.95 
CRSJED £59.95 
CRS5 £ 129.95 
425 £129.95 
CRS7 £199.95 
CRS9 £299.95 

EQUALISERS 
KENWOOD 

GE 4030 £ 149.95 
GE 7030ED £ 199.95 

SONY 
SEQ4 11 £99.95 

TECHNICS 
SHGE70EK P.O.A 
SHGE90K P.O.A 

MICRO SYSTEMS 
AIWA 

LCX7 £2 19.95 

t&� mm 
LCX65 £269.95 
LCX9 £299.95 
LCX70M £329.95 
LCXIO £349.95 

J.V.C. 
UXTl £269.95 
UXA4 £299.95 
UXC7 £309.95 
UXA55R £3 19.95 

KENWOOD. 
M5A7 £329.95 

SONY 
PMC30 1 £269.95 

MINI SYSTEMS 
AKA I 

MX92 £249.95 
MX95 £249.95 
MX570 £299.95 
MX670 £349.95 
MX770 £399.95 

AIWA 
NSX270 £ 199.95 
NSX360G £239.95 
NSX340 £249.95 
NSX400 £269.95 
NSX500 £279.95 
NSXAJO £299.95 
NSX520 £299.95 
NSX540 £349.95 
NSXD636 £399.95 
NSXD707 £399.95 

£449.95 
£449.95 

NSXD939 £649.95 
DE NON 

065 P.O.A. 
070 £449.95 
0 100 £499.95 
D90 P.O.A. 
0 1 10 P.O.A. 
0250 P.O.A. 
DFIO P.O.A. 

JVC 
ADA 52 £299.95 
ADAS20 £329.95 
ADA 53 £349.95 
ADA 54 £349.95 
ADASJO £379.95 
ADAC33 £399.95 
ADA S6 £399.95 
ADAS50 £4 19.95 
ADASSOR £449.95 
ADAC55 £529.95 
ADAS60R £529.95 
ADA G7 £699.95 
ADA G9 £899.95 

KENWOOD 
UD30 1 £299.95 
U0302 £349.95 
UD351M £389.95 
UD50 1 £399.95 
UD55 1 M £539.95 
UD701 £599,95 
UD751 M £649.95 
U090 1 £649.95 
UD95 1M £749.95 

PIONEER 
N33 £ 199.95 
N50W £299.95 
N70W £349.95 
N70WM £399.95 
NlOOW £429.95 
NlOOWM £499.95 
N93T £699.95 
IMPJ £749.95 
N93M £799.9 5 
IMP7 £899.95 

MIDI SYSTEMS 
AKA I 

M48 £289.95 
AIWA 

Z720 £299.95 
Z650 £339.95 
ZDSOOOM £399.95 
Z 1700 £A49.95 
ZDJIOOM £499.95 
ZD7000M £499.95 
ZD7100M £599.95 
ZD9100 £799.95 

JVC 
W37CD £299.95 
W58CD £399.95 
W78CD £499.95 
10 10ED £699.95 
1 020ED £799.95 

KENWOOD 
M27 £399.95 
M28 £449.95 
M47 £449.95 
M56 £499.95 
M76 £499.95 
M57 £699.95 
M77 £799.95 
M97 £949.95 

BY UPFO 

£25 

JIO 
J200 
J20 
J300 
J400M 
J20M 
!40 
!500 
JSOOM £699.95 

SONY 

C 108 £269.95 
C 190 £299.95 
C209 £299.95 
Cl95 £339.95 
C159 £399.95 
C259 £339.95 
C290 £349.95 
C295 £399.95 
C359 £399.95 
(490 £449.95 
C559 £449.95 

TECHNICS 

CDX120 P.O.A. 
CDX320 P.O.A. 
CDX520 P.O.A. 

COMPACT DISCS 
AIWA 

XC300" £89.95 
XC750" £99.95 
XC950 £109.95 

DE NON 
DC0690" £99.95 
DCD595" £ 129.95 
DCD695 £ 199.95 
DCD890" £229.95 
DCD 1290" £ 199.95 
DCMJAO" £349.95 
DCD2560" £599.95 

KENWOOD 

DP5040 £ 129.95 
DP2050 £ 149.95 
DP3050 £ 179.95 
OP5050 £229.95 
OPM6650 £239.9 5 
DP7050ED £249.95 

MARANTZ 

CD53 P.O.A. 
CDA211 £99.95 
CD5211 £ 149.95 
C063 P.O.A. 
CD5211SED £ 199.95 
CD72 £269.95 
CDIO P.O.A. 

NAD 
SOlED £ 149.95 
502ED £ 179.95 

NAKAMICHI 
C04 £239.95 

£69.95 
£89.95 
£99.95 

£ 1 19.95 
£ 129.95 
£ 129.95 

CDC935 £169.95 
PIONEER 

PD20 1 £99.95 
PD202 £ 1 19.95 
PDS501 £ 149.95 
PDS60 1 £ 149.95 
PDS502 £ 149.95 
PDM602ED £ 169.95 
PD$70 1 £ 179.95 
PDS702 £ 179.95 
PDSBOIED £ 199.95 
PDS802 £269.95 
PDS90 1 £299.95 
Cl02700 £299.95 

ROTEL 

RCD945AX" £229.95 
RCD965 £299.9 5 

SONY 

CDPM33 £69.95 
COPM43 £99.95 
COP497 £99.95 
CDPM54 £99.95 
CDP597 £ 129.95 
COP797 £ 129.95 
CDP3 1 1ED £ 129.95 
COP4 1 1ED £ 139.95 
COP7 1 1ED £ 169.95 
CDP79 1 £ 199.95 
CDP9 1 1ED £229.95 
COPX303ES £329.95 

TEAC 

CDP3500 £ 149.95 
VRDSIO £699.95 

TECHNICS 

SLPJ38 £79.95 
SLPG340ED" £99.95 
SLPG440ED" £ 139.95 
SLPG540AK" £ 199.95 
SLPS740AK" £249.95 
SLPS840AK" £4 19.95 
SLP2000 P.O.A. 

YAMAHA 

CDX660 £99.95 
CDX570 £ 129.95 
CDX470 £ 159.95 
CDC635 £ 169.95 
CDX860 £ 169.95 
CDX870 £ 189.95 
CDX670 £229.95 

r-------------------� 
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I I 
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I I 
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ALL PRICESvSfrE��t�EJs�N�� JRID���J��t!Ehi�E����JE'65rt �S,H�Eqf'1tJO QUALIFY 
I I 
I I 
I I 

All £20 A PAIR. E.O.: EX DISPLAYFULlY GUARANTEED L.- ------------- -----:J ------- -------------------------------
MAIL ORDER CUT OFF COUPON 
Pleaee add £6 per Item for lneured Sec:urlc:or deliveriee. 

P lease supply (make/model) ............................................................. . 

I enclose Cheque/P.O . ........................................... Payable "Hyper-fi" 

Maetercard or 
Vlea No. 

EXPIRY DATE 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Name ............................................. Signature ...................................... . 

Addreee ................................................................................................. . 

............................................................................. Postcode .................. . 

Day�lme/Worka Tel: (ST"D CODE) ........ No ....................... . 



Key to headphones 
Price· typical retail, to nearest 

��
u
�� -Opn. open back, vented or 

veracity type; gives less environmen
tal isolation, but is usually more nat
ural feeling in e xtended use. Sld · 
sealed ·the headphones form an air 
seal around the ears, helping reduce 
sound leakage.I R- Infra red cordless. 
Ear· in-ear model. 

Weight -without cable. 
Impedance· in ohms. 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

100 2x 90 150 33,24,19 Boundary, stand mount 

Key to loudspeakers 
Price· typical retail, to nearest 

¥����·2X, 3x etc -number of indepen
dent drive units, Pt · ported,IB
sealed, Active· dedicated active 
crossover, needs amps for each dri-
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R
of:r�t��(l ���� �r�i;.

�
��·

a;ia� 
drive unit, Horn-horn load in�. MC 
moving coil, ESL · electrostatiC, CC· 
coupled cavity, Hybrid - dynamic 

bass/ESl or ribbon top. 
Sens - output at given power input 
level. 
Impedance· in ohms. Power- ma xi· 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

80 18,28,20 Budget hi-fi range, black ash 



Key to loudspeakers 
Price ·typical retail, to nearest 

����� ·
2x, 3x etc ·number of indepen

dent drive units, Pt- parted, IB · 
sealed, Active- dedicated active 
crossover, needs amps for each dri-

���b
A::of:r���t� ��H �ar��-

t��·
a;ra� 

drive unit, Horn- horn load in�, MC
moving coil, ESL · electrostatiC, CC· 
coupled cavity, Hybrid - dynamic 

bass/ESL or ribbon top. 
Sens - output at given power input 
level. 
Impedance- in ohms. Power- maxi-

��:-
r�f�t����1:�t 

a
x
mfel�������.

ut. 

i:�t�dc�� ���;;l�hdi�� -
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

120 Pt 87 80 18,28,20 Budget hi-fi range, black ash 

Key to loudspeakers 
Price- typical retail, to nearest 

����� ·
2x, 3x etc- number of indepen

dent drive units, Pt- ported, IB
sealed, Active · dedicated active 
crossover, needs amps for each dri-

���b�o
R
of:r���t� -b��} �ar�i�.

1
��·

a;ra� 
drive unit, Horn- horn loadin�. MC· 
moving coil, ESL · electrostatiC, CC
coupled cavity, Hybrid· dynamic 

bass/ESL or ribbon top. 
Sens · output at given power input 
level. 
Impedance- in ohms. Power- maxi-

Si�:-
r
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ut. 
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�
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

120 Pt 87 80 18,28,20 Budget hi-li range, black ash 



Key to loudspeakers 
Price - typical retail, to nearest 

¥���� -
2x, )X etc- number of indepen

dent drive units, Pt- ported, IB
sealed, Active- dedicated active 
crossover, needs amps for each dri-

���b
A
!o

R
of:r����Q _b:H �ar�i;_

t��·
a�ra� 

drive unit, Horn- horn loadin�, MC
moving coil, ESl- electrostatic, CC
coupled cavity, Hybrid- dynamic 

bass/ESl or ribbon top. 
Sens · output at given power input 
level. 
Impedance • in ohms. Power- maxi-
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t
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ut. 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

Key to loudspeakers 
Price- typical retail, to nearest 

����� -
2x, 3x etc ·number of indepen

dent drive units, Pt · ported,IB · 
seated, Active- dedicated active 
crossover, needs amps for each dri-

���:::of:r����d -b�H �ar��-
t
��·

a;ra� 
drive unit, Horn· horn load in�. MC 
moving coil, ESL- electrostatiC, CC· 
coupled cavity, Hybrid· dynamic 

bass/ESL or ribbon top. 
Sens - output at given power input 
level. 
Impedance- in ohms. Power· maxi-
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 



Key to loudspeakers 
Price· typical retail, to nearest 

�����·2x, 3X etc- number of indepen· 
dent drive units, Pt ·parted, 18 • 

sealed, Active· dedicated active 
crossover, needs amps for each dri· 

��Jb�o
R
of:r�t��� ��H �ar�i�-

���·
a�ia� 

drive unit, Horn· horn load in�, MC

moving coil, ESL- electrostatic, CC· 

coupled cavity, Hybrid· dynamic 

bass/ESL or ribbon top. 
Sens · output at given power input 
level. 
Impedance· in ohms. Power- maxi· 

���-r!fd\����1:�t �m!el����g�� -
ut. 
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�
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

120 Pt 87 80 !8,28,20 Budget hi-li range, black ash 

Key to loudspeakers 
Price· typical retail, to nearest 

�����-2x, 3X etc- number of indepen· 
dent drive units, Pt- parted, IB · 
sealed, Active - dedicated active 
crossover, needs amps for each dri-

���:::of:r�t�f-� ���� �ar�
1
;.

t��·
a�ia� 

drive unit, Horn- horn loading, MC· 

moving coil, ESL · electrostatiC, CC

coupled cavity, Hybrid· dynamic 

bass/ESL or ribbon top. 
Sens • output at given power input 
level. Impedance· in ohms. Power· maxi· 

Si�:. 
r!fd[g���1:�t �m!el�������.

ut. 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

1� - 87 80 18J21!,20 Buqgmll!:_fi ran� black ash 



SEVENOAKS SUPERFI 

DISPLAY & 

DEMONSTRATIONS 

The moment you step through 
the door of a Sevenoaks Hi Fi 
or Superfi branch you're going 

to be better looked after. 

With over 2 1 years experience 
in Hi Fi, Video and TV retail, 
we're here to make sure you 

get the equipment that best 
suits your needs and your 
budget. 
You'll find a wide range of 
products with the emphasis on 
quality rather than country of 

origin. Not only is everything 
we sell on display, but it's also 

available for demonstration. 
Each of our branches has 

dedicated demonstration 
facilities to help you enjoy 

choosing your equipment. 

If you thought this level of 
service might be expensive
you'd be wrong. Our prices 
are the most competitive 

around and our added value 
offers famous throughout the 
industry. 

AFTER SALES 

CARE 

Each of our Sevenoaks 

Superfi branches is served by 
a dedicated Central Service 
Department. Approved by 
all the leading 
manufacturers, our team of 
fully trained engineers is 
capable of repairing 99% of 

all faults- in our own 

workshops. Once the repair 

is complete we give you a 

3 month warranty. The kind 
of back up you'd expect from 

the leading independent Hi Fi 

retailers in the country. 

ADDED VALUE 

� 
FREE 

� 0 

']!)lJ�iJ1il 

� 
FREE 

'il.P�\](111 
'i;];\j\]I.Ji) 
FREE 

8 
@'' 
FINANCE' 

l)))'if/{ 

Full selection of 
Hi Fi Press Award 
Winners 

Free COs on 
selected CD Players 

CD Vouchers 
available on 
selected purchases 

Free TDK Tapes on 
selected Cassette 
Deck purchases 

Free 007 stands 
and cable on 
selected speaker 
purchases 

Free Headphones 
worth £ 40 on 
selected Hi Fi 
Separates over £500 

0% Finance available 
on selected Hi Fi 
Separates (not 
suggested systems) 

Dedicated listening 
rooms in all our 
branches 

SUGGESTED SYSTEMS 

The suggested systems priced below all include the popular NAD 5120 

turntable but an alternative turntable or CD Player is available at extra 
cost. Please see CHOICES list below for further details. 

p;oneer A203 
Te<.hnics 

SUVZ220K 

NAO 302 

Marantz 
PM44SE Mkl 

Technics 
SUVZ320K 

Kenwood 
KA3020SE 
Harman 
HK61SO 
Technics 
SUA600K 
Marantz 
PM44$E Mkll 

NAD 304 Technics 

Pioneer A300X SUA700K 

JPW Sonata V 

Celest1on I 
JPW M1n1m 

NAD 801 

264.95 296.95 319.95 344.95 359.95 

Celest10n 3 Mkll 

JPW Sonata W 

MISSIOn 7601 

MISSIOn 731 

288.95 319.95 344.95 368.95 384.95 

Tannoy Profile 
631 

Mission 7601 SE 

NAD 800 

304.95 336.95 359.95 384.95 399.95 

Tannoy Profile 
632 

Celest1on 5 Mkll 

B&W DM600 

Man Audto 1 

328.95 359.95 384.95 408.95 424.95 

Celest1on 7 Mkll 

NAD 802 

359.95 392.95 416.95 439.95 456.95 

CHOICES 
The followmg Compact D1sc Player or Turntable may be ordered instead of the 
NAD 5120 in the above systems:-

CD PLAYERS 

A1wa XC 300 Add £ 19 Marantz CD63 Add £ 139 

NAD 501 Add£ 79 

NAD 502 Add £ 99 

P1oneer PDS703 Add £ 149 

TEAC CDP3500 Add £ 79 

TURNTABLES 

Dual C5503.2 Add £ 59 

Dual (5505.4 Add £ 89 

NAD 533 Add £ 89 

Pro1ect 0.5 Add £ 49 

Technics SLBD22K Add£ 49 

Den on DC D6 1 5 Add £ 79 

Denon DCD825 Add£ 119 

Marantz CD5211 Add £ 59 

Marantz CD5211SE Add £ 139 

Marantz CD 53 Add £ 79 TechniCS SLPG440AK Add £ 59 Thorens TD280 IV Add £ 99 

PRICE PROMISE 
We always try to ensure our pr1ces are competitive. In the unlikely event of an 
1dent1cal product being available from a local authorised dealer at a lower pnce, we 
will beat that pnce by up to £ 20. To qualify it must be a verif1able offer on 
product that IS 1n stock, brand new and m a sealed box. 

No Added Value Offers apply on pnce beat sales 

PRICE BEAT VALUES: 

£ 110 - £500 = £10 

£501 - £ 1.000 = £15 

£ 1.001+ = £20 

0% FINANCE 
We offer 0% finance on a wide range of Hi Fi separates. Package 1 1 0% 
deposit followed by 6 equal monthly payments. Example: Cost £ 600. 
Deposit£ 60 plus 6 payments of£ 90. Package 2: 25% Deposit followed by 

9 equal monthly payments. Example: Cost £ 600. Deposit £ 1 50 plus 9 

payments of£ 50. Package 3: 50% deposit followed by 12 equal monthly 

payments. Example: Cost £ 840. Deposit £ 420 plus 12 payments of £ 35. 
All Options: Mmimum balance £ 400. Subject to status. 0% APR. Personal 
shoppers only. Written details on request 

-



THE SPECIALIST 

HI Fl PRODUCT SELECTION 

AMPLIFIERS 
Arcam Alpha 5 
Arcam Alpha 6 
Arcam Delta 290 
Arian Elektra 
Aura VA80 
Aura VA100 Black 
Audiolab 8000A!II 
Audiolab 8000C/II 
Audiolab 8000M (each) 
Audiolab 8000P/II 
Audiolab 8000 PPA 
Cyrus Ill (Selected branches) 
Cyrus PSXR (Selected branches) 
Denon PMA250111 
Denon PMA350 11 
Denon PMA450 SE 
Denon PMA480R 
Denon PMA880R 
De non UPA F1 0 
Exposure EXP20 
Exposure EXP15 MM 
Exposure EXP17 MM 
Exposure EXP18 
Harman Kardon HK1400 
Harman Kardon HK6150 
John Shearne Phase 11 
Kenwood KA3020SE 
Marantz PM32 
Marantz PM44Mkl SE 
Marantz PM44 Mkll SE 
Marantz PM54SE 
Musical Fid A 1000 
Musical Fid A 1 Mk Ill 
Mus1cal Fid F15 
Musical Fid F22 
Nad 302 
Nad 304 
Nad 306 
Pioneer A203 
Pioneer A300X 
Pioneer A400X 
Quad 66 inc RI 
Quad 34 
Quad 306 
Quad 606 
Rotel RA930AX 
Rotel RA935BX 
Rotel RB970BX 
Rotel RC970BX 
Technics SUA600K 
Technics SUA700K 
Technics SUA900Mkll K 
Yamaha AX380 

£ 229.95 
£ 329.95 
£ 479.95 
£ 999.95 
£ 279.95 
£ 329.95 
£ 479.95 
£ 459.95 
£ 699.95 
£ 649.95 
£ 799.95 
£ 499.95 
£ 299.95 
£ 159 95 
£ 219.95 
£ 269.95 
£219.95 
£ 299.95 
£ 279.95 
£ 624.95 
£ 724.95 
£ 774.95 
£ 749.95 
£ 399 95 
£ 199.95 
£ 549.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 139.95 
£ 179.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 299.95 

£ 1399.95 
£ 329.95 

£ 1899.95 
£ 999 95 
£ 179.95 
£ 239.95 
£ 349.95 
£ 149.95 
£ 229.95 
£ 299.95 
£ 862.95 
£ 398.95 
£ 349.95 
£ 689.95 
£ 174.95 
£ 224.95 
£ 224 95 
£ 149.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 249.95 
£ 399.95 
£ 199.95 

MINI/MICROS 
Aiwa. JVC, Sony & Technics 
Oenon 065 Ex Speakers 
Denon 090 Ex Speakers 
Denon 011 0 Ex Speakers 
De non 02 50 Ex Speakers 
Denon OF 10 Ex Speakers 

P O.A. 
£ 569.95 
£ 669.95 
£ 799.95 
£ 929.95 
£ 999.95 

TUNER AMPS 
Denon DRA365RD 
Denon DRA545RD 

Marantz SR53 

Nad 701 
Nad 705 

£ 249.95 
£ 319.95 

£ 199.00 

£ 259.95 
£ 329.95 

CASSET TE I C�J 
DCC DECKS 
Aiwa ADF450 
Aiwa ADF850 
Aiwa ADWX727 
A1wa ADWX828 
Aiwa ADWX929 
Denon DRM540 
Denon DRM740 
Denon DRS81 0 
Denon DRW760 
Denon UDR F 10 
Marantz 5053 
Marantz 5063 
Nad 602 
Nakamichi DR1 
Nakamichi DR2 
Nakamichi DR3 

Philips DCC300 

Philips DCC600 

Pioneer CTS4305 
Pioneer CTW603R5 

Sony TCK411 3-Head 

£ 119.95 
£ 229.95 
£ 169.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 249.95 
£ 159.95 
£ 259.95 
£ 299.95 
£ 249.95 
£ 269.95 
£ 199 95 
£ 249.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 849.95 
£ 599.95 
£ 359.95 

£ 174.00 

£ 194.00 

£ 199 95 
£ 229.95 

£ 139.00 

Sony TCKS11S Dolby S 

Sony TCK611S Dolby S 

Technics RSTR373K 
Technics R5TR4 74K 
Yamaha KX380 
Yamaha KX580 

£ 179.00 

£ 249.00 

£ 179.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 169.95 
£ 249.95 

AUDIO VISUAL 
B&W, Canon, Celestion, Oenon, JBL, 
Kef, Kenwood, Marantz, Mon Aud10, 
Mordaunt Short, P1oneer, TechniCS, 
Yamaha and Sony. Refer to our A/V Ad 

SPEAKERS 
B & W DM6001 
B & W DM610i 
B & W DM6201 
B & W 805 
B & W 804 
Castle Chester 
Castle Howard 
Castle Durham 11 
Castle Durham 900 
Castle Trent 11 
Castle York 
Celestion 1 
Celestion 3 Mk 11 
Celestion 5 Mk 11 
Celestion 7 Mk 11 
De non SC E313 
Heybrook HB 1/3 
Heybrook Pnma 
Heybrook Quartets 
JPW Sonata Veneer 
JPW Sonata Vinyl 

JPW Minim 

Kef R101.3 
Kef R102.2 
Kef R103.4 
Kef R 104.2 
Kef R105.3 
Kef R107.2 
Kef Q10 
Kef Q30 
Kef Q50 
Miss1on 731 
Mission 751 
Mission 752 
Mission 753 
Mission 760i 
Mission 7601SE 
Mission 761 i 
Mission 780SE 
Mon Audio 201 
Mon Audio 202 
Mon Audio 1 Gold 
Mon Audio 7 Gold 
Mon Audio 14 Gold 
Mordaunt Short MS 10 
Mordaunt Short MS20 
Mordaunt Short MS30 
Mordaunt Short 0. 5 
Nad 800 
Nad 801 
Nad 802 
Nad 804 
Quad ESL 63 
Quad Grad1ent SW63 
Rogers LS2A-2 
Rogers LS4A-2 
Rogers Studio 3 
Ruark Crusader 11 
Ruark Equinox 
Ruark Swordsman Plus 
Ruark Sabre 
Ruark Talisman 11 
Ruark Templar 
5ystym 931 
Systym 935 
Systym 939 
Tannoy Profile 631 
Tannoy Profile 632 
Tannoy Profile 633 
Tannoy Profile 636 
Tannoy Profile 637 
Tannoy Profile 638 
TDL RTL 1 
TDL RTL2 
TDL RTL3 
TDL NFM 
Wharfedale 

:J}If;\)�£Jj 
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£ 189.95 
£ 249.95 
£ 429.95 
£ 895.95 

£ 1495.95 
£ 649.95 
£ 999.95 
£ 249.95 
£ 279.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 349.95 
£ 109.95 
£ 129.95 
£ 169.95 
£ 219.95 
£ 159.95 
£ 259.95 
£ 129.95 
£ 555.95 
£ 119.95 

£ 99.95 

£ 69.00 

£ 549.95 
£ 749.95 

£ 1199.95 
£ 1595.95 
£ 2295.95 
£ 3695.95 

£ 199.95 
£ 349.95 
£ 499.95 
£ 129 95 
£ 299.95 
£ 499.95 
£ 699.95 
£ 109.95 
£ 129.95 
£ 179.95 
£ 239.95 
£ 249.95 
£ 399.95 
£ 189.95 
£ 249.95 
£ 469.95 
£ 129.95 
£ 179.95 
£ 249.95 

£ 99.95 
£ 149 95 

£ 99.95 
£ 229.95 
£ 329.95 

£ 2859.95 
£ 1699.95 

£ 249.95 
£ 329.95 
£ 499.95 

£ 1495 95 
£ 1749.95 

£ 299.95 
£ 384.95 
£ 699.95 
£ 479.95 
£ 299.95 
£ 399.95 
£ 699.95 
£149.95 

£ 189 95 
£ 319.95 
£419.95 
£ 499 95 
£ 599.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 299 95 
£ 399.95 
£ 119.95 

P.O.A. 

TURNTABLES 
Dual CS503-2 inc. cart 
Dual CS435 inc. cart 
Dual CSSOS-4 inc. cart 
Nad 5120 in c. cart 

£ 169.95 
£ 129.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 119.95 

Nad 533 
Project 0.5 inc cart 
Project 1 inc cart 

£ 199 95 
£ 144.95 
£ 184.95 
£ 435.95 
£ 229.95 
£ 159.95 
£ 429.95 

Project 6 inc cart 
Systemdek IIX 900 (ex) 
Technics 5LBD22K 
Technics SL 1210 11 
Thorens TD280 Mk IV me 

Thorens TD 1 66/RB2 50 
cart £ 199.95 

£ 299.95 

TUNERS 
Arcam Alpha 5 
Arcam Delta 280 
Audiolab 8000T 
Cyrus (Selected Branches) 
Denon TU260L 
Denon TU380RDS 
Denon TU580RD 
Denon UTU F 1 0 
Marantz ST40L 
Marantz ST53L 
Nad 402 
Pioneer F203 RDS 
P1oneer F303 RDS 
Pioneer F502 RDS 
Quad 66FM 
Rotel RT930AX 
Rotel RT950BX 

Sony STS311 RDS 

Teac TX4030 
Yamaha TX480L 

£219.95 
£ 349.95 
£ 699 95 
£ 399.95 
£ 119.95 
£ 189 95 
£219.95 
£ 229.95 
£ 139.95 
£ 169.95 
£ 169.95 
£ 129.95 
£ 179.95 
£ 249 95 
£ 532.95 
£ 174.95 
£ 224.95 

£ 159.00 

£ 119.95 
£ 139.95 

CD PLAYERS� 
Aiwa XC300 

Aiwa XC750 

Arcam Alpha One 
Arcam Alpha 5 
Arcam Black Box 50 
Arcam Delta 270 
Arcam Delta 250 Trans 
Audio Alchemy DAC inc box 
Audiolab 8000 CDM 
Audiolab 8000 DAC 
Aura CD50 
Cyrus (Selected Branches) 
Denon DC D61 5 
Denon DCD825 
Denon DCD1290 
De non UCD F1 0 
Kenwood 
Marantz CD10 

£ 99.00 

£94.00 

£ 299.95 
£ 449.95 
£ 449.95 
£ 799.95 
£ 749.95 
£ 199.95 

£ 1249.95 
£ 749.95 
£ 399.95 

P.O.A. 
£ 179.95 
£219.95 
£ 329.95 
£ 239.95 

P OA 
£1199.95 

Marantz CD 52 11 Award Winner £ 149.00 

Marantz CD52 11 SE 
Marantz CD53 
Marantz CD63 
Marantz CD72SE 

£ 299.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 249.95 
£ 599.95 

Marantz CD10 Factory Re-packs £ 899.00 

Musical Fidelity COT 
Musical Fidelity FCD 
Nad 501 
Nad 502 
Nakamichi MB4S 
Phli1ps CD 710 
Philips CD 720 
Philips CD 740 
Philips CD 750 
Pink Triangle Ordinal 
Pink Triangle Da Capo 
Pioneer PD203 
Pioneer PDS503 
Pioneer PDS703 
Pioneer PDS802 
Quad 67 
Roksan 
Rotel RCD945AX 
Rotel RCD965BX 
Sony 
Teac CDP3500 
Teac VRDS7 
Teac VRDS1 0 
Teac VRDS20 
Teac P700/D700 
Technics SLPD667 Multi 
Technics SLPD867 Multi 
Technics SLPG440AK 

Yamaha CDX870 

£ 519.95 
£ 1499.95 

£ 179.95 
£ 229.95 
£ 299.95 
£ 119.95 
£ 129.95 
£ 169.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 789.95 

£ 1449.95 
£ 159.95 
£ 199 95 
£ 249 95 
£ 349 95 
£ 824.95 

P.O.A. 
£ 229.95 
£ 299.95 

P O.A 
£ 199.95 
£ 599.95 
£ 769.95 

£ 1299.95 
£ 1499.95 

£ 179.95 
£ 199.95 
£ 169.95 

£ 179.00 

All prices are valid 

until at least 
September 30th, 1994 

SE VE NOAK!: 
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TRUE MUSICAL 

quality hi ji products with style and value for 
audio/ab 

8000cdm & 8000dac 

Never a company to do things by 

half measures, when Audiolab 

introduced a CD Transport to 

partner their Award-Winning 

DAC, their meticulous approach 

to CD reproduction resulted in a 

product of outstanding sound 

quality to match the rest of their 

�nge-8000A,8000�8000� 

8000M and 8000T. 

rnarantz 

cd 63 
Marantz 

Marantz are another of the 

audio pioneers with a passion for 

making recorded sound as 

enjoyable as the real thing. They 

call it a dedication to pure hi 

fidelity and over the years it has 

led the audio press to bestow 

awards on numerous products in 

their extensive range. 

Since it's launch earlier this year 

the CD 63 has been heralded as 

a player with outstanding 

performance and exceptional 

value for money. 

pioneer 

,�, '  
' • <> -� 
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pds 703 

Pioneer 

it's here, the new star of the CD 

world at an outstanding price. 

With Pioneer's unique Stable 

Platter Mechanism and their 

revolutionary Legato Link DAC, is 

this one to judge the others by7 

Audition this exciting new player 

with front runners from Arcam, 

Marantz, Rotel and others today. 

Yet more reasons to check out 

this award winning range at 

Sevenoaks Superfi. 

Oh, and by the way, Pioneer are 

offering a generous £ 50 
allowance when you part

exchange any hi fi, for an 

A300X, A400 or A400X amp at 

any of our branches listed 

below. 

Sevenoaks, Tunbridge Wells, 

Watford, Chelsea, Leicester, 

Guildford, Oxford, Croydon, 

Hanley, Nottingham, Leeds, 

Derby, Sheffield, Lincoln, 

Camden, Hull and Birmingham. 

Michell 

The Gyro Dec has always been a 

class act. Beautifully styled, it 

looks like no other turntable and 

has the performance to match. 

After twenty years of success 

John Michell now complements 

it with products that are 

impossible not to recommend. 

At Sevenoaks Superfi you can 

audition the range including -

Argo (Preamp). lso (Head amp) -
Alecto (Power amps). The new 

HR (High Resolution) products 

are also available. 

Our other turntables include the 

Pink Triangle Export GTI and 

Anniversary. 

. 
equznox 

Ruark 

Craftsmanship, style and refined 

musical presentation are the 

hallmarks of Ruark loudspeakers. 

With the addition of the 

Equinox, their reputation is 

enhanced. The outboard 

26 BRANCHES THROUGHOUT 
We are authorised dealers for most brands of quality Hi Fi. For a competitive quote please 

London Road SEVENOAKS 

109-113 London 
Road 
0732 459555 

BRIGHTON 

55 Preston Street 
0273 733338 

Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

�g�;;�� CANTERBURY 

':Q Lower 20a Lower Bridge 

�a: Bridge St Street 

h ;! � 1 u r.o 0221 462787 

11 d l 1.11 Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

• 1:!; 
Railway "g. 

Street VI 

CHATHAM 

4 Railway Street 
0634 846859 

L_. ___ _,_J •-'-' Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

worldsU End 
Kings Rd � 

CHELSEA 

403 Kings Road, 
SW10 
071 352 9466 . ��� 

'----.!! J !�._�"-!..1 Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

CHELTENHAM 

24 Pittville Street 
0242 241171 

Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

CROYDON 

373 London Road 
081 665 1203 

Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

ENFIELD 

7 Genotin Road 
081 342 1973 

Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

ESSEX 

1 The Grove 
Centre,Witham 
0376 501733 

0 t::::::��� Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

F n GUILDFORD 

f-...::....:c,;.=.., ; 
t-------' 1 

73b North Street 
0483 36666 

._ __ __. ........ -'�--' Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

Police 0 LEICESTER 

f-C-h_a_rl_e.:...s=S=- tree=-=� t 94 Granby Street [ 0533 557518 

1--:-------'• 1 
Granby Street Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

OXFORD 

41 St Clements 
0865 241773 

Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

TUN BRIDGE 

WELLS 

28-30 St Johns Road 
0892 531543 

Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

WATFORD 

478 5t Albans Road 

• r:l 
0923 213533 

'+' Open Sunday 

.__ A_s_o _A-'--'--' Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

ll3 I� 
Powis St � � 

WOOLWICH 

162 Powis Street 
081 855 8016 

• J� ._ ___ F_
e
_,.r.;'-ry--' Sevenoaks Hi Fi 

F::;;The;;:::==r;n� WORCESTER 
Shambles f 2 Reindeer Court 

• 

J
" ii: 0973 223362 ·u 

Reindeer �-
Court ... Sevenoaks Hi fj 



EXPRESSION 
• hiji connozsseurs and ntusic lovers 

crossover concealed within the 

stands bring 'high end' technology 

at affordable prices. You will find 

the Ruark range, including 

Swordsman 11, Sabre, Templar, 

Talisman 11 and Crusader 11 at 

Sevenoaks Superfi. 

There are many other quality 

loudspeakers including Kef 

Reference, Castle, ProAc, TDL, 

Mission and Monitor Audio 

alpha one 

Area m 

Talk to Arcam and they'll inv1te you 

to 'listen' to sound rather than just 

'hear' it. it's a principle they adopt 

in their dedication to product 

design and manufacture, ensuring 

that the music you listen to is 

reproduced with breathtaking 

accuracy. 

Their new Alpha One is yet 

another of their products to 

encompass these principles. A CD 

Player that has an ideal balance of 

performance and price. 

Den on 

At the forefront of digital and 

analogue recording technology, 

Denon are arguably the leading 

Japanese hi fi brand available in 

the UK. Their products deliver a 

unique combination of design 

quality and aud1o performance 

right across the range. 

The DCD 825 is a player that will 

continue their reputation as a 

maker of truly great hi fi 

equipment. 

ordinal 

Pink Triangle 

Once again, th1s innovative British 

company has set new standards for 

digital reproduction with the 

superb Ordinal DAC Like the 

highly acclaimed Da Capo, you 

have a choice of filter sets, to 

attain the detail and imagery, all 

Pink Triangle products are 

renowned for. 

To audition Ordinal and Da Capo 

or our other Audiophile CD players, 

Transports and DACs which include 

Roksan, Teac, Quad, Arcam and 

Cyrus, contact your local branch. 

Musical Fidelity 

e 10·0 

The E100 integrated amplifier is 

JUSt one model from Musical 

Fidelity's new Elektra series. 

Together with the E200 (Preamp), 

E300 (Poweramp), ESOO (CD 

player) and E600 (Tuner), it forms 

an outstanding range that 

complements the A 1000 

(lntergrated amplifier) and F Series 

components superbly. 

That's not all -we also have Top 

quality amplification from 

Exposure, John Shearne, Cryus and 

Quad for you to consider. 

THE COUNTRY ... 
ring any one of our branches - we are always pleased to hear from you. 

Car Park I (I)� 
11 �� 

Small brook Queensway 

Belgrave Dl 0 Theatre �� 
Spon St � C1 

[l l�g' 

D��y� 
London Road 

• 

BIRMINGHAM 
67 Smallbrook, 
Queensway 
021 631 267S 

Superfi 

COVENTRY 
16 Spon Street 
0203 223254 

Superfi 

D ERBY 
56 London Road 
0332 360303 

Superfi 

. HULL 
4 Dock Street 
0482 24051 

Superfi 

L EEDS 
7 King Edward Street 
0532 449075 

Momington Cr sc LONDON 
2-4 Camden High 

��;;.ds�e street 
071 388 1300 

Ill CaTod!� Superfi 

i I Debcr 
• m Market St 

NOT TINGHAM 
15 Market Street 
0602 412137 

� � � ._,_,-"-L--'L..:"""_(f..__--' S u perfi 

ERocki:==;:=:.=ng=;ha:=m=r-�-;-, SHEFFIELD 
Gate if 1 Rockingham Gate, 

3: The Moor 
0 0742 723768 
0 

L-...J.......J.... _ __L_".J Superfi "'� STOKEON 
t:!cii "'1111.,_ TRENT .1! .. ,, "" 51 Picadilly, Hanley f--P_ic-:a=d:-il-'ly:.._-l 0782 265010 

'---........,""---' Superfi 

Prices include VAT and vvere 
correct at time of going to press. 
but are subject to change without 
prior notice. E&OE. Most, but not 
all, of the offers displayed are 
also available from our associates 
Superfi. Sevenoaks Hi Fi and 
Superfi are no't legally rela'ted and 
are separate commercial 
undertakings . 
All prices are va.Jid until at least 
September 301:h, 1994 S E VE NOAK!: 

s u p E R F 



138 HI- FI CHOICE BUYE RS GUIDE 
Key to recievers 
Price ·typical retail, to nearest 
pound. 
A/V- minimum requirements - Dolby 

�6������f�j����,n�f.'ti�\� -
channels 

driven RMS 8ohms, 2oHz-2okHz. 
Wavebands - FM, l - long wave, M -
medium wave. 
Presets-number thereof. 

������1�g ���n�� l �����l- tape, 

�id:������r���!i���e circuit with 

Remote -control. 
Size -width x height x depth in cm. 

r:�t��n� t��£���i��-
�� ��e�s���1e���n 

The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

., 
Model �· 

Key to systems 
Price -typical retail, to nearest 

����c�s- CD- compact disc, R ·radio 
tuner, Tu- turntable, T- cassette 
tape, 
V-video signal routing (composite 
and/or S-V1deo). 

��:'n
e�����t��: power in watts, per 

3 

l ., 
� g> � ... iii )';l .. 

27,31,36 

88/65,36 

80 14,45,17 

27,20,7 

15,47,18 

21,38,20 

14,22,12 

14,22,12 

22.14.12 

Size- main unit dimensions- width x 

height x depth in cm. 

f:�t�dcf� ��.����hd��.
1� ��ea

d
s���Ve���" 

The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

Size Special 

Active subwoofer for WATI 

Wall mount 

Magnetically shrelded 

Studio nearfield monitor 



Key to systems 
Price ·typical retail, to nearest 
pound. 
Sources- CD- compact disc, R -radio 
tuner, Tu ·turntable, T ·cassette 
tape, 
V- video si�nal routing (composite 
and/or 5-Vtdeo). 

�h:ne�e
-
l��t�St

. 
power in watts, per 

... 
0 

:1! 
� Size 

75 

75 

25 

25 27,46,31 

35 

38 

35 27,48,31 

38 

50 

50 

60 

65 

60 

60 

65 

3 

40 

50 

75 

100 42,8,33 

80 

30 27 wide 

30 27 wide 

40 27 wide 

50 27 wide 

50 

50 

35 

50 

25 

22 

35 

50 

50 

80 

120 

120 

20 

20 

20 

30 

30 

32 

30 

50 

40 

36 

45 

60 

50 

55 

33 

Size· main unit dimensions- width x 

height x depth in cm. 

r:�t��,�� ���f}���i�� -
iP{eea

d
s���re��� " 

The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results . 

MO & equaliser options 

� 
Model �· 

Aiwa XT-003 120 

150 

HI-FI CHOICE BUYER'S GUIDE 139 

Key to tuners 
Price -typical retail, to nearest 

���d�-- FM-VHF, stereo and hi-fi 

f;.P���eO .� : �o��Wa:e�����������
i-

�o�"n�. 
N -Nicam digital TV stereo 

Presets -total number o f  presets on 
all bands . 

... 
0 

I! 
� Size 

60 

100 

75 

20 

50 

50 

70 

70 

100 

49 

100 

50 

35 

65 

65 

65 

45 

115 

65 

10 

20 

20 

20 

30 

50 

15 36,36,37 

25 

15 

15 

30 

30 

10 61.32.31 

10 27.32,33 

10 

10 

25 

10 

30 

25 

12 

20 

50 48,23,31 

100 63,32,30 

20 22,29.27 

9 

35 

35,49,41 

30 

30 35,49.41 

30 

40 

40 

40 

60 

60 

60 

60 

60 

35 

50 

50 

40 

50 

50 

60 

"' � g: "' ... a "' Size .. "' 

FM,M.L 30 

24 

16 43.8.27 

8 43.7 27 

20 43.7.28 

39 45.8.36 

16 43.6.27 

16 31.25.9 

39 45,8,36 

RDS- Radio Data System, which pro
vides station lOs and sometimes 
other data on the FM waveband. 
Size- width x height x depth in cm. 

r��t��n� ��·�P;
'���� .

i
���e�s��:re�i�n 

The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

Special 

Signal stren th meter 

Stereo TV tuner 

Remote control, IF switching 

Switchable IF, muting, mono 

Chrome finish + £50 

RIG via s stem handset 

Switchable IF. mutina. mono 



AMPLIFIERS (INTEGRATED) ORDINAL DAC 
DACAPO DAC ARC AM ALPHAS £230 A R C  AM XETA AV AMP £999 
DIGIT DAC ALPHA S £330 B&W THX SPKR SYS. £4500 
DIGIT OPTICAL DELTA 290 £450 DE NON AVC 1530 £480 

QUAD S7 COP KRAKEN £399 AVC 3000 £730 
ROKSAN DP2P COP AUDIO ALTO £330 AVC 3530 £999 

DP2 COT INNOVATIONS 700 £999 HARM/KARD AVP-1 THX PROC £2000 
DA2 DAC AUDIO LAB 8000A MK2 £480 JBL HrT1 THX SPKRS £2500 

ROTEL RCD965BX COP AURA VA100 £300 KEF MODEL 90 £250 
RCD965 DIS' COP MERIDIAN 551 £S95 MODEL 100 £350 
RCD965SE COP MUSICAL A1 FINAL EDITION £399 K70s SURROUND £299 

THETA DATA BASIC COT FIDELITY E100 ELEKTRA £599 LEXICON CP-2 P/LOG PROC£1095 
DATA MK2 COT A1000 £1399 CP-3 THX PROC £3295 
COBALT DAC A300X £230 MERIDIAN DSPSOOO SYS. P.OA 
PRO PRIME DAC A400X £300 PIONEER CLD 2850 UDISC £S 9 9 

TRICHORD PULSAR 1 DAC RA930AX Mk2 £150 ROTEL RSP 960AX PROC £400 
RA 935 BX Mk2 £250 RB 95SAX AMP £325 SPEAKERS 
lA 50 £599 TANNOY S23 CENTREISUR£180 

A/ENERGY AE1 £7S4 REL STRATA SUB £495 

AMPLIFIERS (PREIPOWER) STADIUM SUB £795 APOGEE FULL RANGE P.OA 

STENTOR SUB £1500 B&W MATRIX 805 £845 
AUDIO L1PRE £299 

YAMAHA DSP-E200 £370 CASTLE DURHAM 900 £279 
INNOVATIONS 800 PWR £849 

DSP-E580 £450 CHESTER £700 
1000PWR £1499 

DSP-E1000 £S70 HOWARD £995 
L2PRE £S99 

DSP A780 £S30 EPOS E511 £395 

DSP A970 £800 ES14 £585 
FULL RANGE POA 

DSP A2070 £1100 IMPULSE H 7  £799 
8000C PRE £4SO 

NS-E80 SUR. SPK £120 H2 £2250 
8000P PWR £SSO 

N5-C110CENTRE £150 KEF REF 103.4 £1199 
8000M PWR £1400 

YST -swso SUB £200 REF 105.3 £2295 
300B PWR £1995 

YST -5W120 SUB £300 MARTIN AERIUS £2222 
SPM 800 PWR £1965 

YST-5W200 SUB £400 LOGAN SEQUE L 2  £3222 
SPM 1000B PWR £2415 MISSION 7SOi £130 
SPM1200B PWR £33S5 

CD EQUIPMENT 7SOi SE £150 
SPM2000 PWR £4SOO 780 SE £250 
DSP 200S PRE £499 (COP =CD Plsyer; COT= CD Transport 751 £300 
DPA 200S PWR £750 DAC = D to A Conv.,rter) 752 £499 
KSL2PRE £3000 ARC AM ALPHA S COP £450 753 £S99 
KSA 100S PWR £5290 DELTA 270 COP £800 MONITOR MA 201 £250 
501 PRE £S25 BUBOX 50 DAC £450 AUDIO MA202 £400 
555PWR £S25 DELTA 250 COT £750 PROAC TABLETTE 3 £479 
S05 PWR £1950 AUDIO DAC IN A BOX £200 TABLETTE Sig. £779 
ARGO PRE £S99 ALCHEMY DDS2 COT £795 STUDIO 100 £S99 
ARGO HR £1300 AUDIO LAB 80000 DAC £750 STUDIO 200 £1850 
ALECTO PWR £1880 8000CDM COT £1250 RESPONSE 3.5 £4250 
ISO HEAD AMP £399 AURA CDSO COP £.400 QUAD ESLS3 £28SO 
ISOHR HEAD AMP £850 DPA LmLE BIT 2 DAC £450 SW63WOOFER £1700 
THE PRE AMP £220 KINSHAW OVERTURE DAC £230 ROKSAN OJAN 3 £895 
TYPHOONPWR £349 MARANT2 CD52 MK2 COP £230 SON US MINUETTO £898 
MASS PWR £950 CD52 SE CDP £300 FABER MINIMA AMATOR £1498 
F22 PRE £999 MERIDIAN 506 COP £875 SPENOOR LS3/5o £630 
F15PWR £1899 500 CDT £1095 TANNOY S32 £190 
MC275 PWR £3595 563 OAC £750 633 £320 
VECTOR REF PRE £399 508 COP £1475 63S £420 
34 PRE £398 MICROMEGA STAGE 1 COP £450 637 £500 
66 PRE £863 STAGE 2 COP £SOD 0100 £S50 
306 PWR £350 STAGE 3 COP £800 0500 £1470 
606 PWR £690 MUSICAL FID. ESOO COP £599 0700 £2100 
RC 970 BX PRE £155 ORELLE C01S0.2 COP £749 THIEL CS 12 £1219 
RB970 PWR £225 CD10T COT £799 CS 2.2 £2S79 
RB 980BX PWR £450 OA180 OAC £599 CS 3.S £3809 
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Key to tuners 
Price -typical retail, to nearest 

g����-- FM-VHF, stereo and hi-fi 

�;.P���eO.� : ��d��a:e��������t��i-�
o
�"n

"d
.
N-Nicam digital TV stereo 

Presets- total number of presets on 
all bands. 

., 
go 

� " 

� 

20 

40 

30 

36 

36 

59 y 

59 N 

59 

59 

70 

24 

24 

40 

RDS-Radio Data System, which pro
vides station lOs and sometimes 
other data on the FM waveband. 
Size -width x height x depth in cm. 

r:�t��N� ��-����h
o\�� -

ip,�ea
d
s���Ve��� " 

The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

Key to turntables. 
Price -typical retail, to nearest 

�����S- 33, 45 and/or 78 revolutions 
per minute. 
Type -A-Auto, that is, automatic rlay 
initiation, and arm return at end o 
side. 
S ·Semi, arm lift or arm return at end 
of side. M -Manual. 

Size ·width x height x depth in cm. 

Special- Cartridge and/or arm includ
ed etc. 

r:�t��n� �:-�P/��t
��� -

ipl�e�s���fe���n 
The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

Semi-suspended deck 



Buy any product from our list (which 

includes all nominated award winners and 

other new products), mention Cashback, 

and we'll put a cheque in the post (to use 

against any future purchase from 

Cleartone over£ 100 excluding special 

offers) to the value shown here. 

You can redeem your Cashback cheque at 

any time between now and Christmas, at 

any of our stores, on any of our complete 

range of TV's, Videos, Camcorders and Hi Fi 

- even phones, photographic and car hi-fi 

at selected stores. 

IYO u wIN TWIcE ... 

... with your initial purchase on our keen 

prices and your second purchase with 

Cashback discount. If you don't live near a 

store - order your requirements mail order! 

saves 40 TO £100! 
SPEND 

£ 1 00 £ 19 9 
on purchases from 

• 
the list - receive 
Cashback cheque for 

£200 £399 
on purchases from 

• 
the list - receive 
Cashback cheque for 

£400 £599 
on purchases from 

• 
the list- receive 
Cashback cheque for 

£600 £799 
on purchases from 

• 
the list - receive 
Cashback cheque for 

£8 00 £9 9 9 on purchases from 

• 
the list - receive 
Cashback cheque for 

£ 1000+ 
on purchases from 
the list- receive 
Cashback cheque for 

£10 

£20 

£40 

£60 

£80 
£100 



Pioneer PD-203 

Pioneer PD-S703 

Micromega Stage 1 

Mission Cyrus Dad 7 

Marantz CD 10 

Denon PMA 2 SO Ill 

Kenwood KA3020 SE 

Mission Cyrus Ill 

Arcam Alpha 5 

Marantz PM44 SE 11 

Kenwood KAV 3700 

Denon AVC 1S30 

Kenwood KAV 7700 

Denon AVR 1000 

Kenwood KRV6060 

CL 

£1S9.99 

£249.99 

£449.99 

£899.90 

£ 1199.99 

£1S9.99 

£199.99 

£499.90 

£229.99 

£199.99 

£299.99 

£479.99 

£S99.99 

£S19.99 

£349.99 

NAD 801 

Mission 731 

Mission 780 SE 

TDL RTL3 

Mission 7S3's 

Aiwa ADF 4SO 

Sony TCK 611 S 

Pioneer CT9S 

Aiwa ADF 8SO 

Denon D90 

Panasonic SC-CH40 

£99.99 

£ 129.90 

£239.90 

£399.99 

£699.90 

£ 119.99 

£299.99 

£999.9S 

£229.99 

£669.99 

£3S9.9S 

Marantz Slim Series 1020 £999.99 

Technics SCCH SOS £599.99 

Technics SCCA 1080 £849.99 

Aiwa NSX-S40 

Aiwa LCX-9 

JVC UX-Tl 

Sony MHC-6SO 

Denon TU 260L 

NAD 402 

Arcam Alpha S 

Sony STS 311 

Beyer Dynamic DT311 

Beyer Dynamic DT331 

Sennheiser HD320 

Sennheiser HDS20 11 

£399.99 

£349.99 

£299.99 

£379.99 

£119.99 

£169.99 

£219.90 

£ 199.99 

£49.99 

£S9.99 

£39.9S 

£89.9S 

QED Digit £ 139.99 

Arcam Delta Black Box 50 £449.90 

See us at 

G-Mex Manchester 

28/29/30 October 1994 

FOR 20 YEARS 
1974 1994 

BIRMINGHAM 122/123 New Street. Tel 021 633 4944 BIRMINGHAM Horntons Electronics, 8-9 lower Temple Street. Tel 021 643 0972 

BOLTON 235 Blackburn Road. Tel 0204 31423 BRADFORD Rawson Square. Tel 0274 309266 

COVENTRY 78 lower Precinct. Tel 0203 632086 GLOUCESTER (formerly Robbs) 13/15 Worcester Street. Tel 0452 419777 

HALE 162/164 Ashley Road. Tel 061 928 1610 KEIGHLfY 38 Cavendish Street. Tel 0535 602933 

MANCHESTER 54 Bridge Street. Tel 061 835 1156 MANCHESTER 66-68 Bridge Street. Tel 061 832 2081 

ROCHDALE 52 Drake Street. Tel 0706 524652 WALSAU Park Street. Tel 0922 644169 

WIGAN 6 Crompton Street. Tel 0942 323897 WOLVERHAMPTON 39 Victoria Street. Tel 0902 772901 

WORCESTER 27/27 A The Cross. Tel 0905 726375 WORCESTER David Warings, Marmion House, High Street. Tel 0905 27551 

CLEARTONE 



Key to cartridges. 
Price· typical retail, to nearest 

�����-MM- moving m a net (output 
typically 1mV/cm/sec), �C- moving 
coil (output typically o.lmV/cm/sec) . 
Output- in mV/cm/sec 
lnt. stylus· Y for removable/replace
able styli and N for fixed styli. 

Fit- N for normal half inch mountings, 
T forT 4P plug in types. 
Weight - in grams. 

i:����N� ����
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

Gyger 11 stylus 
Gyger I stylus 
k; Eroica, low output 
Gyger 11 stylus 
Gyger S stylus 

Ortolon QuartZ 

t10 

110 

110 

110 

350 

650 

950 

Key to cartridges. 
Price- typical retail, to nearest 

���;�-MM- moving ma net (output 
typically lmV/cm/sec), �C ·moving 
coil (output typically O.lmV/cm/sec). 
Output- in mV/cm/sec 
lnt. stylus- Y for removable/replace
able styli and N for fixed styli. 

MC 

MC 

MC 

MM 

MC 

MC 

110 MC 

Fit- N for normal half inch mountings, 
T forT 4P plug in types. 
Weight · in grams. 
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

Elliptical stylus 
High output MC cartridge 

High-output elliptcal MC 

High output MC cartridge 



1232 

Key to tonearms 
Price· typical retail to the nearest 

����� F- fixed armtube/headshell, A 
·Interchangeable armtube, H ·inter
changeable headshell. 
Base type-5- SME fit, L • 
linn/Aiphason fit, P- proprietary fit. 
Effe·ctive length -from pivot point to 
headshell in millimetres. 

s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 

229 

229 

229 

229 

212 

212 

254 

254 

254 

254 

254 

229 

229 

230 

230 

305 

237 

237 

233 

231 

231 

233 

233 

239 

308 

232 

238 

308 

233 

233 

220 

Weight range ·the range of cartridge 
masses that the arm can accept in 

S�e�i
sat · characteristics of the arm. 

r:�t��c:� �������k� _
ip,�ea
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The Directory on page 123 for full test 
results. 

High output version of MC-1 0 

As MC-One/Hi, higher output 

233 0-14 Flagship model 

CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 

24HR DELIVERY SERVICE 

= = = �-:d::c:: = - -- �·.�-
= ·� =-- = 
.=.., �=· \.i'' FOR YOUR EARS ONLY 

(071) 233 7225 

OPEN 10- 6pm 
M ON-SAT 

THURS 10 - 9pm 
WORLDWIDE 

TAX FREE EXPORT 

VALVES 
are our specialty! 
Audio Innovations, EAR, DD Audio, Tube 

Technology, Conrad, Johnson, Lumley 

Reference and Hi Fi World Kits 

And now available for Audition 
NEW EAR £859 

We offer ... 

0°/o E,!���ICE 
• 24hrs delivery service 
• Home Loan • Part Exchange 
• Home Installation • Good Sound Advice 

WE ARE AUTHORISED DEALERS OF: 
QUAD • MICROMEGA • TEAC • MARANTZ • ROTEL o AMC o PIONEER • ORELLE 
MUSICAL FIDELITY o AIWA • DENON • DPA • ALBERRY • ALCHEMIST • PINK TRIANGLE 
TOWNSEND ROCK • JOHN SHEARNE • SONY • NAKAMICHI • SPENDOR o TANNOY 
PROAC • CASTLE o KEF • TRIANGLE • SYSTEMOEK o ALPHASON • TECHNICS • YAMAHA 

HI Fl CONFIDENTIAL LTD 
34 BUCKINGHAM PALACE ROAD, LONDON SW1W ORE. (NR VICTORIA ST.I TEL: (071) 2330774. FAX: (071) 2337226 

Marion didn't buy Mar/on a pair of 
Minstrel loudspeakers for his birthday. 

We at Royd believe life should be richly 
enjoyable and our Minstrel loudspeaker is such 
a lively little soul that it will brighten everyones 

relationship through music. 

Royd 
lets dance 

For more details telephone 
Royd Loudspeaker Company Limited 

on Telford (0952) 290700. 





The 

The original and best review based hi-fi guide 

This is the legendary Directory, 

the second part of the Hi-Fi 

Choice Buyer's Guide, based 

entirely on comprehensive 

technical and subjective reviews. 

Each entry carries the weight of 

our exhaustive test procedures 

and should be read in 

conjunction with the prices and 

specifications given in our index 

starting on page 111. 

T 
he Hi-Fi Choice Direct01y was 

conceived as a reference 

guide to all the audio 

products reviewed by Choice that 

are currently available. The 

products are split into 

categories, each with its own 

introduction containing 

information about the product 

type and its applications. They 

are particularly relevant to tl1e 

uninitiated first time buyer and 

help sort out the order of 

priorities when buying a piece of 

equipment. 

Each product along witl1 its 

current retail price is placed in 

its respective categ01y in 

alphabetical order. The prices of 

the products are updated on a 

regular basis, although it should 

be noted that our value ratings 

are based on the product's price 

at tl1e time of review. 

Sound quality 

This column contains tl1e ratings 

for the standard achieved in our 

listening tests. The sound quality 

ratings range from Poor to 

Excellent. TI1eir meaning and 

order are as follows: 

With P being t11e worst and E the 

best rating witl1in a section. 

One important paint to 

remember is that t11ese cannot 

be used to compare products 

from different categories. For 

example, a cassette deck rated 

Excellent in sound quality will 

not usually offer the same 

How to use this guide 
Perhaps the most influential symbols in the Directory are the little red 
triangles A found in the value column at the beginning of each entry where 
appropriate. 

Products that make the grade are awarded the Best Buy or Recommended 
accolade. 
AA A product carrying the Best Buy swingtag is of excellent quality and 
good value for money in its price category. 
A Recommended products are runners up, but still definitely worth 
considering within their price bands. 

Please note however, that an expensive Recommended product will nearly 
always sound better than an inexpensive Best Buy. 

An ideal situation would be to choose suitably priced AA Best Buy or 
A Recommended products from relevant categories and create a Best Buy 
system. However, due to the variety in tonal balance that exists in many 
audio products, and differences in taste, system building is unfortunately not 
that simple. These ratings make a useful guideline for shortlisting 
components, but only experiencing the actual combination will tell you 
whether it works for you. 

Finding that component 
Before you shop, follow our top eight tips for better buying: 
1. Check out the components' recommended retail prices in the Directory. 
2. Find out as much as you can about the products you want by reading Hi-Fi 
Choice's reviews and lab tests. 
3· Visit local dealers that stock some of the brands you want to hear and try to 
find one that seems sympathetic to your needs. 
4· Don't discount a dealer's suggestions just because the products don't have 
rave reviews. 
s. Take your own software (records, COs, tapes) along for a demonstration of 
the equipment that the dealer recommends. 
6. Listen at the sort of volume you would normally use at home - systems 
often sound more impressive when played loud. 
1· If you are unsure about something or want to hear an alternative, just ask. 
8. Audition a system for a reasonable amount of time, say three quarters of an 
hour or so, before making a decision. 

standard of fidelity as a similarly 

rated turntable or CD player. 

Unless you have first generation 

masters of course. 

Comments 

The Comments column contains 

a potted summa1y based on tl1e 

original review, emphasising t11e 

salient points of a product's 

character and sonic 

performance.The space available 

doesn't allow for great detail but 

we have attempted to put across 

tl1e essence of the review. 

Obviously, important 

information on com.patibility or 

auxiliary equipment used in tl1e 

test cannot be included, and we 

would advise you to refer to the 

01iginal review for this. 

Please note that these 

comments are tl1ose of our own 

reviewers and not, as is tl1e case 

witl1 some magazines, those of 

the manufacturer. 

Features 

Product features are shown with 

a combination of figures and 

blob charts, with headings at tl1e 

top of each column indicating 

the appropriate categ01y, a blob 

indicating the existence of a 

particular feature. 

TI1ere are different headings 

for each section and the more 

complicated categories are 

explained in the individual 

introductions. Where figures 

are used the unit of 

measurement is shown in the 

heading. 

Back issues 

The final column refers to tl1e 

issue ofHi-Fi Owice which 

featured tl1e complete review. 

Index 
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The new Audiolab 8000CDM Compact Disc Transport 

The Audiolab product range: 

SOOOA Integrated Amplifier 

SOOOC Pre-amplifier 

SOOOPPA Phono Pre-amplifier 

SOOOP Stereo Power Amplifier 

SOOOT FM/ Al'vl Tuner 

SOOOtvl Monobloc Power Amplifier 

SOOODAC Digital-analogue Convertor 

SOOOCDJ\11 Compact Disc Transport 

twAUDIOLAB 

Cambridge Systems Technology Limited, Spitfire Close, Ermine Business Park, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE 18 6XY. Tel 0480 52521 
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Amplifiers 

T
he amplifier sits at the heart of the system, 

processing the outputs from all the various 

music sources as necessary and then driving 

the loudspeakers. These two (quite separate) 

functions are integrated into a single box at the low

to-middle price points; separated pre- and power 

amplifiers, even separate power supplies, become 
increasingly common as one moves upmarket. 

There is a substantial difference between 

specialist (sound quality oriented) amplifiers and 

the consumer electronics style models. The former 

are bleakly simple, avoiding all unnecessary 

features to provide the most direct signal path in 

the interests of sound quality. The latter range 

from models with basic tone controls to those with 

remote control (including volume), surround sound 

options etc. 

We include our measured power output (RMS, 
8ohm load, 1 channel driven)- but again, 

paradoxically, this doesn't necessarily correspond 

to the loudness capability of the amplifier, which 

has as much to do with the elegance of the 

overload characteristics within a given system 

(valve amplifiers invariably sound more powerful 

than their rating would suggest). 

includes tape inputs. The MM and MC blobs 

indicate which types of cartridge can be 

accomodated. Integrated, preamp and power amp 

indicate the type of amplifier and in some 

instances that a pre/power combination has been 

tested. In such instances the price given is for both 

components. The remote control and head phone 

socket blobs indicate the existence of these 

facilities. 

Apart from output the facilities li91:ing shows 

how many line (that is inputs besides those for 

phono cartridges) inputs a product has and 

An increasing number of amplifiers are 

supplied without RIM disc stages, or with the 

phono stage as an optional extra. If you use a 

turntable, make sure that it has a MM or MC stage 

to suit your cartridge. 

Amplifiers 
Product £Price Comments 

850 A· A disappointing sound from a pre/power amp that's hamstrung by a vanety of technical oversights. Albarry has done bet1er 

430 G+ Available with or without various MM/MC options, the 'basic' PPt has ;:n at1ractively warm, eart_I!Y sound 

31�1a�A objet�hat� too sensitive to RF interference. Can sound cold and fierce as a r:.es:.:u:c.:lt'-. ______ _ 

775 £_A quirky �ass A number with an equally warm and colourful sound. Hardly accurate bll!_ entertaining ��heless. 

529 A A well meaning and affordable attem� mix transistors with valves, albeit one that only really shines with simple musical styles. 

�;;;,;�:;====�- 23G_ A+ A par�·down version of the Alp_ha 6 that suffers little penalty in power but a significant forfeit in sound quality. __ _ 

�:;";:;;::;;:;;;;;:;;:;=:::!--::3: 00�111�G=-�A�n::::e:.:..:w MOSFET design with a subtle and melodic sound that takes a conservative view of powerful dynamics 

A 1070 � Now 1n mkll guise this established combination has matured into a very articulate. powerful if dry-sounding amplifier. 

450 VG Combines the dryness and restraint of Arcam's older models with a refreshing sense of detail, dynamics and musi<:_al colour. 

1156 � Sw1tchable triode01tralinear output stage. In triode mode these are 15 of the sweetest �tts around. Surprisingly gutsy 

850 �urns in a fuller and more substantial performance via MM rather than CD. Otherwise its sound can seem slightly bleached. 

46 

48 -----
54 

49 

35 

60 5 
68 6 --- --

109 

99 

15/25 

10 

116 
104 
116 

124 
116 

• 134 
• 129 
• 124 
• 116 

109 
109 

;;;;:::;::=:;:;:==:;;=:;:;;�-_ 500 G+ Under -powered and over -distorted yet capable of realismg an open and captivatingly expressive sound. Sensitive speakers are a must __ 9_ 
699 G+ Warm, cuddly and immensely musical kit amp that almost �nscends 'hi-fi' with its sheer listenability ___ 2_4_ -------

97 
126 

999 G+ Valve amp that can turn the roughest of digital sounds into music, both understated and graceful. Sensittve speakers are a must 

1500 �Transparent, very dynamic, excellent clarity and subtlety with limited power make for a very clean sounding amp 

������===� 431 �ingle ended, zero negative feedb�riode, line level integrated amp and a half. Probably the best amplifier in the world' 

500�1t ' ll successfully ta�_ the most difficult of speakers and still provide a very warm, rich and euphonic sound. 

450 V£ Recent updates have maintained its competitiveness w_!t':'_a thoroughly refined, consistent and very disciplined sound. 

;.=;:;;:�;;;,:;=::==L:1� 1 00 G Very distinctive, almost stark neutrality that will not appeal to all listen�ood value engineering, nevertheless 

300 E.:!:__ Might overheat when drivinQ insensiti�e . low-impedance speakers but__wa� applauded f9r its sense o.!_�a��q�ama v�'!_CD 

2390 �Good build quality and finish and a characteristic valve sound make a first class amplifier capable of great musical enjoyment 

1695 G+ A versatile valve preamp, the bass sounded lively if a touch sottened, while the treble was detailed but lacked a little sparkle 

:;::=:;;:=;::=::;:::;;:;;:::_L 1250 �b�ou�
_E'

:eampfi!ier. Beautiful imaging, superb detail, plenty of gain on the phono stage; classy build quality too. 

����:=:::=::;::;;;::;:�11 000 E The 'Seven is designed without compromise, and is clearly one of the finest (valve) preamplifiers money can buy. 

�;;��:;;:;;===:::::� 249 G- Bearing no rel"!!on to earlier Creek designs, this radical re-think is very much more successful via MM than CD. 

160 A- Pretty high resolution for the pnce, occas1onally looses its grip but is generally engaging.and enjoyable 

������===:::::c__ 220 �In-depth modifications have brought the original PMA-350 out of its shell with a powerful, up-front and compelling performance. 

AA Denon PMA-450 250 E.:!:_ Denon's latest integrated amp swept the board with its big, brassy if somewhat extravagant sound. 

A DPA Digital DSP-200S/DPA-20 S 1245 _E_ �e very dramatic but exceptionally detailed and transparent sound of this combination belies 1ts modest power rating. 

A EAR 802/509mkJI 4200 VG Extremely well made and combining the sonic strengths of both transistors and valves this EAR combo warrants attention 

349 G+ _A fresh start for Mik_� Creek �as _rr3_sulted in the Sequel, a minimalist am_rJ with a very refined but mildly rest�ned sound 

;,;::;:;:=.;:;;::::;;,:;;;;;;:=:::-::::6� 25 A Line only integrated with good sense of timing but limited hf extension. Likely to b� very'-'s"-yccst.:..em---'d-"ep:ce_n.:..de:..n_t _____ _ 

400 �HK's first line-only amplifier exudes a relaxed but confident sound that i�only troubled b)'_ the most dense of recordings. 

280 �Heavily based on th�cheaper HK6150, this version offers slightly more power with a similarly gutsy and expressive sound 

430 A- Follow up to 6500 tS disappointing with grainy hf and limited depth. Quite powerful but ultimately not up to tlle mark 

�;,;���;====�-:-;;::900 E___!his monster is deri� from the HK6800 with a similarly deep and powerful sound but a rather steep price tag 

:=;,�';';';;:;;;::::;;::::;:=:!-1� 220<\...!..___£ rench tubes. Beautiful build, nostalgic styling and delightlul sounding midrange transcend limitations at frequency extremes 

250 A· More fuss and bluster than detail and dynamics was how one listener concisely described this less than wonderful model __ 
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9.5 

27 

46 

80 
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81 

35 

49 

55 

89 

99 

48 

6 

100 6 
47 
43 
52 

51 

69 6 
101 6 

30 

90 5 

116 
126 
Col 

• 116 
• 129 

97 
• 109 

63 
50 
78 
Col 

• 134 
• 121 
• 134 
• 116 

124 
63 

• 109 
121 
129 

• 116 
• 121 
• 109 

60 
• 121 

650 G+ One of the best behemoths: a big amp w1th a big, boppy and unmuddled sound and a couple of ancient 16-bit DACs for good measure' 124 6 • 109 
170 !!.:!:_An unassuming little amplifier that turns in a remark�bly balanced and entertaining sound. Lively, detaile�d engaging 66 97 

39 • 134 
85 • 121 

103 • 129 
40 5 __________________ �92� 
33 6 • 129 ----- --------------------
55 

72 

56 

116 
• 121 
• 134 
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Amplifiers continued 
Product £Price Comments 

THE DIRECTORY 

. .& 300 G+ The SE premium pays for a degree of fluency that draws you into the musrc and keeps you there. Rather nice 
����;;�;::::::!--� 4�80�G�---�L= es�s�th� e�r= ev= is=io= n�a= n:d=m= o= re�a= n�e= n=ti= re= ly=n�ew�a�m� p=,t= h=is�m�o�d� el=s� ou:::n� d� s�at�r�ts=s= w�ee= t= es�t�a� nd�m� os:t�a�gr= e� ea: b�le=in�th� e:3� 1�W�C� I a=s= s�A=s=etl: i=ng= .----����----�-----------=�:: 

.& ��;:';;.;;::::::::=:::---;; 5:87�G+ A modular system capable of cracking results. The passive preamp and power amp combination warrant a Best Buy in their own right. 

95 121 
130 . 129 
35 109 

---- ------- ---
.& 568 G+ A combination that plays everythrng close to its chest but bridge the pow�r amp and you'll witness an explosion of _de_ ta_ i _l. ____ _ 62 6 116 

.&.& 17f2_ G+ A spritely and uplifting pertormance. Sounds loud but never intrusive or fatiguing 
.&.& 230 G+ Equally effective with CD and vinyl thrs is another successful and ente�arning NAD amplifier for your sho�list 

�����:::::::::::::
--'-1

-;;
1
�
20

;:-:
A

,

+ One of the beefiest amplifiers we've ever tested. Unfortunately it sounds too restrarned and lightwerght. 
.& 350 G A minimalist outing for the cassette heroes that's very confident if a tad restrained. 
.& 340 G+ Utilitanan amplifier �nds gentle and restrained but is euphonrc and utterly engaging. Optronal phono stage 

.. "ij;f,i;;;;;i��=::::::=:
---

;;
7
�
30
�

G- Via MM disc this amp comes alive with a fresh and vibrant sound_th_o_ug_h _it_s �input sounds utterly dead by comparison. 
_ ��: 200 A+ Radical styling hides a digital switching facility plus lull remote control over what is Phrlips' best effort to date 
.& ;;�;;;;;;=::::::=:--�2�00;;--G A remote-controlled amp with a surprisingly fresh and uncomplicated sound that bests much of its audiophile competition 

39 5 
50 6 

314 5 
62 3 
35 
60 
99 5 
56 5 

. 116 

. 121 
---- -- --------

. 124 

. 121 
109 
97 

-- ---
. 109 
. 134 

230 A+ This revamped version of the A-300 was also more confident soundrng via CD than MM, yet our panel were still left unmoved 
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55 116 

.&
��;;:;�;;;:;�;.:::::

::::=:
--

�
3
�
00
�

VG This looks like the established A-400 but uses new circuitry to encourage a gentler if no less enthralling sound. ______ 68 129 
- 370 G+ Recent updates have bolstered the output of the A270 without adding to its colorations. The PA phono option is a touch expensive 61 5 97 
.& ����;;i;;::::::::=:---;; 6� 30�G A cost-effective combo, limited in its resolution but less beguiling as a result. Disc stage is sweeter but samey ------------ 58 3 85 

���;;;;-=::::::::::::--;-
398 A Well-burlt durable preamp, filtering and above average tone controls but was found lacking in sound quality (viz: detail/dynamics) 44 

1553 G Amplifiers with a classic lineage but compromised by an equally dated, soft and undynamic sound 138 124 
����;=::::::::=:--�1�75�A+ Wacky Czechoslovakian amp offers a very open and fluid sound via CO but its MM pertormance depends on cartndge load impedance. 129 92 

���;;:;:::::::::::::::
--

�
3�59 A Minimalist amplifier that sounds too forward. hard and unforgiving for its own good. Shows plenty of promise, ho _w _ev_ e_r. __ _ 

.& 450 G+ �built British 'hybrid'. You can spend more to get a more transparent sound but it's hard to crrticise at the p_ri _ce ______ _ 

51 116 
77 

,_______. ---
.&.& 200 VG A gilded version of the classic RA-930AX with a dark and luxurious sound that's reminiscent of Rotel's heyday. 

.& 225 G A line only winner that lets a lot of music through and never lets things get out of hand. Could be a touch more enthusiastic 
800 A Plenty of watts per pound, sound is expansive but lacks a sense of poise, of control and line detail - a  disappointment 

.&.&�����;;:;;:::::::::::---;;2;;:80�G+ Unusually clean and precise with more subtlety than is usually atlributed to remote control amps. 

50 • 134 
58 t21 

143 . t09 
53 . t21 

80 P Lightweight in all respects this is better than you'd find on a mrd1 and at least its reasonably painless. __________ __ 47 . 121 

:;:�;;�;::==:::::�
_:__t
�
5
�
00 G+ Smooth, sophisticated Canadian valve amp with a decent direct input and more features than average 

469 G The modern-day relative of Sugden's original Class A arnp and one that offers a smooth, easy-going sound. 
:;��;;�;;;;;::;::::::::!�.350 A A quick audition rnight convince you the '800mk2 is something special, but longer term listening shows it's little but bluff. 

- -

900 A Smooth and inoffensive valve amplifier if one that lacks the sparkle and euphony required for a truly entertaining sound. 

:;;;;��;;;;:;::::::====::'"--:
3
-:
2
-;;
54

:
;
-
G+ Synergistic pairing with a cool. controlled sound, good locus and transparency. More about parse than grunt 

54 
25 
79 
27 
35 

126 ------ ---- -----

92 
. 134 

116 
100 

--------
. 57 121 

------ -------
85 62 

1199 G+ Audiophile spec French integrated wrth good resolution and nice phono stage. 
.& =����':";"::::::=�8::: 0::00�£ Well lrnrshed pre/power amp oilers front rank stereo staging and transparency, and is capable of dnving the rnost difficult loads 
.& 3849 G+ Superbly finished with very good space and transparency, slightly softened bass. Needs transformer for MC ca�ridge.e:__: s _____________ 70_____ _ __ __________ 56_ 

2449 G This duo produced see-through, ethereal stereo images that were more convincing towards the centre of the soundstage 

AV amplifiers 

I 
n practice an A/V amplifier provides all the 

standard CD, tuner, tape, aux and phono inputs 

offered by a standard stereo amplifier. In 

addition many also incorporate an AM/ FM tuner 

section, making them A/V receivers. 

More importantly a modern A/V amplifier 

includes a Dolby Pro Logic decoding chip along 

with extra circuitry to effect the rear channel delay. 

Naturally there's at least four channel's worth of 

amplification under the bonnet to feed the five 

loudspeaker outputs (Front L and R, Centre and 

AV amplifiers 
Product £Price Comments 

Rear mono L+R) . 

Some A/V amps offer other surround modes 

like simulated stereo, Hall surround (L+R is fed to 

the rear) and Matrix surround (L-R is fed to the 

rear) . Others use an element of Digital Signal 

Processing (DSP) to steer the Dol by Pro-Logic or 

permit a variable rear channel delay. Some also 

include DSP options like Jazz, Church, Hall and 

Stadium modes which use different delay and 

steering levels to generate different 'sound fields'_ 

From left to right the headings below indicate 

999 VG A true heavyweight with a richly detailed sound and flexible features to match ------ ------
999 G+ Limited surround options are offset by a very secure sound with excellent control over el1ects 

��;;;;";.;��==::::--�69�9�G- Can sound a tad forced and immediate but is remarkably well-equipped wrth digital soundlield options 
450 A+ Sounds just great through front and centre channels but surround IS very weak. 

;;;;;;;�;;:::=::::::=:--:;45�0�A- Perhaps as a result of the mismatch between lronVcentre channels, the FR940 proved a great disappointment on den1. 
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56 72 

how many watts per channel each amp has for its 

front, centre and surround outputs. 

Surround modes indicates how many different 

surround effects are available and includes DSP. 

The audio inputs are for both hi-fi and AV 

components. S-type and phono video inputs are 

for VCRs, Laserdisc players and CTVs, S-type being 

the better of the two _ 

Subwoofer outputs are of the phono socket variety 

for active subs, and AM/ FM tuner denotes if the 

unit is effectively a receiver. 

142 141 46 
74 75 30 
62 63 37 
69 52 51 
180 24 24 
53 55 32 
101 99 35 
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3 125 �---

6 6 125 
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C
ables are not accessories but an integral part 

of your system. You can make do without 

accessories but no conventional system will 

function without cables. Inevitably some cables are 

greater than others. The best cable for your system 

will only be found through trial and error, but 

hopefully by combining our recommendations with 

those of a dealer you will end up with something 

that suits both your pocket and your system. 

Generally speaking budget to spend about ten per 

cent of the total system cost on cables. 

Analogue interconnects are the leads that 

Analogue interconnects 
Product £Price Comments 

THE DIRECTORY 

connect source components to amplifiers and pre 

to power amps. The cables in this section are priced 

for a one metre terminated pair. Symmetrical 

indicates where a twisted pair of conductors are 

used. 

Coaxial means that there is a central 'hot' 

conductor and a shield that carries the negative 

signal. Stranded cables have multiple strands and 

solid core use individually insulated strand(s). 

Copper and silver indicates whether these metals 

are used as conductors. 

Digital interconnects connect CD transports to 

DACs, and are traditionally coaxial with a 750hm 

impedance. They come in optical and electrical 

varieties, the former being made of plastic or glass 

and the latter in coaxial or alternative 

configurations. The prices shown are for a 

terminated linear metre 

Speaker cables are used between the amplifier 

and speaker. Our prices are for a terminated 

smetre pair. Resistance and capacitance are 

indicated as low (L), medium (M) or high (H). 
Neither high resistance nor high capacitance cables 

are suitable for long runs. 

29.50 A- A well-rounded and cuddly sound from a high-ish resistance interconnect. Lacks a sense of scale and dynamics t 08 

70 A+ A crisp, fast and articulate-sounding cable if one that's a little too pointed for our listeners t 08 

329 E An expensive cable that justifres its tag with a beautifully poised sound· natural. relaxed and very compatible. 108 

28 A Plenty of cable for the money but its pertormance is distinctly lightweight, lacking depth and subtlety 108 

59 A+ An unpredictable cable with an anomalous treble' that can sound harsh one moment and oddly recessed the next' t 08 

1t5 VG What looks like a military RF cable actually provides a slightly forward but incisive and intimately detailed pertormance 108 
���;;;;;;::;;;;:=���=================-=====----- - -- - -----t85 E A user-hostile cable with a tight, convincing bass allied to a very relaxed and involving mid/treble. 108 

320 G+ This bigger, thicker and thoroughly unwieldy 3-core version of the Intermezzo Reference actually sounds a little coarser t 08 

40 VG Fresh, transparent and packed full of detail, this slither of a cable scored a direct hit with our listeners t08 

20 A- A bog-standard OFC coaxial cable that might otherwise be given away with a new amp or CD player. Cheap but nothing special. 108 

t99 G+ This odd-ball cables utilises a mix of copper, brass and aluminium strands to achieve a very distinct sound 108 

2t5 VG A very unusual cable design with a business-like approach to music-making that barely conceals rts underlying 'fizz' t 08 

595 A+ With a series resistance some 500-1 000 times hrgher than average, the furry sound of the Type Vi will alter from system to system. t 08 

60 G+ Plenty of hype to keep the marketing bandwagon rolling plus a lively and lucid balance to cheer up the enthusiast 108 

100 G+ The cheapest of Moth's Ley Line series uses just two twisted conductors to achieve a very solid and confident sound. 108 

200 G+ The four twisted conductors of this cable actually mark a downturn in audio quality t 08 

50 G This conventional coax employs plenty ollti-tech materials which encourage an even-handed balance. A good upgrade 108 

Both these cables share a srmilarly open, transparent and dynamic sound though the latter is arguably the better integrated t 08 

60 A An interesting non-copper cable with an up-front sounded described as 'heavy-handed and pushy' t08 ----
99 G+ Another nickel-based cable but with a very much better-balanced sound than Sonic Link Yellow 108 

50 A+ Thanks to its high parallel capacitance this interconnect helps remove ultrasonic noise. Unfortunately it still sounds very odd' t08 

90 A+ A solid-sounding cable with a strong mid and bass but a disappointingly sat-upon treble t08 

36 G 6N-purity copper, aero-grade rnsulation and spaced solid-core conductors all add-up to a slrghtly bright but frisky sound 108 

63 G+ Praised by our panel for its lack of obvious vices, Quantum CD encourages a sweet and positrve sound 108 

99 G Bass power and extension is the key to the sound of this unusual and hi-tech cable 108 

70 G+ Accurately reflects the life of the rnusic without detail forcrbly from the speakers 108 

80 A+ A rather coloured sound thanks to its full and resonant bass but sporled overall by a dirty treble 108 

Tel: 081 348 5676 (2. 00-7.00 pm) 
Fax: 081 341 9368 

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES 

Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Audioques t, Deltec, Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Si l tech, Symo, 

. .. the RIGHT cables 

... in YOUR system 

.. . for YOUR ears 

... in YOUR home 

Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and other s . 

Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do 

our best to help you achieve your goal . 

(Auditions may be subject to a handling charge) 

CONNECTIONS 13 John Princes Street, London W1 M 9HB (A division of Connection 90' Travel Ltd.) 
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I MAIN AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR OVER 100 MANUFACTURERS I 1191!1.��,.....�� 

THE YELLOW TAG lJ�tg 45HIGHSTREET 

58Jf -l�ffi'J·.��N3� 

AURA VA100 Amp £330 

AURA TU50 TUNER £300 

AURA CD50 CD PLAYER £170 

ASK FOR DETAILS 

TANNOY D500 SPKRS 
(demo pairs) £ 14 7 0 Rosewood finish extra £90 



Digital interconnects 
Product £Price Comments 

THE DIRECTORY 

1 00 A Good level of midband detail but frequency extremes lack depth and extension 
20 P The disappointingly heavy and muddled sound of this basic fibre thwarts any recommendation 

Electrical . 108 
Electrical . 108 
Optical 108 
Optical 108 
Electrical . 108 34 A A connection with a stranded inner core and a sound that lacks integration 

�����;,;:=:;:=:;;::!�2�7� .5� 0��;.G:-;C: an�s=e: e:m�s�lig� h:tl� y:im:p: a:ss:iv: e�b�u� t t:h:er:e:. s:n:o:a:vo:id;in:g�i:ts�e=xc: e:p: tio: n: al� ly�d�e�ta2ile� d�s�o� un:d�===============================����:�=====-
--

----��-----:�� 
Electrical . 108 

20 P Very similar lo Bandridge AL560 with an equally naff sound 

���;;;�;;:===!
--__:2
�
4
�
A
;-
· An analogue interconnect inappropriately pressed into digital serv1ce. A visible deterioration in the digital signal results. 

Optical 108 
Electrical 108 
Electrical 108 
Electrical 108 
Optical 108 

52 A This cable adopls a woven construction w1th the addition of a conductive screen. Music lacks detail and spirit. 
:;;;;:::;;:;;;;;=.;;;;;;,;;;==:!--;;:22� 2�A- An asymmetric cable using silver conductors that deviates from the 75ohm standard. Not ideal for dig1tal applications. 

� �;;����======�---7;. 0�G:--:H:ar: d:,ly:c:he:a:p:fo=r�w:h: at�a= p�pe:a:rs�t:o:b:e:a:b: og:_: st:a:nd:a: rd:P�M�M:A:fi: br: e�. y= e�t:,t:so:u: n: ds�a�litl: le�br: ig:h: te� r:an:d�l:, ive:l: ie�r t:h: an�m::os: t- . ----------��� ------:---------------�� � ::;=;;;;;:;:;�;;:,:;:;:;;;;::;:;::;:;:;� 45 G+ A colourtul coaxial interconnect with an equally colourtul and up-beat sound. Very compatible. 
- 45 G Well constructed stepped-index fibre with polished ends and rugged connectors. Slightly lean, fuzzy but engaging pertormance 

140 A- A lhin, coaxial version of Leyline Black with a rather hard and unforgiving character. Too expensive 
����=====:::;--_.:1�9;--;VG A lop perlormance, low-loss 75ohm coax wilh a very open, almost liquid quality that allows its music to ease naturally across. 

35 A· A solid-core, twisted-pair interconnect that deviates from the 75ohm standard and provides an equally unbalanced sound 

Electrical . 108 
Optical 108 
Electrical . 108 
Electrical . 108 
Electrical 108 
Electrical . 108 60 G+ A genuine attempt to get things right with a silver-plated, mult1-strand co_ax_ . _ Y _et_ it_ s_ ti _ll _so_ u_n _ds_ l_ o _o _dry-'-a_nd __ m_e _ch_ a_ni_ca_ l ________________________________ __

____
__ _ 

30 VG An AV-cum-digital cable that comes very close to besting OED's 01giflex Still some emphasis of vocal sibilants. however 

Speaker cables 
Product £Price Comments 

Electrical . 108 
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� 1 00 A Supplied in linear, non-polarised lengths thal should be twisted into'-s-'-1-'-er_eo-'-pa_ ir_s _. S_ o_u _nd_ s_ r_at_h _er-'g'- ri_tty'-an_ d_ f _orw __ a _rd ________________________________ ___________ 1 0_ 9_ 

1270 VG Some 15 individually-insulated silver strands go to make up this very civilised but exceptionally detailed-sounding cable H 109 

20130 A Two very traditional figure-of-eight cables. The thinner version (LC7259) sounds lighter and coarser than LC7 401 109 
30150 A- Two versions of the Silverllex series I hat, sadly, encourage very little sense of poise or decorum in their music 1 09 

�����;;;;�;;��:-'-:46�5��:G;-; Ex:t: ra�c= a= re�m= u=s� t:be�t:a: ke=n�t: o:p:re: ve=n�t=sh: o:rt:in: g:th:is�u:s:e: r-=ho:s: til:e:c: ab:le:_:N: e:ve:rt:h: el:es:s:it�s: o:un: d: s:s: up:e: rb:,----------------------�----� 109 
275 G+ Shares the clear, neutral and transparent sound of the older SS without I he tremendous clarity of Gortex Black-16 109 

84 A+ The high impedance of this simple ribbon cable has an influence on the treble response of some speakers. Lacks ·oomph' 109 
66 A This well-meaning facsimile of earl1er ribbon-style cables ends up sounding lumpy and uneven H 109 

35 A Reminiscent of curtain track, this bi-wire version of 79-strand is unfortunately saddled with a 'loud, hard and untidy' balance 109 
300 E Tonally accurate and exquisitely detailed, this cable opens a v_ e_:: ry_ t _ra_n_: sp_ a_re_ n_t w __ in _do_ w_ o_ n_ t_h _e _m_u _si _c ___________________________ H 109 
200 VG A prime choice for bi-wire systems even if I his cable does lack the full finesse of its sister 12/2 M H 1 09 
80 G- A spaghetti-thin cable composed of silver-plated OF-copper and PTFE insulation. Lacks bass impact and treble 'air'_ H M 109 
20 G A conventional multi-stranded cable wilh a refreshingly up-beat, crisp but slightly lean-sounding balance M M 109 
50 G+ Another very quick and dynamic-sounding cable from Straight Wire. A little short on subtlety but very engaging nonetheless. 109 

265 A Touted as vdH's most prestigious twinlead speaker cable, the Magnum sounds surprisingly soft and old-fashroned 109 
---- ----���--�--�-�---���------------ -------

330 VG Blown-in from the continent, vdH's Wind' kicks up a storm with its lush m1drange and bone-crunchrng bass' M 109 
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Do you want to choose your hifi in a 
comfortable and relaxing environment . .  ? 

Do you want friendly and helpful advice 
(and a cup of tea) . .  ? 

Do you want to buy your system 
based on what you hear (and not what 

somebody tells you) . .  ? 

Do you live in GUILDFORD . .  ? 
... or Addlestone, Aldershot, Ashford (Middx), Ashstead, Bagshot, Basingstoke, Bracknell, 
Camberley, Chertsey, Cranleigh, Dorking, Epsom, Esher, Farnborough, Farnham, Frimley, Godalming, 
Hartley Wintney, Haslemere, Hook, Horsham, Kingston, Liphook, Leatherhead, ew Malden, 
Odiham, Petersfield, Reading, Reigate, Redhill, Richmond, Shepperton, Virginia Water, West By fleet, 
Wey bridge, Windsor, Waking? 

Nobody else in these areas stocks all the following major brands: Acoustic Energy, Arcam, Audio 
Innovations, Audiolab, Aura, B&W, Celestion, Creek, Cy prus, Dali, Epos, Deltec, Harman Kat·don, 
hey brook, Infinity, JPW, KEF (Reference), Linn Products (including records), Marantz, Meridian, 
Mission, Musical Fidelity, AD, Nakamichi, Onix, QED (Sy stemline), Quad, Rega, Revox, Rogers, 
Rote!, Sony, Supra, Sound Org, Target, Yamaha (including Home Cinema Sy stems) & Top Tape. 

Visit us first and you won't need to go anywhere else, we have superb demonstration rooms where y ou 
can decide in comfort, and we will deliver and install free of charge (and part exchange is possible). 

Complete service - We are the only outlet in the area to offer the complete service. As well as 
stocking selected items from the above manufacturers we are able to serve and/or repair on the 

premises all the above brands (and others also). 

The Hi Fi Shop 
Guildford's only REAL Hi-Fi shop 

We are at: 
3 BRIDGE STREET, GUILDFORD 

(by the traffic lights -
next door to Alfred Marks) 

0483 504801. 0483 304756 
Access • Visa • Switch Open Monday- Saturday 9am- 6pm (later by appointment) 



HOME CINEMA. 

THE ULTIMATE SOUND 

& VISION EXPERIENCE 

Whether you're watching a film, listening 

to classical or contemporary music a 

and your budget, and you'll be buying with 

confidence from a company that has 

new home cinema A/V system will 

turn your room into the most f' 
comfortable venue you'll find. 

Its versatility will enhance 

your enjoyment of films, 

concerts and even video f/1 
games. You can experience 

the full effect of a surround 

sound system at all Sevenoaks 

Hi Fi and Superfi branches. 

From a processor amp to a 

complete system we can advise on 

0 

u 

already been selling TV, Video 

and Hi Fi for over 21 years. 

All the products we sell are 

fully guaranteed and 

maintained by our own 

service department and we 

can also offer you an 

extended warranty at a 

modest additional cost. 

From the moment you walk 

through the door you'll be better 

the equipment that will best suit your needs looked after at Sevenoaks Superfi. 

PRICE PROMISE A/V AMPLIFIERS 

Denon AVC1530 

We always try to ensure our 
Denon AVC3530 
Kenwood KAV3700 

prices are competitive. In Kenwood KAV7700 
Marantz PM700AV 

the unlikely event of an Yamaha DSPA2070 

identical product being Yamaha DSPA970 
Yamaha DSPA780 

available from an A/V RECEIVERS 

authorised local dealer at a Denon AVR1000 

lower price, we will beat Kenwood KRV6060 
Kenwood KRV7050 

that price by up to £ 20. To Technics SAGXSSOLK 

qualify it must be a 
Yamaha RXV470 

A/V PROCESSORS 
verifiable offer on product Mordaunt Short Decoder 
that is in stock, brand new Pioneer VSP200 

and in a sealed box. 
Yamaha DSPE200 
Yamaha DSPE580 

No Added Value Offers Yamaha DSPE1000 

apply on price beat sales. A/V PACKAGES 
Sony Pro logic 
(inc receiver & 5 speakers) 

PRICE BEAT VALUES: SUB-WOOFERS 

B&W Team Bass 
£110 - £500 = £10 Mordaunt Short SW-1 

REL Strata 

£501 -£1,000= £15 
Yamaha YSTSW50 
Yamaha YSTSW60 
Yamaha YSTSW100 

£1,001 + = £20 
Yamaha YSTSW120 

£479.95 
£ 999.95 
£299.95 
£ 599.95 
£449.95 

£ 1099.95 
£799.95 
£629.95 

£ 519.95 
£349.95 
£429.95 
£449.95 
£399.95 

£299.95 
£249.95 
£369.95 
£449.95 
£ 669.95 

£349.95 

£ 159.95 
£ 149.95 
£494.95 
£ 199.95 
£199.95 
£ 259.95 
£299.95 

CENTRE SPEAKERS 

B+W 6001FS £ 179.95 
B+W Centrale £ 149.95 
Celestion CSC £ 129.95 
Kef 90 £ 249.95 
Kef 100 £ 349.95 
Monitor Audio CC200 Blk £ 179.95 
Mordaunt Short Dialogue £ 59.95 
Yamaha NSC 80 £ 99.95 
Yamaha NSC 110 £ 149.95 

SURROUND SPEAKERS 
B+W Solid Monitors £ 249.95 
B+W Solid Team £ 139.95 
Boston 380 (Flush Fit) £ 249.95 
canon P.O.A. 
JBL Control One £ 999.95 
(inc Rei Strata & 5 JBL Speakers) 
Mordaunt Short Stereo £ 114.95 
Mordaunt Short Stereo Plus £ 259.95 
Mordaunt Short Stereo Triple £ 199.95 
Yamaha NSE 80 £ 119.95 

LASER DISC PLAYERS 

PAL & NTSC L/Disc Players available 
Pioneer CLD950 £ 499.95 
Pioneer CLD1850 £ 463.95 
Pioneer CLD1950 £ 599.95 
Pioneer CLD2850 £ 559.95 
Pioneer CLD2950 £ 699.95 
Sony MDP850 £ 699.95 

REAR PROJECTION TV 
Phifips 
Pioneer SDM1407 
Pioneer SOT 4000 
Pioneer SOT 5000 

P.O.A 
£3599.95 

£3299.95 
£3999.95 

Pnces include VAT and were correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without prior notice. E&OE. Most, but 
not all, of the offers displayed are also available from our associates Superfi, whose address appears above. Sevenoaks Hi Fi and 
Su perfi are not legally related and are separate commercial undertakings. Prices valid until at least September 30th, 1994 

SEVE NOAK!: 

S U P E R F 



T
he bad odour of copyright theft hangs around 

the compact cassette, but there is no doubt it 

is the world's most versatile and ubiquitous 
music storage medium. Buffs may wrinkle their 
noses, but are happy to use cassette decks to 
make up tapes for the car or personal. 

There is no problem in connecting a cassette 
deck to any normal amplifier, but some care needs 
to be taken in choosing the best tapes for a specific 

machine. (Trial and error is one effective technique, 
but many decks have manual bias adjustment and 

some match up to the tape automatically.) Lab 

Cassette decks 
Product £Price Comments 

THE DIRECTORY 

performance and sound quality often go hand in 

hand, and are frequently somewhat dependent 
upon factory alignment. The mechanical integrity of 
the mechanism is another crucial factor, that is 
reflected in the price. 

· 

The columns on the right indicate when the 
facilities shown in the headings are available on a 
deck. Dolby B and C offer varying degrees of noise 
reduction and the HX Pro system gives significant 

treble improvements with ferric (Type I) tapes. 
Dolby 5 increases the level of noise reduction with 
less signal degredation than B or C. Three-head 

Comparable lo AD-F500 bul cheaper: Good all round pertormance. well adjusted. useful basic and not so basic features 
:;;;;���n:;::=====::�-;;;�;;--;;F;;irs�t�c;;; la:;ss�b:;;u::;d;:: ge;;-t 3-head machine with a dual capstan transport that really works at reducing the 'fudge· factor 

recorders allow you to listen to a recording as it's 

being made, a useful qulaity control function. Bias 

adjustment allows you to fine tune the deck to suit 
different types of tape when recording. Auto 
calibration is a an automatic system for setting bias 
and Dol by levels. 

Twin deck offers the option to dub tapes or to 
play two cassettes simultaneously. Autoreverse is a 
useful convenience feature, but usually with some 

mechanical compromise. In the case of twin decks 
a blob is inserted in this column even if only one 

transport autoreverses. 

99 
99 ---------------------

Equipment levels strong, and sound is both vivid and presentable, but control system daunting. 
Superbly equipped twin deck that works and works well · remote control 
Fabulous build, clunky transport and sharp, refined sound quality with Dolby S orB and metal tapes 
Eschews fancy gadgets for a good transport and decent electronics. Sound quality is firm and tidy but avoid D_ o _lb _y _C _. -------------� 
Sharp. clear and articulate sounding deck. with superb pertormance extending to frequency extremes 

�;:;;:;;;;;:::=::==::::::-�;;--:;---;-M:;::id:;::d: lin: g sound quality at best with Dol by B; deteriorates with Dolby C 

• t23 
117 
105 
105 
99 
99 

Costly but musical high-spec dual deck, doesn't like modern high energy Type lis and IVs. Good stability and clarity 111 
�;;:=;:;;;;;�;;::::::===�:--;;;;:;;-;;--;:S:-:: up:e: rb;:-t;::ra:: nsport and a ripe, spacious sound. The Dolby S installation more successful than most. Some replay incompatibility 7, 
���;;�;====���2�60�A -,Although this is a fair pertorm1ng model, the design has lost some of the competitive edge of its predecessor, the DRii?Oo. -- 105 -----

�;;;�;;;;;;::===���
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que loading mechanism provides stability, and the deck has a crisp, clean quality. Occasionally ana.�
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300 G- Drawer loading deck, carefully designed, yet lacking in subtlety on auditio_ n____ 127 
100 P Compact and ultra-basic twin deck which is rough and bass shy, with less than stable tape path. • 123 
600 A Workmanlike sound quality offset by high price and inexplicable shortcomings like 'forgertul' Dolby switching and no timer support . • 117 

.A. 350 G S imple features plus excellent engineenng make this a model of integrity. 127 
��;:;�;;::;:;,:;;;:=::::-�7�00�A;-�Original Dolby S deck has improved over the years and now sounds very acceptable. A strong, solid sounding dec_ k 
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180 A· Tidy, stable but ultimately rather soul-less experience. Auto-reverse is_u _se_fu_l _th_o _u:..gh_. _____ _ 
150 A· Disappointingly amorphous sound despite decent measured results . 

.A.:';;;;';-;�;,;�;:;;=::;;:;;:��:;2�00;;--;G;+:--;;Uitra-sophisticaled transport at a silly price; sound quality is stable but slightly opaque. - - -
.A. 170 A Acceptable sound quality marred only by a loss of midband analysis and slightly edgy treble. 

220 A- Neat looking. well equipped deck, adequately engineered but somewhat lacking musically. Worth considering if auto-reverse is a must 
.A..A.�;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;===:::--:40� 0;--;:III�G:-;;:Very well equipped and fine sounding deck, includes well implemented Dolby S 
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:alist deck for the audiophile market Unfortunately engineering is minimalist t
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.A. 400 VG P.efmed, exquisitely detailed and solid sounding 'budget' Nakamichi 2-header 
.A..A.���;=;;;;::;;====�'--600 VG Accomplished design with simple features (manual tape select!} but superb sound/serv-ic-e- ab-il-ity� 

.A. 850 VG Typically idiosyncratic Nakamichl with manual everything, Good azimuth adjustment and dynamic. authoritative sound. 

��;;�:;;;:::===�
-
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5
;
00 A+ Simplified circuit and mechanism, but the Philips badly needs a D/A converter transplant 
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r replay compatibility, but otherwise satisfactory,_

i _f s_li"'- gh_tc. ly _u _ne_v _en_pe_rt_o _rm_e_
r _. --------------------�· 

.A."' 280 G Decent if slightly coloured middle ranker with FLEX to revitalise old or soggy sounding tapes. 
170 P Modestly poor sounding but simple to use twin deck. Type 11 tapes show large response errors. 

;,;����;;;===�-:;2�20;-;P;--'-;;B:as;:s�is�t�h::in and coloured. and the sound lacks dynamics, pitch accuracy and overall stability· the sound is neither stable nor solid. 
������------ A-��-- -r-- --- ---

120 P Good range of features, let down by poor transport and iffy electroniCS . 
.A..A.�;;;;;;;;;;:;;�;;;::;:;;;;;;=:-:;29;:,:0:;-::G;+:--;:;o: ne;:-:of�t� he�f;;in:::est sounding cassette decks on the market today. A mandatory Best Buy, which also fits in your pocket 

... 300 G Cheapest Dol by S three header yet. yet slightly let down by lack of attention to detail 
50�ch better than average auto-reverse deck. well worth considering. Nicely engineered too. 

------

.A. 700 G Superb stability and real subtlety. this must be I he best TEAC yet. The only disappointment was the Dol by C 
... ��;;�;::====��-;;S�OO�G�+��H�ea�vyw;';:e� ,g�ll� t (in every sense) design, Immaculately crafted, impeccable sound, but not for grannie. 

.A. .A. 230 G+ Unusually well built and non·microphonic deck with sophisticated facilities and lucid midband . 
.A. 260 G Fine audio manners. especially in the midband and treble. mark this high class deck out from the crowd 
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N 
ow over a decade old, this all digital music 

source is well established despite high disc 

prices and the opposition of some hi-fi 

enthusiasts. Compact Disc's strengths over 

conventional vinyl are complete freedom from 
surface noise, ease of use, and more robust 
software. 

However, many vinyl enthusiasts still find CDs 
sound less involving than top quality vinyl. But, 

with the dominance of CD in the high street, even 

vinyl die-hards need a CD player today. 

THE DIRECTORY 

The columns on the right indicate when the 

facilities shown in the headings are available on a 

CD player: DAC type indicates the type of convertor 
chip used in each player, 16, 18 and 20-bit are 

multi-bit types, all the others are bitstream variants. 

In much the same way that an amp's output is not 
indicative of its sound quality, the chip used in a 
DAC isn't the only determining factor in a CD 
player's sound, but it is an important one. Remote 
control is not yet universal, and we have included a 
tick box, more to show which machines don't have 

one than which do. The existence of electrical 

and/or optical digital outputs is important for 

future upgrading with an outboard DAC, as a rule 

electrical outputs are the most desirable. Phase 

inversion in the digital domain is rare on one box 
players but can make quite a big difference if 
you've got golden ears. Head phone sockets are 

useful but beware of those without volume 
controls. Track entry keypads are those with 

calculator style buttons which makes track access 

much quicker. 

CD players 

... 

Product £Price Comments 
150 A+ Cheap, cheerful and gralifyingly free of digital ·nasties', well-equipped but safe rather than thrilling on the sonic front. Toshiba BS 

PDM Bitstrm 

PDM Bitstrm 

Hybrid 

SAA7321 

20-bit 

107 

119 

• 124 

• 124 

• 119 

119 

18-bit • 128 180 G Lacks the 695's pitch control but provides a s
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200 G A rough diamond with a raunchy sound to match. Pitch feature will be of Interest to budding musicians. 

270 G- Similar to the OC0-1290 in its execution. sounds lively and powerful but lacks subtlety. 

��;;::�";;;==:::::::!-- 330 G- Looks the business but sound is a real five-minute wonder. Its compelling fiu lasts about as long as a firework. 

220 A- Strange-sounding player with a top-heavy treble that does little to redress its lack of vibrancy and emotion 

129 A A little thin on detail, build qual1ty and dynamics but thin on price too' 

11 0 A+ A 16-bit alternative to the C065011 that furnishes a colourful and animated sound 

700 G+ A refined and more flexible version of the TL8500 multi player with a sigmficantly more expressive sound 

500 A Technically advanced and luxuriously equipped, this player remains rather bland and unsatisfying on audition 

200 A+ A slightly over-cooked version of the OP-3040 with a highly civilised but uninteresting sound. 

350 A Kenwood's first sowing of Phllips' Bit Stream technology has fallen on stony ground judging by its dry and awkward sound 

18-bit • 124 

18-bit • 112 

18-bit • 107 

MASHIPWM • 107 

MASHIPWM • 124 

16-bit 128 

SAA7350 128 

18-bit RLS • 124 

MASHIPWM • 132 

PEM Bitstrm • 119 

NPC Bitstrm • 124 

PDM Bitstrm • 119 

1497 VG Crystal BS • 119 Based on Linn's original CO transport, this player sounds dry but very posi
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230 G 

300 G 

600 G+ 

300 A+ 

5019 G+ 

220 G 

380 A· 

300 G 

350 G-

140 A+ 

160 A+ 

200 G· 

350 G+ 

150 A 

350 G 

330 G+ 
450 A 

500 G+ 
790 E 
230 G 

300 E 
250 A 

350 A 
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A new mains transformer plus the full complement of internal mods has recaptured the frothy if startling sound of the original '52 

A recommendation just eluded the grasp of this superbly built player thanks to its very polished but restrained sound. 

Similar to Philips' 600-series lively, plenty of space and full of 'bounce' but a little too eager to impress in the short term 

Oddball player with a cheap top-loading transport and appal1ng digital gubbins yet saved by the euphony of its valves' 

This updated version of the 5425 has traded the spontaneity of its forebear for a more precise but mechanical style of music 

This looks new enough but sounds little better than the older CO Player 4 upon which it is firmly based. 

Entry-level MusicBank player that sounds like it's come from a studio control room: plenty of dynamics and detail but little stereo depth 

A big and beefy 6-disc carousel that strides confidently through rock and pussyfoots around gentle ballads 

A cross between Philips CD690 and CD920 is no more technically accomplished but encourages a very lively and entertaining sound 

A new budget player with an appalling technical record but a surprisingly clean if understated sound 

Featuring digital circuitry similar to Marantz's players but a sound that's a little too ripe and soh. 

Philips' top 900-series player IS the first to employ its advanced DAC7 chipset. Sounds very crisp, clear and confident. 

Smooth and littered with plenty of underlying detail, this budget player remains distinctly unadventurous 

Once again Pioneer's LLC topology only served to split and confuse the listening panel. it's good, but quirky! 

A 6-disc multichanger from the onginators of the breed. A little untidy perhaps, but still sounds fresh, dynamic and exciting 

POM Bitstrm • 119 

bitstream • 112 

bitstream • 107 --------
hybrid 112 

MASHIPWM • 119 

18-bit • 124 

16-bit • 132 

Bitstream • 132 

SAA7341 • 128 

SAA7341 • 119 

POM Bitstrm • 112 

DAC7 • 112 

PFM Bitstrm • 128 

PFM BS • 124 

POM Bitstrm • 117 

PDM Bitstrm • 117 Another 6-disc multichanger based on the PD-M70t but with the addit
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The very relined but confident, cnsp and powerful sound of the '901 snatches Pioneer's LLC concept from the jaws of defeat PFM Bitstrm • 119 

Deceptively sleek in appearance but with a powertul, fluid and captivatmg sound reminiscent of Meridian's 206 Crystal BS • 124 

Based on the same GO-player-on-a-chip as Philips CD690 but with improved execution and build. SAA7341 • 124 

An exceptionally refined bitstreamer: transparent, exquisitely detailed and powertully emotive. A landmark player PDM Bitstrm • 100 

Not in the same class as older CO-X311 mkll. Same technology but the sound is neither as responsive or engaging MASHIPWM • 107 

This 'double-DAC' version of the CO-X317 is more impressive, sounding light and tiuy with pop but dull with classical CD's MASHIPWM . 112 

"-'-.;.;....;.;.....;:;...;;. __ .;;.. __ ,�_1560 G+ A beautifully constructed if rather dated flagship player with an equally sedate and unadventurous sound. MASHIPWM • 124 

.A .A 130 G Although this budget wonder has little respect for musical convention, what emerges is still remarkably entertaining NPC bitstrm • 119 

160 G+ A warm, detailed and enjoyable performance, from a solidly built but affordable package. PDM Bitstrm • 124 

200 A- The replacement for the successful 5-disc CDC-501 OR sounds messy, disjointed and generally unpleasant. A great disappointment Bitstream • 132 

PLM Bitstrm • 124 
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Building The Future With 
Mission Cyrus At Radfords 
The new range of CYRUS electronics and 

loudspeakers allow your system to grow with your 

love of music and advances in technology. Nearly 

all the Cyrus components can be enhanced by 

simply adding a PSX-R power supply and soon 

NEW power amplifiers and other add on 

components will increase the systems flexibility 

even further. 

At RADFORDS we believe in a clear system 

upgrade path, value for money, reliability and above 

all musical performance. T he new CYRUS range 

meets our requirements and we are sure it will 

meet yours. But don't take our word for it, book 

your demonstration now! 

The CYRUS Range 

CYRUS Ill - Integrated Amplifier 

CYRUS PSX R - Power Supply 

CYRUS DAD 7 - One box CD player 

CYRUS DISCMASTER - CD Transport 

CYRUS DACMASTER - D to A Converter 
CYRUS FM7 - Stereo Tuner 

CYRUS 751 -Compact Bookshelf Speaker 

CYRUS 752 - Floor Standing Speaker 

CYRUS 753 - Floor Standing Speaker 

i=W:>FC>�.S 

�oanrl {Jdvtcfl · }!Jfl�Dflct 1/i�ion 

MISSION CYRUS BRANCHES 

Bristol Plymouth 
Tel 0272 428247 T el 0752 2260 I I 

*MISSION ONLY BRANCHES 
Exeter Torquay 

Tel 0392 218895 Tel 0803 326723 

Bath Windsor 
Tel 0225 446245 Tel 0753 856931 

*These branches do not yet stock CYRUS product 



THE DIRECTORY 

CD players continued 

£ 

... 

Product £Price Comments 

230 A+ Sony's Hybrid Pulse DAC sounds greal in the CDP-311 but in this 5-disc carousel it provides a mere skeleton of a pertormance 
850 A Bearing in mind Sugden's SDA-1 converter lies at the heart of this player, its unpredictable pertormance is disappointing 
200 A A well-meaning attempt to pare-down the CD-P4500 results in a Similar looking player with a thoroughly uninspiring sound 
280 G TEAC's first genuine 1-bit player its sound described as having a certain 'organic warmth', very composed and easy-going. 
770 A+ A basic analogue stage compromises the potential of TEAC's superb engineering and digital electronics. Lacks bass energy 
150 A+ No more or less impressive than the old SL -PG320A, this new version is attractive enough if slightly restrained 

PLM Bitstrm • 132 
16-bit 119 
PDM Bitstrm • 112 

-----
PDM Bitstrm • 107 
DAC7 • 119 
MASH/PWM • 128 

-----
... 170 G This mix of the SL-PG520 and '420 fails to benefit from the strengths of either and only ;ust achieves recommendation. MASHIPWM • 124 

---- --
...... 180 G+ MASHIPWM . . · � ----1 >----

A cracking player. Superb clarity and dynamics, thrilling but mus1cally involving too 
...... 200 G+ MASHIPWM . • 112 

,______. 
A costlier, tarted-up version of the SL-PG520A that loses very little in the way of clarity, sparkle or in compelling dynamics 

1095 G+ Responded well to our 1azz and classical selection but sounding bright and grainy with the pop CD's 16-bit 95 -- --
290 G· Yamaha has retained the CDX-660 casework but cut costs w1th a new multi-task IC that's not entirely de-bugged. PDM Bitstrm • 124 

A 
CD player can be split into two basic 

components; the disc drive or transport, 
and a device which turns the digital 

bitstream coming off the disc into an analogue 
audio signaL This is called a digital to analogue 
convertor or DAC Although most players are 
contained in a single box, expensive players are 
usually two box affairs. 

Although many of these units will be 

purchased as matching pairs, a DAC can also be 

used to upgrade an existing CD player. Thus an 

early machine with a satisfactory transport can be 
rejuvenated by adding an outboard DAC 

The columns on the right indicate the facilities 
available on a transport or DAC Remote control is 
self explanatory. The existence of electrical and/or 
optical digital in and outputs is pretty fundamental 
to transports and DACs, as a rule electrical outputs 

are the most desirable. Class 1 transports are those 

with an output whose crystal clock accuracy that's 

better than± soppm (parts per million), certain 

DACs won't lock onto transports with a lower clock 
accuracy. DAC type shows the specific convertor 

chip employed. In much the same way that an 
amp's output is not indicative of its sound quality, 
the chip used in a DAC isn't the only determining 
factor in a CD player's sound. Phase inversion in 

the digital domain can make quite a big difference 

if you've got a high resolution system and golden 

ears. 

CD tran sports 
Product £Price Comments 

3195 G Includes a budget version of Teac's VRDS mechamsm in a fancy case: JUSt too expensive for the pertormance on ofter. 

DACs 
Product £Price Comments 
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G Desp1te its slightly veiled sound th1s giveaway DAC may still rescue the oldest of players from obsolescence. 18-bit 

:;:;;;=;;;,;;;;;;;_:;;::=��
420 VG A very sweet and seductive sounding unit that gives good results with a wide range of CD players/transports ____ Bitstream 
750 G Just as smooth and ref1ned as its predecessor yet, sadly, still manages to obscure the passion or fire of music. DAC7 

������===�-6;;;0� 0;-:G An oddball DAC with manual de-emphasis switching. Needs a high preamp input impedance if bass is not to suffer. 20-bit 

����::::;;::;:==!
--:
-
12
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G+ A weighty but neutral and highly calculated pertormer, best suited to transports like the P-10, despite Sync Lock facility. 20-bit 

;;;;;;;;;"�:;;;:;:;,;:;;:==!-
;:12
�
5
:
0
:--:

A· Clad in a wooden case this marriage of digital technology and valves has hit the rocks, a disappointingly flat sound 16-bit 

=::;:�;:�.::;::===��
400 G �w on-board mains filter promotes a smoother and richer sound at the expense of some life and vitality"-.____ SAA7350 

£ 695 G With either P-1 0 or Meridian 200 transports it delivers a very taut and dynamic sound, bathed in an open acoustic DAC7 
... 695 G+ Warmer but no less detailed than the earlier 200-series, t� 563 really comes into its own with top-flight CD transports. 

1350 G By refining the 203's sound further Meridian have also tempered its v1brancy and 'life' Fickle with other transports 
!:;��=:;::;-;:;;;:;::

==�_:.6;:: 0;::0:--G Has a tendency to sound light, airy and 'fast' but if can also become a little hard or · fatigumg with some digital outputs 

����;==::::==�
-3
�
0
�
0
�
A+ Described as a modest but entertaining pertormer, achieving 'its sweetest balance with Arcam's D170.3 transport. 

"- 300 G+ Another modest DAC but one capable of a lean but clean and detailed sound that's typical of the DAC7 breed. 
499 G+ The animated character of the Tubalog ensures it's a great upgrade on budget CD players. 

���======�-1� 3� 9�G+ Bearing in mind its expressive but very forgiving pertormance the Digit is almost embarrassingly cheap 

----
___ Crystal 

DAC7 
SAA7321 
SAA7321 
DAC7 
18-bit 
PDM Bitstrm 

400 G The overly warm and heavy bass of this DAC is quite atypical of the Crystal Bit Stream DAC. 
�����==

=
=�--:7�4� 9�G+ A pleasant surpnse from the fuddy-duddies of audio, judg1ng by its ·masses of high resolution detail and tremendous dynamics' 

Crystal ___ _ 

TDA1541 
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"- 509 G+ Offering a sharp and dynamic sound, all the more captivating for its lack of graininess and 'tizz' A reliable upgrade 16-bit 

130 
130 
96 
96 

130 
130 

---
130 

127 
127 
101 
127 
127 
113 
113 ---
127 

____ 103 
127 
101 
101 
113 
113 
127 
113 
127 
113 
87 

101 
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SUGDEN 
HAND CRAFTED • FAIT A LA MAl N 

DESIGNERS & MANUFACTURERS OF HI-FI & AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
J. E. SUDGEN & CO. LTD. 

Valley Works, 
Station Lane, Heckmondwike, 

West Yorkshire WF16 ONF 
Tel. Heckmondwike 0924 404088/9 

Fax No. 0924 410069 



Tronsport/DAC combos 
Product £Price Comments 

THE DIRECTORY 

1670 A+ Combined with its own 500 transport, the recommended 563 sounds disapointingly thin, brash and uncomfortable. 

Hybrid 
DAC7 
20-bit 
DAC7 

Bit Stream 
20-bit 
20-bit 
Bit Stream 
Crystal 

. 133 
• 120 . 133 . 120 . 133 . 120 . 120 . 120 . 133 ---------

DAC7 . 120 -- --A ...,;...;..;;..;..;.;...;.;.;;..; ___ ..._.::_ 31_:0:.::0_:_l/I.::_G_
Merid�n · s�--of _-t_ he-range two-box player looks and sounds both distinctiue and elegant, the perfect partner for a cultured system! 

20-bit A '---""---...;...;.....;.;..._.::_: 3090 VG An rntnguing combination that provides a beefy and enthusiastic performance via its balanced AES/EBU con _ne_c_tio_n _. ____ ------- . 133 
5211, G+ The third in a series of unusual transporVDAC combinations and a pairing that retains a powerful, confident and rugged sound 20-bit . 120 

A - 4900 VG In direct contrast with its appearance, this duet positively sparkles with colour and resonant detail. 20-bit 
20-bit 

----------. 133 -- ----. 120 
18-brt . 133 ---------
Hybrid . 133 

AA�����������������;�=;15�0�0�l/I�G-:;T�he:y�m=ay lack the resolution of hrgh-end colleagues but still sound warm, bubbly and perpetually entertaining. �
;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;::;;�:;;;;::;:=

!-::;;
60

::;;;
00 A- Teac's VRDS statement looks a millron dollars but sounds rather thrn and uninvolving. A great disappointme_n_ t. ____ _ 

a..;.;;.;;..;,;;;;;;.;.;====.;....._.::_:2696 G+ A cautious and slightly over-relined combination that Jails to make the best o_l e_it_he _r co_m_p _on_ e _nt _. __ -------

O
AT, or digital audio tape, has been on the 

market for quite some time now but has 

never really 'made it' as a consumer 

medium, probably due to the fact that very little 

prerecorded software has been made available. 

In the last year or so it has began to carve itself 

a niche at the top end of the market replacing reel 

OAT players 
Product £Price Comments 

to reel tape recorders as the audiophile's tape 

based medium. 

The OAT standard specifies a 48kHz sampling 

rate, which is higher than CD, so direct copying in 

the digital domain is only possible on those 

machines with dual sampling frequencies, ie 48kHz 
and 44.1kHz. Some machines also record at 32kHz 

to give a longer recording time for a given length of 

tape, this is shown in the LP mode column. 

The optical and electrical in/outputs in the 

column headings are for digital signals, analogue 

in/outputs are universal. The AES/EBU and 5/PDIF 

socketry is for connection to professional 

components such as mixing desks. 

900 A+ Ambitious but ultimately disappointrng deck with an opaque musical delivery and more features than you can shake a stick at 111 
1111 A Slick, powerfully equipped, this pro OAT has a clear, quick and colourful sound somewhat lacking in werght and substance 111 
1199 A+ lnteresling pro OAT deck with solid, tangible sound quality which is nevertheless ta_: c_ki_ng:::......in _ a_na...: ly_:s_ is __________ �-------'-------- -�1�1-1 

Headphones 
· 

· 

T
here are a variety of different approaches to 

head phone design. Amongst the more 

expensive models, electrostatic drivers are 

used in open-backed phones. The majority of these 

come with some form of transformer which usually 

takes the signal from the speaker terminals on the 

amplifier, but some can run from a pair of tape out 
sockets. 

Headphones 
Product £Price Comments 

The more down to earth (see affordable) 

models feature dynamic, or moving coil, drivers in 

circular open or closed backed designs. The 

advantage of open backs seems to be a 

correspondingly open sound, but one can also of 

course hear external noises. Closed-back designs 

are useful in situations where it is necessary to 
block out background noise, but they aren't 

generally as good sonically. 

Another means of distinguishing different 

types is the way they sit on your head. There are 

three styles: circumaural models enclose the ear 

and rest on the side of the head; supra-aural 

designs feature a flat pad which presses on the 

outer ear (pinna); and intra-aurals rest inside the 
ear itself, and are popular with personal stereos. 

42_A __ Go� quality personal oriented phone. could have a better sense of space but is musically quite_ c_o _m_m_u _ni _ca_ti _ve ________ __:_ ____________ _ Supra-aural 99 
30 A Cossetting on the ears, but not on the brain, thanks to coarse, shut-in sound. 
46 A The K135s don't live up to the usual AKG standards, though they do have the ability to reproduce rhythm well 
82 G Something ol a classic, these AKGs are very user lriendly in all respects; sonically on the warm side of neutral ;;;�;;;=::::===�1 17 _G_+_ A very rev_e _al _in_g an_d _u _nusual twin driver design that uses the same principle as a satellite dish to beam sound inlo the ear 

191 E Heavyweight cans in most respects. the K340 with its electrostatic tweeter is a very revealing headphone 
118 VG Comfortable over long sessions. Sound is exquisitely detailed, dynamic and uncoloured 

Supra-aural 133 
Supra-aural 63 
Circumaural 63 
Circumaural 63 
Circumaural 75 
Supra-aural 121 ----
Circumaural 111 
Extra-aural 99 

138 G+ Open and clear, they reproduced music with impressive definitron. balance is on the light side but transparency is high 
A ;;:;;-;:=;;;:::::=:::==!---:6;;-: 4;:; 6-;£--:;0;':n-;:e-:::of;-;t;::he�b:::e: st-:d;:: yn:::a::m:;: ic::s�o�n :th::-e::m::: a:;:rk: et� . h;::oo:=:ks�d=ir:-ec: tl� y::to�s::pe::: a:;:ke:::r�o�ut= p� ut:-s:::an: d-:m:::a:;: ke::: s�m:::u� c� h::-of�t;:: he�c= o-= m=pe::;t;;;iti::'on�s�o� u_ n�d�la�m�e�����������-=-==-----
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For a musical experience try our fidelity 

350 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 lEA 
Tel (071) 402 2100 Fax (071) 724 7750 

PRICE PLEDGE 
WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ANY 

AUTHORISED DEALER ADVERTISED PRICE 

AMPLIFIERS 

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 

Alto 

L1 

Series 500 

AURA 

.. £29 9.90 

....... £29 9.90 

.£9 9 9.00 

VASO 

VA100 

. . . . . . . . . . . .£249.90 

.......... £29 9.90 

VA100 C 

C70 PRE/P70 POW 

DEN ON 

.£349.90 

.. £375.00 

PMA250 111 .... £15 9.90 

PMA350 11 .£219.90 

PMA450 . . . . . . • . . • . . • . .£249.90 

PMA450 SE . . ...... £249.90 

PMA480 R . .£219.90 

HARMAN KARDON 

HK6150 

HK6350 R 

HK65 50 

HK1200 

HK1400 

KENWOOD 

KAt0 30 

KA30 20 SE 

KA40 40 

KASOSO .......... . 

MARANTZ 

PM63 

PM 5 3  

PM44SE 11 

NAKAMICHI 

IA1 

IA2 

IA3 

PIONEER 

A20 3. 

A300 X 

A400" 

A400 X 

ROT EL 

RA9 80 BX 

RB9 60 BX 

RC9 80 BX 

RB9 80 8X 

SONY 

TAF2118. 

.£169.90 

.£39 9.90 

... £429.90 

.£239.90 

.£39 9.90 

.. £129.90 

.£19 9.90 

.... £249.90 

.£349.90 

.£29 9.90 

.£249.90 

.... £189.90 

. £749.90 

.. £5 9 9.90 

...... £349.90 

....... £149.90 

.... £229.90 

..... £279.90 

.£29 9.90 

... £39 9.90 

.. £210.00 

.£325.00 

.£425.00 

TAF2428 ........... . 

. .... £149.90 

.£179.90 

.£249.90 

...... £29 9.90 

TAFG4428 

TAF5 428 

TECHNICS 

SUA600 

SUA700 

SUA800 11 . 

SUA900 11 

SUVX9 20 

YAMAHA 

AX470 

AX5 70 

AURA 

TUSO 

DE NON 

TU260 L  

TU380 RD 

TU5 80 RD 

TUNERS 

.£19 9.90 

.. £249.90 

.. £329.90 

.. £39 9.90 

.£39 4.90 

.£239.90 

.£289.90 

. .£29 9.90 

.. £119.90 

.. £189.90 

.... £219.90 

HARMAN KARDON 

TU9 200 

TU9 400 

MARANTZ 

ST5 3 

ST63 

PIONEER 

F20 2L 

F40 1RDS 

..... £219.90 

.£29 9.90 

.... £169.90 

... £19 9.90 

.£129.90 

..... £179.90 

*FREE DELIVERY 

THROUGHOUT UK 

MAINLAND 

ABOVE £250.00 

F676 

FSSORDS 

ROT EL 

RT79 30 AX 

RT9 50 BX 

RTC9 50 AX 

SONY 

.. .£19 9.90 

.£229.90 I CDX660 

'-

A

-

LP

_

H

_

A

-

SO

_

N ______ __. I LOUDSPEAKERS 

TURNTABLES 
........... £189.90 

................ £15 9.90 

. . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . .  £19 9.90 

.£419.90 

STS211 LB .. 

STS311 LB . 

STSSOS ES . 

TECHNICS 

. .. £t29.90 

.£t9 9.90 

. .......... £249.90 

ST4350 . . .£139.90 

STGSSO .. £189.90 

STG650 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .  £229.90 

YAMAHA 

TX350 L .£129.90 

TX470 ............. . ... £15 9.90 

TXSSO . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .  £149.90 

Solo ..................... £439.90 

Sonata 

TECHNICS 

.£75 9.90 

SLBD20 .................. £129. 70 

SLBD22 .... £149.90 

SLDD83 ... £15 9.90 

SLQD33 .£19 9.90 

SL1210MII . . .£39 9.90 

THORENS 

TD180 ..... £179.90 

TD166 VI ................. £264.90 

TD166 VI REGA ............ £29 9.90 

TD280 ................... £19 9.90 

I CASSETTE DECKS I I CD PLAYERS 

DE NON 

ADF410 

ADF810 

.£9 9.90 

.... £229.90 

DCD615 

DCD1290 

... £179.90 

................. £329.90 

CLEARANCE BARGAINS 
ARCAM ARCAM 3 .... £110.00 HEYBROOK 

DELTA .£210.00 MUSICAL FIDELITY SOLO ....... £130.00 
ALPHA 3 .. £150.00 

MASO ... £725.00 
POINT 7 ..... £120.00 

881 ......... £185.00 INFINITY 

882 ......... £215.00 A120 ........ £420.00 R20 .. £215.00 
883 .... £260.00 At .......... £270.00 R40 ..... £320.00 
ALPHA 2+ ... £19 5.00 C02 . 

NORMAL CLEARANCE 
SNELL PRICE PRICE 
TYPE K. . .£49 9.90 .... £350.00 

TYPE J ..... £769.90 ...... £5 25.00 

ROTEL 

RA9 20 AX 

RA9 30 AX 

RA9 40 8X 

RA9 60 8X 

... £t49.90 ...... £124.90 

.£169.90 ... £129.90 

... £249.90 ...... £20 9.90 

.£29 9.90 ...... £25 4.90 

RCD9 45 AX .£229.90 .£19 4.90 

.. £5 49.90 

. . . . . . . . . . . .£19 9.90 

........ £229.90 

XK5 7000 . 

ADWX828. 

ADWX9 29 . 

DE NON 

DRM5 40 

DRS610 

DRS710 

DRS810 

DRW650 

DRW760 

.£15 9.90 

.£19 9.90 

.................. £25 9.90 

. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  £290.90 

.. £19 9.90 

.. £249.90 

KEN WOOD 

KX30 50 

KXW40 60 . 

KXW80 60 . 

NAKAMICHI 

DR1 

DR2 

DR3 

RX20 2 

SONY 

TCF2tt 

TXK311 

TCK41t 

TCK5 11 

TCK611 

TCW435 . 

TCWR5 35 . 

TCWR635 S. 

TECHNICS 

RS8X40 4 

RS8X646 

RS8X747 

RSTR5 15 

RSTR9 79 

YAMAHA 

KX30 80 

KX40 80 

KX5 80 

KX260 

KX360 

KX650 

KXW282 

KXW482 

KXW9 5 2  

....... £15 9.90 

.£169.90 

... £25 9.90 

.... £849.90 

.£5 9 9.90 

.£39 9.90 

.£5 9 9.90 

.£9 9.90 

... .£149.90 

.... £19 9.90 

.£249.90 

.. £29 9.90 

.... £169.90 

.. £19 9.90 

............ £279.90 

.£149.90 

... £179.90 

.... .£236.90 

.. .£269.90 

.... £35 9.90 

....... £169.90 

. . . . . . . . . . . .£19 9.90 

.£249.90 

.... £15 9.90 

..... £19 9.90 

.... £25 9.90 

.£19 9.90 

..... £249.90 

..... £49 9.90 

... £290.00 300 1  ........ £220.00 

RCD9 45 AX .£229.90 ..... £19 4.90 

RCD9 5 5 AX .£279.90 ... £234.90 

RA9 35 8X ... £19 9.90 ...... £167.90 

TANNOY 

670 11 .£2t9.90 .... £179.90 

60 9 11 ...... £29 4.90 ...... £249.90 

613 11 ... £5 9 9.90 ...... £49 9.90 

623 11 ...... £179.90 ...... £149.90 

DAJI 

310 .£439.90 ...... £290.00 

DCD825 

HARMAN KARDON 

TL8600 . 

HD7225 

HD7325 

HD7425 

HD75 25 

KENWOOD 

DP70 50 

MARANTZ 

...... £219.90 

. .. £69 9.90 

... £229.90 

..... £29 9.90 

..... £349.90 

..... £449.90 

. . . . £29 9.90 

.... £19 9.90 

......... £449.90 

.. £5 49.90 

.... £15 9.90 

CD5 21t 

CD72 

CD72SE . 

PIONEER 

PD20 3 

PDS50 3 ... £19 9.90 

.................. £249.90 

..... £349.90 

PDS70 3  

PDS80 2  

ROT EL 

RCD9 65 8X 

RCD9 65 8XD. 

RCD9 65 LE 

RCD9 65 8XLED . 

SONY 

CDP711 

CDPX30 3ES 

TECHNICS 

SLP45 60 

SLPD867 

SLPD667 

SLPG440 

SLPS740 

SLPS840 

TEAC 

VRDS10 

YAMAHA 

CDX5 60 

... £29 9.90 

..... £349.90 

..... £379.90 

.£39 9.90 

..... £19 9.90 

. .£49 9.90 

..... £179.90 

.. £19 9.90 

.£179.90 

.... £139.90 

..... £229.90 

.. £39 9.90 

........ £769.90 

............ £15 4.90 

Mail Order: simple send your 
cheque together with your 

name and address, or phone 
your access or visa number 

ACOUSTIC ENERGY 

AEI . .. £763.75 

B&W 

200 1  ..... £119.90 

200 2  .. ·, . . . . . . . . ..... £15 9.90 

DM600 ..... £179.90 

DM61 0 . . . • . . • . . . . . . .  £239.90 

DM620 .. £39 9.40 

Solid . . .............. £229.90 

Solid Team ..... £129.90 

BOSTON 

40 4V . . ......... £9 9.90 

5 25 V  . . . . . . . • . . . . .£149.90 

CASTLE 

Warwick .£229.90 

Chester .£5 9 9.90 

CELESTION 

311. 

511 

711 . 

.......... £10 9.90 

... £129.90 

.£169.90 

....... £219.90 

CERWIN VEGA 

VS8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .£249.90 

VS1 0 .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. ..£349.40 

VSt2 ...... £5 49.90 

OCtO ............ £5 49.90 

CDt2 .. £649.90 

HARMAN KARDON 

LS0200 

LS0300 

LSOSOO 

INFINITY 

Ref 20 

Ref 30 

Ref 40 

Ref 50 

Ref 60 

JPW 

Sonata 

Ap3 

KEF 

Kt20 

K140 

010 

M90 

M100 

MISSION 

760i 

760 Disc 

762i 

780 . 

781 . 

780 SE 

.£129.90 

.... £t69.90 

... £25 9.90 

.... £229.90 

. .... £329.90 

..... £429.90 

..... £5 49.90 

. • . . . . . . . . . .£749.90 

.£114.90 

.£224.90 

.... £169.90 

.. £239.90 

.. £t9 9.90 

. ....... £249.90 

...... £349.90 

..... £t29.90 

.£t49.90 

.£249.90 

. .... £t9 9.90 

........ £249.90 

. ... £239.90 

MONITOR AUDIO 

MiGold ... £t89.90 

.£289.90 

........ £469.90 

.. £249.90 

.£39 9.90 

M9 -ll 

M14-ll 

MA20 t 

MA20 2 ............ . 

ROGERS 

LS2 A/2 

LS4 A/2 

LS6 A/2 

TANNOY 

PROFILE 631 

PROFILE 632 

PROFILE 633 

PROFILE 636 

PROFILE 637 

PROFILE 638 

625 ALF 

SU8SAT3 

TDL 

NFM 

RTL1 

RTL2 

RTL3 

.£229.90 

.. £29 9.90 

.£39 9.90 

..... £149.90 

.£t89.90 

. . . . . . . . . . . .. £3t9.90 

...... £4t9.90 

...... £49 9.90 

.. £5 9 9.90 

.... £5 9 5.00 

.. £39 9.90 

.... £119.9 9 

.... £19 9.9 5 

....... £29 9.9 5 

.... £39 9.90 

FREE £40 SPEAKER 

STANDS WIT H ANY 

BOOKSHELF 

SPEAKERS WORTH 

£150 OR OVER 



THE DIRECTORY 

Headphones continued 

.A. 

.A. 

.A. 

.A. 

.A. 

.A. .A. 

.A. 

.A. .A. 

.A. 

.A. 

.A. 

Product £Price Comments 

28 A No bass. little treble and acceptable midband from low-weight, comfiortable model 

90 G The closed-back 91 Os are an improvement on the 909s with a nice rhythmic quality rarely found with headphones 

246 G Electrets which connect to the amps speaker outputs, it sounds a little too smooth but would suit aggressive amps 

45 A+ Uncharacteriustically tight, unrefined soud quality from otherwise well engineered 'phone 

59 G A reasonable but not very thrilling headphone that doesn't really offer enough allhe price 

199 VG Probably loo revealing for many headphone amps these are very subtle and fine if expensive cans 

119 VG A significant pair of dynamic headphones; they have a smooth and yet revealing neutral sound that is hard to criticise 

399 E These electrostatics have an openness of sound rarely found in the breed, with good dynamic range to boot 

75 G+ Whilst very unusual m appearance, the Floats give remarkable sound quality and openness at a reasonable price 

99 G+ Helmet shaped and pretty unflattering but open sounding and comfortable in the long term. te lack of adjustment 

40 A Competent but rather undislinctive cans, a bit middle of the road and well suited to aggress1ve sources 

65 A Broadly acceptable if unexciting design with low level losses and some colourations 

20 A· First step up from a true mini: a near miniature which is cheap, comfortable and inoffensive 

30 A· AM radio like bandwidth limitations and colourations, and rather flaky build 

30 p Solid, smoothn sounding but congested and undynamic. Includes in-lead controls. 

37 G· Acceptable if unexciting all-rounder, with good long-term comfort levels 

20 p In-lead controls are the highlights of this shoddy, sometimes agressive sounding design. 

40 E Superb value: articulate, accurate and musically effective, but location on ears can be uncertain. 

35 A+ Still the one by which others at the price are measured. though now slightly leaden sounding, cold treble 

120 G+ A good but not great head phone that due to its high impedance and efficiency should work well with most sources 

140 VG Characteristic slightly heavy sound, but still the benchmark at this price level. High class sound and comfort 

170 G+ A fine sounding and comfortable head phone that's likely to work well with most sources 

350 G+ Better than most of the headphone outputs around so hard to make the most of, potentially up there with the electrostatics 

30 G Very impressive, possibly the most open sounding cheap closed back can around, lightweight in balance but transparent 

45 G· Fair acoustic isolation and comfortable curcum-aural construction, moderate sound quality 

60 G+ A very competent headphone, creates a remarkable sense of space for a closed back design and sounds natural to boot 

90 G+ Reasonably comfortable and eminently listenable these Sonys have characteristically good bass power and relaxed hf 

100 A+ Very comfortable, and reasonable sound - better than most sealed designs - thOugh hardness intrudes 

678 E The Gamma pros are like a stethoscope for your hi-li, revealing subtleties that many loudspeakers fail to resolve 

1644 E The Signature when combined with the SRM-T1 valve driver must be the most transparent headphone available 

_Supra-aural 133 

Circumaural 55 

Circumaural 111 

Supra-aural 133 

Supra-aural 111 

Circumaural 111 

Circumaural 55 

Circumaural 55 

Circumaural 55 

Circumaural 63 

Supra-aural 111 

Circumaural 121 
-------

Supra-aural 121 

Supra-aural 133 

Supra-aural 133 

Supra-aural 133 

Supra-aural 133 

Supra-aural 133 

Supra-aural 121 

Circumaural 111 

Circumaural 121 

Circumaural 111 

Circumaural 99 

Circumaural 99 

Circumaural 133 

Circumaural 99 

Circumaural 111 

Circumaural 121 

Circumaural 63 

Circumaural 72 

.A. 239 G+ The next model down the Stax range from the Lambda. the Gamma is an excellent headphone with little to criticise but the price Circumaural 55 

.A. 

.A. 

.A. 

.A. .A. 

674 G+ An industry reference. frighteningly revealing, bringing across more information than loudspeakers costing twice as much 

1239 E Extracts layers of information that other headphones only hint at. The SRM-1 has more edge than the SRM-T1 

100 A Another very comfortable sealed model. modest sound isolation and uneven sound favouring bass 

40 G+ Although slightly overblown at times, this model is easy on the aers and essentially enjoyable. 

55 G A new mid price reference from a new and interesting source. Good all round, no obvious shortcomings 

L
ast item in the hi-fi chain, to some extent the 

loudspeaker is merely the slave of what has 

gone before, capable only of reproducing a 

signal as good as it is fed. Nevertheless the 

distortions (colorations and stereo effects) 

introduced by loudspeakers (and rooms) tend to 

be more immediately obvious than those 

anywhere else in the chain, so careful choosing 

according to taste is very important. 

The average loudspeaker consists of a smallish 

enclosure, much of which may have begun life as 

part of a tree, plus a couple of drive units hidden 

behind a removable grille. Inside the box lurks a 

simple electrical circuit known as a crossover, 

which divides the incoming (full range) signal into 

the right bits for the drivers to handle. Variations 

on the above formula are specifically identified in 

the entries. The designer's primary task is to 

balance the 'sensitivity' of the loudspeaker (how 

loud it goes for a given electrical input) against the 

Loudspeakers 
.A. 

.A. 

Product £Price Comments 

452 G Rich and slightly heavy balance doesn't mask fine mid/treble coherence and transparency. Entry level for all-metal drivers 

950 G Amongst the best mimatures around, shows exceptional mid focus and coherence, but is pricey and could be more ag1le. 

1650 G+ Solid, authoritative and Impressively accurate- if a shade ponderous and slow 

Circumaural 55 

Circumaural 75 

Circumaural 121 

Circumaural 133 

Supra-aural 121 

bass extension (how low does it go), shown as 

'bass from', for the given box size. After that such 

subtleties as coloration (or lack of it) and 

dispersion come into the equation. 

Careful placement of the loudspeakers within 

the room is as important as the initial choice of 

model. See siting columns for guidance. For good 

stereo they need to be more or less the same 

distance from nearby walls. Models not ticked as 
'ftoorstanding' will require rigid stands. 

39x21x26 28 84 118 

29.5x18x25 48 84 102 

63x26.5x37 23 85 86 

100 A Loud and lively budget wall-mount is bigger and beefier than most of the competition, if lacking some subtlety and refinement 33.5x24x21.5 30 87 94 

170 A· Pretty enough in appearance, sonically the AL 105 doesn't really make the grade at the £150 asking price 37x24x21 45 87 . 78 

.A. 220 G· Compact bookshelf model is a little dry and mid forward. but bass is extended and solid 40x24.5x22.5 28 86 102 

420 A Pretty well balanced if slightly mid forward, but sound quality is a little disappointing for the price 63x28x27 30 88 98 

220 A- Small and solid as a brick. this micro-miniature has limited bass and bright balance, but sounds agile and communicative 25.5x14.5x15 50 85 106 

3995 G+ Power hungry full range ribbon panels have remarkable transparency and delicacy, loudness and 'grunt' are a bit lacking 122x70x6.5 30 81 81 

300 G Pretty luxury compact sounds a shade forward and coloured but has dynamic and lively bass for 1ts size 37.5x22.5x27.5 40 87 94 
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18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT 

GARDEN, LONDON WC2H 9HB 

FAX (071) 497 9205 CENTRAL LONDON 

I MAIN AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR OVER 100 MANUFACTURERS I EDGWARE (081) 952 5535 

TH YELLOW TAG 
0 

1173 STATION ROAD, EDGWARE 

llP 
to MIDDLESEX HAS 7JX 

'f)QO/o FAX (081) 951 5864 CENTRAL LONDON 

off HOUSLOW (081) 569 5802 
45 HIGH STREET, HOUNSLOW 

MIDDLESEX TW3 1 RH 

FAX (081) 569 6353 CENTRAL LONDON 

Bm':W.·Jl'M� �g 
FRIDAY 30TH SEPTEMBER MJKY�� 
to SUNDAY 9TH OCTOBER '9416 DEMo RooMs I 

ILIVE '94 
VISIT US ON STAND 411 (SALE PRICES NOT AVAILABLE WITH ANY OTHER OFFER) E. & O.E 

EXAMPLES: AMP 

1000'S MORE BARGAINS INSTORE 

ATACAM 24, 
MONSTER INTERLINK 

10M AUDIO QUEST TYPE 4 
3 SETS IXOS 204 PLUGS 

TUNER was now 
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Loudspeakers continued 
Product £Price Comments 

1461 G+ Massively built, invariably informative but the rather forward presentatron can be uncomfortable 44x24x31 28 82 86 
... ��;;;;,;:;:;�;;:===�1300 G+ Lovely coherence, great mrdband dynamics and transparency, extended bass and high sensitrvrty- prty it's so darn ugly' 80x36x28 20 91 106 

.& 799 G+ Light damping and local unevenness adds some coloration, but doesn't spoil the very lively, dynamic and coherent sound 58.5x33x245 25 90 110 ------------------------------------

:;;;;;;;;;;::=====� 
400 A Two very tasty drivers rather outclass the cabinetwork; a capable but slightly dull compact stand mount -�- 4 _0x_2 _2x_2_5 ___ 30 87 126 

.& 120 A Cunningly concealing its (very real) lrmitations, this is just about the smoothest and best balanced miniatu_re_ a_roun_ d____ _29_ x_1 _8x_2 _1 __ 48 87 118 

:;�::;;;;;======:
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and assertive ghetto blaster styling is not reflected in the rather bland, if well balanced sound __________ 4_3x_ 2_1 x_2_ 5 ___ 30 88 122 
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�
metics and a very even balance overall, but dynamically rather bland; amplifier current de_m_an_ d_s _a _re _q_u _ite_ h_ig_h _____ 35_X _2 _0_ .5 _X2_5 __ 25 88 135 

"' 399 A+ Good material value, this compact floorstander has a beautifully voiced midband, less happy bass tuning 77x24x32 40 89 • 126 
3500 G+ Lacks the transparency of the best panels, and the drama of the best dynamics, but is something of an acoustic tour de force 77/99x56x43 <20 86 • 81 

280 G Lovely veneer and lots of engineering create a very upfront, coherent and exciting sound- maybe too much so for budget systems 40 X21.5 X24 45 89 
• 132 �;;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;::====�-;9;;:9;;;9-G;;::;:+�A:;::bl;:;y �fil;:ls-;th;;; e:-;p;;:ri;::ce�/s;;:iz:;,e /sound gap between Chester and Winchester, a spacious semi-omnr wrth a rich, laid back balance 1 04x23x35 25 87 

.& ::;,;:;:;;;;;=::::====;;::�-1;-;:9;;;0-A-;-�V;:: ery�cl� a; s;:s:;- y �fin::;:is:;:h-;fo:r�the price, plus a sound th -at -p-as-se-s- mus-te- r -w -ith-out setting anything much alight 33.5x18x20 50 88 122 

1499 G+ Unconventional and beautifully cratted, large for its bass ext_e_ n_si _on_but_e_ng_a_gi _ng_ly agile and a _ttr_a _ct _ive_ ly:...o..:.p_e _n _an_d _ a_iry:..__ _____ 1 _14_ x _24_x_ 4 _7 __ 2_ 5 _ _ 87____ 90 

349 A+ Pretty little real wood compact has an engaging transparency, good balance and fine timing, could do with more authority _4_3 _x2_2 _x2_6 __ 30 86 110 

109 A Pretty basic pertormance but at a very basic price- it all sounds a bit scrappy and untidy, but its _he_ a_rt _' s _ in_ t_he--- 'rig:..h_t '-P I _ac_e ____ 2_7_ .5_x _16_x _21 ___ 5o __ 8_ 7 ______ 11_4_ 

�;;��;====�
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�
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�
mooth �d _po_ li _sh_e _d _by_budget speaker standards, if a bit laid back for some tastes 31 x18.5x20 45 87 130 

";;�;;::�======�-;;
139 A· Compact hideway passive subwoofer lacks serious bass extension; for high sensitivity speakers only 52x19x34 45 __ 8_ 8 _____ •_1_2_8 

.& rr 389-G--Brg box and bang for your bucks, short on subtlety and control, but lon-g -on- b -oth enthusiasm and perceived vinyl wood grain 1 03x20.5x25.5 28 90 • 114 

269 A Nrcely presented and farr materral value, with impressively flat bass· to-mid balance 49.5x20.5x24 30 89 102 

����;;;====� 629 A Elements of fine sound quality, but this 'grown up' SL6 variation has a lumpy response alongside its improved power handling 53x20x27 50 85 66 

��;;:,;;;;n,;;;;::===� 820_G ___ H
_
a
_
s certain remarkable qualities that some will find irresistible, but needs careful system and room matching 27x20x23 52 -82____ 68 

";;��;;�====�-;;,
429 A+ This stereotype luxury compact can sound a bit dull and congested. but really opens up_ o_n _S_Ia_te_A_u _di_o _st_an_ d_s:..; f_av_ o _ur_s _c _o _____ 3 _7. _5 _x2_0 _x2_5 __ 3_o __ 86 _______ 9_4 

rr 1099 G Splendid bass extension and frne panel-like openness and transparency, but dynamics and timing are suspect. balance very laid back 100x21x31 <20 86 118 

�;::;;;;;;::;;::::==;:;:::;;:==:-230 A Attractive bookshelf model has fine midband_ f _oc_ us and bass extension, but treble's a bit restrarned and bass a bit detached ___ 3_7 _x2_ 1_x _25 ___ 3_0 _8_6 ______ 11_4_ 

698 G Compact floorstander with superb coherence but rather forward midband. Would suit smaller rooms best ______ 9_1_x2 _ 6_x2_ 1 __ 30 86 11 

1199 G H eavyweight luxury finish bookshelf model has good scale and weight_ b_ u_t i _s.:...pr_ic_ey:...a_ n_d _a _ b _it _po_ n_d _er_ou_ s __________ 38_ x_2 _0._ 5x_ 2_9 __ 28 86 122 

.&.& 395 G+ Integral baffle/driver to give a remarkable combination of low coloratron, transparency and speed; bass is a bit shy 37.5x20x25 45 86 94 
.& 595 G+ Substantial stand mount delivers delightlul midrange focus and delicacy with good bass control. System sensitive 49x22.5x29 25 85 98 
.& 

����=
====

� 
22_ 5 _A_+_Co _nc_re_te _ b _ox _on_ a_ b_u _dget, works surprisingly well despite cheap drivers, wood veneers here Direct sale only 47x27x28 45 86 __ __ 11_ 4_ 
575 G Pricey and ugly, but with its own sonic charrn, thanks to substantial influence of the concrete encl _os_u_re_ h_a _s..:up_ o_n _th_e _s _ou _n_d ____ 46_ x_2 _7x_2 _6 __ 28 90 102 
375 A· Interesting if ugly high mass concrete cabinet is let down by imbalance of ageing driver combinatron 46x27x27 48 87 94 
11 9 A Budget miniature offers well balanced strengths and few weaknesses at a very realistic price; a brt feeble 26x17x20 30 85 122 

��;;:;.;:;�
====

� 539 A Still a classic miniature, though not to every taste, and none the better for the recent update under our listening conditions 30.5x19x16 60 --81-- --- 66 ----
.& 479 G Very limited loudness but impressive full-range scale from uncoloured and very well balanced but time-smeared sub-miniature 31x19x17 23 82 118 --- ---- -----

·��;;�����=:!----:
1
�5� 0_A :-�L� ai: d:

ba
�c� k:to:a�f= au=

lt
�b:u: t e� n:te� rt: ai� ni: ng�n: o:n� et: he�le� s:s ,:a:nd:a::bi� g�bo� x:fo: r�th�e�p:ri: ce::�::::::�:;:.:::;:��::::�---3�8�x2�1�x:29�-�30 86 130 

300 .!......!' mug's eyeful - huge box for the price with loadsabass but very little presence: unacceptably unbalanced, or h� infi�lity 1 05x21 x25 22 91 • 135 

SPALDINGS 
The South East's Leading Hi-Fi Specialists 
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road Croydon Surrey CRO 7AF 

081 654 1231/2040 
Arcam, Audiolab, Lino, Meridian, Nairn, Mission, Quad, Denon, Marantz, Ruark 
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Analogue lovers . 

Our world renowned 

precision pick-up arms 

and turntables 

await you. 

Sales and service enquiries to: 

• 

Atacama SE24 

"Sometimes you've just got to take a stand, 
especially when it makes the music sound as good 
as Atacamas" 

What Hi-Fi Jan 1994 

Manuf:lcrurcd by 

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND 
E (0) 903 814321 � (0) 903 814269 

SAMBELL ENGINEERING LIMITED 
Winswn Avenue • Croft • Leicester LE9 3GQ 

Telephone Sutwn Elms 0455 283251 Fax 0455 283908 

-
-
-

BRITISH 
MADE 

Rated interconnects and speaker cables are availble from your local specialist dealer . 

• STOP PRESS • • •  STOP PRESS • • •  STOP PRESS • • •  STOP PRESS • • •  

"A good all-rounder capable of fine results in most systems" 

Can now be obtained in a convenient bi-wire format at £4.50 per metre. 

PLEASE TELEPHONE 0483-750667 FAX 0344-360866 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

T. EVANS AUDIO DESIGN 
Tel: 0443 816 856 

9am to 5pm Mon - Fri 

Walkin' the dog .. 
Just when you thought it was safe to go back 

into the demo room .. 

The PIONEER A400 GTE 
From the same designer that brought you the !so, Argo and Alecto, a 
cost effective conversion that will transform the performance of your 
A400X. You will gain faster transient response, greater resolution, 
improved imaging, increased tonal accuracy, and far greater bass 
authority. The sound becomes far smoother at high frequencies 
without resorting to band width limiting. 

See the review in this, and other national magazines, against the standard modeL 

THE COST OF £141.00 INCLUDES RETURN CARRIAGE 
AND INSURANCE 

"Don't agonise 

over this upgrade 

- it simply builds 

upon the existing 

strengths of the 
A400X to realise 

the amp's fullest 
potential to date" 

WHF? APRIL 1993 
PIONEER A400X 



Loudspeakers continued 
Product £Price Comments 
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45 85 • 132 
25 89 • 132 '!---------4 ,._ ___ __ .:_ 

45 84 86 
------

50 87 98 ------
27 88 _________ 1�02_ 
25 8:.;:9 _____ • __ 1:.;:2:::_ 2 
40 NA • 128 
25 88 • 132 

55 86 71 
30 87 
28 86 

90 
86 
94 

106 
60 

106 

48 88 122 -------
28 86 90 
25 85 • 118 
22 87 • 114 

• 117 
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���:=::::::::::�-�
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A 320 A+ Good value compact floorstander sounds lively and coherent, but quite coloured due to uneven balance too 75x20x26 25 89 
A 720 G+ Attractive, semi-omni is very sturdily built, and gives an idiosyncratic but unusually open. spacious and informative sound 33x32x32 52 85 

• 126 
71 
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At Son et Lumiere, we hold what 

we believe is the best audio 

solution at every price level from 

£800 to over £25,000. 

And with our purpose built 

listening rooms, we make a point 

of inspiring you with a musical 

solution that will give unbridled 

listening pleasure. 
So, you won't find us trying to 

confuse you with numerous hi-fi 

solutions. As far as we're 

concerned, we've only got one 

answer to your requirements. 

Whatever your aspirations. 

SON ET LUMIERE, 67 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 9PA. TEL 071 580 9059. 

36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 1 EJ 
Telephone: 0272 686005 

A BROADSWORD FOR THE BACK END 

At v· Audio we try to keep our feet firmly on the 
ground and don't go in for much of the hype in the 
hi-fi trade. including that perpetuated by the press! 
Two in particular spring to mind during the 'silly 
season', os there's not much new to write about. One 
is about 'front-ends', ie. the garbage in-garbage out 
bit; not that there isn't much truth in this bit. it gets too 
dominant and it constantly amazes me how people 
will  spend fortunes on front-ends and yet seem 
reluctant to change their speakers and yet in 90% of 
cases that would gain them the greatest benefit! 
Most front-ends aren't that bad and amps ore for 
more consistent than speakers; indeed there aren't 
that many really good speakers out there, which is 
why we only sell quality products such os ATG, Ruark, 
Heybrook, Alon. Triangle; all of these hove unique 
qualities but let's get back to the title 'Broadsword'. 
This stand mounting speaker was one of Ruork's first. 
hasn't been reviewed for ages and just tends to get 
forgotten with new units such os the Tallisan. 
Crusader. Templar and Equinox coming out. lt has 
been modified over the years and at £850 is still one 
of the finest we know at that price, especially driven 
by AVI monoblocks. So if you wont to improve your 
back-end at a realistic price, ring for on audition. 

I'll consider 'Hype no.2' next time! 

w 0 L L A T 0 N 

A•U•D•I•O 

THE MONARCHY 

DIP® 
Digital Interface Process 

The DIP will improve your CD transport 
by removing jitter 

At £245 + p&p it's the most cost 
effective upgrade you will ever make 

Phone for further information 
and copies of reviews 

All Wollaton Audio Products 

are Available on Home Trial 

Wollaton Audio 

134 Parkside, Wollaton, Nottingham NGB 2NP 

Teljfax: (0602) 28414 7 



Loudspeakers continued 
Product £Price Comments 

THE DIRECTORY 

480 G A rude but exciting miniature. with unusually accomplished bass cap-'-a-'-bi_lit...: ie-'-s-'fo_; r _it_;_ s _;_si _ze _______________ 28.5x27x28.5 _4__:8_..:.8.:.5 _ ___ __ ..:.8.::.. 2 
1400 G _Too idiosyncratic for recommendation, the Cubix possesses remarkable bass extension for its size, but is tricky to optimise 

__,
6�2_.5_x _3 _2 ._ 5 __ 2_8 _ _ 8_4 _ ___ ___ 7_8 

895 G This tiny floorstanding wall mount delivers out�nding dynamE, speed and detail, marred by pronounced upper mid forward�80x18x15·=2.:.0_...:3:.: 0_.:.8.:.4 _ _____ .:.9.:_ 4 
1708 G+ Impressive scale, full bandwidth, coherent, attractively discrete, coloured midband, very well balanced and agile 88x26.5x17 -27 25 86 • 102 

5�G..!._ Far from perfeC!, bu.!_one of the most entertaining and enJ�ble speakers around, coloratio_ n_s _ n_otw_it _hs_ ta_ n_d_ inc:.g _. ________ 3_0_.5 _x _20_x_1_ 8 __ 3_3 __ 8_6 _ __ ___ 1_0 _2 
290 A+ Pretty little miniature delivers a punchy and dynamic midband, but costs quite a lot for the eng1neering on offer 31 x18.5x22 45 89 __ ___ 1_3_ 5 
469 G �mpact floorstander sounds_!lp�n. transparent and evenly balanced; needs a big amp but enjoys hard driving 82x19x19 25 85 • 122 
499 G Luxury miniature has very good overall balance, sacnficing sensitivity to achieve remarkable bass extension for the box size 30.5x19x21 _.:.25:.__8:.:2:__ _____ 1:.::..06 
250 A+ Carefully develop� minima list audiophile design has some vigour but suffers an intrusive upper m1d pea_ k ____ _____ 37x21 x28 50 87 122 

1200 A+ High sensitivity and lots of loudness potential, but in-room balance has far too �uch midbass bo� mid and treble are very.:.:la:..:id:..:b:.:a.:.ck:__..:9:.:6.:cx3:..1.cx.:. 37'----'2"'2'--.:.9.:.. 1 _ ____ • :__1.:.3.::..2 
349 A- Not a true subwoofer at all, but rather the bass section of polk's elegant upmarket three box speaker syst..:.e _m ___ _ 

998 E!:_ De!ighrtui_S':':'CJ<!!�ness and transparency, though bass extension and_ s_e _ns_ it _iv__, ityc.a_re_bo_t _h _lim_ite_ d ___________ _ 
1600 G Bulky stand-mount transmission line has lovely panel-like transparency, slightly shut in balance, and needs a big room 

31x52x33 
53.5x18x26 
79x27x43 

45 90 • 128 
33 86 110 ------
22 89 114 

2384 .!!!:._This classic electrostatic may not be punchy in the bass, but has strengths that some can't live Without __ 92x66x_2_7 __ 3.:.4_8:c..4 _____ ...,-.:.60 

298 G Kyte drivers in .E_Ompact floorsta�der gi� more bass but a shade less coherence; good for small rooms and budge_ t __,syc.s _te_m_s ____ 7_5x16.5x21 55 86 • 122 
405 G Very_co':'pact floorstander with rntegral stand has serious coherence and dynamics, but a measure of brightness and untidiness _8_ 4_. 5x_ 2_0x_ 3_0_� 30 _:8;,:6 _ ____ •_1__:1.:....0 

198 G H� splendid timing and co�ence, sounds very explicit an�formative, if�� bri"'g_ht...;a_n-'-d-'-sh-'o_rt_;o_fc:.gr_ u_nt _____ __ _ 

499 G+ Outstandingly value and performance active subwoofer adds ser1ous bass unintrusivety to any small speaker system 
1040 VG Looks good, measures well and sounds great too; balance is bright but even, with delighrtully bass-to-mid coherence and timing 

31x19x20 50_"-87 ____ __ 1_1_4 
52x42x31 <20 NA • 128 
102x21x33 40 89 • 132 

229 �Balance is a bit warm and rich but 2a/2 has delightful mid-to�ble coherence and transparency, and more welly than Mk1 35.5x23x22 30 84 106 
300 A+ Civilised but a trifle lazy, this large bookshelf model hasn't quite the timing or agility to be particularly engrossing 43x25.5x25.5 25 86 110 

399 G Largish stand-mount 1s well built, measures well, good material value, but sounds a bit hea':Y and lacklustre 51x28x29.5 22 ---'8_7 ______ 1_1_4 
499 �A mixed bag, with plenty of scale and welly but lacking,__t _he_ s_u_bt_ le-' ty", _cl _ar� ity'-a_n _d_a"- gi _lity,__d_e _llv_e_re_d _ b'-y _so_m_ e_riv_a _ls ____ ____ 8_ 9_x2_5_ .5_ x_25 ___ 4_8 _9_1 ______ 1 0_ 2_ 

450 G Pricey LS3/5A-derived wall-mount sub-miniature IS excit1ngty coherent if a bit lightweight; no real loudness capabilities 31 x19x17 30 83 118 
880 G Latest variation on classic BBC-monitor theme looks old fashioned but has beautifully voiced, laid back sound 63x30.5x30.5 __ 3_ o __ 8_8 _ _____ 1_2_ 2 
895 G+ Squat, stylish and black, with unusual tweeter decoupling; great bass extension and flat but somewhat uneven balance 78x28x45 <20 85 ____ • 132 
173 A+ Cheerfu� articulate and essentially communicative miniature can also sound a trifle scrappy and shut in; well worth trying 30.5x20.5x19 50 87 114 
229 G Imaginatively packaged super-slimline floorstander. Not much welly or loudness but fine coherence and timing; a bit bright 69x18x12-24 30 85 • 135 
666 A+ Engaging and dramatic dynamics and fine transient coherence are hampered by a rather coloured mid-forward balance 83x20x34 _4_;3:__...:8..:.8 ____ __ 1_;1.:....8 
479 A+ Compact floorstander with striking baffle has decent bass/mid but dull treble; could tame over-bright system 73x19x27 25 85 • 122 
700 G Less ideologically committed than some compact ftoorstanding r1vats, 1ts key strength lies 1n f1ne all round compromise 86x25x31 30 86 • 118 

2950 G+ Amplifier sensitive. Ribbon is a lively and loud hybrid marred by some colorations; some like it, others � 
1650 G+ A large scale, airy and unusually detailed system with excellent dynamics. A warmer balance than original mode_! __ 

399 G Port firmly blocked, the new SD3 has the agility and charm of_<J quality miniature, with good bass extension but low sensi�vity 
699 E.___Tall slim ftoorstander �s fine �ance_,_ good bass extension and lovely open midband transparency __ _ 

1235 G Bass tuning and coherence suspect but forward midband l�ightlully smooth; high class drivers include�bon tweeter 
1 062 G Unusual and occasi<:"ally wonderful small floorstanding omn� too bright but exceptionally coherent and revealing 

770 G Dated styling belied by fine sensitivity and bass extension. and a l1vety if slightly untidy and not quite coherent sound 
579 G Maintains Spendor's tradition for peerless mid-to-treble coherence and perspectives. Bass is rather unconvincing. 

1295 A A little bass shy and soh in the bass and lower mid._ otherwise tidy, extremely lively and fluid, if uneven over� 
649 �This triangular-profile ·grown up' miniature� shade boxy and laid back but has good rhythmic and musical integrity 

152x30x(15-30) 30 91 
123.5x38.2x32 50 90 

38x19.5x29 25 83 
100.5x20x30.5 25 85 

81 
60 

106 
• 114 

112x20x30 30 86 • 132 
..:6..:c9x.:.:.3:.;.5x:::.25:___24 _8:.:5 ____ •_ 110 
58x33x25 30 89 118 
38x22x26 25 83 102 

__ 1�8x53.3x2.:..6 --=:.:50:...__8:.:6:__ ____ .:.:60:.. 
40.5x33x29 55 88 71 

849 G A heavily UK-modified TC50, the SE sounds less boxy and more spacious, �lacks some of the urgency of the standard model_ _4_0_.5_x _33_ x_2_ 9 __ 5_ 5_ c_8_8_ __ 71 
120 A- A disappointing underperformer in our tests, at a price that's not very nice either _:2:..7.:.:x .c;18::.x:.:.1.:.8 __ 50 86 130 
400 A+ Bargain price floorstander has rich, heavy and bright sound with good scale and fine basic neutrality 92x20x38 25 88 • 126 
499 G Tiny floorstanding transmission line has good agility but doesn't provide the coherence or even balance of Studio 1 55x20x30 40 85 94 
699 G Genuinely extended bass from a compact enclosure, very detailed but a shade clinical and detached in presentation 76x23x33 25 84 78 
899 G+ Transmission line helps bring the best from m�tal cone driver: lovely transparency and fine bass extension 81x23x33 <20 84 • 118 

1999 G+ Fine solidity and good accuracy, w1th great bass extension. �eds a big room and-'-ca_n_ s_o _un_ d_ a_bi _t l_azy-'-a_n _d _a _s _ha_d _e _ti _nk�ly'--- ____ 1_1_ 8_.5_x _30_x_4_ 7 __ 28 __ 8_.5 ___ ___ _;6...;.. 6 
140 A- Pretty looking but altogether rather dull sounding mini-hexag�n is less effect�e than larger brethren .:!_3.5x22x� 45 86 ___ _ 1_ 30_ 
190 G 
220 A 

Clever cabinet shaping avoids boxiness and promotes focus and imaging; fine bass extension but tricky stand compati� 
Large bookshelf, smart hexagonal box has fine bass for the pr1ce, but treble sounds rather shut in 

41x14-24x23 25 -------
50x32x24 25 

87 
88 

135 
122 

295 A+ Large bookshelf size model with dual concentric driver has fine balance and scale with low coloration 50x32x24 22 86 126 
6000 G+ These awesome horn loaded speakers are remarkably controlled and impressive. if only suited to a few pockets and rooms �ge __ 38 96 Col 

200 A Nicely presented, well built and decent size enclosure sounds solid but somewhat dull 48x23.5x27 20 86 98. 

1069 G+ Luxury piano-gloss compact sets class-leading standards for coherence and communication, can sound a shade dark and shut in 40x22x23 45 87 _ ___ __ 1_14 
1219 G Elegant compact floorstander has fine balance and dynamic range, but transient timing and dynamics are less convincing 94x27x27 30 86 • 118 

995 G _J!_tterly delightlul but exasperatingly �xpensive luxury m!!'iatu� sets th::.e:..:b::e::. nc::.h:cm::.ac.:rkc.:f.::.or'-'i::. tsc:s::: iz.::.e _________ 31 x16.5x23 28 86 122 
1395 �+-Th1s compact American floorstander's elegant staggered baffle arrangement contributes to a refreshing freedom_fro_ m_bo_ x_in_e _ss ____ 1_00_ x_ 30 . 7x25 . 6 23 87 86 

163 P Sharp styling but the complex grillework worsens a sound which starts off with too much top and not enough bottom 20x12x13 130 87 7 4 
200 A+ Large bookshelf size 505 heir shows fine control and a conservative balance ideally suited to qual1ty systems on a budget 40x27x26 45 87 118 
100 A Has a bigger �in driver than many, and so packs a bit more welly and loudness. Coloration is rather obvious, but timing is good 38x22x17 48 88 98 
89 A+ Loads of fun- a remarkably coherent and lively performer at any price; pity it doesn't look prettier 

-------
38x22x18 50 88 122 

130 A This miniature is smoother than most. but rather stodgy with it, ins�ring little enthusiasm among� listeners ________ 27x18x20 _ _ 50 __ 8_6 _ _ ___ __ 1_14_ 

199 A Bargain price amplified subwoofer is too small _for serious bass fre�ks, but does a fair jo.:.b_fo_;_ r_th-'e'-'p'-r..:.ic_;_ e ----- 48x21 x.c3::3 __ __::_35:._..cN.::.A _;__ ____ •_1.c;2::8:.. 
1200 G+ Living up to its monitor label, and tonally well su1ted to digital material, it's superbly crahed and capable of high levels 67.5x37.5x32.5 40 90 _ ___ __ 4_ 6_ 

199 �Cute metal cased micro-miniature is quite coloured but great fun, with surprising dynamics and fine wall-loaded room balance 22.5x14.5x13 30 85 110 
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SEVENOAKS SUPERFI 

YOUR BEST OPTION 

FOR MINIS & MICROS 

The compact size and 

tidy appearance of the 

latest mini and micro 

systems hide the fact that 

these miracles of modern 

AIWA 

LCX9 

MINI AND 

MICRO 

·oPTIONS• 

Once you've chosen 
the mini/micro system 
you want, choose the 
price option that suits 
you best. We've 
developed a four tier 
system that is geared 
to the level of service 
you require. 

miniaturisation provide a 

big sound. Systems now 

boast more powerful 

amps, powered 

subwoofers, and many 

other features that 

enable the best of them 

to produce a sound big 

enough to fill a room. 

So whether you' re 

looking for a first class 

secondary system, or you 

want a big sound in a 

small package, you'll find 

what you're looking for 

at Sevenoaks Superfi. 

OPTION 1 

Full RRP less 10% discount 
for cash and carry 
customers. Standard 
manufacturers warranty 

OPTION 2 

Full RRP, to include delivery. 
installation, 1 year parts and 
labour warranty and home 
call out. 

OPTION 3 

Full RRP, to include a 3 year 
parts and labour warranty 
on cash and carry basis. 

UXT1 

We stock top name 

systems including Sony, 

JVC, Aiwa. Technics, 

Kenwood and Pioneer. 

'Options' not available on 

Denon. 

OPTION 4 

Full RRP plus£ 100, to 
include delivery, 
installation, 5 year parts and 
labour warranty and home 
call out. 

INSTALLATION 

I CALL OUT 

CONDITIONS 

Install must be adjacent to 
mains/aerial point. 
Customers must live within 
7 miles of local branch 

Prices include VAT and were correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without prior notice. E&OE. Most, but 
not all, of the offers displayed are also available from our associates Superfi, whose address appears above. Sevenoaks Hi Fi and 
Superfi are not legally related and are separate commercial undertakings. Prices valid until at least September 30th, 1994 

SEVENOAKS 

S U P E R F 



Systems 

S 
ystems is a generic title that we've chosen 

to describe any form of complete system 
package. Fundamentally what we're talking 

about here is midi and mini systems, you know 

those all singing all dancing, lights blazing systems 

that hi-fi snobs are allergic to. 

Sold on the basis of their abilitiy to play virtually all 

mediums at the flick of a remote control switch 

stack systems offer a plethora of features, and the 

dearer the system the more complex they tend to 

THE DIRECTORY 

become. With things like double cassette decks, 
multi preset tuners, CD players and graphic 

equalisers supplied as standard the big boys of the 

stack world offer such luxuries as Surround Sound, 

separate chassis for different components and 

occasionally a record player. They usually have a 

few line inputs for extra sources and a few are 

available without loudspeakers. As the latter are 

often the weakest part of a stack system buying 

good quality speakers separately will bring 

Systems 
... 

... 
... 

... 

Product £Price Comments 
870 G Nearly hi-fi from pretty but pncey silver stack; richer, fuller speakers would help 

600 A Separates flexibility and upgraeability in remote midi package; anodyne sound 

799 A Wondrous 2-speaker surround movie sound system, but a very uneven package elsewhere. Four by 20W output 

1000 E Mini lifestyle system, well built with minimalist facilities and exacting pertormance standards all round 

1000 G Component lifestyle system which is as elegant on audition as it is to look at 

1200 G Simple yet flexible lifestyle mini system suffers iffy cassette deck set-up, but otherwise satisfies 

999 A+ Good looking and pertorming package rendered expensive by inclusron of DCC deck 

1000 A+ Classy if rather bland allrounder rncludes useful Dolby Pro-Logic AV capabilities 

Tuners 

T
he radio medium operates at a much lower 

profile than TV, but in areas outside pop 

music the BBC service is the envy of the 

world. Live Prom concerts can rival all other 

sources from a hi-fi perspective. 

Only the FM (VHF) bands give stereo hi-fi 

sound, though AM (MW & LW) are useful for 

certain transmissions in the UK. 
Something of a hi-fi afterthought, tuners are 

often selected merely to match a chosen amplifier 

cosmetically. However, the task they carry out is far 

from simple, combining the skills of RF (reception) 

and audio (signal processing) engineering. The 

importance of the former will depend on local 

reception conditions, but money invested in a high 

quality outside aerial system is well spent. 

Tuners come in two basic types. Analogue 

models tune gradually (and usually manually) 

across the bands, and can have analogue or digital 

displays; they are often preferred for sound quality, 

Tuners 
Product £Price Comments 

120 A· Economically designed and built in the UK, but trade-offs have a marked influence on FM and AM sound quality. 

150 A Decent enough pertormance all round given the modest price, though RF tweaks have limited value 

350 G+ Fine sound quality marred by mild synthesiser whine; RF pertormance only average, re mole £60 extra 

700 VG Unusually combines fine sound qualrty and RF pertormance (inc AM); superb ergonomics are a joy to use 

worthwhile improvements. The section headings 

for stack systems include size of the complete 

stack without speakers and rated output per 

channel - where a system has more than two 

channels this is indicated in the comments . Tuner 

presets and the existence of a remote control are 

self explanatory. A blob in loudspeakers shows 

that they supplied, an "o" indicates that they are 

optional. The final column is for those of you with 

records to play. 

37x27x33 40 30 . 125 
----

69x35x37 50 20 . 125 

42x28x28 20 40 125 

30x27x35 40 30 . 131 

22x42x32 30 20 . 131 
----; 

38x28x32 40 30 131 
- -- - ------' 

37x26x32 60 30 . 125 
�----

42x27x34 60 39 125 

and are certainly best for AM bands. Digital tuners 

offer convenient automatic tune facilities and pre

set memories. 

The 'Presets' column heading shows how 

many different frequencies a tuner can memorise 

for instant station access. FM, LW and MW shows 

which wavebands a tuner can access. 'Signal 

strength meters' are useful for aerial alignment. 

'Automatic tuning' means that a tuner can seek out 

signals for you. 

30 93 
24 129 

20 120 

39 120 

16 109 
----- ,______ 

20 93 -----
30 120 -

-
---

-
-- -

-
32 109 ------
24 93 

24 109 

40 129 

30 129 
!----

39 120 ,_____ 
80 120 -------

72 ------
59 129 

30 120 

��;:;;;::=====�.:.14�5;:3---;£-:: There rnay be better sounding tuners in the world, but we have ye:...
t .... to
_

h
..:.
e
_
ar .... o

_
n:...

e 
-------------

..6. 434 G+ Fine sound, excellent ease of use, good build and finish and a more lhan satisfactory technrcal pertormance 

5 0 

50 

532 G+ Very pretty and compact but technrcally unadventurous. Srnoo1h sound but only makes sense in Quad system context 

..6. �;;;;;;;;;;;====��17�5�G- A competent rather than exciting pertormer, with low audible interterence though slightly compressed and muddled sound. 

120 A Lots of features and fine RF discrimination for price. Sound is communicative but inconsistently tacky 

19 

20 

30 

20 

40 

120 

108 

120 
..____ 

129 

129 
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C
artridges fall into two groups: high output 

models, capable of working directly into 

most amplifiers and categorised as having a 

normal (N) output, and more expensive low and 

very low output models (L, VL). Stereotypically, low 
output cartridges use the moving coil principle of 
operation, have better mechanical integrity and 
tighter tolerances, and give better performance but 

at much higher cost. With CD now the dominant 

medium many amplifiers are no longer equipped 

with the necessary phono input for a cartridge and 

a separate phono stage is necessary. Valve designs 

need either an extra head amp or transformer to 

cope with the low output of moving coil cartridges. 
Cartridge/amplifier interfacing can be very 

subtle, but even basic high output MM designs 

benefit in overall balance from optimised amplifier 

capacitance loading. The mechanical characteristic 

of cantilever compliance ('springiness') needs to be 

considered in the light of the effective mass of the 

tonearm, and to achieve a good match compare 
the effective mass requirements figures with the 

actual effective mass of specific arms. 'turntables' 
and 'tonearms' sections. 

Turntables- cartridges 
Product £Price Comments 

30 A+ A sensible moving magnet package with good bounce at a competitive price 6-16 

�;;��;:====�-;
4
�
0
�
A
:--�

Punchy sound quality with �enty of extra energy to liven things up. The solid body seems well worth the extra £10 4-8 
60 A Our sample had a disappointing stylus, but gave a coherent, rich and laid back sound, with good ·scale' 3-8 
73 A+ Preferred to its cheaper partner by virtue of a better tip. Channel balance could have been better 4-9 

::;;:;;;;;=;:;;::::;;;;.;;:===!
--'-13
:
9
�
5
�
£
::-�

0ne of the best, giving 'an extraordinarily relaxing midrange clarity', needs a transformer 8-18 
850 VG This is a delicate and very fluid-sounding MC that tracks well. oHers very low distortion and exceptionally good separation 9-18 
36 A Better suited to pop recordings, this MM bears some of the sonic hallmarks of the Linn K5 7-14 
20 A Clear, dynamic if richly balanced, the magnetic '95E is a definite Best Buy 8-14 

130 G For the price, it's unusually effortless and detailed_, but it tends to become rather relentless and tiring after a w� 5-14 
500 G+ Slight harshness detracted from the pertormance of this otherwrse cle_a _r- _so_u _nd_in�g'--a_n _d _de_ta_il _ed_ c_a_rt_rid�g'-- e __________ 8 _-1_6 __ 

�����====��
1295 G+ Stunning stereo imaging and good detail at low levels are spoiled by less-than-pertect tracking and high sensitivity to arms. 6-20 
100 A+ Good pertonna�_�£e in bass and general 'life' is seriously let_ down by its spherical stylus which kills subtle detarls. 9-22 
70 G Firmly recommended as a fine all-rounder, thrs high-output MC model is likely to pertorm well in nearly all circumstances 6-16 
90 E.___!llthough listeners just preferred the 11 0, its brother here proved a twr� in lab tests and is still "thoroughly competent" 6-16 

200 VG Uncolored, detailed, neutral, superb tracking; top notch altogether, and a top notch bargain too. 4-12 
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ral and generally very informative - excellent 6-1 8 

698 G+ Good, but not immensely competitive at the price, and not helped by comparison with the low output version 7-15 
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tailed, no troubles with tracking;_ response lift around 20kHz seems to do no harm 7-13 

150 G Nothing is obviously wrong, but nothing is stunningly right either. Sale, but perhaps a little too sale 7-17 
150 G Ultimately not the peer of the MC Gold is more appropriate to the sort of equrpment if's likely to be partne_r _ed_ w_ i _th___ 8-18 

::;;�;;;;:;�;::;:=::::;;::::
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a warmer and very transparent account of the music. Its tracking prowess is slightly limrted 5-12 

80 A+ Bearing some of the hallmarks of the '10EH, lhe '10LX is still less competitive in the sonic stakes 7-15 
129 G+ Very good tracking, smooth sound and good detail. Very slight surtace noise enhancement 5-10 

;;;;;;�;=====�-5
�
0
;--:
G
�...:Siightly harsh sound but plenty of life and quite good detail. Some very high frequency coloration apparent 6-12 

70 G As with 1012, a !ouch harsh; detail and transient purity improved. though, and it goes well with electric guitar' 5-11 
90 �ribly subtle. and not such good value alongside 1012 and 1022. Quite lively, though 7-12 
20 A A lightweight and frisky-sounding MM that appears t� be based upon the same body as the Nagaoka mm4 7-15 

200 G The basics are right, and it will cheertully tackle any source materia�_ but its sound possesses a certain dirtiness 8-18 
100 G- More confused and coloured than low-output LX, high output less of an issue these days 8-15 
100 G Not the most subtle cartridge in the world; can sound edgy at times, but lively and informative 8-14 

:;;;;�;;;=:::===�-5;;4� 9�G-:--;:Errs on the warm and heavy side of neutral. Strong bass lines are its forte._ but resolution of subtle treble details is weak 6-t3 
600 G+ True high end quality in its lack of colorations. but tracking seems indifferent and high levels tend to sound rough and edgy. 9-20 
49 A+ Not as crisply focused as the costlier Linn magnetics, the K5 offers a smoother presentation 7-16 

:;;;;=;:;:;;;;:====��
9
�
8
�

G
:-�

L
�
in
�
n
�
threw this model into the leading pack by beefing up the Basik's bodywork and adding a super stylus 6-15 

199 A+ Now manufactured under the London brand name this Decca cartndge is as rconoclastic as ever 
-------

9-20 

N 48 
N 67 

----

N 48 
N 48 
VL 100 

72 
N 67 
N 48 

103 
84 
91 

103 
N 48 
N 43 

103 
91 

N 84 
84 

103 
N 103 

72 
67 
91 

N 85 
N 85 
N 91 
N 67 

103 
N 84 

84 
----

72 
103 

N 67 
N Col 

----

N 67 
N 84 339 A· Immediate and detailed, but very coloured, very nonlinear and questionable effect on records. Devotees'-s'-w_e_ar_b_,_y _it _______ 9_ -1_ 5 ____________ _ 

·
�;;;;;::::====�-2
�
9
�
9
�

G
�
+
�

An overall feeling of relaxed ease characterised this clear and atmospheric Krseki-built cartridge 8-16 
32 G+ For the price, a good blend of virtues weight, clarity and neutrality. 3-t1 
55 �Very sensitive to load capacitance this new Ortofon maintains the company tradition for a lively, eHervescent SO 7-16 
85 G+ Very clean and assured sound; transrents not quite pertectly pure but plenty of detail. 4-11 

110 A Graced with FGII stylus but possessed of too high a compliance for broad arm matching. it could also sound a linle unforgiving __ 3_- 8 __ 

85 G "What a delighrtully sweet-sounding cartridge this is .. "we said 
110 G+ A good all-rounder, wilh outstanding pertonnance in detail retrieval, even if it can be very slightly bright and close-up 
11 o_� ___ Not terribly subtle, but it obviously doesn't aim at that�The 3 Turbo is brigh� cheertul and bouncy - take it as it comes' 
950 E Low levels of body resonance are a real ear-opener. Nothing to crilicise elsewhere; one of the very best 

�����====��1;,50�0�G-:-�R�e�vie=w�sa= m=p= le�c= ou� ld�not be fully run-in, limited tracking abrlity, bright and forward sound, though imaging is excellent 
34 A+ OiHicull to mount i�ome arms due to its shallow build, the bias offers a gentile, refined SO 

5-15 
10-24 
10-24 
9-16 
12-20 
4-10 

:;:;::::'::;:::::;;;::::;:===!-----:7 4 G Clearly superior to the Bias, despite their common heritage,�lys is both more detailed, accurate and m�cally convincin_g_ _ 8-15 
13�ognisably related to Corus Blue, but distinctly more civilised and smoother. 7-12 

���;=.��===�-75 G Roksan-specified modified Gold ring t 012; slight harshness detracts from otherwise good sound 7-12 
55 A+ it won't turn a sow's ear of a turntable into a silk purse, but will at least keep going and produce an acceptable result 8-20 

N Col 
N 85 
N 67 
N 85 
N 67 

48 
103 

N 103 
VL 84 
VL 9 1 

67 
67 
9 1 

N 91 
N 48 
N 38 220 A+ Initial listening gave promising results, but extended familiarity gave the feeling of a lack of energy and:..:a:.."..: sh:..:u:.. t ·:..: in:.. "..:so:.:u:..:nd:..._ _____ 5:..·..:.12=-----"-------------':.:... 
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THE DIRECTORY 

Turntables- cartridges continued 
Product £Price Comments 

Undoubtedly one of the finest cartridges available, it has tremendous bandwidth, energy and finesse 
Th1s extended all the positive qualities of the '1 0 but added greater authority and scale worth it for the extra money 
Slight softening on transients was the only real flaw, but it didn't quite seem to have that special touch one expects 
Connected directly to any standard MM input it rewards with a highly detailed yet fluid and musically convincing portrayal 

775 G+ A neutr� balanced pertormer giving transparent midrange, fine depth and focus with firm extended bass. Gosh! 
275 G+ If woody mid range coloration could be tamed, t11e excellent imaging and admirable security would make it excellent 

S
pecialist turntables are what high fidelity 

sound is all about, CD may offer silent 

backrounds and flat frequency responses but 

they can't match the dynamics and superlative 

timing that serious turntable users take for granted. 

Turntables at the cheaper end of the market (sub� 

£350) tend to be supplied with matching tonearm, 

and often include a 'starter' cartridge. Still better 

quality is found at higher prices amongst the 

separate motor units and tonearms. Careful 

partnering and set�up is essential for these 

components, but 'sympathetic' combinations exist. 

The columns show from left to right, 'arm 

effective mass' relates to cartridge compatibility 

with regard to compliance (springiness) and is 

explained in the 'Cartridges' introduction. 

'Suspended suchassis' - decks which have some 

form of internal isolation, generally in the form of 

6�10 122 
6�12 60 
8�15 84 -

6�13 72 
5�t0 60 
7�15 103 

springs but occasionally more solid materials such 

as rubber. 'Manual' and 'Automatic' refer to the 

operational tendencies of the deck/arm 

combination - automatic high end turntables are 

as rare as hens teeth. 'Cartridge' - if one is 

supplied. 'Belt drive' as opposed to direct drive is 

the preferred method in most quality decks. An 

'Electronic PSU' offers switchable speed change 

and a 'smoother' power supply for better sound. 

Turntables 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 

...... 
...... 

... 
... 

...... 

... 
...... 

Product £Price Comments 

1785 G+ 
160 A 
200 A 

299 A+ 
904 G 

Good sound in all areas � bass, clarity and neutrality all in the top class and bettered by very few decks at price 13 79 
Not wholly inspiring; generally coarse and wooly sound is at least not offensive, but easily bettered by the CS505 �4 10 91 
Consistent sounding and well isolated turntable.lt is slightly lacking in balls, compensates with a consistently unmuddled presentation tO 103 
B eautifully made solid oak plinth, the Stabi also sounds very clear, detailed and extended. Stogi Reference is very capable. 12 91 
Strong midband analysis and imagery, clean if sharp treble is matched to a good if occasionally wooden bass 10_______ 103 
Trails the full LP12 Significantly, but pace, rhythm, timing etc. slill in top class, and bass tauter than of old 10 103 

697 G 
The classic reference is improved by the Lingo but charming character remains. Ekos is well made and suited to many decks 9 91 

�;;;;;:;::;;;;::;;:::::
:;:=

=!
---=

';::;;�;,-'--;;S:--w�ee:;t�a':' nd::'-::-na:;tu�r�al�s� o:--un=d� in:::g�p� la� ye=r
�
. w:-- ell suited to Rega RB300 . Aesthetics, and the acres of clear acrylic are very distinctive NA 55 

325 G 
1495 E 

890 E 

185 G 
2�G 
740 G 

---------- ----------�---
A happy blend of qualities endows the stylish Syncro with a blend of subtlety and force � the mailed fist in the velvet glove NA 67 
Possibly the most detailed, clear and neutral deck around. Likeness to master tape is uncanny N_ A ________ ______ 

9.:_1_ 
The PT TOO with built in PS . Retains features of great transparency and neutrality. Review sample had highish motor noise NA 91 
A remarkable product at the price, surprisingly articulate and confident 11.5 48 
A long time leader in its category, the '3 (with excellent RB300 arm) sounded nicely 'musical' in a balanced and coherent manner 11.5 _

_
___

_
_______ _ 4 _8 

Design is subtle, refined and easy on the eye . Musically it offers exceptional pertormance with a minimum of fuss 9 103 
235 A· The motor unit is derivative of the Rega Planar 2 with a Moth arm . Up tempo even bright at times but never lacks enthusiasm 12 115 

����_.:_��_.:_�� �_.:_��_.:__.:__.:__.:_�����------------------------� �-----------------� 
230 G 
388 G+ 

A high pertormance budget turntable which is particularly strong at fine detail resolution and imagery NA 
___ ____ 

1 03 

�T.:_ he.:_a.:_c.:_ ry�li.:_c.:_pl=att.:_e.:_ r.:_ 'd.:_II.:_X.:_E.:_is.:_o.:_n.:_ e.:_of.:_t .:_he.:_.:_m.:_os.:_t.:_c�ap.:_a:.:b.:_ le.:_b:.:ud.:_g� e= t=de.:_c.:_ ks.:_o.:_ n_ t.:_h.:_ e.:_m:.:a.:_ rk.:_et= ,� go.:_o.:_d _r .:_es.:_o.:_lu.:_tio.:_n.:_ ,.:_ dy.:.n.:_a.:_m.:_ ic.:_ s .:_a.:_ nd.:_t.:_im_ i.:_ng�----�NA _______________ ._1_0 __ 3 

�S:cuc:pc..pl-'ie ..:.d _w_it _h..:.S.:_ er-'ie..:cs _V_:a_ rm_E:_n.;: g _in.:_ee:_ r.:_ed:...t_:. o _la;.;:s.:_ t a:.__t if..:.et_im_ e:c.'.;:g _iv_in::..g_:.ex..:c..:ce _lle:...n _t s.:_t.:_er..:.eo:.__an_d_ d_e _ta_il _re_ t _rie_v _al_. ___________ 
10.5 _____________ 

1 _18_ 
760 G Excellent middle ranking esoterica, with strong all round abilities rather than excellence in particular areas NA ,______ ...........____ 1 03 
280 A-_R..:.e.:_ fi_:. ne.:_ d_:a.:_nd.::..:::art.:_ ic:.:uc.::la.:_ te:.:s..:.o.:_un= d-w:.:it.:_h:.:w.:_ el.:_l f.:.. oc:.: u..:.se:.:d.:_im=ag'-'e'-'ry'-, s:.:u.:_ ita.:_b:.:le.:_f.:_or...:uc:cse.:_w.:_ i.:_ th__,g'-'o.:_od:...M_;_M_c.a _nd:_.:_bu-'d"-ge'-t-M=C-'c..:. art_ r..: id"-ge'-'s-------<11 . 5 ______ __ 1_ 0_3 
650 G-___ S _im_ il _ar_ t _o _T_D _32_0_ b_ u_t _m_u _ch_de_a_re_r _� _w_h��-S_ o_u _nd_is _c _om_ f_o _rta_ b_le_ b_ u_t _n_ot_ v_ery�d _et_a _i t e_d ________________ 

15 
E 

1690 G+ 

Halfway between standard and Relerence Voyds with the latter's platter and bearing. Superb finish, colourtut and dynamic sound NA 
Voyd's flagship, equipped with three substantial motors, a Lexan platter and brute PS. A strong contender for world's best NA 
Intriguing/challenging des1gn Musically it is not ideal, but has a limpid quality and a lack of artificiality that sets standards 7.5 

91 
72 

C91 
67 

Tonearms 
Product £Price Comments 

VG S�shaped arm sounds smooth, but nevertheless reproduces transients with fine attack 
.._:;;:������==:-:::;:-VG Large, solid and well made arm, gives exceptionally clear sound with just a hint of brightness 
A. VG Superb, state of the art design which builds significantly on predecessor lttok's strengths 

A. A. G+ The ultimate budget arm? Refined, detailed, sweet and natural 

A. A. Despite its modest price it sets exceptional pertormance standards and could be used on many high end turntables 
A. T argetted at the Xerxes, this is a good alternative to the Rega arms in many cases � a trifle bright 
A. B eautifully made and finished, fully adjustable, a highly neutral pertormer 
A. Superb engineering and finish with a finely balanced sound, impressive stereo focus and low colouration 

Excellent in all respects, t11is arm arguably sets the standard for pivoted arms regardless of price 

10 C86 
12 79 - ----
9 67 
12 60 -

11.5 60 
9 91 
10 79 

10.5 60 
10.5 60 
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Bartletts Suggested Systems 
The Bartletts Suggested Systems listed below are supplied 

with the Marantz CD 53, an alternative CD player or 

Turntable is available, see below for price details. All 

systems are supplied with 8 metres of  79 strand 

loudspeaker cable. QED 4mm plugs are available at a cost 

of £1.00 each. Carriage charge for delivery to an address 

on the UK mainland is £12.00 per order. All items are sent 

fully insured. Prices were correct at time of printing but are 

subject to change without notice. All systems come with a 

2 year parts & labour guarantee. E&OE. 

Options 

Celestion 1 Mission 760i 

(Nad 801 add £16) Mission 731 

Tannoy 603 11 Mission 761 i Tannoy 607 11 
Mission 760ise B&W OM 600i Celestion 7 11 

Tannoy 631 Nad 802 

B&W OM 610i Mission 762i 

Mission 780 Cerwin-

Vega VS 8 

Mission 780 SE 

The following CD players or turntables can be ordered instead of the Marantz CD 53 in the above systems: 

CD Players 
Denon DCD 615 Add 

Nad 501 Add 

Yamaha COX 580 Add 

Nil Denon DCD 825 Add £20.00 Marantz CD 63 Add 

Nil Nad 502 Add £20.00 Yamaha COX 480 Add 

£50.00 

Turntables 
Dual CS 503·2 Deduct £1 0.00 Dual CS 505-4 Add £20.00 Thorens TO 280 Add 

Bartletts 
are authorised stockists for: 

£50.00 

Nil 

£20.00 

Aiwa, Arcam, Audiolab, Audio Source, Audio Technica, Aura, B&W, Beyer, Bose, Boston, 

Cable Talk, Canon, Celestion, Cerwin-Vega, Copland, Creek, Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Epos, Exposure, 

Harman Kardon, Marantz, Michell, Micromega, Mission, Mordaunt Short, Moth, Musical Fidelity 

NAD, Nakamichi, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, ProAc, Quad, Rei, Roberts, Rogers, Rotel, Royd, 

Ruark, Sennheiser, Sony, Systemdek, Tannoy, Target, TDL, Technics, Thorens, Yamaha 



with 

Bartletts 

Get back 15°/o of your purchase 

price, which can be used to claim 

free accessories or loudspeakers 

of your choice 

Interest free credit on your 

purchase (minimum balance after 

deposit £200) 

? (For personal callers only!) 

And that's not all! In all these options every item costing £200 or more is 

covered by Bartletts full 3 year parts and labour guarantee. 
[Certain restrictions apply to Bartletts Options: Suggested Systems are excluded. Credit is subject to status 

(written details upon request) Bartletts are licenced credit brokers. E&OE.] 

So don't play the fool 

Play to win at 

Bartletts 

usic made live ... usic made live .. 



Personal messages 
One pair of speakers, two different verdicts. 

How can two hi-fi magazines come to such different 

conclusions? Paul Messenger investigates this anomaly but 

declines to throw any stones 

A 
very intelligent letter recently 

appeared in our rival, What Hi

Fi?, drawing attention to one 

problem which has been troubling me 

for many months, and which deserves 

a more thorough examination than 

What Hi-Fi?'s arrogant and trivial 

'we are right and they are wrong' 

editorial reply. 

Mr J Ainscoe ofPwllheli cited the Hi

Fi Choice and What Hi-Fi? reviews of 

the TDL Near Field Monitor speaker 

as one example of the wide 

divergence of review conclusions 

between the two publications (May and 

J anuaty '94 respectively). 

The immediately wonying point is 

that if we (self-styled) experts disagree 

so regularly and dramatically, the 

whole review business will lack any 

credibility. But when I go back and 

examine the two reviews closely and 

carefully, the differences turn out to be 

smaller than the similarities, while the 

contrary value-judgement summaryis 

an obvious consequence of the fact that 

the NFM cost £100 when WHF? did it, 

and had gone up to £120 by the time 

Clwice had a go. 

My quarrel is therefore not with the 

(anonymous) reviewer. but with the 

(also anonymous) writer on the WHF? 

Hi-Fi Answers panel who saw the letter 

as an opportunity to take a pop at 

Choice, rather than getting down to 

some hom.ework in order to deliver an 

intelligent and considered reply. 

It would be funny, were it not also 

so vety sad. I particularly enjoyed 

the bit which accused my review of 

being "a bit like rubbishing a 

Lamborghini because it's no good for 

ploughing", overlooking the fact that 

Lamborghini is Italy's biggest tractor 

manufacturer ... 

I can accept valid criticism of my 

reviewing methods. Loudspeaker 

reviewing is a far fi·om exact art, and 

no procedures can cover all possible 

bases within publishers' timescales 

and budgets. But I do resent being 

accused of naivety in a partisan, jingo

ist statement which is itself unbeliev

ably naive. 
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On review: the 
TDL Near Field 
Monitors which 
caused a stir in 
the reviewing 
world. 

I can't criticise WHF?'s review meth

ods, as that magazine chooses not to 

divulge modus operandi of any particu

lar review. But I can defend my own 

decisions for Choice, by explaining the 

rationale behind them. 

WHF? claim.s that the Choice findings 

were flawed because my room is too 

large and we listen from too far away 

from a speaker which calls itself a 'near 

field monitor'. This is the naive bit. 

'Near field monitor' is pure marketing

speak, and anyone taking it literally 

should go for a few trips around the 

block.TI1e term 'monitor' had itselflost 

all meaning by the beginning of the 

eighties, and is now usually and ironi

cally applied to the vety cheapest 

speakers, in the quest for spurious 

extra credibility. 

TI1e 'near field' bit might imply par

ticular suitability to close-up listening 

-but the phrase is equally applicable 

to any speaker with a small front panel, 

as distinct from giant studio monitors 

whose spaced multi-driver arrays need 

2 to 3m between speaker and listener to 

integrate properly. The TDL NFM is a 

budget miniature hi-fi speaker, no 

more and no less. 

My 14x18ft room is admittedly a lit

tle larger than ideal for 7 to 1 Olitre 

miniatures, and for practical reasons 

the blind listening tests are conducted 

fi·om several metres away. But these are 

common factors for all the models. 

Levels are modest enough not ro over

stress even these babies (the really cru

cial room size factor), and history has 

shown that the best miniatures are 

quite capable of mixing it with larger 

and more pretentious competitors. In 

any case, our extended hands-on lis

tening is usually done much closer up, 

while Alan Sircom had reached broad

ly similar conclusions on the NFM dur

ing an earlier Sessions review done in 

his much smaller room. 

In fact the NFM is not a bad little 

speaker at all. It's actually quite good 

in parts, even though I didn't find the 

bass as entertaining as the WHF? 

reviewer. But at £120 it's now distinct

ly over-priced, and the effect of that 20 

per cent price rise on the value equa

tion is the crucial factor which WHF?'s 

reply overlooked. 

What might be good value at £100 

under favourable system/room/stand 

circumstances can easily be seen as a 

rip-off at £120 with the wind in a dif. 

ferent direction, especially when put 

into context with various £60 to £80 

JPW budget miniatures. 

Even to a reviewer as naive as yours 

truly. it was obvious that the enclo

sures and main drivers of the £120 TDL 

NFM and the £80 JPW Cold Monitor 

almost certainly originated from the 

same OEM suppliers, while the NFM 

used a version of the familiar Audax 

tweeter that has appeared in a dozen 

or more budget designs over the past 

decade. The only other discernible 

differences are a slightly different 

crossover, a reflex port on the TDL, the 

badge-and of course, the profit mar

gins made by manufacturer and 

dealer. 

Even allowing for fitting the port, 

the TDL's current £120 price cannot 

possibly be regarded as competitive in 

a market context. Maybe Hi·Fi World 

might consider a DIY featurette, so 

that reflex fans can convert their 

budgetJPWs? And maybe WHF? should 

take more care, when answering intel

ligent reader's letters, not to throw 

stones which might damage its own 

glass castle in the air. 



HO 580 

Top of the range 

dynamic headphone 

using new duofoil 

diaphragm which 

virtually eliminates 

sound colouration. 

HO 560 11 

"A detailed and 

open headphone 

with the ability 

to recreate the 

power and depth 

in a piece of 

music." 

Hi-Fi Choice 

Oct 91. 

HO 320 

Part of the new 

generation of dynamic 

hi-li stereo headphones. 

the HO 320 has 

ergonomic styling with 

a sound quality that is 

designed to optimise 

transparency and 

clarity, whilst ensuring 

a strong bass 

definition. 

The highest fidelity. 
Naturally. 

Immerse yourself in the music. No distractions, just 

pure sound reproduction. 

Ifs no coincidence that Sennheiser headphones are 

acclaimed again and again in the hi-fi press. 

We set new standards of sound reproduction 

and quality at the leading edge of acoustic 

technology. Supremely comfortable and 

near-unbreakable, the headphones are 

specially designed for easy replacement of parts. 

With accurate, detailed response and rich pure 

tone, recreate the eloquence of the instruments, the 

vitality of the vocals. Whatever your taste in music 

you'll appreciate the transparent natural sound 

quality, balanced by a wide dynamic range. 

Now prove it. Try out our headphones for yourself. 

You'll be convinced. Naturally. 

fZJ SEI\II\IHEISER 

HO 340 

A headphone which 

produces a roomy and 

detailed· sound whilst 

incorporating high 

quality in its design 

making it lightweight 

and comfortable to 

wear. 

Sennheiser UK Ltd. Freepost, Loudwater. High Wycombe. Buckinghamshire. HP10 8BR. Telephone 0628 850811. Fax 0628 850958 
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